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GRAND MASTER OF WESTERN LANDSCAPES
A print of T h o m a s M o r a n ' s Grand Canyon of the Yelloustone graces the front and
back covers of this special issue marking Interior's 150th year. This historic
painting and his Chasm of the Colorado are on display at the Interior
Museum, accompanied by a photographic and video exhibit on the
artist's role in transforming the nation's perception of the West.

gave Congressional leaders their first views of the transcendent wonders of the
mysterious valley. His watercolors—the first color images of Yellowstone—played a
key role, offering an interpretation of the valley's special character in natural
hues.
Though opposed by those who wished to keep all public land open to homesteading,
izing, timber harvesting, and mining, the legislation won majority support
n early 1872 and President Ulysses S. G r a n t signed the hill establishing
Yellowstone as the nation's (and the world's) first national park on March 1.
The law also set a precedent for excluding public lands from traditional
exploitation and m a n a g i n g t h e m for a new k i n d of u s e — p u b l i c
.
recreational.

Moran's paintings changed the public's image of Yellowstone and other
western lands from fearfnl and foreboding landscapes into patriotic
symbols of America's natural beaut} and heritage. His work
influenced the establishment of Yellowstone National Park and
popularized other natural wonders that were later added to the
National Park System.

The U.S. Government bought Moran's Grand Canyon of the
Yellowstone for $10,000 in June of 1872 and displayed it in the
Senate wing of the U.S. Capitol. It was the first American landscape
by an American artist that the Federal Government purchased.
Moran painted Chasm of the Colorado after accompanying J o h n
Wesley P o w e l l on an 1873 survey of the canyons of the
Colorado River. A dramatic view of geology and water that
reflected Powell's ideas on the scarce water resources of the
*V':v arid West, the mural was acquired by the Federal Government
in 1874.

Moran joined F e r d i n a n d V. H a y d e n ' s Yellow stone expedition
in the summer of 1871 and worked with W i l l i a m H e n r y
J a c k s o n , the survey's p h o t o g r a p h e r , h e l p i n g to locale
picturesque views and setting up photographic equipment.
Moran drew hundreds of sketches of shooting geysers, boiling
streams, majestic waterfalls, rugged canyons, and sandstone
buttes. Scribner's Monthly paid pari of Moran's expenses and some
of his sketches illustrated Hayden's survey report in the February
1872 issue of that magazine.
Moran completed Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone in the w inter
of 1871. He tried to interpret Yellowstone's essence rather than j
paint an actual view of the river's Lower Falls. He believed in |
blending spiritual, natural, and esthetic values into one //
"impression," so he used several perspectives and rearranged j
details of light, color, texture, and geology to paint wild
expansive scenery that expresses majesty and unspoiled
grandeur.

Moran's Yellowstone experience influenced his life and work.
He signed his smaller works TYM, for Thomas Yellowstone
Moran. At least a dozen of the natural landscapes that he
painted and popularized became national parks. His historic
murals on display at the Interior Museum were transferred to
the D e p a r t m e n t in 1950 a n d have b e e n loaned to the
Smithsonian Institution's National Museum of American Art.

As he finished his masterpiece, Congress was debating
legislation to establish Yellowstone as a national park. The
bill was backed by a coalition of scientists, civic leaders, and
business interests, including the Northern Pacific Railroad, which
planned a route across Montana Territory and saw economic benefits in Yellowstone's
development as a tourist destination. Jackson's photographs and Moran's sketches
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The Interior Museum is located on the ground floor of the Main Interior Building,
1849 C Street, NW, Washington. DC. It is open to the public weekdays from 8:30 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m., except federal holidays. Admission is free. Visitors must present photo
identification, such as a driver's license, student ID, or employment card. Those in
wheelchairs can use the E Street entrance. For more information, call Debra Berke,
the museum curator, at (202) 208-4743.
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PRESIDENT'S VISIT,
AWARDS CONVOCATION
KICK OFF 150TH
1 . COMMEMORATION

President
Clinton,
Secretary
Babbitt and Assistant SecretaryJohn Berry led a March 4 convocation at the Main
Interior
Building
that marked
the
Department's 150th anniversary, honored
outstanding
employees, and kicked off a
year-long series of commemorative activities. About 700
employees and guests packed the
Sidney R. Yates Auditorium for the three-hour ceremony, nhile
thousands of others watched the event on television and later by videotape at Interior
offices across the country. Above right, Secretary Babbitt presents valor awards to
Bureau of Land Management rangers JeffEmmett, Eric Loomis, and Paul Rodriquez.
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Above left. Unsung Heroes join in the singing of the Star
Spangled Banner. At left, Assistant Secretary John Berry
addresses
the convocation,
sharing the
remarkable
achievements of employees in science, management, valor,
conservation,
diversity,
information
technology,
and
partnership-building. Below left, President Clinton applauds
remarks by Unsung Hero Mark Oliver who lauded Secretary
Babbitt for his national environmental leadership. Below,
President Clinton offers the nation's condolences and thanks
to Florie Takaki, the widow of National Park Service Ranger
Joseph I). Kolodski, who was slain in the line of duty last year.
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The Great American Indian Dancers,
above and at top left, performed a
variety of tribal dances, exemplifying the cultures and traditions
of Native American
communities.
At left, Secretary Babbitt presents
an Unsung Hero Award to Dagrnar
Fertl, a biologist with the Minerals
Management
Service.
Below,
Chief of Staff Anne Shields and
members of the Old Guard Fife and
Drum Corps welcome employees
to the 59th Annual
Awards
Convocation.
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STEWARDSHIP
SHOULDN'T BE
PARTISAN ISSUE
President Clinton delivered the following remarks at the
59th Awards Convocation honoring Interior employees on
March 4, 1999.
Thank you very much. Ladies and gentlemen, it's wonderful
to be here today. I want to thank the Great American Indian
Dancers. I got to watch on the screen, off the stage, and I
thought they were wonderful. And I want to thank Dagmar
[Fertl] and Mark [Oliver] for their presentations and for the
employees they represent.

Ibove, Secretary
Babbitt welcomes the President to
Interior for the 59th Annual Awards Convocation and
And I would like to say Secretary Babbitt has spent a lot of 150th Anniversary Celebration. After introducing the President, above
right. Secretary Babbitt expresses his thanks and appreciation to President Clinton for
his lime putting out fires, both figuratively and literally, some
joining Interior employees for the historic March 4 convocation.
of which I lit. (Laughter.) And I thank him for that and for his
remarkable loyalty to this Department. I got kind of tickled
when he said that talking to one of you reminded him of drinking water from a fire
Under Bruce Babbitt's leadership, everything this Department does is guided by the
hydrant. Sometimes I feel like a fire hydrant looking at a pack of dogs. (Laughter and
unifying purpose of stewardship. As wise and dedicated stewards, you act in the
a p p l a u s e . ) For six y e a r s I have d e c l i n e d to tell t h e s e k i n d s of
recognition that all of us are but brief visitors on this small planet. You understand
that everything we want for our children depends on protecting the forests, the streams,
jokes because 1 have been told it is not presidential. But I feel kind of outdoorsy today,
the deserts that were here so very long before we came along. Today, the "Department
you know. (Laughter.)
of Everything Else," as it was once called, is and forever will be the "Department of
Stewardship." And for that, I thank you all.
I would like to also say to all of you, I really appreciated the Secretary both featuring
these two fine employees and talking about the other appointees. I know we have some
previous Administration appointees who have left to go on to other things here in the
Using a skillful touch, but not a heavy hand, you have achieved remarkable things.
audience. I thank all of you who have served by my appointment and all of you who
Many have been mentioned today, but because they're so important to me, 1 want to
served by choice in this Department.
thank you personally for them. Three years ago, we set out on a mission to preserve
California's Headwaters Forest, the world's largest unprotected stand of old-growth
redwoods. Three days ago, you did it. We did it. And aren't we glad. (Applause.)
I've been wanting to come over here to thank you for a long time. I don't know that
there has ever been a President who has benefited more, in personal ways at important
times of his life, from the Department of the Interior. I was raised in Hot Springs
Thanks to the tireless efforts of so many people here and at your sister agency, NOAA,
National Park, Arkansas, the first city in America to contain a national park. I spent
not one of the magnificent trees of Headwaters Forest will ever be logged. Anyone who
my first 18 years in a state that is more than half-covered
has ever strolled through a grove of redwoods —and I
with pine and hardwood forests, which is why Mike
have—who has seen the tangle of ferns at your feet
Gauldin had a little trouble appreciating Arizona.
and a living canopy reaching high overhead, knows
(Laughter.)
that these ancient forests are as much a part of our
legacy, as I said, as the world's great cathedrals. Thank
you for making them safe for all time.
When I finished law school, I went home to the hills of
northwest Arkansas and spent some of the happiest days
of my life on the Buffalo River, the very first river set
We should also be proud that over the last six years
aside u n d e r the National Wild and Scenic Rivers
we've set aside vast unspoiled areas of the Mojave
Act.Today, my family and I have the great honor of living
Desert, designating three new national parks. We put
in the most beautiful home under the care of the
a stop to a massive mining operation that threatened
National Parks System. Sometimes it feels more like a
Yellowstone, the world's first national park. To protect
zoo than a park, but I love it. Now, my lease is up in
Utah's stunning Red Rock Canyons, we created the
one year, 10 months, and 16 days but who's counting?
Grand Staircase Escalante National Monument, and
(Laughter.)
c o m p l e t e d the largest land exchange in the
continental United States.
Perhaps more than any other department of the Federal
Government, the Interior D e p a r t m e n t really does
And I have to tell you. I just returned from Utah, where
embody the history of our country: The story of Manifest
the rest of my family went skiing, and 1 thought about
Destiny and the great Western expansion; the story of
it. (Laughter.) And I was so pleased that any number
fertile fields rising from arid desert; of people rising
of people, after all the flak we took—any number of
President Clinton congratulates Harry Sears, a U.S. Fish and
from the depths of the Great Depression; of a nation
Wildlife Service employee who received an Unsung Hero Award. people came up to me, just on the street, and said, Mr.
marshaling the resources to win two world wars. A story
President, you might have been right about that; I
think this is going to work out fine, and I'm glad we saved that land. (Applause. And
of scientific discovery and relentless explorations; a story of our country's struggle to
in a project that has been particularly close to my heart because I have also been
recognize the dignity and independence and sovereignty and expand the opportunity
there, we are restoring the Florida Everglades—the largest restoration project ever
of our first citizens-our Native Americans.
undertaken in our nation's history.
A story of the efforts of this country to expand the horizons and make real the promise
of America for all Americans, as Secretary Harold I c k e s did when he invited the
That is quite a legacy. But we have much, much more to do. This year, the last of this
incomparable Marian Anderson to sing from the steps of the Lincoln Memorial 60
century, we must dedicate ourselves not to resting on these accomplishments, but to
years ago. Most of all, as Secretary Babbitt has proved every day, it is the story of our
building on them. First, we must preserve more precious lands. I will soon send the
intensifying determination as a people to conserve and restore our precious natural
Congress a plan to bestow the highest level of wilderness protection on more than five
resources.
million acres of backcountry lands within Yellowstone, Glacier, and other national
parks. (Applause.) In these vast regions, the roar of bulldozers and chainsaws never
again will drown out the call of the wild.
In 1849, when this Department was launched, with a headquarters staff of 10, and a
budget of $14,200, it lacked a unifying purpose—hard to imagine you could do much
more than one thing with that kind of money. (Laughter.) Today, with a much larger
I'm also proposing an unprecedented $1 billion Lands Legacy Initiative, which
staff and a considerably larger budget, the contrast is remarkable.
Secretary Babbitt mentioned, on which many of you worked. It will allow us to continue
2
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your efforts to protect natural and historic lands across our nation, such as Civil War
battlefields, remote stretches of the historic Lewis and Clark trail, and an additional
450,000 acres in and around Mojave and Joshua Tree National Parks.
It will also allow us to meet the stewardship challenges of a new century. It is no longer
enough for our nation to preserve its grandest natural wonders. As communities grow
and expand, it has become every bit as important to preserve the small, but sacred,
green and open space closer to home. So my Lands Legacy Initiative will also help
communities protect meadows and seashores, where children play; streams where
sportsmen and women can fish; farmlands that produce the fresh
harvest we often take for granted.

Now, the fact is that things we do today to reduce greenhouse gas pollution—with
available technologies, not to mention those that are just ahead and almost within our
reach—will lower greenhouse gas emissions, will reduce the threat of global warming,
and will create more jobs at higher incomes. The old idea is wrong. I ask the employees
of the Interior Department to help the American people get rid of an old, wrong idea,
so that we can do this. (Applause.)
_^^^m
These are the things that we have
to do: setting aside more lands;
making more livable communities; cleaning up our
waterways; dealing with the
challenge of climate change.
We can do it. I say to the
m e m b e r s of C o n g r e s s i n
both parties, please join this
crusade. I say to the majority party, the preservation of
our natural resources, the
stewardship of this great
land, should n o t be a
partisan issue. (Applause.)

We believe this Lands Legacy Initiative must be a permanent legacy. So
today—(applause)—today, I promise to work with Congress to create for
the very first time a guaranteed fund for protecting and restoring
priceless land all across America.
There are many good legislative ideas for achieving this goal. We think
any solution must provide at least $1 billion annually, with at least half
dedicated to helping communities protect local greenspaces. It also must
recognize the unique environmental challenges of coastal states, without
creating any new incentives for offshore oil drilling. Working together, we
can e n s u r e t h a t not only our
generation, b u t each generation to
come, will have the resources to leave
an even better land for those who
follow.

This c o u n t r y never had a b e t t e r
conservation President than T h e o d o r e Roosevelt.
For 12 years, I was a governor. The first Governors'
Conference in history was called by Theodore Roosevelt in
1908 to talk about the conservation of our resources.

Second, as we help preserve more
o p e n s p a c e s , we h a v e a g r e a t
o p p o r t u n i t y to h e l p create m o r e
livable c o m m u n i t i e s ; healthy
c o m m u n i t i e s where people don't
have to waste a gallon of gasoline
driving to get a gallon of milk; where
e m p l o y e r s have n o t r o u b l e
recruiting workers interested in a
high quality of life.
T h e Vice P r e s i d e n t and 1 have
p r o p o s e d r e c o r d f u n d i n g for
public transit and Better America
bonds to help communities grow in
ways that ensure a clean environment
and strong, sustainable economic
development.
Third, we must clean up the 40 percent
of o u r waterways t h a t still are too
polluted for fishing and swimming.
Most Americans don't know that and
many are surprised to hear it. I call on
Congress to fully fund my clean water
action plan and to r e a u t h o r i z e and
strengthen the Clean Water Act.

When I was out in Utah, I was looking through Roosevelt's
four-volume history of the American West and thinking to
myself, why don't we have two parties equally committed to
fulfilling his vision? So I implore the Congress: Let us not
w a s t e p r e c i o u s t i m e b a t t l i n g over t h e s e b a d
anti-environmental riders, which I am going to veto anyway;
instead, let's go on with the work of America. (Applause.)
Let me say in closing one very personal thing. As I have already
explained, I am as deeply indebted to the work of the
Department of the Interior as any President could possibly
be—to the visionaries like J o h n Wesley Powell and Harold
I c k e s and Rachel Carson, to the
p a r k r a n g e r s t h a t I've s e e n i n
Yellowstone and Grand Teton and
other parks, to the people that were
kind to me as a boy when I roamed
the trails and the mountains of the
national park which was my home.

At top, members of the Great
American Indian Dancers, who
performed at the March 4 Awards
Convocation, welcome
President Clinton to Interior.
Above, Chief of Staff Anne Shields
greets President Clinton at the
convocation. In the background is
Ken Smith, the deputy chief of
staff At right, EPA Director Carol
Browner and former Interior
Secretary Thomas S. Kleppe |
applaud the President's remarks.
Kleppe led Interior from 1975 to
1977 during the Administration
of President Gerald Ford.
Photos by Tami Heilemann, NBC

Fourth, we must do more to meet our
most profound, c o m m o n global
environmental challenge, the challenge
of global warming. I have proposed a
clean air partnership fund to help communities reduce both greenhouse pollution
and smog, as well as tax and research incentives to spur clean energy technologies. I
want to work with members of Congress in both parties to reward companies that take
early, voluntary action to reduce greenhouse gases.
Let me say just one thing here that's not in the script. A lot of you clapped and a lot
of you were smiling when I said I'd been to Utah, and people came up to me and said,
this Grand Staircase idea wasn't such a bad idea after all. And you nodded your head
because you knew it all along. One of the biggest impediments to human progress in
any free society is the persistence, buried deep in the brains of the people at large or
people in decision-making positions, of old ideas that aren't right any longer. The
biggest impediment we have to dealing with the challenge of climate change is not
cheap oil. It is the old idea that we simply cannot have economic growth without
Industrial Age patterns of energy use.
And I see it all over the world. I see it here in the United States. I see it in the United
States Congress, where one subcommittee forced us to spend hundreds of thousands
of dollars last year trying to defend our climate change plan, which had no new taxes,
no big new regulations, was solely devoted to tax incentives and new research and
development for new technologies.

RECOGNITION

In one way or the other, almost all
of us have come to see nature as a
precious but fragile gift and an
important part of the fabric of our
lives. Probably every one of us
could cite one particular example
where that came home to us as
never before. I remember once in
1971, w h e n I was d r i v i n g to
California to visit Hillary—we had
just started seeing each other—and I stopped at
the Grand Canyon. And I crawled out on a ledge, about an hour-and-a-half or two
before sunset, and I just sat there for two hours, and I watched the sun set on Grand
Canyon—if you've never done it, you ought to do it.
And because of the way the rocks are layered over millions of years, it's like a
kaleidoscope. And the colors change over and over and over again, layer by layer by
layer as the sun goes down. It is a stunning, stunning thing to see the interplay of
light and stone and realize how it happened over the ages. I never got over it. I think
about it all the time, now, nearly 30 years later.
That kind of moment can't be captured in the words I have shared with you, or even
photographed, because the important thing is the interaction of human nature with
nature. But we've all felt it. And we all know that part of our essential humanity is
paying respect to what God gave us and what will be here a long time after we're gone.
That is what the Interior Department means to me. And after 150 years, it's what it
means to all of America's past and to America's great future.
Thank you, and God bless you. (Applause.)
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59th Awards Convocation
March 4, 1999
The U.S. Geological Survey
Philip M. B e t h k e , a U.S. Geological Survey geologist,
made major contributions to the study of the genesis of
ore, carried out innovative laboratory and field research,
and coordinated and supervised independent studies by
colleagues. He conducted definitive investigations of the
thermodynamic properties of synthetic minerals and their
solid solutions. His extensive research on the silver deposit
at Creede, Colorado, which used t h e site as a field
laboratory to examine the conditions and processes that
create ore deposits, made Creede a widely studied deposit
and one of the best understood in the world. Dr. Bethke
pioneered the application of double polished thin sections
to document t h e complexities of mineralization a n d
helped to design and test the "USGS microscope stage"
that revolutionized the study of fluid inclusions. He also co-developed a globally
applicable model that relates many deposits to ancient lakes and deduced criteria to
distinguish hydrothermal acid-sulfate gold deposits from similar-appearing but noneconomic supergene or steam healed acid-sulfate alterations. The study also showed
how supergene alunite can record past climatic conditions.
Kathryn R. Clement, a senior program advisor for Data
Production and Integration, significantly contributed to
the USGS National Mapping Program, improving the use
of spatial information technologies and their application
to land m a n a g e m e n t , r e s o u r c e a n d e n v i r o n m e n t a l
assessment, and spatial modeling. She played a key role
in establishing the Spatial Data Transfer Standard among
federal agencies and other users and made important
contributions to the program's new strategic direction,
ensuring the availability of data through partnerships with
federal and state cooperators as well as the private sector.
Clement provided guidance and focus for redefining the
roles a n d responsibilities of t h e R e q u i r e m e n t s a n d
C o o r d i n a t i o n staff, w h o s e daily i n t e r a c t i o n w i t h
cooperators improved customer relations. She also made significant changes in the
way geospatial data standards are developed, put into practice, and maintained in the
National Mapping Program and gained wider acceptance and use of the data standards
by other federal agencies.
Donald A. Goolsby, who heads the USGS Midcontinent
Herbicide Initiative, has developed and carried out more
than a dozen major studies of pesticides in U.S. ground
water in t h e past decade. He conducted a landmark
comparison of enzyme immunoassay techniques with gas
chromatography-mass spectrometry for the analysis of
herbicides in water and demonstrated that the inexpensive
and quick immunoassay test was effective for studying the
occurrence and transport of herbicides in rainfall. As a
result, more than 10,000 assays were completed for
atrazine and alachlor in the rainfall of 26 central and
eastern states, showing water resource managers in the
affected areas that precipitation is a major pathway for
t h e t r a n s p o r t of p e s t i c i d e s i n t o t h e h y d r o p o n i c
environment. Goolsby also investigated herbicide transport into 76 reservoirs in the
central United States, demonstrating that herbicides persist in surface water and that
reservoirs store concentrations of pesticides that exceed EPA health standards. A third
major study focused on t h e o c c u r r e n c e of a g r i c u l t u r a l chemicals in shallow
groundwaters. He is now studying the sources of nitrate in the Mississippi River and
how that chemical affects the hypoxic zone in the Gulf of Mexico. His studies enable
local, state, and federal water managers to understand the potential for contamination
of surface and well water and to change how pesticides are used to protect these critical
resources.
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Leonard F. K o n i k o w , a senior research hydrologist,
made fundamental technical advances in numerical
t r a n s p o r t simulation a n d guided t h e application of
sophisticated simulation technologies that enabled the
USGS to provide scientific leadership in solving groundwater contamination problems. His simulation model for
the transport and dispersion of a single solute in three
dimensions in ground water flowing through porous media
will yield a reliable calculation for a wide variety of field
problems. Dr. Konikow also demonstrated the limitations
of numerical simulations a n d w a r n e d against t h e i r
improper use. Predicting the behavior of ground-water
systems in p r a c t i c e is f r e q u e n t l y u n s u c c e s s f u l , h e
demonstrated, because the models often cannot be sufficiently constrained. He
convincingly argued that numerical ground-water models are embodiments of
scientific hypotheses; as such the models cannot be proven or validated, but only
tested and invalidated. In many instances, these ideas have changed how numerical
models are applied and how their results are interpreted. He served on the National
Resource Council, National Science Foundation, Hydrogeology Division of t h e
Geological Society of America, and the National Ground Water Association.
P e t e r W. Lipman, a USGS administrator of
volcanic research programs, produced notable
landmarks in understanding the causes of the
earth's greatest volcanic eruptions, the major
crustal features marking their occurrence, the
bearing of the volcanic process on the origin
a n d d i s t r i b u t i o n of m i n e r a l deposits, t h e
localization of geothcrinal energy, and actual
and potential hazards to humans. His work in
Colorado and New Mexico led to the recognition
of criteria for identifying calderas exposed by
erosion and t h e discovery of a previously
unrecognized caldera in the Russian Caucasus.
His publications on the role of magmatism in
the plate-tectonic evolution of western North
America, the eruption of Mount St. Helens, and
the importance of catastrophic slope failures
in the evolution of oceanic volcanoes are some of the most cited scientific works in
the field. Dr. Lipman served as chief of the Branch of Volcanic and Geothermal
Processes a n d coordinator of t h e Volcanic Hazards a n d Geothermal Research
Programs, reorganizing them to more efficiently use their combined resources. He
also provided administrative direction for USGS responses to the eruptions of Mount
Spurr, Alaska and Mount Pinatubo in the Philippines.
Glenn L. Osick, an expert in automated cartography and
chief of t h e Research, Technology, a n d Applications
Branch at Mid-Gonlinent Mapping Center, led t h e
development of the Digital Cartographic Software System,
the first successful automated mapping capability for the
USGS National Mapping Program. The system generated
the first USGS map produced with digital technology and
the first digital elevation model from digital contour data.
Among his other significant R & D projects was the product
and systems development associated with t h e Digital
Raster Graphic —a scanned image of a USGS topographic
map that can b e used in a variety of digital mapping
applications. Osick also managed the development of
software to help implement t h e Spatial Data Transfer
Standard—a federal information processing standard for t h e exchange of digital
spatial data. He carried out these projects by assembling and managing an outstanding
computer and technical support staff of federal professionals and university students.
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J a m e s C. S a v a g e , an

James Savage receiving the Distinguished Service Award
from L1SGS Director Charles Groat.

authority in tectonics and
seismology, made pioneering advances in modeling
elastic crustal deformation,
viscoelastic d e f o r m a t i o n
related to faulting, seismic
wave a t t e n u a t i o n , e a r t h quake souree mechanics,
and magmalie inducement
of earthquakes. His major
contributions to the USGS
i n c l u d e d e v e l o p m e n t of
g e o d e t i c p r o c e d u r e s for
assigning strain a c c u m u lation rates athwart major
faults of the San Andreas,
Sierran, and southeastern
Alaska systems. Dr. Savage
rigorously searched out
and c o r r e c t e d systematic

measurement errors that could distort useful analyses of crustal deformation. On the
Ad Hoc Working Group on Probabilities of Future Earthquakes in Southern California,
he contributed to a ground-breaking report for assessing regional earthquake hazards.
He is the author of 200 scientific papers, a Fellow of the American Geophysical Union
and president of the Techtonophysics Section, and past president of the Seismological
Society of America. He made major contributions to the Earth Hazards Reduction
Program, serves on several national and international science panels, and advises the
Survey and the geophysical community at large on scientific policy.
K e v i n M. S c o t t , a n e x p e r t in t h e d e l i n e a t i o n .
classification, and quantification of h a z a r d o u s flow
processes at active and potentially active volcanoes,
developed and proved the theory that large landslides from
volcanoes can transform their character in a downstream
direction—a finding with profound implications for
downstream hazards to people and property. Two USGS
reports he authored present the first probability-based
hazard analysis and maps defining the risks of volcanic
flows. His help in analyzing the eruption of Mount St.
Helens—an extremely challenging sedimentological and
geomorphological problem—provided critical scientific
information about present and past processes that might
further endanger life and property. He also investigated flow hazards from Mount
Rainier volcano and his research is the basis of the Growth Management Act, which
defines areas at risk from volcanic flow hazards. Dr. Scott authored 11 major scientific
m o n o g r a p h s p u b l i s h e d by t h e USGS a n d received i n t e r n a t i o n a l acclaim a n d
recognition from the Geological Society of America for his work.

nearly continuous eruptive activity and was increasingly
involved in promoting the USGS work to the public. He
was chief of the Office of Geochemistry and Geophysics,
leading the Surrey's response to the eruption of Mount St.
Helens. Dr. Tilling used the knowledge he gained in Hawaii
to help mitigate the effects of eruptions at El Chicon in
Mexico and Nevada del Ruiz in Columbia and to build a
volcanology program in Indonesia. He is the USGS liaison
to the Office of Foreign Disaster Assistance programs in
v o l c a n o l o g y , t h e U n i t e d N a t i o n s D i s a s t e r Relief
Organization, and the World Organization of Volcano
Observatories. He has written and edited n u m e r o u s
publications to promote the Survey's work in mitigating
bazards from volcanoes.
T h o m a s C. Winter, an internationally recognized expert
on the hydrology of wetlands and the interaction of ground
and surface waters, fundamentally altered t h e way
national and international scientific communities view
these aquatic systems. Recause of his work, including a
long-term research project on the Prairie Pothole region,
lakes are no longer viewed as single hydrologic entities,
but must be considered part of a hydrologic landscape
that contains many lakes and wetlands in ground-water
flow systems. His research provided extensive comparative
data sets from around the nation and his accompanying
numerical
simulations
demonstrated
the
interdependence of physical, chemical, and biological
processes and the need to examine the entire hydrologic
cycle when studying interactions. Stressing the need for collaborative efforts by
hydrologists, chemists, and biologists, Dr. Winter's work has led to the creation of
interdisciplinary research initiatives in the field of wetlands research. He organized
and leads such a team initiative.
Philip C. Wondra has been a leader in development of
air quality p r o g r a m s a n d G e o g r a p h i c I n f o r m a t i o n
Systems. As a c h a r t e r m e m b e r of t h e National Park
Service's Air Quality Division, he led the development of
the first programs to monitor air quality and visibility in
the National Park System and launched the first studies
of how air pollution affects park resources. The NPS air
quality program is a model for other federal agencies.
Wondra l a t e r served as t h e first chief of t h e NPS
Geographic Information Systems Division, where he led
the effort to use this new information technology to
improve the management of national parks and other
federally-administered lands. For the last several years,
Wondra played a key role in the creation of the National Biological Service and its
subsequent merger into the U.S. Geological Survey. He served as the director of the
NBS Technology Transfer Center where he worked on national technical and policy
leadership, including the development of the National Biological Information
Infrastructure.

Earl M. T h n r m a n ' s pioneering research has had a major
effect on the use of pesticides in the United States, forcing
the scientific and regulatory communities to come to grips
with the presence of these compounds in their water
sources. His leadership in the integration
of geochemical, hydrological, and microbiological field studies for trace organic
Gail C. K o b e t i c h . a biologist with the U.S.
c o n s t i t u e n t s in w a t e r m a d e m a j o r
Fish and Wildlife Service and expert on
contributions to the USGS Toxic Substances
h a b i t a t c o n s e r v a t i o n p l a n s , developed
Hydrology P r o g r a m . He explained the
visionary and collaborative approaches that
c h e m i c a l a n d physical p r o c e s s e s that
defined national policies and influenced the
determine the origin, movement, and fate
debate on reauthorization of the Endangered
of n a t u r a l a n d c o n t a m i n a n t o r g a n i c
Species Act. In 1977, he organized the
substances in water. His book—Organic
Endangered Species Office for California,
Geochemistry of Natural Waters—is the definitive text on the subject.
which expanded u n d e r his leadership to
Dr. Thurman produced studies of the distribution of herbicides and
include a staff of more than 200 employees
their metabolites in ground water, surface water, and precipitation in
dealing with 170 listed species—about 30
t h e Midwest corn belt; developed analytical m e t h o d s for t h e s e
p e r c e n t of t h e national total. Kobetich
compounds, including the use of immunoassay: and determined the
h e l p e d t o d e v e l o p t h e first h a b i t a t
geochemical processes influencing the fate and transport of these
conservation plan in San Bruno, California,
pesticides. His development and use of enzyme-linked immunosorbent
which Congress recognized in 1982 as a
assays i n e n v i r o n m e n t a l c h e m i s t r y work e n a b l e d cost-effective
model for balancing economic development
collection of t h e large d a t a sets n e c e s s a r y to answer complex
Gail Kobetich. right, receiving the Distinguished Service and species conservation. He has worked on
environmental questions. He is now studying a different class of
almost 100 other habitat conservation plans
Award from FWS Director Jamie Rappaport Clark.
pesticides used in the cotton belt of the South.
in California, including the San Diego MultiSpecies Habitat Conservation Plan, which protects more than 80 species and
establishes a 172,000-acre preserve. He also helped to establish t h e California
R o b e r t I . T i l l i n g made major contributions to volcanology, volcano hazard
Biodiversity Council, a forum for regional conservation planning in the state and
mitigation, and public understanding of the U.S. Geological Survey's Volcano 1 lazards
worked on the Corrizo Plains and Camp Pendleton wetlands projects. He received the
Program. His early study of the Boulder batholith in southwestern Montana enabled
Nature Conservancy's President Award for Conservation in 1989.
him to develop a magmatic model that is a forerunner of contemporary magma-mixing

Fish and Wildlife Service

models. At Hawaii Volcano Observatory, he made key observations of Kilauea Volcano's
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Burkett S. Neely, Jr., an outstanding manager with the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, began his 33-year career
at the Savannah National Wildlife Refuge and also served
at Mattamuskeet National Wildlife Refuge, Cape Remain
National Wildlife Refuge, Pee Dee National Wildlife
Refuge, and the Arthur R. Marshall Loxahatchee National
Wildlife Refuge. During a five-year stint at national
h e a d q u a r t e r s in W a s h i n g t o n , DC, Neely p r o v i d e d
significant contributions to the success of the Alaska
Native Claims Settlement Act and the Alaska National
Interest Lands Conservation Act. Administration and
Congressional leaders recognized his efforts in the
development and passage of those laws. As project leader
at Loxahatchee refuge for the past 17 years, Neely was a
spokesman for the Department and Service on multiple issues, including Everglades
conservation. His persistence and single-mindedness of purpose developed a program
that promises to restore the integrity of the Everglades ecosystem.
J a m e s A m b l e r Young, a biologist and supervisor in
Ecological Services, d e m o n s t r a t e d the highest
p r o f e s s i o n a l i s m in g u i d i n g h i s staff in e c o s y s t e m
management for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. He
developed p l a n s and strategies for n u m e r o u s water
development projects. His enthusiasm and leadership
inspired many employees to excellence and prevented the
loss of wildlife and fishery habitats in the West. He is the
principal author of Guidelines and Suggested Direction/or
Developing the Fish and Wildlife Service's Operational
Coal Program—which guided nationwide protection and
restoration of wildlife resources in mining areas. He
coordinated with water development agencies, water
conservation districts, state fish and wildlife agencies,
Service organizations, environmental groups, and federal and state agencies. As
Service representative on the steering committee for the Lower Colorado River
Multispecies Conservation Program, Young developed policy for the management and
preservation of that river system. His 34-year career was capped by dual roles as
assistant regional director of Refuges and Realty and the first geographic manager for
Arizona.

National Park

Service

Robert S. Chandler served the National Park Service
with distinction for 38 years, beginning as a horticulturist
for the National Capital Region in 1958. He was quickly
r e c o g n i z e d for h i s a b i l i t y to e s t a b l i s h new a n d
unprecedented operations, a skill that he has been called
on to use in increasingly difficult and sensitive situations
during his career. He established the first Job Corps Center
with the NPS in 1968, the Chicago Field Office in 1971,
and the Santa Monica Mountains National Recreation Area
in 1979. Chandler shared his extraordinary ability to
mobilize both staff and a wide range of public and political
interests to create a unified vision of the future as the first
superintendent at Santa Monica Mountains National
Recreation Area. At Olympic National Park, he helped to create a strategic plan for
the park while dramatically improving visitor facilities. He created the Olympic
Institute, which increased public understanding of park resources. At Everglades
National Park, he combined scientific analysis, public education, and political
awareness to solidify the bipartisan coalition to restore the Everglades ecosystem. He
also led the Presidio of San Francisco's transition from military post to national park.
He was able to reconcile opposing viewpoints while not losing sight of the primary
preservation and recreation purposes for which the Presidio was added to the National
Park System.
J o h n P. Christiana, who distinguished himself in the
protection and preservation of air r e s o u r c e s in the
National Park System from 1979 to 1996, guided the NPS
Air Resources Division to a national reputation as a
premier air resource management agency. Under him,
NPS's air quality monitoring and research programs made
significant contributions to science, particularly with
respect to visibility. The programs influenced legislation
a n d r e g u l a t i o n s t h a t p r o t e c t r e s o u r c e s u n d e r NPS
stewardship. His noteworthy personal efforts helped to
c o n t r o l sulfur dioxide e m i s s i o n s from t h e Navajo
Generating Station, which were responsible for much
winter-time haze at the Grand Canyon; and he developed
a solution to control air pollution from the Centralia Power
Plant in the State of Washington. Christiano's sharp mind, technical expertise, and
fairness helped in negotiating a target solution that will result in 9 0 p e r c e n t
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control of sulfur dioxide emissions from the Centralia p l a n t by the year 2 0 0 3 .
(The award was presented posthumously to Christiano, who was killed in an auto
accident on Dec. 3, 1996.)
D e n i s P. Galvin, acting deputy director of the National
Park Service, demonstrated superior skill, innovation, and
leadership during his three-decade NPS career. He began
as a civil engineer at Sequoia and Kings Canyon National
Parks and rose to leadership positions at the Washington,
DC headquarters office to his present position as the
senior official responsible for developing and promoting
NPS goals. He was a key player in building partnerships
with other federal agencies, states, tribal and local
g o v e r n m e n t s for p r o t e c t i n g NPS r e s o u r c e s . Galvin
stressed efficiency and controlling costs in program
management as well as rethinking the size, shape, and
function of NPS organizations. He is an excellent manager
of human resources and a strong proponent of in-service
training and mentoring. Galvin has excelled at promoting workforce diversity.
G. Bryan Harry, an enthusiastic National Park Service manager, has an extraordinary
ability to motivate others and work with local partnerships. He has served as director
of the Alaska Area Office and was superintendent of Hawaii National Park and Glen
Canyon National Recreation Area. As director of the Pacific Area, he helped to acquire
a land base for Kaloko-Honokohau National Historical Park by seeking individual
parcels of land, e n s u r i n g
fair t r e a t m e n t of p a r c e l
t e n a n t s , and n e g o t i a t i n g
interagency agreements for
natural resource management. Harry helped to gain
600 acres along the Kona
Coast, valued at more than
170 million, without the use
of appropriated funds. He
also helped to develop the
national park in American
Samoa, which occupies land
acquired through long-term
lease a g r e e m e n t s with
c o m m u n a l o w n e r s . In
Hawaii, h e led c o m p l e x
negotiations among the
Campbell Estate, the State
G. Bryan Harry receives the Distinguished Service
of Hawaii, g e o t h e r m a l
Award from NPS Director Robert Stanton.
developers, and Hawaiian activists in preventing intrusive geothermal development on
5,000 acres next to Hawaii Volcanoes National Park and headed the NPS effort to
eradicate exotic species.
B r u c e M. Kilgore, an outstanding science and resource
manager, carried out early research in fire ecology and
was a pioneer advocate of using prescribed burning as an
essential tool in managing public rangeland and forests.
He researched the role and effect of fire on red fir and
giant sequoia at Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks
and his scientific and popular publications contributed to
public understanding of the importance of fire in park
and wilderness ecosystems. He was a major influence in
the National Park Service's adoption of controlled burning
and he also influenced other federal, state, and tribal
agencies to adopt t h e m . Kilgore also developed the
Research Grade Evaluation process, now used throughout
the NPS, from his experience in managing research
scientists. He played a key role in establishing a central NPS role for Cooperative
Studies Units, which continue to effectively perform in parks through the USGS
Biological Resources Division.
H. Gilbert Lusk, an outstanding supervisor and strong proponent of ecosystem
management, demonstrated superior skill, innovation, and leadership during his 34year career with the National Park Service. He was superintendent at Appomattox
Court House National Historical Park, Valley Forge National Historical Park, Big Bend
National Park, Glacier National Park, and ended his service in the dual role of
superintendent of the Albright Training Center and chief of Training and Development.
At Big Bend, he rejuvenated the idea of a protected area in Mexico across from Big
Bend and laid the foundation for two Mexican protected areas that were later created.
At Glacier, he built relationships with agencies and groups to assure the park's
protection, reaching out to local public and private entities. He helped to create the
Burlington Northern Environmental Stewardship Area while actively advocating
employee training and development. In his final position, he devised a 10-year strategy
to enhance training in essential competencies for NPS employees.
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Bureau of Indian Affairs
David W. P e n n i n g t o n , a
skilled negotiator in natural
resource disputes, provided
valuable advice a n d outstanding leadership to the
Bureau of Indian Affairs and
I n d i a n c o m m u n i t i e s . He
promoted sound natural
r e s o u r c e m a n a g e m e n t in
negotiating with tribal,
federal, and state governm e n t s . His leadership of
the Federal Working Group
on Indian Water Rights led
to the successful negotiations that resulted in the
first water compact for the
Plains Region. His work
with the Rocky Boy's Water David Pennington, left, receives his award from BIA
Negotiation Team led to Assistant Secretary Kevin Cover.
settlement on all issues in the dispute. The 107th Meridian Settlement improved
relations among the Crow, Northern Cheyenne, and landowners in Montana and
completed land exchanges covering more than 10,000 acres. His leadership on the
Tongue River Project resolved environmental enhancement disputes.

Office of the Secretary
C e c e i l B e l o n g , a grants
policy specialist with the
Office of t h e S e c r e t a r y ,
exemplifies extraordinary
c o m m i t m e n t and leadership in managing federal
financial a s s i s t a n c e p r o g r a m s . In t h e Office of
Acquisition and Property
M a n a g e m e n t , she singlehandedly develops and
prescribes program and
c a r e e r m a n a g e m e n t policies that cover 4 , 0 0 0
financial assistance actions
in 78 programs with $2.1
billion in annual funds. She
leads a team that is developCeceil Belong, center, receivies her Distinguished Service ing training standards and a
Award from Debra E. Sonderman, right, the director of the professionalism p r o g r a m
Office of Acquisition and Property Management, and Paul for grants managers. Belong
Denett, left, director of the Office oftheAdminstration. PMB. also h e l p e d to develop a
"common rule" that carried out the Single Audit Amendments of 1996 and revised
OMB Circular A-133, simplifying the process and assuring consistency among federal
agencies in the awarding of grants and agreements with state and local governments
and non-profit groups.
B r u c e Blanchard provided critical service to Interior in
several capacities. With Reclamation, he pioneered the
use of simulation and optimization models for water
resources planning; as planning engineer for the Central
Arizona Project, he h e l p e d to complete the project
feasibility report. At the U.S. Water Resources Council, he
prepared the first national assessment on water resources
and standardized river basin designations. He organized
and directed Interior actions in carrying out the National
Environmental Policy Act; as director of the Office of
E n v i r o n m e n t a l Policy Review, he a p p r o v e d 2 , 0 0 0
Environmental Impact Statements, supervised the review
of 30,000 non-Interior project proposals and 1,000 natural resource surveys at
Superfund sites. On the National Response Team, he oversaw Interior's response to
oil and hazardous chemical spills, including the Exxon Valdez disaster. He now works
on tribal self-governance issues in the Office of the Secretary.
Bichard A. Engberg, an outstanding USGS manager, made significant contributions
in scientific water research and project management: he prepared a landmark report
on the quality of ground water in Nebraska, helped revolutionize water quality sampling
techniques and procedures using regression analyses, and led the creation of the MidContinent Herbicide Initiative. As manager of the National Irrigation Water Quality
Program, Engberg studied the effects of irrigation drainage on biota, water, and
sediment at 39 areas in the West. He co-edited Environmental Chemistry of Selenium
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and his interagency t e a m s built p a r t n e r s h i p s and c o m p l e t e d vital scientific
investigations. Engberg developed a protocol for remedial planning that is the model
used for remediation studies of irrigation-induced water quality problems in the West.
He also played key roles in transferring the National Irrigation Water Quality Program
to Reclamation.
R o b e r t J. L a m b has
distinguished himself by
his knowledge, leadership,
and ability in outstanding
achievements in the critical
program areas of budget,
financial m a n a g e m e n t ,
information resources, and
procurement and property
management for which he
has been responsible over
the past several years. Lamb
consistently provides outs t a n d i n g advice to h i g h
level executives and policy
officials of the Department
in fulfilling his responsibility of m a n a g i n g many Robert Lamb and his daughter Kai. with Secretary
complex Interior programs. Babbitt after the convocation ceremony.
He demonstrated wisdom and vision in reducing overhead and streamlining Interior's
operations while helping to move closer to a unified Department. He provided
leadership in the innovative delivery of services to Interior's bureaus and programs
and improved the delivery of reliable, timely, and useful information on Department
operations.
Ruth R. Merlins made major contributions through her knowledge, dedication, and
ability in developing and administering the Department's budget for 17 years. Her
extraordinary management skills, pursuit of diversity goals, and outstanding service
to the Office of Policy, Management and Budget s u p p o r t e d m a n a g e m e n t in
organizational and employee development. Since 1988, Mertins has been the mainstay
of budget administration—the central controlling link to all budgetary activities in
the Office of Budget and vital to its successful operation. Martins further distinguished
herself in providing administrative oversight for one of the most complex budgets in
the Federal Government, consisting of more than 200 separate appropriation and
receipt accounts.
E m m e t t M. R i c e served with distinction, exhibiting dedication and thoughtful
judgment as a Departmental attorney and manager. He provided essential legal services
to the Bureau of Reclamation and the Helium Field Operations of the Bureau of Mines.
His knowledge of Texas real property law helped the Fish and Wildlife Service acquire
habitat in the Lower Rio Grande Valley. His outstanding service to the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, tribal, county, and Oklahoma State law officers led to negotiated crossdeputation agreements that enabled police to patrol wider areas in the state across
jurisdictional boundaries without challenges to their authority or fear of civil liability.
Rice also supervised the massive legal work that supported claims of the Cherokee,
Choctaw, and Chickasaw Tribes to 20,000 acres in the Arkansas Riverbed, a
controversial issue that was the center of much litigation.

Bureau of Land Management
Elaine Y. Zielinski, Bureau of Land Management state director for Oregon and
Washington, played key roles in interagency cooperation on two of the largest U.S.
ecosystem management projects ever undertaken. Her exceptional interpersonal
and resource management skills helped to carry out the President's Northwest
Forest Plan and develop the
I n t e r i o r Columbia Basin
Ecosystem Management
P r o j e c t . She led efforts
t h a t p u t t h e forest plan
into practice, resolving
disputes, enabling retraining of dislocated t i m b e r
workers, providing a stable
s u s t a i n a b l e s u p p l y of
timber, protecting wildlife
habitat, and instituting
collaborative Adaptive
M a n a g e m e n t Area p l a n ning. The Columbia Basin
p r o j e c t e n c o m p a s s e s 75
million acres of BLM and
Forest Service land.
Elaine Zielinski receives her Distinguished Service
Aivardfrom BLM acting director Tom Fry.
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Minerals Management

Service

Elmer P. D a n e n b e r g e r , a petroleum engineer with the Minerals Management
Service, has distinguished himself by furthering the management of mineral resources
on the Outer Continental Shelf in an environmentally sound and safe manner. He
worked with the U.S. Coast Guard and the Office of Pipeline Safety to address the risks
of spills from tankers and pipelines. His willingness to explore new ideas encouraged
innovative regulatory approaches to maintaining safety on offshore facilities. The
resulting MMS Safety and Environmental Management Program was voluntarily
adopted by the oil and gas industry to achieve safe and environmentally sound
operations. Danenberger also helped to establish the International Regulators Forum,
which evaluates regulatory approaches used to foster safety and environmental
protection in the oil and gas industry worldwide. He is largely responsible for MMS's
position as a world-class safety leader in the regulatory community.

William H. Martin, an outstanding petroleum engineer and supervisor, played a
major role in carrying out the lease management, inspection, and enforcement policy
for the Gulf of Mexico Region. He led a task force that established standard inspection
schedules for drilling and production to ensure that operators are complying with
MMS regulations. He established and defined the duties and responsibilities of the
regional director, regional supervisor, and district supervisors for conducting and
carrying out the Outer Continental Shelf Lease Management and Inspection Program
in the Gulf of Mexico and guided development of the 1987 Field Operations
reorganization plan and district reorganization. Following Hurricane Andrew's massive
devastation to the oil industry, Martin coordinated three district offices and regional
personnel to compile information on damaged facilities, shut-in production, oil spill
occurrence, cleanup fires, and overall statistics. Martin's experience, knowledge, and
practical approach to problem solving led to major advances in the governing of oil
and gas drilling, development, and
production activities. He contributed
greatly to regulations and policies that
e n h a n c e c o n s e r v a t i o n of n a t u r a l
r e s o u r c e s , p e r s o n n e l safety, a n d
environmental protection.

Lucy Q u e r q u e s D e n e t t , an innovator
a n d effective f a c i l i t a t o r a m o n g
opposing interests, is a champion of
Administration initiatives. She led the
design, installation, and operation of
reporting and verification systems for
mineral lease production on a national
scale, resulting in a revenue increase
for states, Indian recipients, and the
U.S. Treasury. She led major reengineering initiatives, including the
Royalty-in-Kind P r o j e c t a n d P l a i n
English regulations. Denett oversaw the
nation's largest mineral revenue
p r o g r a m , t h e F e d e r a l Oil a n d Gas
Royalty Simplification and Fairness Act
of 1996. She informed the Royalty
Management Program's stakeholders,
solicited their ideas on contentious
issues such as the Federal Oil Valuation
Rule, a n d i n c o r p o r a t e d f e a s i b l e
suggestions. Under her direction, the
program pursued crude oil undervaluation i s s u e s , reviewing five n o n integrated companies and billing an
estimated $385 million. She also led the
development of new automated auditing
tools and carried out integrated interest
calculations that increased electronic
royalty reporting by 11 percent and MMS Distinguished Service award winners from left: Ralph Dale Fazio, Gerald D. Rhodes, Lucy
Querques Denett, Gary L. Lore, Elmer P. Danenberger, Sandra A. Streets, Robert M. Surcouf Jr.,
production reporting by six percent.
and William H. Martin. Photo by Tami Heilemann, NBC
Ralph D a l e Fazio made significant contributions in the areas of budget and
administrative services to the Minerals Management Service. His knowledge of
American Indian matters led the MMS director to appoint him to bureau and secretarial
level task forces where he worked to secure final approval of plans that helped to meet
the Secretary's trust responsibilities to Native Americans. Fazio led efforts to draft
Plain English regulations putting into practice the Federal Oil and Gas Royalty
Simplification and Fairness Act—a key factor in the Royalty Management Program's
winning the Vice President's Hammer Award. Fazio also helped to develop and carry
out the plan for reviewing significant valuations of federal crude oil produced in
California. An Interagency Task Force concluded that posted prices, the standard
traditionally used for royalty valuation, did not represent the market value of California
crude oil and that royalties had been significantly underpaid. The reviews covered 16
years and 20 companies that produced 97 percent of the California crude oil and led
to bills and orders for $257 million (adjusted) in additional royalties.
Gary L. Lore demonstrated consistent excellence and commitment in investigating
the geologic and economic potential of gas and oil resources on the Outer Continental
Shelf, ensuring that fair market value is received for leases awarded and maintaining
the inventor)' of offshore hydrocarbon reserves by using good scientific and engineering
principles. His experience and expertise in Total Quality Management and the team
approach to achieve results led to the success of the Offshore Atlas Project. Lore
formed nontraditional partnerships with states, companies, government, and citizen
groups that are the framework for the Offshore Atlas Project. He fostered a culture
of continuous improvement, redefining the daily methods of evaluating, interpreting,
and acquiring data to improve Office of Resource Evaluation's customer products, as
well as providing the Gulf of Mexico Region with a fuller evaluation of its resource
potential. He also developed an electronic workplace to improve the efficiency and
effective exchange of information and data which was stored, transferred, received,
and made publicly available.

USGS photos by Dave Usher
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Gerald D. Rhodes, an outstanding
petroleum engineer and administrator
with the Minerals Management
Service, is a recognized expert in the
development and i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of
regulations governing mineral leasing,
development, and production in the
Outer C o n t i n e n t a l Shelf. His h a r d
work and leadership were vital when
MMS combined r e q u i r e m e n t s from
Outer Continental Shelf orders and
numerous standards and regulations
into a consolidated set of regulations.
He a l s o p r o v i d e d e x p e r t i s e a n d
leadership when MMS issued a series
of r e g u l a t i o n s g o v e r n i n g l e a s i n g ,
d e v e l o p m e n t , a n d p r o d u c t i o n of
m i n e r a l s o t h e r t h a n oil, gas, and
sulfur. This was the first time the
Department had issued regulations for
offshore leasing and development of
t h e s e o t h e r m i n e r a l s and R h o d e s '
experience produced thorough and
high quality r e g u l a t i o n s . When
industry needs and practices changed
over the years, he interpreted regulations to develop policy and amend the regulations
on bonding of lessees and operators, deep water royalty relief, rights of way, and
utilization of leases. He also assisted other agencies, including the Department of
Transportation, where he participated on an advisory committee on pipeline safety.
Sandra A. Streets, a personnel officer with the Minerals Management Service, has
demonstrated an innate organizational ability and superior interpersonal skills in
coordinating major reorganizations and relocations with a minimum of disruption.
After the MMS entered a franchising agreement to provide human resources services
to the Office of the Secretary, Streets quickly developed that component into a customer
oriented, responsive organization. Her unrelenting drive to provide quality service to
both OS and MMS clients resulted in a very high rate of customer satisfaction in a very
demanding environment. She effectively manages a diverse staff, challenging them to
discover innovative ways to best serve their customers and leads by example,
exemplifying t r u e c u s t o m e r service. Streets also v o l u n t e e r s for challenging
assignments and helped to design and put into operation the new Departmental
Performance Management System.
Robert M. Surcouf, Jr. initiated the Outer Continental Shelf Information System,
integrating offshore information systems and enhanced productivity throughout
Minerals Management Service offices. He provided expertise in developing data support
systems for a royalty management program that allows MMS to collect millions of
dollars in royalties annually. Surcouf assessed the ADP requirements and reengineered
the Gulf of Mexico Region's Office of Resource Evaluation's mineral evaluation processes
to industry standards. He identified, analyzed, and acquired state-of-the-art work
station technology, Geological Interpretative Tools, and managed an enormous volume
of seismic and well log data for interactive interpretation of geophysical, geological,
and engineering information. The GIT applications are now used in all OCS regions
by geophysicists, geologists, and engineers for both pre-lease and post-lease activities.
Surcouf also lent his expertise in improving receipt of 3-D seismic survey data and
managing this valuable resource in the Gulf of Mexico Region.

FWS photos by Lavonda Walton
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VALOR
AWA

Valor Awards are presented to Interior
employees who have demonstrated
unusual
courage involving a high degree of personal
risk in the face of danger. The act of
heroism is not required to be related to
official duties or to have occurred at the
official duty station.

RDS

59th Awards Convocation
March 4, 1999
Jeff Emmett, Eric Loomis, and Paul Rodriquez, of the Bureau of
Land Management, rescued a child who was in danger of drowning in Mill
Creek, Oregon, putting their lives in jeopardy. On June 26, 1996, several children
wandered off the Loon Lake campground and began playing in Mill Creek, whose
waters had been swollen by heavy rains. While playing on rocks, one of the children
slipped, fell into the creek, and became caught in the abnormally high current.
Emmett, Loomis, and Rodriquez responded to the emergency without regard for their
own safety and were able to save the child. (See photo page 1)

burning car and pulled one occupant to safety. She then tried to rescue
the o t h e r p e r s o n , who was heavy and u n c o n s c i o u s . With t h e help of
Metropolitan Police officers who had arrived at the scene, she was able to pull the
second person from the vehicle, moments before it exploded. Abt was later treated
for injuries she sustained during the rescue.
R o b e r t ML D a n n o , t h e chief ranger at Chiricahua
National Monument in Willcox, Arizona, saved three
climbers who had become stranded on a steep, 900-foot
high cliff in a rugged area of the Coronado National Forest
on July 10, 1996. At night, Danno rappelled down an
u n f a m i l i a r , badly e r o d e d , soft rock face. Only h i s
headlamp provided visibility. He found the first victim in
a very hazardous situation and lowered him to where the
o t h e r two were stranded. Reassuring the distraught
victims they weren't going to die, Danno lowered them,
one at a time, 600 feet to the base of the cliff. The group
then hiked two miles to the road. The rescue took 10 hours
and was complicated by unfamiliar terrain, extremely
hazardous cliffs, and poor visibility.

C h a r l e s W. M l t e h e m , a National Park Service
ranger, responded to a 911 call to assist Hinton City
Police in West Virginia with a shooting incident
involving a b a r r i c a d e d g u n m a n . Shortly after
Mitchem arrived at the scene, the gunman shot a city
police officer five times. The officer managed to crawl
about 25 yards before collapsing. Ranger Mitchem,
who exposed himself to gunfire from the barricaded
man, pulled the severely wounded officer to safety.
Mitchem remained at the scene and convinced the
gunman to surrender without further incident.

Richard A. Sanger, a National Park Service ranger,
risked his life rescuing a backpacker who had fallen
into a flooded creek in Kings Canyon National Park
in California. The backpacker was attempting to cross
a creek, fell into the water, and was swept under a
log Ranger Sanger placed himself between t h e
riverbank and a large branch of the log, reached into
the freezing water, and freed the backpacker's foot,
pulling him to safety. He then stabilized and treated
the victim for hypothermia and other injuries.

Rrad Robert Renson, a gardener at Golden Gate National Recreation Area in San
Francisco, California, saved a drowning suicide victim. On July 18, 1996, Benson was
informed by a park visitor that a man had jumped off of the Muni Pier at Aquatic
Park. It appeared that the man who had j umped was unable to swim and was attempting
suicide. Benson ran to the area, found the man floating face down in the bay, and
jumped into the freezing water to save the victim. Benson and another rescuer kept
the man afloat for 20 minutes until help arrived.

Renee Abt accepts her Valor Award from
Babbitt at the March 4 th ceremony.
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R e n e e M. Abt, a U.S. Park
P o l i c e d e t e c t i v e , saved
two lives by pulling injured
passengers from a n overturned
and burning
automobile. On March 22,
1997, w h i l e t r a v e l i n g
off-duty on t h e SoutheastS o u t h w e s t Freeway i n
Washington, DC, Abt spotted a vehicle that had struck
the concrete median,
overturned, and caught fire.
She quickly r e p o r t e d t h e
a c c i d e n t a n d s t o p p e d to
r e n d e r a i d . With flames
reaching t h e vehicle's
passenger compartment
a n d two p e o p l e t r a p p e d
i n s i d e , Abt e n t e r e d t h e

Thomas Padian and
D e a n K n a u e r , refuge
officers with the Fish and
Wildlife Service, were called
to h e l p l o c a t e a w o m a n
t h r e a t e n i n g suicide. They
found h e r p a r k e d on t h e
shore of Lake Darling, near
Minot, North Dakota. As the
officers tried to remove the
woman from her car, s h e
drove toward t h e lake,
j u m p e d from her vehicle,
and r a n into t h e water.
Officers Knauer and Padian
pursued her into the lake
where
the
water
temperature was 45 degrees
and the wind was blowing
at 40 miles per hour. The Thomas Padian receiving the Valor Award from
officers brought the uncon- Secretary Babbitt.
scious victim back to shore and the woman was transported to the hospital where she
fully recovered.
Steven L. Drager, an employee of the Denver Service
Center, attempted to save a drowning victim in Yosemite
National Park in California. On April 12, 1996, Drager was
hiking on Mist Trail when he saw a man drowning in the
river below the Happy Isle Bridge. The victim had been
trapped under a log while trying to save his dog. The
animal had fallen into the stream. A bystander had already
freed the man from the log snag by the time Drager
arrived, but could not get him to shore. Drager entered
the raging river, pulled the man out of the water, and
immediately performed CPR. Despite his efforts and those
of the medics who had arrived, the victim's life could not
be saved.
J o s e p h D . Kolodsk i and Anthony V. Welch. Ranger Kolodski was the first National
Park Service officer to arrive at the scene of an incident along the Blue Ridge Parkway
near Cherokee, North Carolina, where a man with a rifle had been threatening visitors.
Kolodski, with Great Smoky Mountains National Park, reported by patrol car radio
that he had spotted the m a n and began coordinating plans with other rangers who
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R i c h a r d D e c o r a and
Vernon Smith, U.S. Park
Police officers who were
responding to a fire call,
heard someone yelling from
inside the burning building
as t h e y a p p r o a c h e d t h e
scene. The house was filled
with heavy smoke hut the
officers were able to locate
the resident, an elderly man
confined to a wheelchair.
They removed the man
safely a n d h a d
him
transported to the hospital.
The officers then reentered Officers Decora and Smith accept their Valor Aivards
the house and extinguished from Secretary Babbitt.
the fire.
Jeffrey D. Muller, a U.S. Park Police Officer, rescued
an elderly woman from the freezing Anacostia River in
Washington, DC. On Jan. 26,1997, shortly after midnight,
Muller saw a vehicle stopped near the Anacostia Marina.
When the driver left his car to speak with Muller, the
vehicle rolled down the road, with the driver's wife inside,
and plunged over the embankment into the Anacostia
River. The temperature was in the low 30s and the water
was extremely cold. Unable to reach the woman as the car
hung over the embankment, Muller radioed for help.
When the vehicle slid into the river and began to sink,
Muller entered the frigid river and after several attempts,
was able to open the woman's door. He pulled her out of
the submerged car and swam her to the riverbank, where
assisting officers were able to pull her to safety.

Joseph D. Kolodski and Anthony V. Welch were honored for their valor at the March 4,
1999 awards ceremony. Accepting the Valor Award for Officer Kolodski is his widow,
Florie Takaki, at right, being consoled by Secretary Babbitt. Officer Welch is at left.
were en route to cordon off the area. When Welch arrived on the scene in another
marked cruiser and pulled in behind Kolodski, the gunman fired his high-powered
rifle. The bullet pierced Kolodski's body armor and struck him in the chest. When
the suspect fired at Welch, the ranger took cover and returned fire. Welch also radioed
that Kolodski had been shot, advised other rangers of the situation, and how to
approach the scene. Ranger Kolodski died of his wound. The gunman was apprehended
by a team of federal and local police officers.
J o h n Marshall Rayfield, a special agent with the Fish
and Wildlife Service, saw an aircraft crash into the water
at Minto Flats State Waterfowl Area in Alaska on Sept. 29,
1996. The light plane flipped upside down, trapping the
pilot in the submerged cockpit. Rayfield rushed to the
scene in a boat, entered the 35-degree water, and dove
onto the aircraft several times, kicking out the windows
and cutting his hands severely in several places while
trying to free the unconscious pilot. Unfortunately the
pilot died at the crash site; however, Special Agent Rayfield
did not abandon his rescue effort until the effects of
hypothermia made it impossible for him to continue.
Kinsey R. Shilling, a park ranger at New River Gorge National River in Glen Jean,
West Virginia, saved the life of a visitor trapped in the stream. On Oct. 6, 1996, a
tandem canoe and kayak with three people plunged over Sandstone Falls. Two of the
boaters made it to safety but the third remained trapped on a small boulder in a
narrow chute at the base of the falls. During the following nine hours, several rescue
attempts failed to reach the victim. Ranger Shilling, in the darkness and without
rescue lines, carefully worked his way through the channel of water below the falls
and brought the victim back across the current to safety.
Steven J. Rattista, a U.S. Park Police Officer, entered a
burning building to rescue a resident who had been
overcome by smoke. While on patrol in Staten Island, New
York, on Nov. 20, 1995, Battista arrived at the scene of a
fire. Panicked bystanders told him that someone was still
inside the building that was partially engulfed in flames.
Battista immediately entered the building, found the
person, who was succumbing to smoke inhalation, and
led him from the second floor to safely. When the man
attempted to r e e n t e r the b u r n i n g building, Battista
physically restrained him.
Martin Q. Towery, a National Park Service ranger, saved the life of a swimmer at
Ozark National Scenic Riverways in Missouri on July 23,1996. Towery was boating on
the Current River with his family when he saw a m a n floating on an innertube being
swept into a rootwad, where he became entangled and entrapped by the force of the
current. As the current pushed the innertube underwater, Towery went into the water
and was able to hold the panicked victim's head above the surface while he freed the
man. With the aid of other boaters, Towery pulled the m a n from the water, though
his efforts were made more difficult because the victim couldn't understand English,
couldn't Swim, and had sustained serious injuries that prevented him from helping
himself.
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T h o m a s L. H o w e l l , a National Park Service ranger,
responded to a teenage girl's plea for help. Members of
her family were in danger of drowning near the Johnson
Beach Facility on Perdido Key, off the gulf coast of Florida.
Ranger Howell swam 200 yards beyond the sandbar where
he located the sister, gave her the rescue buoy, and
convinced her she was well enough to swim back to the
sandbar. Howell then swam out another 25 yards to rescue
the father who was semi-conscious and struggling badly
in the three- to four-foot waves. Howell took the father in
tow and kept him afloat until a rescue boat arrived.
Everyone was p u l l e d from t h e water a n d received
immediate medical attention.
P a t r i c k J. Fouty and Warren C. Royer, U.S. Park Police officers at Golden Gate
National Recreation Area, California, saved a suicidal man from harming himself, his
daughter, and the officers. On June 24, 1996, Fouty responded to a report of a suicidal
man who had his two-year old daughter in the car beside him. The man threatened
to drive his vehicle off the cliffs of the Marin Headlands, 600 feet above San Francisco
Bay. When Fouty approached, the man drove to the edge of the cliff, jumping a log
barricade with the vehicle's front tires. Fouty backed his police vehicle away and
approached on foot, talking to the man and convincing him to release his daughter.
When Boyer arrived, the man locked himself in the vehicle and drove into the log
b a r r i e r several times,
almost clearing the
barricade. Boyer then
persuaded the driver to
roll down his window,
enabling the officer to
dive through the open
window, disable the
gear shift, and unlock
the door. Fouty opened
the driver's door and
grabbed the distraught
m a n , p l a c i n g h i m in
protective custody.
During the incident,
t h e van's p r e c a r i o u s
position on the edge of
t h e cliff p l a c e d t h e
Officers Fouty, at left, and Boyer, right, accept their Valor
officers and t h e driver
Awards from Secretary Babbitt.
in grave danger.
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UNSUNG
HERO

The Unsung Hero Award is a new honor
that recognizes Interior employees who
have made valuable
behind-the-scene
contributions to the Department.
Bureaus and offices recognize their
Unsung Heroes throughout the year and
forward up to 10 nominations
annually
to the Department for consideration as
their top bureau or office Unsung Hero.

AWAR D S

59th Awards Convocation
March 4, 1999
Mark Oliver, formerly with the Office of the Secretary,
was recognized for consistent hard work, commitment to
accomplishing assigned tasks, and professionalism in relating
to co-workers, managers, and others. He has served as the
Diversity Council liaison since 1993, arranging meetings,
helping with administrative needs, and serving as liaison
between the council and deputy assistant secretary for
Workforce Diversity. Oliver also works with the Special
Emphasis Programs, providing behind-the-scenes planning
and follow-up help to ensure the programs run smoothly. Oliver
has unselfishly given his time and performed beyond the
normal duties of his job. Despite constant deadlines and
stressful times and regardless of the difficulty, he has always gone the extra mile.
Donna R. Barton, Office of the Solicitor: As head secretary
in the Pacific Northwest Region, Barton has an extraordinary
sense of obligation and dependability, coordinating secretarial
support for 21 attorneys in the Portland Office. When other
support staff are on leave, she has rescheduled her own leave
to assure coverage. Though she had little knowledge of the
technology involved, she also took on the job of LAN and
computer troubleshooter, becoming very competent in
assessing and correcting problems. Barton works after hours
and on weekends to help resolve computer problems that would
otherwise prevent attorneys from meeting court deadlines. Her
strongest qualities are her honesty and integrity. She treats
everyone with dignity, never hesitating to help others, most often in a crisis. Her calm
demeanor and willingness to lend a hand have helped many co-workers complete
projects with short fuses.
Dagmar Peril, Minerals Management Service: A biologist with
the Gulf of Mexico Outer Continental Shelf Region Office, Fertl
has extensive knowledge of marine biology, made notable
contributions to scientific research, and conducted outreach
efforts to interest students in science and the public in the
Department's environmental missions. Her primary expertise
is marine mammals and she is highly respected by her peers.
Fertl has contributed significantly to MMS environmental
impact statements and was a leader in developing an MMS
marine mammal poster and teachers packet that received
national acclaim. In addition to her 9 to 5 work, she joins
Internet discussion groups on marine mammals and
communicates with colleagues after hours on a regular basis. She frequently makes
presentations at schools, including weekend sessions, to teach children and others
about marine mammals. Fertl has published numerous articles in scientific journals
and attends many conferences to present papers and disseminate MMS environmental
information, often paying her own expenses.
Sue Martin, Bureau of Land Management: As staff assistant
for the Branch of Field and Office Services in Anchorage,
Alaska, Martin is a highly motivated employee who provides
innovative service. She makes many sacrifices, diligently serves
BLM, and willingly takes on added duties. As positions in the
unit decreased, Martin took on new work assignments to keep
the organization running smoothly. She saw a benefit in
recycling unused or slightly used uniforms and set up a
uniform exchange that eventually made these uniforms
available bureau-wide. She also became the statewide uniform
coordinator. Martin has also taken courses on her own time
that enable her to provide software assistance to all units at
her location. Finally, she developed and helped present, both in Anchorage and in
Fairbanks, a Power Point presentation on implementation of the new integrated charge
cards. All of these projects were in addition to her regular staff assistant duties.
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Robert W. Simpson, U.S. Geological Survey: Simpson
provides extraordinary service by enriching the scientific
quality of USGS products and enhancing communication with
the broader earth science community and the public. He
developed software for his research but made it easily available
to the public. He led the development of a team website that
furnishes real-time information on earthquakes in California
and Nevada. The site integrates data from three seismological
laboratories and provides easily accessible maps and text
describing key features of earthquakes within minutes of their
occurrence. Simpson also produced a suite of Geographical
Information System plotting packages that display a wide array
of geologic and geophysical datasets superimposed on topography and cultural
features. The system is widely used by scientists in and outside the USGS. He also
developed a suite of elastic dislocation and stress-change programs that make
sophisticated calculations on how one earthquake can trigger or retard the next. He
used these tools to develop ideas that have appeared in highly cited publications in
Science, Nature, and USGS Professional Papers.
William J. Halainen, National Park Service: One of the most
successful and effective NPS communication tools—The
Morning Report—is the result of Halainen's dedication and
hard work. Serving as the NPS's daily newspaper, the report
relays the first news of special events, fires, law enforcement
incidents, accidents, disasters, and deaths. It is read every
business morning by virtually every NPS employee with a
computer. Those without computers read the report later in
the day in its printed version. In 12 years, Halainen has
reported on more than 10,000 incidents in 2,500 editions.
Using a laptop computer and telephone, Halainen produces
and sends the report from all over the country— motel rooms,
borrowed offices, kitchens, and even the back seats of automobiles. When on annual
leave, he prepares and transmits the report from home or on the road. Yet, this is only
a part-time collateral duty—about 15 percent of Halainen's paid workday. Much of the
preparation work, including reading and responding to voluminous Email
correspondence, is done on his personal time. Daily editions of the report are now
on-line at the NPS website.

Gary Mcintosh, Office of Surface
Mining: As the leading authority on
Geographic Information Systems in
OSM's Technical Information
Processing System, Mcintosh has
taught students from federal and
state regulatory programs how to
use this technology to improve
decision-making on surface coal
mining applications. He also helps
them build the systems in their
office programs, offers advice on
solving development problems, and
has consistently been available for
technical support and encouragement. His positive attitude,
wealth of technical knowledge,
endless patience, enthusiasm in
teaching others, and spirit of
volunteerism have significantly
helped OSM to implement information technology and share it with other agencies. His contributions paved the
way for OSM to develop Geographic Information Systems that provide better tools
for decision-making.
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Joe Dail Herrin, Bureau of Indian Affairs: A financial
specialist in the Office or Indian Education Programs, Dr. Joe
D. Herrin is extremely competent, conscientious, dedicated,
and loyal. He is a hardworking employee who often works late
and on weekends to accomplish the goals he sets for himself.
He works with the field offices to resolve problems and is always
looking for ways to enhance the educational opportunities of
Indian children. He gives much of his time, personal efforts,
and dedication to the 185 schools and 23 tribal colleges and
programs for which his office works. Without him the
organization, the schools, and the Indian children would
suffer. Without hesitation, Herrin will help anyone in need,
whether it is solving problems, carrying boxes, or fixing computers. Even though he
is a financial specialist, he often supplies Indian schools with updated computer
equipment that he personally gathers from other bureaus and offices on his own time.
His dedication, time, and personal efforts are aimed at making the Office of Indian
Education Programs succeed. His loyalty and commitment honorably serve the mission
of the Department of the Interior.

Harry Sears, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service: A maintenance
mechanic at Great Meadows National Wildlife Refuge Complex
for 30 years, Sears can handle any job—heavy equipment
operation, automotive repair, plumbing, construction,
woodworking, hard labor, even providing visitors with
information. Until recently, he was the only maintenance
worker for the nine-unit complex. Sears is 91 and has 40 years
of federal service. His woodworking skill is evident throughout
the complex, where visitors are greeted by large wood-routed
entrance and directional signs that he made. Sears operates a
half dozen types of heavy equipment. When National Park
Service neighbors at Minute Man National Historical Park
needed help restoring a field and removing a structure, he was there in a minute,
removing boulders and bricks. Sears also works on controlling aquatic weeds at Great
Meadows, hauling harvested material and servicing the machine. When there weren't
enough staffers last year, Sears jumped aboard and not only operated the machine
but also trained others how to run it. He commutes to work 50 miles each way daily
and when there are immediate needs at the refuge, he's there in travel time.

INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY
A W A R D

S

The Information Technology Award recognizes
exceptional achievements that have resulted in cost
savings, coordination of information activities across
bureau lines, development and integration of software
into Departmental programs, creative and efficient
configuration of our technology infrastructure, or other
major contributions in the information
technology
field, including Year 2000 compatibility
activities.

WINNERS OF THE

1997-1998 IT AWARDS

Bureau of Land Management IBM Infrastructure & Access Group: for
developing and putting into use a common information technology
infrastructure between BLM and U.S. Forest Service field sites.
The Department of the Interior Local Area
N e t w o r k A d m i n i s t r a t o r ' s G r o u p : for
developing and installing the first Year 2000
compliant multi-bureau electronic mail system
in the Department.

WINNERS OF THE

1998-1999 IT AWARDS

From left, Richard Jensen, Carol Lawson, Patrick Murphy, Barbara Stocker, and Robert Tilling
receive the IT Award from USGS Director Charles Groat. The award recognized the U.S.
Geological Survey Volcano Hazards Team and Western Region Branch of Information
Services for developing an IT network infrastructure that provides integrated volcanic and
seismic detection information as these natural disasters occur (real-time) to support local, state,
and federal agencies that respond to these public emergencies.
William S. Pfancuff, deputy chief
information officer for Interior's
Office of Information Resources,
presents Secretary Babbitt a Y2K
awareness hat after receiving an IT
Award from the Secretary.
At left, from left, Steve Kopach, the
deputy state director for Cadastral
Survey and General Land Office
Records, and Hord Tipton, director of
the BLM Eastern States Office, receive
an IT Award from BLM Acting Director
Tom Fry on behalf of the team that
developed the Bureau of Land
Management General Land Office
Records Internet Web Site that
provides live database and image
access to more than two million
federal title documents for public lands
in the East.
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From left, Barbara
Ryan,
Donna Scholz, Carolyn Reid,
and Beth Duff receive an
IT Award from USGS Director
Charles Groat in recognition
of their effort
on the
U.S. Geological
Survey
Cooperative
Research
and Development
Agreement—a joint effort with
Microsoft Corporation
to
develop
a
web-based
capability to search, view,
and order digital
aerial
photography data.

Robert Brown, left, the MMS
associate
director
for
Administration and Budget, and
Randy Maples, right, receive an FT
Award on behalf of the Minerals
Management
Serviee-Y2K
Steering Committee. The team
successfully
coordinated
the
renovation of the MMS Technology
Information
Management
and
Royalty Management
Accounting
Systems in advance of due dates,
validating the ABACAS system,
testing critical links to data
exchange partners, and completing an inventory of more than 1,175
embedded chip systems.

CONSERVATION
S E R V I C E
A W A R D S

The Conservation
Service Award is presented
to
groups or individuals
who are not employed
by
Interior but who have performed
outstanding
and
direct service to the Department.
It is the
highest
honor that the Secretary
can bestow on a private
citizen or group.

Avian Power Line Interaction
Committee:
Sponsored by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Dangling Rope Photovoltaic
Project
Sponsored by the National Park Service

Clifford W. Smith receives Conservation Award from
USGS Director Charles Groat.

Partners

Spectators examine some of the 384 photovoltaic panels at Dangling Rope Marina in the Glen Canyon
National Recreation Area during the official dedication of the project in 1996. The panels produce 115
kilowatts of power for the remote NFSfacility that serves boaters on Lake Powell. NPSformed a partnership
with the Utah Office of Energy and Resource Planning, ARAMARK Lake Powell Resorts and Marina,
PacificCorp/Utah Power, Sandia National Laboratory, and the Applied Power Corporation to fund, design,
and build the $1.5 million hybrid photovoltaic/propane generator system. The project will save the NPS
more than $2 million over the next 20 years and will protect the environment by using renewable solar
energy and eliminating the risk of a major diesel spill on Lake Powell. NPS sponsored the project for the
Conservation Award.

Conservation Awards for individuals sponsored by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service: Gary N. Brown,
B e n e d i c t Cerven (posthumously), Tom BedeU, Randall L. Hoffman, Terry and Mary Kohler, and
H e l e n Server.
Western Canal Water District: Sponsored by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
F r a n k i e Hewitt: Sponsored by the National Park Service, Hewitt was recognized for her outstanding
contributions to the restoration of the Ford's Theatre as a National Historic Site.
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KathyKarpan, right, director of the Office of Surface
Mining, presents an Interior Partnership Award to
Doug Larson, who accepts on behalf of the Western
Interstate Energy Board. OSM sponsored the board
for the award.
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Native American Fish and Wildlife
Society:
Sponsored by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Mexican Spotted

Owl Recovery

Team: Sponsored by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

DIVERSITY
A W A R D S

The Secretary's
Diversity
Awards
recognize
and
honor individual
employees
or groups of
employees
who have demonstrated
exemplary
service
and/or have made significant
contributions
to the Department's
efforts to
substantially
increase
diversity
at all levels. The
awards
recognize
six categories
of
achievement.

MANAGEMENT ACHIEVEMENT

Luis Maez
received his
Diversity Award
for his work with
the Bureau of
Reclamation,
where he is an
audit officer.
Richard W. Loss, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, receives
his Diversity Award for Management Achievement from
FWS Director Jamie Rappaport Clark.

From left, David P. Russ and C. Larry Togans. U.S.
Geological Survey, receive their Diversity Award for
Management Achievement from USGS Director Charles Groat.

ORGANIZATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

EMPLOYEE ACHIEVEMENT

Amy L. Berger, U.S. Geological Survey, receives her
Diversity Award for Employee Achievement from USGS
Director Charles Groat.
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Alan M. Ward, left, U.S.
receives his Diversity Award
Charles Groat. Ward was
achievements in Accessibility
Persons with Disabilities.

Geological
Survey,
from USGS Director
recognized for his
and Employment of

From left, Bill LeBarron, of BLM's Wyoming State Office; Ray
Wilson, EEO officer for the Wyoming State Office; and At Pierson,
director ot the Wyoming State Office, receive an Organizational
Division of Administration, Office of the
Award for Diversity from BUM Acting Director Tom Fry.
S o l i c i t o r , received an award for h i r i n g and
accomodating the needs of deaf employees.
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LONG-TERM ACHIEVEMENT

SPECIAL EMPHASIS PROGRAM ACHIEVEMENT
James Cherry, left, deputy area
manager for Reclamation's Lower
Coloraado Dams Facilities Office,
reorganized the Hoover Dam
police force.

Far left. J. ISeil Stessman, Bureau of Reclamation,
receives Diversity Award for his Long-Term Achievement.
Left, OSM Director Karpan presents Diversity Award for
Special Emphasis Programs to Diane C. Wood, Office of
Surface Mining. On the right is Ortris Lucas, Wood's
mother. On the left is Derrick Medley, Wood's fiance.

PARTNERSHIP AWARDS

PRESIDENTIAL RANK AWARDS

The Department's Labor/Management
Partnership Council
developed
the Partnership Award program as a way to recognize and
publicize
outstanding partnerships
in the Department and to encourage
the formation of new
partnerships.

DISTINGUISHED EXECUTIVE
Robert Ewing, Office of Surface Mining
Ronald Jaeger, Bureau of Indian Affairs
MERITORIOUS EXECUTIVE

LABOR/MANAGEMENT PARTNERSHIP O F THE YEAR

Robert D. Barbee, National Park Service
Robert E. Brown, Minerals Management Service
Robert J. Lamb, Office of the Secretary
R. Schuyler Lesher, Jr., Office of the Secretary
Donald T. Lauer, U.S. Geological Survey
Mary Ann Lawler, Office of the Secretary
Hilda A. Manuel, Bureau of Indian Affairs
Carmen R. Maymi, Bureau of Reclamation
Chris Oynes, Minerals Management Service
Marie G. Rust, National Park Service

Eugene District, Bureau of Land Management and
National Federation of Federal Employees, Local 1911
SIGNIFICANT ACHIEVEMENT IN PARTNERSHIP
Portland Area Office, Bureau of Indian Affairs and
National Federal of Federal Employees
Santa Monica National Recreation Area, National Park and
Service and Laborers' International Union of North America, Local 585

MERITORIOUS SERVICE AWARDS
The Meritorious Service Award recognizes outstanding contributions
to bureau and Departmental
programs, major
accomplishments,
and exceptional support of Interior's missions. It is the second highest honor awarded by the Department for professional and career
achievements.
The awards were presented at bureau and office levels in 1997-1998.
O F F I C E OF THE SECRETARY

O F F I C E O F SURFACE MINING

Larry Bagranoff; K a r e n M. Burke; Debra E. S o n d e r m a n ; Dean A.
Titcomb; Gary F. Gillespie; Gayle F. Gordon; William S. Pfancuff;
Elmer J o h n Hurd, Jr.
O F F I C E OF THE SOLICITOR
Richard K. Aldrich; Ralph O. Canaday; Kathleen A. Miller; Lyle K. Rising
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

BUREAU O F BECLAMATION
Max Van Den Berg; Thomas G. Burbey; Steven R. Clark; Felix W. Cook,
Sr.; Dallas L. Linford; K. Dianne Mohr; William S. Opdyke; Jack C. Pong,
Jr.; Garry M. Rowe; Milton Shrader; J. Lawrence Von Thun
U.S.

Norman T. Suazo
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
Francis R. Cherry, Jr.
MINERALS MANAGEMENT SERVICE
Vicki R. Agnew; Patricia W. Callis; Mary C. Carter; Byron R. Congdon;
David W. Cooke; Richard E. Defenbaugh; Stephen R. Gorey; Mary Ann
Hanks; Carol A. Hartgen; Ronald J. Hatton; Susan D. Hester; Christine
II. Huffaker; Gary L. Johnson; Ronald R. Konecni: Robert P. I allelic.
Maxie V. Lambert; Kenneth E. Madsen; Jill Stivers Martin; James W.
May; Robert W. Middleton; Han-had ray D. Patel; Bruce W. Perry; Villere
C. Reggio; J o h n L. Rodi; Edwidene F. Rooks; Marshall B. Rose: J o h n J .
Russo; Philip D. Sykora; Leland F. Thormahlen; Deborah Gibbs Tschudy;
Mary Ann Turner; Norman L. Weaver; Mary A. Vt i Ilia ins: Richard F.
Wilderman; Robert J. Vayda

RECOGNITION

Shirley W. Cossey; Gene E. Krueger: Mary E. Peyton; A. Dwight Thomas:
Brent T. Wahlquist

F I S H AND W I L D L I F E SERVICE

Roger L. Banks: Olin E. Bray; Mark Butler; J o h n H. Doebel; Canrad A.
Fjetland; George L. Gies; Joel G. Greenstein; Jerry C. Grover; William
F. Harrison; Thomas J. Kerze; David R. Kraft; J o h n Richard Lemon
Carl R. Madsen; Joseph P. Mazzoni; Edward S. Moses; Gary G. Monad
Paul R. Nickerson; Alfred L. Radtke; James L. Sheridan; Henry L. Short
Cathleen I. Short; Roger J. Turnquist; Gerald H. Updike: Robert F.
Williams: Cheryl C. WiUiss
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
WiUiam H. Anderson; Raymond Begay; Norman A. Bishop; Marcia D.
Blaszak; Edward F. Clark; Mary K. Foley; Richard T. Gale; Robert C.
Marriott: Thomas M. McConnell; Marilyn G. Merrill; David K. Morris;
Donald L. Neubacher; Patricia L. Neubacher; Martin C. Ott; J o h n C.
Poppeliers; Alexander L. Rives; William B. Robertson, Jr.: William A.
Sanders; William R. Shields; WiUiam W. Swift; Robert K. Yearout
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CRYING OUT FOR THE WILDERNESS

O
R

Edward
Abbey—a
naturalist, writer, and
environmental activist—is considered by some a
"Thoreau of the West" and by others a radical
advocate of ecotage (sabotage in defense of
ecology). He worked for the National Park Service
as a ranger and fire lookout at a n u m b e r of
western parks and monuments between 1956 and
1971. He died of cancer in 1989, at the age of 62.

National Park, Organ Pipe Cactus National
Monument, Canyonlands National
Monument, Arches National Monument,
Glen Canyon National Recreation Area,
Petrified Forest National Park, Lassen
Volcanic N a t i o n a l P a r k , a n d Glacier
National Park.

As a writer, Abbey's major concern was
t h e d e g r a d a t i o n of America's n a t u r a l
treasures, particularly Southwest
wilderness, due to what he viewed as selfdestructive a n d sinister government
policies that brought development and
burgeoning tourism to t h e nation's
preserves after World War II. He had seen
the desert vistas and canyonlands in the
1940s and early 1950s before they became
n a t i o n a l l y p o p u l a r a n d accessible t o
millions of affluent u r b a n Americans.
Abbey deplored the impact of industrial
tourism, which brought the automobile
Edward Abbey did not consider his critiques of government and its mechanical and h u m a n pollution
conservation policy an attack on the National Park Service, to t h e s e n a t u r a l w o n d e r s , a n d t h e
which he regarded as far superior to most
government damming of western rivers for irrigation
agencies, or on the NPS rangers in the field, who he saw as and power development, which buried
capable, honest, dedicated people who do their best as the
pristine canyons beneath reservoirs.
Park Service labors under severe pressure from powerful
B o r n a n d r a i s e d i n A p p a l a c h i a ( I n d i a n a , political forces.
Pennsylvania), Abbey celebrated his 18th birthday
As Pulitzer Prize-winning author Edwin
and high school graduation by making a solo visit to t h e
Way Teale has written about Desert Solitaire, which deals with a park ranger's season
Southwest in 1944, traveling by foot, bus, thumb, and freight train. Following his
in the wilderness at Arches National Monument, "[Abbey] knew it before the paved
two years in the army (1945-46) as a motorcycle MP in occupied Italy, he studied
roads, the high tide of beer cans, gum wrappers, cigarette stubs, bottle caps, and
literature and philosophy on the GI bill
discarded Kleenex, before the parked trailers, their windows blue tinged at night while
at t h e University of New Mexico i n
the inmates, instead of watching the desert stars, watch TV and listen to the canned
Albuquerque, where he graduated with
laughs of Hollywood. His book is a voice crying out in t h e wilderness, for the
honors in 1951. On a Fullbright
wilderness."
fellowship, h e spent a year at t h e
University of E d i n b u r g h in Scotland
Compared to T h o r e a u , J o h n Muir, R a c h e l Carson, and other environmental
(1951-52) a n d traveled extensively i n
writers, Abbey's literary voice has been criticized as bitter, harsh, reckless, and
Europe and Scandinavia. He received his
dangerously radical. Yet many environmentalists regard his writings as raw, unpleasant
masters degree from t h e University of
truths that need to be told. "Rather than a balanced l o o k . . . it is a forceful presentation
New Mexico in 1956 and studied a n d
of one side . . . a side too rarely presented," Teale wrote. "There will always be others
wrote u n d e r a Stegner Fellowship at
to voice the side of pressure, power, and profit."
Stanford University.

R
S

Abbey first came to national prominence with
Desert Solitaire (1968), which is considered the
best of his 14 works of non-fiction. It is a hard
look at what Abbey viewed as America's trashing
and degradation of its n a t u r a l wonders a n d
wilderness areas. The Monkey Wrench Gang
(1975), about a group of saboteurs who target
hydropower s t a t i o n s a n d o t h e r g o v e r n m e n t
facilities in defense of nature, is viewed as the
best of his fictional works. Many critics believe it
instigated numerous acts of eco-sabotage in the
West after its release. Other major works of fiction
include Black Sun (1971), Fire on the Mountain
(1962), and Hayduke Lives!, which was published
posthumously in 1991. A number of his articles
and essays were collected in Abbey's Road and
Beyond the Wall.

FATHER OF
PLANETARY
GEOLOGY
Gene Shoemaker,
the co-discoverer
of Comet Shoemaker-Levy,
was a
geologist
with the U.S. Geological
Survey. His pathbreaking
work on
impact craters and the geology of the
Moon and planets bequeathed him the
title Father of Planetary Geology. With
his wife, he spent a decade surveying the
sky for Earth-crossing
asteroids and
comets. The work culminated
in the
discovery (ivith associate David Levy) of
the comet that crashed into Jupiter in
1994, giving the world of science major
new insights into the dynamics
of
comets and the planetary science of
Jupiter. His story is on page 70,
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His journals, selections of which have
b e e n p u b l i s h e d as Confessions
of a
Barbarian, (1994) reveal an early interest
in the Romantic Movement, which h e
b e l i e v e d o p e n e d n e w m o d e s of
u n d e r s t a n d i n g beyond rationality;
philosophic anarchism, which offered
alternatives to government-dependent
communities; and wildlife, nature, and
art, which helped to shape his thinking
about the influence of landscapes on
personal development. In later life, h e
listed his religion as Piute and his politics
as a g r a r i a n a n a r c h i s m . He believed
decentralized, voluntary, cooperative
c o m m u n i t i e s were a n a l t e r n a t i v e to
contemporary governmental polities.
Abbey had a strong dislike of the urban
East and after returning from Europe,
spent most of the next four decades in
t h e S o u t h w e s t , l i v i n g , a s m u c h as
possible, in and near wilderness areas.
He worked as a seasonal park ranger and
fire lookout at several national parks and
forest reserves, including Grand Canyon
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A RANGER NAMED JERRY
A future president of the United States, third from left, served as a seasonal ranger
at Yellowstone National Park in the summer of 1936. His fellow rangers and ranger
naturalists knew him simply as Jerry
Ford.
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THE MEASURE

OF A

MAN

Noted sculptor James E. Kelley told Ely Parker that he was admired by non-Indians because they could understand
and appreciate what he had accomplished—reaching the highest levels of success in two worlds and proving "what
an Indian of capacity could be in the white man's world." Kelley, who sculpted famous Americans and was working
on a bust of Parker, agreed that other Indian chiefs may have been greater and wiser, but the white world had no
way of knowing what they actually thought or said—ofmeasuring their capacity in European-American standards.
"That may be true," Parker replied, "but why should you test the capacity of the red man's mind in measures that
may have an improper scale? Do you measure cloth with a balance or by the gallon?"
Ely Samuel
Parker,
a chief of the Iroquois Confederation and brigadier general
on the staff of General Ulysses S. Grant, was the first Native American to serve as
commissioner of Indian Affairs in the Interior Department.
Parker was born in 1828, the son of a Tonwanda Seneca chief. His grandfather was
the famous chief Red J a c k e t , an orator who had opposed the American colonists'
takeover of Iroquois land. Parker was educated at a Baptist school on his upstate New
York reservation and at two Indian high schools. Known as "The Reader" to his tribe,
Parker early demonstrated superior intelligence and a knowledge of English, which
led the Iroquois chiefs to choose him as an interpreter when they negotiated land
treaties with New York State and Washington.

U n d e t e r r e d by yet a n o t h e r m a j o r
encounter with bigotry, Parker persisted
in his quest. In 1863, Grant, who was
besieging Vicksburg and in dire need of
engineers to oversee the construction of
siege works, personally intervened and Parker
received an officer's commission in the Seventh
Division. Parker served with Grant's staff for the
remainder of the war, rose to the rank of brigadier
general, was at Grant's side at Appomattox Courthouse, and drafted the surrender
document that was signed by General Robert E. Lee.
In 1868, President Grant appointed Parker commissioner of Indian
Affairs, making him the first Indian to hold that Interior post. Parker
was one of the most dignified office-holders during the muchmaligned Grant Administration and was regarded at the time as the
most acclaimed Indian in North America. But Grant's Administration
was the target of ceaseless charges of corruption, some deserved,
others not. Due to the widespread prejudice against Indians, Parker
was a vulnerable target.

During one of these negotiations
in Albany, the 16-year old Parker
met Lewis Henry Morgan, a
lawyer a n d e t h n o l o g i s t w h o
w a n t e d to h e l p t h e I r o q u o i s
retain their diminished acreage.
Parker served as interpreter and
cultural informant for Morgan,
who r e s e a r c h e d a n d wrote a
f a m o u s s t u d y of I r o q u o i s
kinship. Because of his work,
Morgan is known as the "Father
of A m e r i c a n A n t h r o p o l o g y . "
Morgan encouraged and helped
Parker to study the law. Though
he completed his studies, Parker
was barred from practicing law
because he was an Indian and
not a U.S. citizen.

He appointed Indian agents nominated by religious groups in an
effort to eliminate corrupt officials who controlled the Bureau of
Indian Affairs. Other initiatives also brought Parker into conflict
with t h e e n t r e n c h e d b u r e a u c r a c y in Washington, DC. Fund
appropriations for Indian Affairs were delayed and Parker purchased
emergency supplies for Indian tribes without going through regular
procurement procedures. In 1871, a missionary group that opposed
h i m charged Parker with misconduct. Though cleared by an
investigation, Parker resigned.

Above, Brigadier General Ely S. Parker, far right, serv ed with the staff of
Years later he recalled, "I sent professed Christian whites who waxed
General Ulysses S. Grant, at center, from Vicksburg to Appomattox. At far
rich and fat from the plundering of the poor Indians, nor were there
Undaunted by white prejudice,
left is John Rawlins, Grant's chief-of-staff and Parker s friend.
teacherships enough to give places to all the happy and impecunious
Parker turned to civil engineerChristians. Then was the cry raised by all who believed themselves injured or
ing as a career, put himself through Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, and received
unprovided for, 'Nay this Parker is an Indian genius; he is grown too great and powerful;
commissions to construct public works in Illinois. Parker's service to his tribe was
he doth injure our business, take bread from the mouths of our families, and money
rewarded in 1852 when, at 24, he was made a sachem or political leader of the Iroquois
from our pockets; now, therefore, let us write and put him out of power so that we
League, receiving the name Donehogawa (Keeper of the Western Door), a reference to
may feast as heretofore.'
his tribe's place in the Iroquois longhouse.
While on a government contract in Galena in 1860, Parker came to the attention of
Ulysses S. Grant, a former U.S. Army Captain about to be re-commissioned and thrust
to the head of Union forces in the West. When the Civil War broke out, Parker sought
to join the Army Corps of Engineers to fight for the North but was personally rebuffed
by Secretary of State William H. Seward, who told Parker it was a white man's war
and that Indian help was not wanted.

DAWN

"They . . . made the air foul with their malicious and poisonous accusations. They
were defeated but it was no longer a pleasure to discharge the patriotic duties in the
face of foul slander and abuse. I gave up a thankless position to enjoy my declining
years in peace and quiet." Parker later made and lost a small fortune on Wall Street
and when he died in 1895, he was buried beside his grandfather, Red Jacket, on
Iroquois land.

OF THE CONSERVATION

Carl
Schurz—a
German revolutionary, American patriot,
journalist, soldier, senator, and diplomat—was appointed Secretary
of t h e I n t e r i o r by P r e s i d e n t R u t h e r f o r d R. H a y e s . The
quintessential political reformer of his generation, Schurz was an
uncommon shaft of light in an era of murky political morality and
the Department's most memorable 19th century leader. During his
tenure he crusaded to banish corruption, advance the civil service
merit system, infuse Indian relations with honesty and justice, and
lay the groundwork for the conservation of timber and other natural
resources.

He explained how stripped forest land was degraded by the
inevitable erosion and streams were polluted by the runoff. Schurz
wanted to hire more field agents, sell off some forest lands, and
manage preserves for the rest. But his pleas made little impression
on a government dedicated to protecting private enterprise.
Schurz's lean physique, tonsorial e m b e l l i s h m e n t , and thick
spectacles invited a caricature that political cartoonists such as
T h o m a s Nast were quick to appreciate. His German origins made
him all the more distinctive. "If I should live a hundred years, my
enemies would still call me a Dutchman!" he complained. He was
an "aggressive and undaunted controversialist," his biographer
concluded, and "so thoroughly sincere" that he was astonished by
o p p o s i t i o n to h i s i d e a s . U n d e r T h e o d o r e R o o s e v e l t ' s
A d m i n i s t r a t i o n (1901-1909) the d o c t r i n e of systematic and
purposeful resource management espoused by Schurz, J o h n
Wesley Powell, and others flowered into a national crusade for
conservation.

Schurz, who served from 1877 to 1881, was familiar with the
scientific forestry then practiced in Europe and repeatedly called
for the reservation and rational management of America's forests.
He detailed how timber was stolen from Interior-managed lands,
often "by organized and systematic enterprise, not only to furnish
lumber and fire-wood for the home market, but, on a large scale,
for commercial exportation to foreign countries."
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Rachel
Carson,
an ecological thinker whose writing
s t i m u l a t e d t h e b i r t h of t h e p o s t - W o r l d War II
e n v i r o n m e n t a l m o v e m e n t a n d w h o s e n a m e was
synonymous with environmental activism in the 1960s,
was a federal scientist and editor for 15 years, most of
that time with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service at
Interior's national headquarters.

isolation of both science and literature in post-war
America. Carson c o n s i d e r e d h e r c o n t r i b u t i o n s to
scientific fact less important than her attempts to arouse
empathy.
She tried to captivate readers by her lyric prose and her
ability to draw them into her world, be it underwater,
strolling along a beach, or describing the web of life.
"Once the emotions have been aroused—a sense of the
beautiful, the excitement of the new and the unknown,
a feeling of sympathy, pity, admiration or love—then we
wish for knowledge about the object of our emotional
response," Carson wrote. "Once found, it has lasting
meaning."

Carson's literary legacy includes three books on the sea
and Silent Spring, a controversial attack on the use of
pesticides that is regarded as one of the 100 most
significant books of the century. The trilogy synthesized
the world's scientific literature on the sea while Silent
Spring synthesized the literature on DDT and other
p e s t i c i d e s to w a r n t h e p u b l i c t h a t n a t u r e was
i n t e r c o n n e c t e d a n d t h a t to d a m a g e o n e p a r t was
u l t i m a t e l y to d a m a g e t h e whole. H e r a n a l y s i s of
chemically-induced changes in water, soil, air, and the
m o l e c u l a r s t r u c t u r e of life e m p h a s i z e d t h e
interconnectedness of the environment, the ecological
unity of biological life.
Carson was a scientists and editor in the Bureau of
Fisheries at the Department of Agriculture and after
1939, w h e n t h a t b u r e a u was a b s o r b e d i n t o t h e
Department of the Interior, with the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service. As biographer Linda Lear has pointed
out in Rachel Carson: Witness for Nature, federal service
gave Carson the opportunities to develop her literary
voice, deepen her emotional connections to the natural
world, and gain a breadth
and diversity of research
t h a t was u n a v a i l a b l e
elsewhere.

Carson's impact on the public's understanding of ecology
and the environment changed history. The Sea Around
Us and The Edge of the Sea, published in 1955, were
serialized in the New Yorker. All three volumes, including
Under the Sea Wind, which originally appeared in 1941
and was republished in 1952, appeared on The New York
Times Best-Seller List for many months. The Sea Around
Us maintained its place on the list for a record 86 weeks
and was translated into 33 languages.

Silent Spring was also serialized in the New Yorker,
making Carson the first woman writer ever to have her
work introduced in that prestigious publication's pages
on three occasions. Almost a million copies of Silent
Spring were sold within 18 months of its publication in
1962. It was translated into
22 languages and still sells
more than 27,000 copies
every year. Commenting
on the controversial
nature of Silent Spring, Carson wrote,
Serving at Interior when it was led by
Much of the scientific research on the harmful effects of
"I never thought the ugly facts would
Harold L. Ickes, an ardent and activist
pesticides on wildlife—the basis of Rachel Carson's Silent
dominate, and I hope they don't. The
preservationist secretary, Carson, in
Spring—was carried out by a less well-known Fish and
beauty of the living world I was trying
addition to her scientific and editorial
Wildlife Service b i o l o g i s t — L u c i l l e Stickel,
a
to save has always been uppermost in
duties, was frequently asked to write
pioneer in the fledgling field of wildlife toxicology.
my m i n d — t h a t , a n d a n g e r at t h e
speeches for the secretary's office or to
Stickel's first contaminant paper was a 1946 study of the
senseless b r u t i s h things t h a t were
prepare congressional testimony. She
new pesticide DDT. She went on to published 42 scientific
being done. I was bound by a solemn
lent her skills to such conservation
papers on the effects of contaminants on wildlife. Stickel
obligation to do what I could—if I
activists as Howard Zahniser, wrote
and her colleagues conducted their research at t h e
didn't at least try I could never again
anonymous speeches, and penned
Patuxent Wildlife Research Center, which she directed
be happy in nature."
powerful editorials published in The
from 1973 to 1981, making her a pioneer of another
Washington Post. Her Interior career
sort—the first woman to head a major Fish and Wildlife
provided her a crucial education in the
At t h e t i m e of h e r d e a t h — f r o m a
Sendee laboratory. Her story is on page 71.
politics of the environment. Carson
m i s d i a g n o s e d and aggressively
became not only a different kind of
metastasizing breast cancer—in April
naturalist and nature writer but also a veteran political infighter, acutely aware of the
1964, Carson had garnered an international reputation as a scientist, nature writer,
compromises needed to protect and defend the natural world.
and public voice for the care of the earth. She was the most celebrated science writer
of her generation and has been acclaimed a literary giant of the 20th century.
She retired from federal service in 1952, after the sale of The Sea Around Us gave her
a measure of financial independence. She was honored by the National Book Award
This article ivas adapted from a 1998 lecture at the Interior Museum by Dr. Linda Lear,
in nonfiction, the New York Zoological Medal, and the Burroughs Medal. Her years in
Research Professor of Environmental History at George Washington University.
government had also given her a radical perspective from which to warn against the

A SENSE

A SENSE
OF WONDER

OF THE

A play based on the life and work of Rachel Carson was performed on Wednesday, April 28, 1999, from 1 to 2:15 p.m. at the Yates Auditorium in the Main
Interior Building, 1849 C Street NW, Washington, DC. The performance by actress Kaiulani Lee was the second presentation in the 150th Anniversary Lecture

HOPE & HAROLD L.

Ickes became a New Deal Democrat, a consummate federal administrator,
effective political infighter, and influential Cabinet m e m b e r who built
Interior into a powerful instrument of social and economic progress. He was
at the forefront of national economic recovery as head of the Public Works
Administration, a giant agency with colossal tasks that spent more than $6
billion to built tens of thousands of public projects across the nation,
including water and sewerage systems, hospitals, schools, roads, bridges,
docks, and court houses. Secretary Ickes was called "a builder to rival
Cheops." At least ten million people benefited directly from PWA projects
and this was accomplished without corruption.

ICKES

A Republican who was born in the East and never elected to office
was President Franklin D. Roosevelt's choice to lead Interior at its
most critical hour. In 1933, Harold
L. Ickes,
a Bull Moose
Progressive who had managed the Western Independent Republican
Committee for Roosevelt during the 1932 campaign, took over a
Department that had been wracked by the Teapot Dome scandal.
The choice could not have been more prescient. Ickes, a 59-year
old lawyer and political organizer from Chicago, regarded the law
"as a tool, not a chalice" and had advanced the causes of liberal
reformers. An enthusiast for Roosevelt's programs, Ickes believed
government should help those in need and deplored the Hoover Administration's
laissez-faire approach. He applauded Roosevelt's activism and willingness to shape
and create agencies and programs to rescue millions from unemployment and distress.
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He was the first Secretary to argue the value of wilderness as wilderness and
worked to reshape Interior into a "Department of Conservation." Ickes also
was an outspoken advocate for the rights of African Americans, integrated
the Department, and appointed minorities to high positions.
More on Harold L. Ickes' life and work and Interior during the Great Depression and
World War II is on pages 40-43.
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Walt Whitman—journalist,
humanitarian, and one of the greatest American poets of the 19th
Century—worked briefly at Interior but was dismissed by the Secretary, who thought Whitman's sexual
orientation and best known book of poetry were scandalous.
A sensitive and passionate humanitarian, Whitman had cared for sick and wounded soldiers during the
Civil War as a volunteer nurse in Army hospitals in Washington, DC. His sincerity and compassion were
noted by many friends and federal officials alike and he was rewarded for his service with a clerkship in
the Indian Affairs bureau which was then, as now, a part of the Interior Department.
Whitman was abruptly dismissed from his position by Secretary James Harlan of Iowa, who served
from May 16,1865, to August 31,1866. Harlan had arrived in the Department with the announced intention
of cleaning house and his supporters maintain he dismissed Whitman in a move to save some money.

0
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Whitman's supporters charged that his dismissal was prompted by his controversial poetry. Several
historians also believe Whitman was fired because of his sexual orientation as a gay and his Leaves of
Grass, which Secretary Harlan viewed as "an indecent book." The book was Whitman's main work and
arguably the most influential single volume of verse in American literature.
Whitman's dismissal stirred sympathy for the poet and a storm of criticism against the Secretary, whose
15-month tenure was otherwise unremarkable. Many friends rallied to Whitman's defense and arranged
his transfer to the Attorney General's Office. One of those friends was William Douglas O'Connor, who
wrote the pamphlet 77ie Good Gray Poet in 1866. The title became a common public image of Whitman
and provided some antidote to slander and misunderstanding. Whitman collected and published his most
significant prose, Democratic Vistas, in 1871.
Prior to his civil service years, Whitman edited The Brooklyn Eagle, a leading newspaper in the New York
City at that time, from 1846 to 1848. His editorials reveal his abolitionist sympathies. Whitman was a
democrat in the libertarian tradition of Thomas Jefferson, and an expansionist regarding the Mexican
War (1845-48). He was opposed to bankers and capital punishment. Whitman was discharged from the
Eagle because of the strength of his convictions in editorials on abolishing slavery and his support of the
free soil movement.
Three months on a New Orleans newspaper gave Whitman a chance to see much of the country that he
later described so richly in his poetry. He returned to New York, where he worked for his father and later
as editor of The Brooklyn Times from 1857 to 1859. He was let go from this paper because of church
opposition to his frankly expressed ideas on sexual problems of the unmarried, abortion, prostitution,
and slavery.

A. MAN NAMED
There really was a Clarence
Birdseye
and he developed many of his ideas for
fresh feezing food while working for federal agencies, including one that later became
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
Birdseye was born in Brooklyn, New York on Dec. 9, 1886, and attended Amherst
College, majoring in biology. But he didn't graduate. Preferring to study nature outside
the classroom, he worked as a field naturalist for the U.S. Biological Survey from 1910
to 1912. He later put his naturalist and taxidermy skills to work as a fur trader in
Labrador from 1912-1916. From 1917-1925, Birdseye worked in various government
agencies.
While working in the Arctic, he noticed that freshly caught fish, when placed on the
Arctic ice and exposed to the icy wind and frigid temperatures, froze solid almost
immediately. He learned, too, that the fish, when thawed and eaten, were still fresh.
This was common knowledge among the indigenous inhabitants of the region.
He concluded that quickly freezing certain items kept large crystals from forming,
preventing damage to their cellular structure (the idea behind modern cryogenics).
That's when Clarence Birdseye, the field naturalist, became Clarence Birdseye, the
entrepreneur.

John Wesley Powell, whose insights
into the geography of the West laid the basis
for federal reclamation projects, is also
regarded as a spiritual father of the
utilitarian conservation movement at the
turn of the century because of his national
crusade for systematic and purposeful
resource management. His scientific
surveys of the Southwest concluded that the
Great Basin between the Rocky Mountains
and the Sierra Mountains was neither an
agrarian paradise nor a desert, but with
adequate government irrigation projects
could sustain limited
agricultural
production. Many of his recommendations
became law. His story is on pages 66-68.

RECOGNITION

BIRDSEYE

In September 1922, Birdseye organized his own
company, Birdseye Seafoods, Inc., which began
processing chilled fish fillets at a plant near the Fulton
Fish Market in New York City. His experiments reached
fruition two years later when he discovered that freezing
combined with pressure would allow frozen foods to
retain much of their flavor when later thawed. In 1924,
he developed a process that later became his greatest
contribution to the art of quick-freezing: packing dressed
fish or other food in cartons, then freezing the contents between two flat, refrigerated
surfaces under pressure.
Realizing that he had discovered the basis for an entirely new type of freezing operation,
Birdseye formed a new company to capitalize on his invention. On July 3, 1924, he
organized the General Seafood Corporation with financial help from Wetmore
Hodges, Basset Jones, I.L. Rice, William Gamage , and J.J. Barry. Thus began
the frozen foods industry. The birth of retail frozen foods occurred March 6, 1930, in
Springfield, Massachusetts. The "Springfield Experiment Test Market" included 26
kinds of vegetables, fruits, fish, and meats now marketed under the "Birds Eye" label.
But inventing was not Birdseye's only gift. He was also a driven marketer and, like
other successful entrepreneurs coming of age in the 1920s, was sensitive to the needs
for infrastructure to support new products. In 1934, he contracted with the American
Radiator Corporation to manufacture inexpensive, low-temperature retail display
cooling equipment. This equipment displayed only Birds Eye products and was leased
to retailers for about $8 a month.
Birdseye's interest in food preservation continued and in the late 1930s he perfected
a food dehydrating process (which was not released until after World War II). By 1944,
Birds Eye had leased the first insulated railroad cars designed for nationwide food
distribution. The refrigerated shipping industry was born. Clarence Birdseye died Oct.
8, 1956, but he lived to see his ideas become a thriving success. He combined his
scientific background, naturalist experience, and technical inventiveness to create
almost 300 new inventions and a thriving new food niche.
Mark Madison, a U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service historian, contributed to this article.
More on Birdseye is on-line at www.birdseye.org
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O U R VALUES A R E E T C H E D
I N T H E LANDSCAPE
By Secretary Bruce Babbitt
Walk with me a while. Leaving my office, we stroll past portraits of Stewart Udall on
the left wall, James L. Watt on the right, and the mighty Harold L. Ickes gazing
down a corridor filled with my predecessors. Impressive. But the art we seek is of
another sort: the New Deal murals of artists who sketched the core values of Interior's
history. They are frozen, halftime snapshots that provide a good measure of where we
have been and how far we have come.
At the sixth floor's north end mural, one man harvests salmonids in nets, the other
stocks fry from a milk can. Classic New Deal stewardship, based around hatcheries,
as we spread coldwater
fish for harvest around
the world. In a time of
seemingly unlimited
resources, we saw
fisheries as produce to be
quantified.
Assuming those fisheries
were indestructible, we
ground their product by
the millions into feed
and fertilizer. Assuming
them interchangeable,
we dumped European
browns into Rainbow
Above and right, details of Conservation of American habitat, Rainbows into
Wildlife by Henry Varnum Poor, 1939. Cutthroat streams, Lake
trout into brooks, Brook trout into lakes. The result was very nearly catastrophic.
Hybridization diluted genetically pure strain stocks. Exotic fish, even sportfish, preyed
on native species of trout, amphibians, and insects for the
first time. Hatcheries helped spread whirling disease and
other pathogens.
Today we strive to restore native trout and salmon, but as
wildlife, not commodity. We deemphasize the role of
hatcheries beyond recovery of rare species and spend more
resources improving habitat. And we ensure that distinct
strains are preserved and protected by barriers, so that a
given stock can take root once again. We seek a quality,
more than quantity, of fish.

We chose not to, because we had a better idea: unite adversaries toward a common
goal on the front end to build consensus. Biologists taught us the components of
coastal sage habitat, what made it unique, and how it functioned. Urban planners
assessed growth and infrastructure issues before getting committed to the maps.
Economists assessed how land values would be affected by different alternatives and
how to finance the $100 million land acquisitions.
The outcome was a series of habitat conservation plans, which collectively comprise
210,000 acres in San Diego and Orange Counties. It is the most comprehensive and
imaginative urban habitat plan in U.S. history, encompassing an area larger than
Yosemite Valley and twice
as large as Central Park;
space for critters and
people. Those Oklahoma
Sooners on the wall would
have been proud.
Down another floor, the
murals show New Deal
pipe welders involved in
mining or oil drilling,
another shows the gas
stations, heavy machinery, and modern benefits
that stem from it. We
would not have beat the
Depression or won World War II without minerals management.
Now, however, we face the legacy of that industrial boom. In the wake of Exxon Valdez
and other spills, we must decide where offshore (and onshore) oil development is safe
and appropriate and where it is not. We also seek a fair
return on hardrock mining beyond $5 an acre, because
prospectors no longer carry a pick and shovel.

They led us closer to the
realization that stewardship
was less about wildlife
manipulation than about
restraining human excess,
keeping our collective
wants in check.

One floor below, we stop at a mural of the Oklahoma Land Rush. Men and women on
horseback, wagon, locomotive, and bicycle—armed with flagged stakes—are pouring
off the start line to claim their plots of free land. It embodies America's boundless
energy, growth spurts, and hunger for cheap soil.

A third floor mural's p a n t h e o n of 19th century
conservationists—Henry David Thoreau, Daniel
Boone, James Audubon—are surrounded by flourishing
fish and wildlife they have nurtured back to health. I might
paint John Wesley Powell, John Muir, Aldo Leopold,
Rachel Carson, and Wallace Stegner up in that
firmament, for they each led us closer to the realization
that "stewardship" was less about wildlife manipulation
than about restraining human excess, keeping our collective wants in check. If we
protected whole, integrated watersheds, that landscape will nurture and "manage"
wildlife on its own.

The trouble today is where that hunger has led to sprawl, massive traffic congestion,
and extinction of native wildlife. The Endangered Species Act gives us responsibility
to deal with the crisis. How? We answer with creative new plans which fuse "habitat"
and "open space." For example, Los Angeles and San Diego have expanded toward
each other like two magnets pointed end to end, eradicating the coastal sagebrush
ecosystem that separates them. When the California
gnatcatcher was listed as threatened in 1993, we could
have proceeded straight to the laborious, time consuming
process of drawing "critical habitat" lines on a map.

FA
l
1 The galaxy of 20th
, • •
1 century thinkers and
| FAIABI
writers who helped to
"•** s~~ found today's environmental movement include, from left, John Wesley Powell, Aldo
Leopold, Rachel Carson, Wallace Stegner, and John
Muir, shown at right with President Theodore Roosevelt.
These two founders of the American conservation
movement visit Yosemite National Park in the early
years of the 20th century.
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Construction of a Dam by William Cropper, 1939.
It was these latter visionaries who showed us how we should focus less on individual
charismatic creatures than on their connections within creation. Their writing,
respectively, revealed relationships: between aridity and culture, between livestock
and wild glacial valleys; a mountain, its wolves, deer, and vegetation;
chemicals, soil, earthworms and birds; and between wilderness and the
uridomesticated American spirit.
On the second floor a mural shows four
men swinging shovels, hoes, axes and
picks in a united effort to suppress a
wildfire that is raging in the background.
Wildfire fighting became institutionalized
in the New Deal. Postwar, it became a
skilled, seasonal, standing army, whose
common enemy was fire and whose policy
was containment.

There is also, on the south end of this corridor, a mural of the New Deal's heroic age
of dam building. Six decades ago, President Franklin Delano Roosevelt and his
Interior Secretary, Harold L. Ickes, toured the country to dedicate dams, new dams,
powerful dams, including four of the largest dams in the history of civilization.
They built dams for barge traffic, for electricity, for irrigation, for drinking water, for
flood control. For most of this century, politicians have eagerly rushed in, amidst
cheering crowds, to claim credit for the construction of 73,000 dams all across
America.
The public is now learning that we have paid a steadily accumulating price for these
projects in the form of: fish spawning runs destroyed, downstream rivers altered by
changes in temperature, unnatural nutrient load and seasonal flows, wedges of
sediment piling up behind structures, and delta wetlands degraded by lack of fresh
water and saltwater intrusion. Rivers are always on the move and their inhabitants
know no boundaries; salmon and shad do not read road maps, only stream currents.
Now we are using sledgehammers, jackhammers, and heavy machinery to dismantle
the old. obsolete, and destructive dams.

For nine decades we suppressed all fire
with disastrous results. By depriving
forests of fire's slow, natural spread from
lightning, we starve the forest, choke it,
spread insect damage and disease. We wipe
out native diverse vegetation and wildlife.

Now we know that Smokev the Bear mav
have gone too far. Today, we use
terra-torch, drip-torch, flamethrower,
flaming ping pong balls, and fuses to Detail of Fighting Forest Fire by Ernest
Fiene. 1938.
"'Fight Fire with Fire." Where property,
lives, and homes are not at risk, a new policy encourages firefighters to carefully watch,
monitor, or set prescribed fires.
A facing wall shows the Civilian
Conservation Corps at work,
carefully planting trees. A noble
intention, b u t again, with
unintended results. We turned
forests into tree farms, homogenized mixed conifer into
monoculture. We once thought
cleurcuts created "edge habitat" for
Detail of Themes o| the National Parks by David McCosh. 1940.
ungulate game. Now we better
understand the affects of sunlight
One floor up, we find a mural of some of the newly protected national parks. Today,
and erosion on ground exposed
some say these parks are being 'loved to death,' so we should limit people. We answer
without a canopy and unanchored
that you can't love a park too much. The problem is not too many people but too many
by roots. We once pulled logs out of
cars all packed together. We need to give them more opportunities and more space to
streams to improve their aesthetic
stretch out. Air pollution knows no local boundaries, and soon, the car gassing up in
flow. Now we topple trees back in, : the mural may have to park outside national parks like Zion, Yosemite, and the Grand
and anchor logs and root wads for
Canyon, and take cleaner mass transit into the park.
fish habitat.
Also, we will secure concessions and fee reform for visitor values at our national parks
Secretary Babbitt signals the release and other public lands. For decades, parks bled much of the revenues earned at
of six California condors from the entrance gates and other services, while dependmg on Congress for supplemental
Vermillion Cliffs of Arizona on
handouts. With these reforms in place, we keep 80 percent of fees and a greater
December 12,1996. The project seeks
^percentage of concessions in the parks themselves, making them far more
to re-establish a second wild
population
of the
endangered self-sufficient and rewarding experiences.
species—the largest and rarest land
bird in North America.
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A south wing, fourth floor mural depicts encounters between Caucasian or Easterners with Native
Americans and Alaska Natives. One is clad in cavalry uniform, another in buckskin, another in
civilian clothing. There is a peace pipe, but in each case it is clear who is teaching, lecturing,
dictating to whom.
Since its founding, the Interior Department has carried out trust responsibilities for Native
Americans. Unfortunately, for much of that history the relationship has been paternalistic, barely
protecting Indian water rights and sovereignty—as Washington saw fit. We have begun to restore
integrity and authority and sovereignty to tribal governments, both through statutory' authority
and economic development. At its core, our policy moves toward self-determination for tribes and
in the process, shrinks the federal BIA bureaucracy.
And consider this: A President uses his authority under the Antiquities Act to create a federally
protected national monument. Western Congressmen howl. The Governor fumes about the loss
of "job-creating industries," now that mining, logging, and other extractive practice?- will be
"locked out" of "potentially vast, unlimited" resources. Senators complain about "arrogant acts"
of the executive branch. The law stands. Then quietly, visitation soars, bringing a steady infusion
of cash to rural economies. Years pass, and soon former opponents claim credit for creation of
the monument in their next campaign.
Throughout his tenure, Secretary Babbitt, above, has used the "Bully Pulpit"
in the tradition of President Teddy Roosevelt to fight for environmental
restoration and to promote the sustainable development and use of natural resources.
At right, the Secretary and Fish
and Wildlife Director
Jamie
Rappaport Clark move a Mexican
gray wolf to an acclimation pen on
Jan. 26, 1998, prior to the wolf's
release into the Apache-Sitgreaves
and Gila National Forests in eastern
Arizona and western New Mexico.
Five of the 11 wolves reintroduced
were shot to death, others
died
naturally or were recaptured. While
federal
and state law
officers
investigate Me shootings,
additional
Mexican gray, wolves have
been
reintroduced.

Science has led us to a
broader, deeper understanding
of our natural, cultural,
and historic heritage.
Our decisions appear better
informed, more sensitive.

P r e s i d e n t Clinton's Grand
Staircase-Escalante in 1996?
No, T e d d y R o o s e v e l t ' s
Grand Canyon in 1904. It
may s e e m l i k e t h i n g s
haven't changed very much.
That there is nothing new
under the sun. But take a
closer look. You'll see that
this latest m o n u m e n t isn't managed by the National Park Service, but by the Bureau
of Land Management with a comprehensive outreach plan that includes the people
and living heritage in the visitation plan. And ecological resources play as strong
a role as aesthetic considerations.

I often reflect on these changes. The contrasts between then and now arc manifest.
Science has led us to a broader, deeper understanding of our natural, cultural,
and historic heritage. Our decisions appear better informed, more sensitive.

Yet I wonder. In the next century, Interior Secretaries may look at our values,
frozen in photographic images—dam destrocbdn, salmonid habitat restoration,
wolf reintroduction, prescribed fires, bioinvasive species control, amphibian protection,
pollinator preservation—shake their heads at how primitive our understanding was, and take pride in
how much further they have come.
I hope that is the case. Each day informs the next. What we realize in our tour of the murals is that
stewardship of the American landscape is not just a fixed point in time, or some place outdoors, or even
an "issue" to b e "handled" by one party or another. It is a tradition that endures only through our labor,
an opportunity that lasts as long as we fight for it; part of our collective heritage, passed on like a torch;
a j o b that brings all of us together under a common purpose.
Mow let's get outside, where our values are etched in the
landscape. That is our enduring legacy. And let's get back
to work;

At top, Secretary Babbitt joints District of
Columbia students at a Sept. 22, 1998 science
class at Keniworth Aquatic Gardens to increase
public awareness of the serious decline in
amphibian populations
across the nation.
Above, Secretary Babbitt visits the Republic of
Patau, which had been a U.S.-administered
trust territory until it officiallygained
fits
independence in 1994. At right, the Secretary
buckles up for an airboat tour of Saltan Sea
on Dec. 18, 1997.
"
L_
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Above, Secretary Babbitt and U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service biologist Janet Mizzi explore
wetlands below JordaneUe Dam during the
Secretary's May 1998 visit to the Salt Lake City
area. At right above, the Secretary hiked the C
& 0 Canal in 1996 to raise public awareness for
restoration of the Chesapeake and Ohio National
Historical Park. Right, the Secretary strikes a
blow for free-flowing rivers and restoring salmon
runs at McPherrin Dam near Chico, California.
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Office of the Assistant Secretary for Policy, Management

and Budget

TAKING STOCK ON THE EVE OF THE NEW MILLENNIUM
Carmen Jacobs, National Business Center

RENEWAL & REDEDICATION

Interior's 150th anniversary is a time of education,
employee recognition, and celebration. Coming on the
eve of the new millennium, it is also a time to reflect on
the critical role the Department has played in protecting
America's environment and heritage and to consider our
responsibilities for the 21st century. As S e c r e t a r y
B a b b i t t ' s senior policy advisor, J o h n Berry offers
Interior's employees and customers a unique perspective
on Interior's efforts and responsibilities.

trust" of shared ideas for managers to draw on to
i m p r o v e diversity in t h e i r o r g a n i z a t i o n s . He
emphasized that it is now mandatory to recruit from
all sources when filling any Senior Executive Service
positions at Interior. "We ought not limit ourselves,"
said Berry of this approach. "We need to seek the
widest possible candidate pool for these positions.
There's not a person to waste."

On

Accountability:

On the issue of

accountability, Berry appreciates the pressures
facing Interior employees. "We manage a number of
p r o g r a m s t h a t are i m p o r t a n t to t h e American
p e o p l e — s t e w a r d s h i p of our n a t u r a l resources,
management of environmental development, work
with tribes and tribal services. Our folks are doing
more with less," he pointed out. "There are ever
greater demands on us—more parks to manage,
more Native American students to educate. As our
demands grow, our resources need to grow, too."

"Time and again, in surveys of our customers, we have
rated at or near the top in the categories of public support
and quality of product provided," Berry pointed out.
"However, we need to zero in on the 10 percent where we
need to improve, to identify where we can do better."

Joining the Department in November 1997 as assistant
employee
secretary for Policy, Management and Budget, Berry Assistant Secretary John Berry, above, addresses
wasted no time "zeroing in" on three areas for immediate concerns at a Town Hall Meeting. Below left, E. Melodee Stith,
improvement: the quality of work life, workforce diversity, director of the Office of Equal Opportunity, oversees Interiors Berry sees some budget relief on the horizon. "We
and accountability. "In the time I've been here, I've tried efforts to combat discrimination, sexual harassment, and other fortunately saw a significant budget increase for fiscal
to organize our efforts around these three themes, to violations of equal opportunity employment laws. Below right, year 1999 over last year, an increase of about $400
Dolores Chacon, associate director of the Office of Personnel million in discretionary funding," he explained. "We
focus the message for all employees," Berry explained.
Policy, describes Interior efforts to improve workforce diversity, a r e a l s o s e e k i n g a n o t h e r $ 4 5 0 m i l l i o n in
accountability, and the quality of work life. Photos by Tami discretionary spending for next year. But, in addition
On Quality
of Life: "Federal employees want to do
Heilemann, NBC
to these increases, the Department needs an increase
good—that's why they got into this line of work," Berry
said. "They want to serve their community and
in programmatic money. This is the purpose of PAR, the Partnership for
their country in a unique way. This is a
America's Resources."
highly motivated workforce. We just need
to give employees the opportunity to run
"With PAR, we have e n e r g i z e d a c o m m u n i t y — g o v e r n o r s , mayors,
with their good ideas."
environmental committees," Berry said. PAR is the Department's initiative
to protect natural resources by using some of the $900 million a year in
royalties generated by Outer Continental Shelf oil and n a t u r a l gas
Working from this philosophy, Berry has
development. Those revenues are deposited into the Land and Water
initiated management-union partnerships
Conservation Fund, from which money is appropriated for acquiring and
and managed resources to accomplish a
conserving land to preserve endangered habitat and species.
n u m b e r of q u a l i t y of w o r k life
improvements for Interior's employees.
Interior's PAR proposal was incorporated into the President's Lands Legacy
The headquarters building, in particular,
Initiative for fiscal year 2000. Overall, the Administration is proposing
has seen significant upgrades in facilities
$1.3 billion for the protection of public lands and open space. The
and services, including r e - o p e n i n g the
President's budget calls for Interior to receive an $840 million increase
health unit, renovating the fitness center,
over fiscal year 1999. That would amount to the largest annual increase
cafeteria, and snack bar, upgrading the
in Interior's 150-year history. "Even if PAR doesn't
Family S u p p o r t Center, a n d i m p r o v i n g
make it into the final fiscal year 2000 budget,"
security.
Berry explained, "it will survive to see another day
in some form."
"The work we've done here at headquarters is only phase one of
a t h r e e - p h a s e p l a n to improve t h e quality of e m p l o y e e s '
But with greater budget resources comes greater
experiences with the Department," Berry explained. Phase II
involves expanding these quality of work life initiatives to the
accountability for the dollars the Department is
field, an effort that he formally began in December, 1998. "I will
given by Congress to carry out its mission. Berry is
stay on this issue with the Interior Management Council to see
sensitive to Congress' oversight and, therefore, has
that this gets done and carried out to the field," Berry vowed.
managed the Interior's resources from a common
Phase III involves applying the same type of philosophy and
sense perspective. He initiated the merger of the
energy to our customers, to enhance their experiences with
Department's three administrative service centers,
Interior.
for example, to eliminate overlapping functions,
standardize administrative processes, and improve
customer service—all to the delight of Congress.
On Diversity:
"It's important that as an organization we
don't just talk diversity—we must seek diversity," Berry warned. "Unless
we create a positive, welcoming, accepting place for diversity, we will not be able to
Moreover, he instituted a five-year comprehensive
planning strategy for bureaus to use in prioritizing their activities and demonstrating
recruit the best skills for the year 2010 or 2020." He believes the Department's current
to Congress and the taxpayers what is getting done and why. Category 1 priorities
efforts to expand diversity are a good start. "At present, we are making progress in
includes activities that involve the "fife, health, and safety" of employees or visitors
every bureau. On the issues of race and gender, we have done pretty well, though we're
to Interior sites or managed lands. Category 2 involves cultural and natural resources
still not making strides at the rate we need to in order to be ready for 2010. We also
that are on the verge of degradation. Category 3 consists of ongoing projects—those
need to focus more on recruiting and retaining individuals with disabilities."
the organization needs to complete before starting something new.
"I'm interested in recruiting and retaining candidates who have energy, vision, and
commitment," Berry continued. "In America, you ought to be judged by how well you
Berry believes our foremost accountability is to succeeding generations of Americans.
can do the job, not by any other factors—not by how old you are, who you pray to,
"The early Greeks and our first Americans shared the philosophy that we should leave
who you sleep with, or the color of your skin."
this world better than we found it," he said. "In that spirit, we need to work to leave
our country, our lands, our environment in a better state for the next generation in
the next century. As we close out this century so nobly begun and begin a new
The Department undertook a number of specific initiatives to foster diversity, Berry
millennium, we need to rededicate ourselves to be forceful, passionate advocates for
said. He meets quarterly with bureau directors to review efforts to create a Department
our natural resources, our environment, our wildlife, and the Native Americans."
that reflects America's diverse population. In this way, he hopes to create a "brain
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Above, Mart R. Barr, center, presents exemplary partnership awards in support of historically black colleges and universities'' Safety of Dams Training Program. In center photo.
Assistant Secretary John Berry holds a labor management agreement for the NPS' North East Region. At left is Joseph Codispoti, president of AFGE Local 342, and at right, Diane
Dayson, NPS. In photo at right, Tim Vigotsky, NBC director, thanks a student from Stevens Elementary for Christmas card to Interior.

BERRY MAKES EMPLOYEES WORK LIFE CONCERNS A POLICY ISSUE
Carmen Jacobs, National Business Center
Within moments of meeting him, you can sense a passion and commitment. He
ohviously cares deeply about employees. There also is sense of urgency in his voice
as he speaks of ways to improve the quality of Interior's work life.
"I firmly believe that if our employees are committed to the
mission and believe their efforts are recognized and valued, they
will convey their enthusiasm for their jobs in the way they
perforin their work," he declares with a sincerity unique to
managers in positions such as his. "And the American people
will receive better and friendlier service."
In addition to fulfilling his responsibilities as the Department's
assistant secretary for Policy, Management and Budget, J o h n
Berry is also championing quality of work life initiatives on
behalf of Interior's 6 6 , 0 0 0 employees. Berry has worked
tirelessly to upgrade the facilities of the Main Interior Building
in Washington, DC, improve services to employees, and generally
h e l p t h e m to b e t t e r b a l a n c e t h e i r h o m e a n d w o r k
responsibilities. "We need to let employees know that we respect
them and care about their experiences here," Berry said. "I want
employees to say, 'I like working here. I would want my children
to work in a place like this.'"
Shortly after his arrival, Berry conducted town hall meetings
with employees of the Main Interior Complex to elicit concerns
about the quality of work life. Employees shared their thoughts
and complaints about such issues as the age of Interior's
headquarters, the quality of air circulating through the building,
the closing of the health unit, limited parking, the condition of
the fitness facilities, and the quality of the food service in the
cafeteria.
In response, Berry quickly convened a Quality of Work Life Task
Force to begin tackling these concerns. Joining Berry in
developing the overall plan for improving the quality of
employees' work lives are Mari Barr, the deputy assistant
secretary for Human Resources, Tim Vigotsky, director of the
National Business Center, and L e o n a r d S t u l l , the local
representative of the National Federation of Federal Employees
on Interior's Partnership Council.

Headquarter''s

Improvements:

in the year since the

first town hall meeting, employees have witnessed numerous
upgrades to the headquarter's building and improvements in
services. The initiatives included upgrading the roof terrace for
employees to use, renovating the North Penthouse for meetings
and conferences, providing the Family Support Center with local
area network capabilities, installing two new chillers to improve
building ventilation, refurbishing the fitness center and
installing new s t a t e - o f - t h e - a r t exercise e q u i p m e n t , and
enhancing the basement with new paint, photographic displays,
improved vendor counters, and a commissioned wall mural.
Significant e n h a n c e m e n t s also were made to the securitysystem, including an increase in exterior cameras at major
entrances, new x-ray machines and metal detectors, as well as
parking gates at the South Interior Building.
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The most notable improvement, however, was the re-opening of the Health Unit in
July, 1998. In the first six months of operation, the Health Unit attended to more than
1,000 employees and administered hundreds of health evaluations, immunizations,
and referrals for additional care. The nurse, Michael Boric, on
contract with the Public Health Service, even assisted in saving two
lives and helped with a birth. "It's the best $100,000 we've ever
spent," said Berry.
In addition, the Department entered a partnership with the General
Services Administration to restore precious historic Native American
mural artwork in the Main Interior Building's South Penthouse,
renovate the employee snack bar, and upgrade the cafeteria.
"Helping agencies improve the quality of life for federal employees
is a part of GSA's current strategic and business plan," noted Tom
Gatlin, the GSA associate regional administrator working with
Interior on the initiatives. "We know that by making improvements
such as these, we can improve employee morale and productivity
which benefits all of us: the customers, the Federal Government,
and the taxpayers."

New Acting Deputy
David J. Hayes, a counselor to the
Secretary who has concluded several
tough environmental negotiations for
the Department,
has been named
Acting Deputy Secretary of Interior. He
will
continue
his
counselor
responsibilities
while serving as
second in command for supervising
and administering the Departments
bureaus and offices. Hayes, 45, a
prominent environmental
attorney
who joined the Office of the Secretary
in March 1997, helped close the
controversial
Headwaters
Forest
negotiations in March, enabling the
Federal Government to acquire the
world's largest remaining stand of oldgrowth redwoods still in private
ownership. The $380 million transaction, which culminated four years of
effort and saved an initiative that was
in jeopardy, will purchase 7,500 acres
of redwoods in Humbolt
County,
California, from Pacific Lumber Co.
Secretary Babbitt commended Hayes,
saying ''his negotiations and decisive
management
skills
have
been
exceptional
in addressing a large
number of difficult issues facing the
Department."'
Before coming
to
Interior, Hayes, who has practiced
environmental and natural resource
law for 20 years,
headed
the
environmental
department
of the
Washington, DC, law firm of Latham &
Watkins. He previously
served as
chairman of the Environmental Law
Institute.
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Tim Vigotsky, director of the National Business Center, and Michael
Cyr, chief of the division of Facilities Management Services, have
managed these improvements to the building. "It's been exciting to
watch the transformation of the building, but it's been more exciting
to witness the effect of t h e s e changes on the morale of the
employees," said Vigotsky. "Literally hundreds of employees have
called or sent e-mails just to say 'thank you for making this a safer,
friendlier place to work.'"
Other quality of work life initiatives for employees in the Interior
complex have included creating a weekly electronic calendar of
events and enhancing the GPR Responders program. Berry also
established a Patrons Council to work in partnership with the
cafeteria contractor to improve the quality of food service, evaluate
pricing, and work with GSA in the renovation of the cafeteria.
"The work we've done here at headquarters is only phase one of a
three-phase plan to improve the quality of employees' experiences
with the Department," Berry explained. "I began quality of work
life improvements here because I wanted to prove we could make
changes in our own building. I wanted to lead by example, to
d e m o n s t r a t e a t e a m approach by e n t e r i n g p a r t n e r s h i p s with
employees to tackle these problems."
Around
the Nation:
The second phase of Berry's overall
strategy involves challenging each bureau and office to develop
quality of work life plans for Interior employees throughout the
United States and to work in partnership with those employees to
carry out the plans. "The employees all across the nation are our
bread and butter. We could not accomplish the mission without
them," Berry said, emphasizing the importance of initiating this
second phase.
Phase II challenges each bureau to oversee its improvement efforts,
including the appointment of a senior official to head the bureau
effort.
Continued on page 27
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Q U A L I T Y O F W O R K L I F E INITIATIVE
EXECUTIVE C O N T A C T S
Assistant Secretary
local union officer
their supervisor or
and photo, so that

Berry wants each employee to share ideas for improvements in the quality of work life. Employees are encouraged to contact their
or steward to learn how they can put forward ideas for improvement. If no exclusive recognition exists, employees should contact
the Quality of Work Life Executive for their bureau. These executives are identified below with their telephone number, e-mail address,
employees can contact them directly.
Robert Ewing
Office of Surface Mining
(202) 208-2546
reiving@osmre. gov

Carmen Maymi
Bureau of Reclamation
(202) 208-3565

cmaymi@u-sbr.goj;

"Improving the efficiency and effectiveness of Interior
employees by upgrading the quality of their work life is an
initiative that deserves the encouragement and full support
of all managers and supervisors."

"Our employees' lives have been noticeably enhanced
through the concrete quality-of-life initiatives enacted by
Reclamation's energetic Work and Family Team. The scope
of the team is expanding this year to ensure greater
employee input while developing and marketing creative
new ways to help workers balance work and family needs."

Mamie Parker
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(202) 208-3843
mamie_parker@mail.fivs.gov

Robert More
Solicitors Office
(202) 208-6115
robert_more@ios.doi.gov
"We hope for some dramatic improvements in our
employees' quality of work life over the coming year. We
have convened a committee of representative headquarters
and field employees to study Quality of Work Life issues
within the Office of the Solicitor and to make
recommendations for further improvements."

"The leadership in the Fish and Wildlife Service is ready
to make a difference!"

Bob Brown
Minerals Management Service
(202) 208-3220;
bob_brown@mms.gov

Barbara J. Ryan
U.S. Geological Survey
(703) 648-7413
bjryan@usgs.gov
"John Berry's Quality of Work Life Initiative has energized
us to reopen the GS Ideas database -1 web-based forum
where any employee can submit his/her thoughts and ideas
for improving the U.S. Geological Survey."

"We at the Minerals Management Service are proud of our
accomplishments and ongoing activities to improve the
quality of our employee's worklife. Initiatives such as our
employee fitness program are key to our commitment to
TEAM MMS."

Mari Barr
Office of the Secretary
(202) 208-1738
mari_bajr@ios.doi.gov

Sue E. Mascia
National Park Service
(202) 208-6953
sue_masica@nps.gov
"As the keepers of America's greatest natural, historical,
and cultural treasures, the employees of the National Park
Service earn and richly deserve the finest quality of work
life we can provide."

"hi the Office of the Secretary, we are challenging our
employees and managers to assist in reaching the highest
level of good customer service coupled with quality
work life."

Sharon Eller
Office of the Inspector General

James McDivitt
Bureau of Indian Affairs
(202) 208-2535
james_mcdivitt@ios.doi.gov

(202) 208-6752

sharon_eller@ios.doi.gov
"The Office of the Inspector General is developing a quality
of work life program as individual and valuable as our
people. We believe that quality people in a quality
environment will produce quality results."

"Improving the quality of employee work life can improve
the efficiency and quality of service that we provide to those
we serve."

Warren Johnson
Bureau of Land Management
(202) 501-6723
ivljohnso@ios.npo
"Rich in pride, tradition, and achievement, it is only our
human resources that keep us tethered to the ground, when
we are prepared to fly high."

.... and still going

STRONG!
VISION
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INITIATIVE TO C H A N G E
) THE FACE OF INTERIOR

As the Department celebrates 150 years of service to America, it
also marks the first anniversary of its Strategic Plan for Improving
Diversity. A major Interior-wide initiative launched last year with
a formal signing ceremony and kickoff event, the plan has already
begun to change the Department's recruiting, hiring, and career
advancement practices.
Backed by the strong, unified support of top management, the
diversity initiative aims to improve the representation of women,
minorities, and the disabled in all bureaus and offices at all levels.
Early in his Administration, P r e s i d e n t Clinton said that he
wanted to build a federal workforce that reflected the diverse
citizenry of the country. Secretary Babbitt translated that vision
and commitment into a Department-wide initiative to improve the
diversity of Interior's workforce.
To ensure that the initiative was handled at the highest level, the
Secretary designated J o h n G a r a m e n d i , the former deputy
secretary, to lead a task force of managers and employees from
the bureaus and offices in developing the strategic plan. Secretary
Babbitt also appointed D a v i d M o n t o y a as the first deputy
assistant secretary for Workforce Diversity to provide guidance and
oversight in carrying out the initiative.

Right, Assistant
Secretary John
Berry meets with
bureau and office
directors at a recent
Quarterly Performance Review of the
Strategic Plan for
Improving Diversity.
Below right,
Tom Fry, the acting
director of the
Bureau of Land
Management, makes
a presentation on a
BLM "best practice"
to the bureau
directors at a
Quarterly
Performance Review
Meeting. From left are
David Montoya, the deputy
assistant secretary for
Workforce Diversity; John Berry,
assistant secretary for Policy,
Management and Budget;
Warren Johnson, BLM's
assistant director for Human
Resources Management and
Jeff Walker, of BLM's Office of
Equal Employment
Opportunity. Photos by Tami
Heilemann, NBC

As a first step, the Secretary mandated that all non-career members
of the Senior Executive Service and other political appointees
receive diversity training, challenging them to build a workforce
that reflected the ethnic diversity of the people Interior serves.
Since that time, all career SES members have been required to
take diversity training, which also was made available to other
managers, supervisors, and employees. In addition, Diversity
Training Conferences have been conducted in Atlanta, GA, and Shepherdstown, WV,
for Interior professionals who handle equal opportunity, diversity, and other personnel
issues.
The Strategic Plan for Improving Diversity' also serves as a model for other federal
agencies. Interior's Workforce Diversity Office receives many requests for the plan and
other information on how the Department developed and carried out the strategy and
received support from its executives, managers, supervisors, and
employees.
T h e p l a n h a s five m a j o r g o a l s —
recruitment, retention, accountability, education, and development—
a n d c a l l s for z e r o t o l e r a n c e of
discrimination. Because the bureaus are
u n i q u e , e a c h d e v e l o p e d a specific
implementation plan that was signed by
the bureau director. A systematic means
for tracking progress was developed and
J o h n Berry, the assistant secretary for
Policy, M a n a g e m e n t a n d B u d g e t ,
evaluated each bureau's progress with its
director at quarterly performance reviews
and monthly meetings of the Interior
Management Committee.

As a result of these efforts, progress is being
m a d e . T h e n u m b e r of w o m e n a n d
minorities employed by bureaus increased
slightly in the first year. However, with the launching of new initiatives, an emphasis
on targeted recruitment, and the adoption of a number of "best practices," larger
improvements are expected in fiscal year 1999 and into the next century. There was
a slight decline in the representation of employees with targeted disabilities and special
emphasis will be placed on targeting recruitment toward this under-represented
group.
In the first year, many "best practices" were developed and shared and bureaus
reported numerous accomplishments. A "best practice" that received high acclaim is
the Tri-Bureau Agreement signed under the assistant secretary for Lands and Minerals
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Management. In the pact, the Bureau of Land
Management, Minerals Management Service, and Office of
Surface Mining agreed to coordinate their efforts to identify
recruitment sources, share educational outreach efforts,
provide mutual assistance in alternative dispute resolution
s e r v i c e s , a n d develop i n f o r m a t i o n a l m a t e r i a l s and
exhibition displays.
The U.S. Geological Survey's Geologic Division established
the Ethnic Minorities Advisory Committee to promote the
equitable representation and career development of
ethnic minorities, enhance sensitivity, increase cultural
awareness, and strengthen the organization from within.
The committee sponsored a contest which culminated
with the unveiling of the winning m u r a l , entitled
Diversity: Bringing Our Differences Together to Create a
Better Workforce, painted by artist and temporary USGS
employee, D a n a S. J o h n s t o n e . USGS established
seven Bureau Recruitment Teams and trained them to
focus on specific schools to develop partnerships. Also, the teams will
educate their colleagues in recruitment and outreach techniques.
As part of its recruitment efforts, the Bureau of Reclamation used funding and grants
to stimulate the interest of minority students and faculty in career opportunities with
the bureau. Reclamation has contributed funding to the Southwestern Indian
Polytechnic Institute in Albuquerque, NM, to develop a water technology curriculum
that promotes water resource management skills for students and other tribal
members. The bureau provided a grant to the non-profit Mathematics, Engineering
and Science Association to help carry out its New Mexico and Arizona Project
Partnership Program that focuses on providing early opportunities in federal careers
for under-represented populations.
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LESHV'S EFFORTS LAUDED AT CEREMONY

John D. Leshy
Solicitor

John D. Leshy, the Solicitor (General
Counsel) of the Department,
was
commended by Secretary Babbitt at the
March 4 Awards Convocation as a vital
member of the Office of the Secretary's
team that has launched and successfully
defended Interior's
environmental
restoration initiatives. Leshy heads a
staff of 260 lawyers who provide legal
services and advice to bureaus and
agencies. He has written several books
on natural resources law and policy and
litigated numerous environmental cases
in state and federal courts. Leshy, who
led the Clinton-Gore Transition Team for
Interior, served as special counsel to
Chairman George Miller of the House
Committee on Natural Resources and
was the associate solicitor for Energy
and
Resources
in the
Carter
Administration. He also spent five years
with the western office of the Natural
Resource Defense Council. Leshy is a
graduate
of Harvard College and
Harvard Law School.

And Reclamation has awarded a grant to the Southern Nevada Hispanic Employment
Council's scholarship program for college students. The bureau also has signed an
agreement with Langston University, an historically black university in Oklahoma, to
develop a Water Resources Management curriculum for undergraduates at Langston.
The Fish and Wildlife Service is part of a joint venture with the National Park Service,
BLM, and Oklahoma State University to assist Langston University with the expansion
of its natural resources curriculum. The university is a recruitment source for the
three bureaus. Director J a m i e Rappaport Clark and her top officials signed a
Directorate Charter on Diversity in which they agreed to be accountable and hold all
managers accountable to help the Service increase workforce diversity. The Service
also began a centralized applicant background tracking system to use with advertised
positions. The database will help to analyze the effectiveness of outreach efforts in
achieving a diverse applicant pool and the number of selection opportunities.
In response to one of President Clinton's commitments at the Summit on America's
Future, the National Park Service activated the Public Land Corporation and expanded
its youth services opportunities to carry out needed repair and restoration projects in
our national parks. Through partnerships with non-profit youth-serving organizations,
the program provides opportunities to 1,025 youngsters from diverse backgrounds for
environmental education, mentoring, counseling, and career development. The
program also accomplishes needed work in the parks.
According to its most recent report, the National Park Service has hired 422 youth
under this program. Minorities received 46 percent and white women received 22.5
percent of these positions. Also, NPS pledged to increase the
number of women and minorities in its summer seasonal
employment program and was able to show a significant
increase from its 1997 b a s e l i n e p r o g r a m . This is an
important accomplishment, because this is frequently a
feeder group for new hires.
The Bureau of Indian Affairs' Office of Trust Responsibilities
administers initiatives designed to improve American Indian
and Alaskan Native r e p r e s e n t a t i o n in t e c h n i c a l a n d
professional mission-oriented natural resources programs.
Under a partnership with a cooperative education program,
located at Haskell Indian Nations University, the office has
successfully employed s t u d e n t s i n n a t u r a l r e s o u r c e s
disciplines. Nineteen undergraduate and graduate students
are now employed at duty stations in 10 states, most as
foresters in bureau and tribal organizations.
The Bureau of Indian Affairs r e q u e s t e d a n d received
c o m m i t m e n t s from other b u r e a u s to fund cooperative
e d u c a t i o n positions to improve t h e r e p r e s e n t a t i o n of
American Indians and Native Alaskans in natural resource
fields at Interior. The bureau also has partnerships with other
agencies in the Native American Water Resources and
Surveying Engineering Technician Training Program. Last
year, 50 graduates completed t h e program. Three are
permanent bureau employees and the remaining graduates
were placed in tribal organizations.

VISION

WORK LIFE CONCERNS A POLICY ISSUE
Continued from page 24
At Berry's request, bureaus and offices have prepared a preliminary report on past
efforts and developed a plan for future improvements. Deputy Assistant Secretary
Mari Barr explained that the plans will become part of a "best practices" reference
document so that managers and supervisors do not waste time reinventing the wheel
on these quality of work life initiatives. The bureaus also will set up electronic bulletin
boards a n d / o r web sites/chat lines to allow employees to share ideas and make
suggestions.
"There are some exciting initiatives already being carried out in the field," said Barr.
"A prime example is the Bureau of Reclamation's Worklife Planning Committee. The
group is really forward-thinking and has researched and put into practice a number
of ideas that other bureaus and offices could also use."
Barr urges Interior managers and supervisors to act now on these initiatives. "Quality
of work life initiatives are about getting the employees to feel involved and valued.
The first step to improving the quality of work life for employees is by talking with
them." Stull shares this sentiment. "I want to encourage field managers to involve
their employee representatives the way John Berry has involved me and others at
central headquarters," he said.
Future
Plans:
While much has been accomplished at headquarters and in regional
and local offices, the Department needs to place a greater focus on future initiatives,
Berry stressed. "What we've done in the past is good, but we need to increase our
efforts by a power of 10 and take it to the next level."
Barr agreed. "Much of what we're working on right now is in the embryonic stage,"
she said. "There are so many initiatives we need to evaluate and put into practice to
benefit the business and the employees, but also to make us competitive with the
private sector and other forward-thinking federal agencies. The workforce is shrinking
and to recruit and retain the best employees, we must focus on the quality of work
life."
Future initiatives include: accelerating the use of alternate dispute resolution methods
and techniques, expanding telecommuting and alternate work schedules, investigating
transit subsidies, improving employee orientation, expanding our partnerships with
the unions, enhancing employee recognition, and using technology more effectively
through chat rooms, video conferencing, and the development of informational web
sites, such as Personnel Manager.
Greater attention also will be given to initiatives that, as Barr suggested, "help people
to develop themselves." These include the DOI University, Executive Development
Institute, Team Leadership Program, and mentoring. Lastly, the Department will
continue to work closely with GSA to secure funding for modernization of the historic
Main Interior Building.
What about the final phase of John Berry's plan for quality of work life initiatives at
the Department? "The third phase of the strategy is to apply this same energy to our
customers," he explained. "We need to begin asking ourselves how we can improve
the quality of experiences for them."

The Office of Workforce Diversity has opened a website that includes the
I Diversity Strategic Plan, Departmental progress on reaching diversity goals,
and accomplishments and best practices that bureaus and offices are making
in carrying out the plan. The site also shows comparisons to other agencies and
demographic trends in the total population.
The site includes much of the legislation, regulations, directives, procedures, and
progress reports for each program area in the Office for Equal Opportunity,
including Counseling, Complaints, Disabilities, Civil Rights, and Employment, as
well as definitions of common terms and who to contact for more information.
It provides the Department's policies and directives, e.g., Zero Tolerance for
Discrimination, Prevention of Sexual Harassment, Prohibition of Discrimination
Based on Sexual O r i e n t a t i o n , and procedures and processes for filing
complaints of discrimination. There are also precedent court cases for the major
issues in EEO complaints. A unique aspect of the site is that it provides a wide
selection of recruitment sources and information for each major demographic
group, with links to organizations and other resource sites, as well as links of
interest to people of various cultures, races, and ethnicity. If you want to find
out more about diversity, this is the place.
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" Q u a l i t y of w o r k life
initiatives require a mind
shift, a c u l t u r e change
within the Department,"
Barr said in summing up
h e r t h o u g h t s on t h e
strategy. "We need to get
beyond the mentality of
'we've always done it this
way.'" And, indeed no one
manifests this approach
better than John Berry,
who has proven time and
again that he is serious
about challenging the
status quo and improving
t h e w o r k lives of t h e
Department's employees.
As h e so c l e a r l y a n d
passionately pointed out,
"With little money b u t
strong intentions, we can
accomplish a lot."
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Office of the Assistant Secretary - Indian
Kevin Cover, Assistant Secretary - Indian

Affairs

Affairs

Indian people are the poorest of the poor. We consistently rank on the lowest rung of
the economic ladder and similar findings show in nearly every social category. Fortynine percent of our available workforce is without a job. But the media, Congress, and
much of the American public believe that since the tribes have begun Indian gaming,
we are all rich, driving Cadillacs, and eating filet mignon paid for with food stamps.
We need to change this picture, frame the national debate on American Indian issues
in reality, and more effectively and forcefully communicate to the United States
Government and the American people who we are, what we are trying to accomplish,
and why this is good for Indian Country and the nation. And we have to do this now.
It is going to take perseverance and vigilance—for the Office of Indian Affairs, the
Bureau of Indian Affairs, the tribes, elected representatives, and the media. But it
must he done as soon as possible.
We have our supporters but we also have our detractors. And many detractors answer
to the name; of Congressman, Senator, or Governor. We have seen what happens when
we don't frame Indian issues ourselves. Throughout U.S. history, anytime the tribes
have had something that someone in the dominant society perceived as valuable, there
have been legal and political moves to take it away. An Indian business begins to see
success, and someone in the non-Indian community says, "The Indians are hurting
my business, they must be stopped."
I am sorry to say that this still appears to be the
case. In the past three sessions of Congress, we
have seen moves to take away one-third of the
revenue of tribes with gaming operations, to
enforce taxation by the states on tribally-owned
land and businesses, to take away the right of
tribes to provide for their people—because some
powerful interest groups asked a Congressman
to promote their interests and destroyed a tribe's
attempt to provide jobs and opportunities.
Of the 557 federally-recognized tribes in the
c o u n t r y , a b o u t 15 a r e t r u l y p r o s p e r o u s . I
congratulate these tribes. They are leading us
back into territory most of us have forgotten. We
know all too well what it means to survive. These
tribes are showing us how traditional Indian
values can find expression in modern prosperity.
Kevin
Assistant
Indian

Gover
Secretary
Affairs

But the vast majority of tribes are desperately
poor. The last time America experienced a level
of p o v e r t y a n y w h e r e n e a r t h a t of I n d i a n
communities, with no work and no opportunity, was during the Great Depression. The
Federal Government's answer to that problem was to put America back to work through
programs like the Works Progress Administration. For Indian Country, we see no WPA
programs, only shortsighted efforts and rhetoric attacking the tribes and their right
to govern themselves. Congress annually appropriates just enough money to maintain
the status quo on the reservations. There is only enough money to keep a lid on the
problems, but never enough to fix them.
Yet, we need to move the spotlight off the poverty, unemployment, and social problems
we face and focus the discussion on prosperity for the future, hope instead of
hopelessness, change instead of stagnation. America needs to know the tribes want
to succeed and will not sit still and allow the status quo to continue. We must
emphasize where we want to go and the help we need to get there. Let the world know
we need more jobs, more police, better schools, and a better future for our children.
We need to move forward by taking the offensive, instead of remaining on the defensive.
To do that, we have to go to the source, to the people who are creating the image of
the tribes as the rich Indians. We spend far too much time now working for individual
tribal interests and not enough time working for all Indian Country. We have to learn
to work together, hand in hand on real goals and real agreements that will benefit all
Indians. But this cannot happen unless we focus very deliberately on working together,
working for a shared vision of the future.
This includes a new way of dealing with Congress. We are going to have to go to Congress
and engage Congressmen and Senators in this national debate. Many of them are going
to ask some hard questions. Sometimes, these are questions we would prefer not to
answer. But we need to be ready with answers. There are going to be some attacks and
for those attacks, we need to be ready to fight back. But we need to win with the facts,
and we need to be persistent in communicating those facts to Congress.
1 have heard some of us complain, and I have complained myself, that other groups
have a great deal more influence on The Hill than the tribes, or the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, or the Indian Health Service. Why this happens is not a mystery. The other
groups work with each other, coordinating and moving forward with both the private
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C H A N G I N G THE N A T I O N A L
D E B A T E O N I N D I A N AFFAIRS
and the federal sectors working for their common goals.
We can raise our level of influence by concentrating our efforts where they can make
the greatest difference, by not being diverted from our goals by legislative sideshows,
by meeting every phony allegation with the truth, and by not concentrating our efforts
on small items that benefit a few tribes in the short run and stop progress on issues
of national importance. We will advocate for the tribes, but the tribes and their
lobbyists also need to advocate for us.
Another critical change we need
to make is one that I feel very
passionately about. We must
learn to articulate our values as
a people to the majority culture.
I believe American Indians have
a g r e a t d e a l to s h a r e w i t h
America. Our c u l t u r e s have
always b e e n a b o u t s h a r i n g
among ourselves, and in times
of plenty, of sharing with others.
Indians occupy a special place
spiritually, morally, and
ethically among Americans.
For example, American society
Hilda A. Manuel, deputy commissioner of Indian
has believed itself greater than
Affairs for the BIA, exercises line authority over
n a t u r e for too l o n g a n d
headquarters staff, area and field operations. She
A m e r i c a n g o v e r n m e n t h a s previously served as staff director of the Indian
b o u g h t i n t o t h i s n o t i o n . Gaming Management Staff Office, and before that
American Indian people have was chief of the Division of Tribal Government
never believed this. Through Services and chief for the Branch of Judicial Services.
millennia of living in this place, She recently was awarded the Presidential Rank
we understand we are only a Award of Meritorious Executive, ivhich recognizes
part of nature, not the masters career members of the Senior Executive Service who
outstanding
performance
and
over nature. I cannot tell you demonstrate
how many times I have heard exemplify a high level of integrity and leadership.
w e l l - m e a n i n g e n v i r o n m e n - Manuel, a member of the Tohono O'odham Nation,
talists at Interior state that if we Chukut Kuk District, is a graduate of the University
of New Mexico School of Law and served as a judge
do not stop what we are doing,
and tribal government
administrator
with the
we will destroy t h e E a r t h . I
Tohono O'odham Nation. She also has served as a
always clarify the point. If we do judge Pro Tern for a number ofother American Indian
not stop what we are doing, the tribes in the Southwest.
Earth will destroy us. Mother
Earth will cleanse herself of human beings, unless they begin to understand what
American Indians have understood for eons—we are a part of this world, not the lord
high masters of it.
If we do not find a way to reach out and share what we believe with the rest of the
world, then those who are ignorant of our values and beliefs will declare themselves
experts on Indians and mangle and abuse these values and beliefs. Those who resent
our very survival will paint our people with the brushes and colors that they choose.
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Office of the Assistant Secretary - Water and Science
Patricia Beneke, Assistant Secretary
Water and Science

-

This is a tremendously exciting time
to be at the Interior Department—a
time of Restoration. At Water and
Science, in particular, we are lucky
enough to be in the thick of a series
of efforts to r e s t o r e u n i q u e a n d
priceless natural landscapes around
the nation.
Secretary Babbitt and others have
pioneered a new model for restoring
landscapes. Unlike previous efforts,
this r e s t o r a t i o n m o d e l s e e k s not
simply to conserve a few special places
or prevent f u r t h e r e n v i r o n m e n t a l
damage but actually to repair and
restore entire landscapes, bringing
them closer to their natural state. This
restoration ethic emphasizes the
interconnectedness of ecosystems,
attempting to look, for example, at
entire watersheds instead of dividing
landscapes with arbitrary boundaries.
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The South Florida Ecosystem Restoration Project—with an emphasis on
Everglades restoration—is a once-ina - g e n e r a t i o n o p p o r t u n i t y . We are
working to make the most of restoring
this unique and
magnificent
ecosystem that is the "River of Crass."
We will focus especially on providing
the best science the world has to offer
to support natural resource decisionmaking. We'll continue to work in
partnership with the state, tribal, and
local governments to improve water
quality, restore natural water flow, and
reduce the loss of water from the
watershed to meet the needs of both
the environment and the economy.
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Restoration work in the central Platte
River will continue in concert with the
states and stakeholders, as will our
work on the Lower Colorado River
Multi-Species Conservation Plan with
the Bureau of Reclamation and others.
Work
will also continue to complete
In the coming years, I see Water and
the basic features of the Central Utah
Science, which oversees both the U.S.
Bureau of Reclamation and the U.S. Bald Cypress by Byan Hagerty, FWS. Environmental restoration as the future is exemplified by the Projects in a less costly and more
Geological Survey, continuing its work Department's commitment to the South Florida Ecosystem Restoration Project and other major e n v i r o n m e n t a l l y s o u n d m a n n e r ,
conservation
on m a j o r r e s t o r a t i o n i n i t i a t i v e s efforts around the nation that are working to repair and reestablish watershed and landscape i n c l u d i n g w a t e r
programs and tribal facilities. And
around the nation. Each effort is at a systems, bringing them closer to the natural state.
in the next two years, we will form
different phase and each will follow its
partnerships
with
state,
tribal,
and
local
governments
to improve species recovery on
unique path. But a common factor will be lessons we've learned that can subsequently
the
Missouri
River.
It
seems
especially
important
that
we redouble our restoration
be applied to other restoration efforts. I believe this work has and will continue to
efforts on the Missouri so that by 2003, the river will better resemble the waters which
showcase the Department's goal of approaching restoration in a manner that blends
carried Lewis and Clark westward
a wide array of interests—local, state, federal, tribal, and stakeholder.
200 years before.
In California, the CalFed Bay-Delta effort, involving state and federal agencies working
with urban and agricultural users and environmentalists, is expected to make
significant progress in the next several years. This effort involves pioneering work on
a host of complex water issues, including improved through-Delta conveyance, water
transfers, groundwater storage and other innovative techniques to help make the most
of California's water for environmental and human consumption.

Water and Science will continue the
a d v a n c e m e n t of i n t e g r a t e d a n d
objective science in support of the
management responsibilities of the
Department's natural resources.
Working with the U.S. Geological
Survey, we will approach the study of
natural resources on an ecosystemwide or watershed basis. We want to
lead t h e effort in c h a n g i n g t h e
thinking behind managing natural
resources. We must look beyond the
traditional boundaries drawn on a
map and manage in response to the
pattern of the natural system.
Of course, sometimes, as we discuss
Patricia J.
Beneke
t h e d i f f i c u l t , d e t a i l e d w o r k of
Assistant
Secretary
environmental restoration, it is easy
Water and Science
to sound technical and dry. I must
assure you that the results of our work are anything but. Just take a trip to the vast
beauty of the Everglades, go watch the migration of sandhill cranes on the Platte, peer
into the streams of California to see recovering
salmon—do this and yon will discover, as I have,
that our work is about helping to restore our
nation's u n i q u e and magnificent n a t u r a l
places.
Indeed, these are exciting times. In this, the
130th anniversary year of the1 Department, I
lake pride in the decades of accomplishment
in our water and science related endeavors. But
I am even more excited by the future prospect
of what we can achieve in these areas as we
begin a new c h a p t e r of the D e p a r t m e n t ' s
history in the 21st century.

Restoration of the central Platte River and McNoughton
Lake, above, will assist in the recovery of habitat for the
sandhill cranes, a migratory bird species
critically
dependent on the Platte's wetlands.
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Office of the Assistant Secretary - Fish, Wildlife and Parks

REFLECTIONS, ., ON THE NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE SVSTE
Donald Barry, Assistant Secretary - Fish, Wildlife and Parks
Some of the greatest political challenges to face the National Wildlife Refuge
System took place more than two decades ago. Back then the system was a lot
smaller and more homogenous than it is today. There were 368 units,
comprising about 32 million acres. In the 24 intervening years, we have created
148 additional refuges, bringing the total to 516. We are now 58 million acres
bigger, and we've added another million acres of wildlife protection areas.
But the story could have turned out differently. In 1975 Interior Secretary
Rogers C.B, Morton decided that it would be a good idea to have an agency
other than the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service—in this case, the Bureau of Land
Management—take over management of three units of the system, the socalled game range areas, saying that BLM would make a fine manager oftho.se
areas.
Fortunately for the refuge system. Congressman John Dingeil was on patrol
and quickly gave Secretary Morton the legislative spanking of his life. Dingeil
amended the Refuge Administration Act in 1976, making it crystal clear that
units of the refuge system are to be managed by the director of the Service.
Since 1976, that's been the law of the land. And this elosed the case on those
sorts of ideas, right? Not quite.
In 1981, Secretary James Watt decided to put the United States Geological
Survey in charge of the study that was to be undertaken on the coastal plain
of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge. From his perspective, this was the way
to show that there was a newr team in town. This time the Ninth Circuit Court
of Appeals concluded that the Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation
Act and Congressman Dingell's amendment in 1976 made it unmistakably
clear that the director of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, not the USGS, was
to be in charge of the study of the coastal plain.
The next frontal assault on the integrity of the system occurred in the aftermath
of the selenium contamination crisis at the Kesterson National Wildlife Refuge.
Eventually Secretary H o d e l was
persuaded to shut Kesterson down. But
in the post-Kesterson aftermath, we
ended up going through one of the
most grueling gun battles that 1 had
ever experienced as chief counsel for
the Service.
It had to do with an area next to
Kesterson called the Grasslands. The
scariest moment came when Interior's
regional solicitor from Sacramento
aggressively asserted that there was no
responsibility on the part of the Secretary to
exercise broad powers to keep a refuge alive;
if the Secretary so chose, he could kill a
wildlife refuge and that was that.
Though I prevailed in that case, I never forgot
how close a call it was. Had the truth been
known at that time, a technical reading of
Don Barrythe Administration Act suggested that the
Assistant Secretary
solicitor was correct; there was nothing on
Fish, Wildlife and Parks
the face of the statute that mandated a
stewardship response by the Secretary of the Interior to keep a wildlife refuge in
business. Though this matter was ultimately resolved favorably, it had a huge impact
on me.

the environmental health of each unit will be seen as the most sweeping, important
enactment in the history of the refuge system.
During the last 24 years, we have made tremendous progress in eliminating
inappropriate and incompatible activities and regaining the focus of what wildlife
refuges are all about. Refuges today are more what they were meant to be than at
any other point in the history of the system. I think the grossest past examples of
incompatible activities have been vanquished. In large measure, this trend started
under John Turner's leadership and it continues today.
Unlike Rodney Dangerfield, the National Wildlife Refuge System is finally getting
some respect. Several milestones have occurred in the last two years, including the
first-ever Presidential executive order on the care and protection of the refuge system
and Congressional enactment of the Refuge Improvement Act with overwhelming
support—407 to 1.

Two years ago, when I had the opportunity to help draft an executive order for
President Clinton on the management and care of the National Wildlife Refuge
System, I decided to use the opportunity to put in a statement of stewardship
responsibility that I felt was missing in the Refuge Administrative Act. We inserted
language regarding the long-term stewardship responsibility of the Secretary not
only for the system as a whole but also for each individual refuge.

In addition, as a result of the tireless efforts of Service Director Jamie
Rappaport Clark and Assistant Director Dan Ashe, the refuge system for the first
time is authorized to tap into the highway fund for repair and rehabilitation of
refuge roads. This will provide $20 million a year for critical road work. We also
have a Secretary of the Interior who supports expanded funding for the refuge system
and says no to incompatible activities such as mining operations next to refuges.

For good measure, we then added an express responsibility on the part of the
Secretary to maintain the biological integrity, diversity, and environmental health
of the refuge system and individual refuges. I predict that decades from now this
section dealing with the Secretary's stewardship role and the directive to maintain

I think the refuge system today enjoys the broadest base of support in its history.
It should. The National Wildlife Refuge System has a vast array of invaluable
resources to offer the American people—from preservation and restoration to
education and recreation.
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Office of the Assistant Secretary - Land and Minerals
Sylvia Baca, Acting Assistant Secretary
Land and Minerals Management

-

Managing public lands and their mineral
resources has been a core Interior
responsibility since the Department was
founded in 1849.

IIMWUM

The T h i r t i e t h Congress moved the
General Land Office from the Treasury
Department to the "Home Department"
to handle the burgeoning workload of
land sales and title adjudication that was
created by the westward expansion of the
United States. The later discovery of gold,
silver, and other valuable minerals on
public lands not only played a dramatic
role in stimulating Western settlement
but also added minerals management to
Interior' responsibilities.
Today the Bureau of Land Management,
Minerals Management Service, and Office
of S u r f a c e M i n i n g c o n t i n u e t h a t
traditional role of managing the public
domain and its natural resources, though
the focus and emphasis of those responsibilities have evolved significantly over the
past 150 years.
The BLM—established in 1946 by the merger of the General Land Office and the
Grazing Service—inherited the original federal agency most concerned with lands
and natural resources and is, in many respects, the core of the modern Department.
Since 1976, BLM's mission has emphasized multiple use, sustained yield, and
environmental protection—to manage the public domain to accommodate many
uses, while sustaining its long-term health, diversity, and productivity.
The bureau is responsible for more than 264 million surface acres—41 percent of
the lands under federal ownership—and oversees 560 million acres of subsurface
mineral, oil, and gas deposits. Most of these lands are in 11 western states and
Alaska. The BLM has a broader range of resource management jobs than any other
Interior agency: overseeing rangelands, selling millions of board feet of sawtimber
and other forest products, and issuing thousands of leases for oil, gas, and
geothermal exploration, coal production, gold and silver mining, sand and gravel
operations, electrical transmission lines, hunting and fishing guide services, and
movie filming. These activities generate more than $ 1 billion annually that is shared
with state, local, and tribal governments.
Public lands are equally valued today for their recreational and cultural resources
and their vast open spaces and environmental resources. BLM manages more than
1,000 developed recreational sites, but the agency's major emphasis is on providing
"wide-open" spaces—areas, rivers, and trails for biking, hiking, camping, fishing,
and similar activities. By the year 2000, these areas will support nearly 65 million
annual recreational visits. The abundant wildlife on public lands adds to the
recreational experience.
The BLM seeks a balance between its land use and conservation mandates to ensure
that these activities do not cause irreparable harm to healthy landscapes and to
restore degraded ecosystems. Partnerships with state, local, and tribal governments
and private groups are critical to carrying out this mission. More than two dozen
state Resource Advisory Councils were formed in 1995, for example, to move
decision-making on public land issues to the local level and eliminate "one-sizefits-all" management.
The Minerals Management Service also strives for a balanced approach. Established
in 1982, the agency manages the development of mineral resources on the outer
continental shelf in an environmentally sound and safe manner. The MMS also
collects and distributes revenues from companies that produce oil, natural gas. and
other minerals from offshore federal areas and onshore federal and Indian lands.
Through 1997, the MMS Outer Continental Shelf oil and gas program has overseen
the production of more than 11 billion barrels of oil and more than 116 trillion
cubic feet of natural gas, while the MMS Royalties Management Program has
collected more than $120 billion in lease payments.
As human populations grow, pressures on the marine environment also will likely
increase. MMS is committed to achieving the proper balance between providing
energy for the American people and protecting coastal marine habitats by developing
effective regulatory measures. These laws and policies are based on environmental
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studies and monitoring
that
generate
the
scientific i n f o r m a t i o n
essential to make sound
leasing decisions. Marine
environments also benefit from innovative MMS
programs such as Rigs-toReef, which converts old
drilling and production
structures into artificial
habitats that provide
excellent feeding and
breeding grounds for Gulf
of Mexico marine life.

T h e fees from federal
offshore and o n s h o r e
m i n e r a l leases provide
o n e of t h e F e d e r a l
Government's greatest
s o u r c e s of
non-tax
revenues. Based at the
Denver Federal Center in
Colorado, the Royalties
Management Program
office processes more than $300 million each month in bonuses, rents, and royalties
from nearly 70,000 leases. This amounts to about $6 billion annually. Totals
fluctuate with market prices, the amount of production, and the n u m b e r of
lease sales.
Offshore leases generate nearly $900 million annually for the Land and Water
Conservation Fund—a key source of revenue for President Clinton's new Lands
Legacy Initiative. About $ 150 million a year also has gone to the Historic Preservation
Fund. The remainder goes to the Treasury's General Fund. States also share in the
royalties from the offshore federal leases adjacent to the states' seaward boundaries.
The need to strike a rational balance between our energy and environmental needs
was nowhere more apparent than in the establishment of the Office of Surface
Mining, Reclamation, and Enforcement. The environmental and social costs of
surface mining—including streams polluted
by acid mine drainage, degraded forests and
farmlands, and the destruction of wildlife
habitat—were the primary' national concerns
that gave birth to OSM.
Established in 1977 by the Surface Mining
Control and Reclamation Act, the agency's
primary objectives are to ensure that coal
mines are operated in ways that protect citizens
and the environment during mining, to make
c e r t a i n t h a t m i n e d l a n d is r e s t o r e d to
beneficial use, and to mitigate the effects of
p a s t m i n i n g by a g g r e s s i v e l y p u r s u i n g
r e c l a m a t i o n of a b a n d o n e d c o a l m i n e s .
Underlying the law is the belief that with
p r o p e r p l a n n i n g and effective
site
management both economical mining and
successful reclamation can be achieved.

Sylvia
Baca
Acting Assistant
Secretary
Land and
Minerals
Management

OSM provides grants to states and tribes to
carry out their own regulatory and reclamation
programs consistent with national standards.
The agency also administers programs on federal lands in areas without state
reclamation programs. OSM works closely with states and tribes to implement its
results-oriented regulatory oversight system and provides technical information and
tools to help these partners develop sufficient knowledge, expertise, and capability
to meet their responsibilities under federal law.
OSM has shifted its oversight program from a process review to measuring on-theground results and is exploring other approaches to reclaim abandoned mine sites.
These initiatives enable the agency to leverage and stretch its resources to reclaim
lands and waters that otherwise might never be restored. Under the Appalachian
Clean Streams Initiative, for example, OSM works with states, counties, and local
communities, as well as other federal agencies, the private sector, and university
research groups to help restore rivers that have been damaged by acid mine drainage
to productive natural habitats and recreational opportunities.
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Ill 1«Iffl i l l
(and some friendly advice)

Ed Marston, Publisher, High Country News, Paonia, Colorado.
The Green and the Yampa rivers flow through and define Dinosaur National
Monument, more even than the hones that give the place its name. Last August, I
floated and paddled down the Green from the Gates of Lodore to its confluence
with the Yampa River at Echo Park. Finally, I drifted with the slowly moving river
through t h e aptly named Split Mountain, a large uplift t h e river had somehow
managed to bisect. I came home with as bad a case of poison ivy as I've ever had
and a renewed sense of how little I understand the West and the nation it is, at times
reluctantly, attached to.
The lack of understanding I'm referring to is political and socioeconomic, but I also
confess that I am geographically confused. As a city hoy, I have always believed that
rivers should fall off the globe, that they should flow arrow-like from north to south.
The Green violates my geographic instinct about river direction. It comes out of
Wyoming righteously enough, heading south, but then slants east into Utah and
Colorado before changing its mind, or at least direction, and c a n e s a wide U-turn
through the northwestern portion of Colorado before re-entering Utah.
I do not go on river trips ordinarily. I don't fish and riding rapids with someone else
in charge reminds me of being on a roller coaster. Most of all, I dislike the sedentary
nature of a river trip. I best appreciate the West when my legs carry me through it.
But this river trip was different. The outfitter had brought along one-person rubber
dingies and for much of the trip I was a two-armed version of Major J o h n Wesley
Powell, pitting myself against the
same river flows, holes i n the
water, and submerged rocks that
he and his men had navigated on
their 1869 trip down the Greer
and t h e Colorado through t h e
Grand Canyon.

An aerial view of Split Mountain Gorge.
by the Bureau of Reclamation to prepare for construction of a high dam. It was to be
one of two dams intended to flood the Yampa and Green rivers within Dinosaur. The
plan came to life during the 1950s. l)w ight David E i s e n h o w e r was President and
Floyd D o m i n y was the all-powerful head of the Reclamation bureau. The West was
represented in Washington, DC, by Congressmen and Senators who believed in using
water rather than letting it flow lazily, uselessly through picturesque canyons. The
nation was hard at work and Americans expected their natural resources to work harrl
also, whether they were trees or grass or metallic ores.

I steered through the places he
had named: the Gates of Lodore,
Disaster Falls, T r i p l e t Falls,
Hells Half Mile, Echo Park. The
adventuring and the geological
r e c o r d were i n t e r e s t i n g b u t
most s t r i k i n g was what t h e
Green said about the wondrous
and mysterious forces that are
shaping our present time.

1

The Yampa and Green rivers
come together at Echo Park, a
lonesome, high-walled, wide
spot in the river that seems as Whirlpool Canyon
remote from t h e p r e s s u r e s in Echo Park where the dam was tobejbmlt
and rhythms and politics of our society as any' place could be. The river moves at a
pretty good pace through Echo Park, so physically it is not a backwater. But if the
- w o r d has any meaning as social metaphor, Echo Park is indeed a backwater. Nothing
could seem more out of the way. And although Echo Park is beautiful, it is not drop-dead
beautiful. It is not just another river and just another canyon. But neither is it t h e
kind of place that will draw visitors from around the globe.
Geologically, the granitic basement rock called the Uintah Formation rests cheek by
jowl with the younger sandstone Lodore Formation. To those who know, these abutting
formations and missing layers speak of ancient oceans, of land rising and falling, of
immense erosion, of infilling and uplifting, and vast stretches of time.
But there, is something more to these walls than beauty and a record of ancient
seas and rivers. If you are sharp-eyed or have knowledgeable guides, you will spot
small bore holes a few inches in
diameter in t h e rock. Years ago,
Ed Marston adapted
before the National Park Service did
this article from an
what might be called restoration
essay, "A Colorado
vandalism, t h e r e were ladders
Memoir," contained in
Colorado: 1870-2090.
b o l t e d t o t h e v e r t i c a l walls of
by photographers
Echo Park.
William Henry Jackson
and John Fielder.
I cannot read the geology but the
Marstons e-mail is
bore holes and the vanished ladders
emarston@hcn.org
are legible. The holes were drilled
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There was n o National Environmental Policy Act, no
Endangered Species Act, no Clean Water Act, and nearly
no environmental movement, at least by today's terms,
when scores of national groups and tens of thousands of
local groups concern themselves with the environment.
There were only harsh memories of the Great Depression
a n d i t s e c o n o m i c d e p r i v a t i o n , of S e n a t o r J o s e p h
McCarthy and the war he led against political dissent and
"boat rocking," and a great belief in interstate highways,
suburbs, and television. Now that we h a d reached t h e
Pacific, manifest destiny was behind us b u t economic
growth had taken its place as a driving idea.

Despite all that and because of Echo Park, which so few had
seen or even heard of, the nation began to carve a new arc
through history. With the help of David Brower and his
Sierra Club, Americans discovered that they cared about wild
places more than they cared about dams and development.
Echo Park became one of the pivot points on which the politics
and economy and culture of the nation began to turn. And it
is turning still on the Echo Park pivot and a thousand other
pivots like it.
The defeat of the dams planned for Echo Park and Split Mountain in the middle 1950s
was neither an unalloyed victory for emironmentalism nor a total defeat for those
who would put our natural resources to work. The then-fledgling environmental
movement did not realize its potential strength. It thought it had to make a deal and
maybe it did. In any case, it traded away the damming of Glen Canyon—a place few
knewr—in order to keep Dinosaur National Monument from being flooded. Asa result,
today you can float through Echo Park and Split Mountain but you can only float on
Lake Powrell, above a drowned Glen Canyon.
Nevertheless, the blocking of those dams simply to keep two rivers flowing freely
through what was only a Presideritially decreed monument was both a shock and a
sign of what was to come: a slow turning away from the all-out development ethic that
had dominated the region from its first days of integration into this nation.
No organization has been more affected by this slow turning than the Department of
the Interior. No organization, public or private, has been more pushed on, pulled on,
exhorted, and excoriated because of this shift. No group of people has had its life
made more interesting and more miserable and difficult than those who work for
Interior in any land or resource management function.
When you are in the middle of a storm, you can only struggle with the here-and-now:
the wind and water that whip you, the rising stream that blocks your path, the soggy
and unsuppprtive dirt beneath your feet. But once in shelter—and this 150th
anniversary of Inferior is a momentary and happy shelter—then you can steal a few
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moments to look at the storm in its entirety, as if from a weather satellite. Then you
can see that what affected you so personally and particularly was actually part of a
much larger and less personal pattern.
Take, as one instance out of so many, the Platte River, which rises in the Rocky
Mountains as a rushing mountain stream, and then quickly wanders out onto the flat
plains of Wyoming, Colorado, and Nebraska. This is the river of western history: up
to a half-mile wide, bare of trees and vegetation because of the floods that periodically
swept it hare, muddy in the spring and dry in the summer and fall. Pioneers didn't
float the Platte—they trudged alongside of it, suffering from the dirt that blew out of
the dry riverbed and getting bogged down in the sandhills that the Platte replenished
Whenever a summer wind blew. Photographs from
early s e t t l e m e n t clays show wooden t r e s t l e s
spanning the Platte. Those trestles are so long
t h a t the p h o t o s b l u r before they reach t h e
opposing bank.

child for a national environmental campaign. The Platte is being restored because it
is the will of the people. Move west a few hundred miles and you will find Interior,
the State of Colorado, water users, and environmentalists on the Colorado River—a
very different kind of river—doing much the same thing. They are attempting to
restore the river and its flows so as to bring back several species of native fish. Fly to
the Bay Delta in California, where other creatures are driving restoration in the midst
of the nation's most populous and vital economy. Or go to the fast-growing Southwest,
where the desert tortoise is influencing land development, or to the Front Range of
Colorado, where the Prebles meadow jumping mouse is challenging subdividers and
land management agencies, or to the Pacific Northwest, where 10 years ago the spotted
owl controversy dominated the environmental debate and forced concessions from
the timber industry.

That historic central Platte is gone. Today, in
kchra.-ka. the Platte has become what we think
of as a " r e a l " river. T h a n k s to u p s t r e a m
re-er\ oi is and irrigation projects, the river flows
year around. Farmers have reclaimed the dusty.
flood-proue riverbed and narrowed the
c h a n n e l . I n s t e a d of t h e m a n y b r a i d e d
riverbeds, there is in mpst places only one and
it is b o r d e r e d by t r e e s a n d s h r u b s and
cultivated fields, Thoughsmafiin its flow, the
Platte works hard, providing water to t h e
Denver nietropolltarj.area and to Casper,
Wyoming. It g e n e r a t e s h y d r o p o w e r and
irrigates some of the richest farmland in the
world. Given its vastly improved appearance and how hard
it works, it isn't enough to simply
describe the transformation of the
Platte as "win-win." Some higher
superlative seems necessary. And the
settlers, developers, and government
officials who transformed the Platte
would also seem deserving of the
highest praise. Telling t h e m "good
job" just doesn't seem enough.

Those who want the see-saw7 to tip away from preservation
and restoration and toward development blame the
Endangered Species Act. They have spent much of
this decade taking runs at the law in court, the
Congress, and the media. But the law has s u n n e d .
And due in part to intelligent tinkering by Interior.
the Endangered Species Act has emerged even
stronger, with new influence over private lands
through habitat conservation plans. In the beginning.
the law was a glass hammer—one that shattered when
it was used. But today that hammer has become steel.
It is steel because the idea behind the law is backed
by the American people. If the Endangered Species
Act were to disappear tomorrow, something would
replace it because we have said as a nation that we do
lot want to run quite so roughshod over the natural
world.
Not that we know exactly what that means.
In fact, we do not know even approximately
how to get along with nature while still living
the lives that we have become accustomed
to. All we have is a sense of direction.
That is where the Department of
the Interior and its
managers and scientist and support staffs
and policy analysts
come in. You are the
interpreters and then
t h e i m p l e m e n t e r s of
what the American
people want. It is you
who must determine—
' o u t of t h e conflicting
shouts and emotions—
how the nation's desire to
protect the natural world
should be implemented.

And yet the forces I saw on my float
through Echo Park are also at work on
this very different river in this very
different situation. The Platte's
transformation, however praiseworthy
a n d a p p r o p r i a t e to i t s t i m e , h a s
e n d a n g e r e d or t h r e a t e n e d , in t h e
language of the Endangered Species Act,
the whooping crane, the least tern, and
the piping plover. Those native birds
loved the old, wide, flooded now and dusty
then, and always ugly Platte. However
pretty the new river may look to us, it is
not one that these birds can live with. They
need at least stretches of t h e origina
Platte, if they are to survive.

Y> do t h i s , you m u s t be
patient and perceptive and restrained
and thoughtful. And then, when the
situation is clear, you must be forceful
and decisive. It is not an easy job. At
At top, Steamboat Rock
times, it seems almost impossible to
(Echo Rock as Powell named it) in Echo Park. Above,
In response to this and thousands of similar
restoration of the central Platte River will help the recovery of the sandhill crane, right, a h e l p this feuding, fractious, often
examples, Americans, collectively but with
migratory species that depends on the Platte's wetlands for habitat. inattentive nation as it feels its way
toward a new approach to rivers and
much gnashing of teeth and clashing of
interests, have decided that it was a mistake to so totally deprive other creatures of
land and the creatures they contain. And always, it is a thankless job, except in the
what they need to live. Americans have decided that we are rich enough, generous
satisfaction you get from doing it and doing it right.
enough, and far-sighted enough to make room for other creatures. The Platte River
is one of the places where this decision comes to ground.
The men and women of Interior have enormous responsibility and limited power. To
make it harder, at times it seems that you work for a bunch of children who don't
know their minds. But when we pull back, when we eddy out of the current for a
Here, the Interior department, the States of Colorado. Nebraska, and Wyoming, dam
moment, when we float a river, when we walk a piece of land, when we sit down and
operators, irrigators, and environmentalists are attempting to change at least parts of
talk with people face to face and heart to heart and mind to mind, then we can see
the river. In the early part of the century, Interior, mainly through the Rureau of
that there is both a social and a natural history. We are not seriptless actors set dowm
Reclamation, reclaimed the river from its dusty, unproductive, flood-prone state.
on stage to act out a series of random actions. We see that there is a direction. We see
Today, the Bureau of Reclamation and the Fisli and Wildlife Sendee are hard at work
that the nation knows where it wants to go.
restoring some of what had been reclaimed. The agreement with the states and other
interests will allocate water to the birds, widen the channel in places, and remove
It also knows, I believe, how it is to get there. It is to get there with the help of
vegetation so that the birds can again see their predators while they're still a long way
government—big, competent, enduring, thoughtful government. In this Age of
off.
Environmentalism, when the big decisions have been made and we are working out
This is not being done on a whim. It is not h a p p e n i n g because some major
the details of preservation and restoration, it wants the people of the Department of
environmental group has undertaken a fundraising campaign. The Platte River is too
the Interior, with its 150 years of history, to help get them there.
humble and hardworking a stream, except in its mountain reaches, to be a poster
January 20, 1999
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Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone by Thomas Moran, courtesy of the Interior

Museum.

A PASS^OE OF PERCEPTION
Polar visions have bracketed the Department of the Interior for most of its history:
one viewed America's vast natural resources as commodities to b e exploited for
economic gain; the other saw a deep ethical obligation to preserve and care for nature's
creations.
The core of Interior's story has been the search for a fair and workable resolution of
these paradoxical views on how7 to manage the national landscape. The Department's
responsibilities for public lands and waters, minerals, forests, and wildlife have evolved
over the years in response to the changing needs and concerns of the American people.
This national passage of perception and values continues today.
Despite its initial role as "The Department of Everything Else"—an appellation
stemming from its disparate duties—Interior's major continuing responsibilities have
focused on managing the public domain in
the West and carrying out the nation's trust
relationship with Native Americans.
That focus has steadily sharpened during
t h e p a s t c e n t u r y a n d a half, from
encouraging the settlement and development of the West to conserving federally
managed natural resources and restoring
endangered wildlife and damaged ecosystems across t h e country. A m e r i c a n
Indian policy also has evolved—from early,
ill-conceived attempts to control Native
Americans and force their integration into
the nation's Euro-American mainstream to
today's policies of self-determination and
self-government.

Eastern timber wolf.
Photo by L. David Mech, FWS
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The rationalization
of I n t e r i o r ' s
responsibilities—the streamlining and
clarification of its missions—ended ad hoc
functions and spun off peripheral duties,
often giving birth to new Cabinet agencies
such as the departments of Agriculture,
L a b o r , C o m m e r c e , V e t e r a n s Affairs,
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Education, and Energy. This process won for Interior its other well-known sobriquet—
"The Mother of Departments."
Social and political movements that helped to shape today's Department include the
national park initiative of the late 19th Century, the conservation crusade of the early
20th, and t h e environm e n t a l movement of t h e
past four decades. Through
their influence, Interior has
become a principal agent of
the American people's
desire not only to conserve
but also to restore t h e
nation's
natural and
cultural resources without
destroying the livelihoods of
American communities.
With the aid of science and
technology,
restoring
polluted watersheds and
r a v a g e d l a n d s c a p e s h a s Bald Eagle. Photo by AI Milliken, FWS
m o v e d from e c o l o g i c a l
concept to reality—in the Northwest Forests, along the Platte River, in the Florida
Everglades, and in California's Bay-Delta, to name but a few of the initiatives. Driven
by a powerful grassroots environmental ethic, there is widespread public support for
cleaning up degraded rivers and landscapes and living, working, and prospering on
them in ways that maintain their health and sustain their productivity.
With a new spirit of partnership among governments, industry, and private groups,
restoration not only addresses social and economic needs but also offers interest
groups and communities an opportunity to reconcile their differences after decades
of conflict over how to manage the national landscape.
Editor's \ote: This article is excerpted and adapted from T h e D e p a r t m e n t
of Every t h i n g Else, the official history of Interior written by \aliontil
Park
Service historians Robert \l. Outlay and Harry
Mackintosh.
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BOKI\ IM CONTROVERSY
Secretary of the Treasury Robert J. Walker, left, u-as the most
forceful proponent of a Home Department because the General
Land Office in his department was swamped with the work of
selling the public domain and adjudicating the thousands of land
title disputes. He had to personally rule on more than 5,000
disputed titles from 1845 to 1848.

In the decade of the 1840s, the cry of "Manifest Destiny" expanded the
vision of Americans to continental dimensions. In quick succession
came the annexation of Texas in 1845, the resolution of the Oregon
boundary dispute with Britain in 1846. and the Treaty of Guadalupe
Hildago concluding the Mexican War in February 1848. In three years,
the United States enlarged its domain by more than a million square
miles, reaching nearly its present size between Canada and Mexico.
Widely applauded by Americans, this burst of expansion also prompted
sectional controversy over the extension of slavery.

For the first Secretary of the
Interior, President Taylor turned
to Thomas Ewing, left, a sturdy,
colorful product of rural Ohio.
Frontier lawyer, U.S. Senator,
Secretary of the Treasury under
Presidents William Henry
Harrison and John Tyler, Ewing
had long been a force in Ohio's
Whig councils.

Much of the contention centered on t h e organization of the new
territories. On the last day of the Thirtieth Congress, March 3, 1849,
the eve of Zachary Taylor's Presidential inauguration, the Senate
and the House of Representatives struggled to find a formula for giving
California a civil government. As amendments flowed back and forth
between them, Senators found time to debate, also with some heat,
another bill prompted by the enlargement of the national domain. This
was legislation to create a Cabinet agency to he known as the Home
Department or the Department of the Interior.
The idea was almost as old as the nation. The First Congress in 1789
considered a department for domestic affairs but finally decided to
combine domestic with foreign concerns in the Department of State.
The Home Department proposal inspired discussion and debate for
more than half a century and enjoyed the support of Presidents from
J a m e s Madison to J a m e s K. Polk.
The Mexican War, enormously enlarging the responsibilities of the
Federal Government, gave t h e proposal new impetus. It found an
articulate champion in President Polk's able Secretary of the Treasury,
Robert J. Walker of Mississippi. The General Land Office, which
oversaw and disposed of the public domain, had been placed in the
Department of the Treasury because of the revenues generated from
land sales. Secretary Walker foresaw hordes of lobbyists and land
speculators, drawn by the prospect of large profit in the new territories,
swarming upon and corrupting the General Land Office.
In his annual report for 1848, Walker pointed out that the duties of the
General Land Office had little to do with the other functions of his
department. The Patent Office in the State Department, the Indian
Affairs office in the War Department, and the pension offices in the War
a n d Navy d e p a r t m e n t s were equally r e m o t e from t h e primaryresponsibilities of those departments, he added. All, he declared, should
be brought together in a new "Department of the Interior." A bill to
give effect to Walker's proposal passed the House of Representatives on
Feb. 15, 1849, and reached the Senate floor on that chaotic final day of
the session.
The Senate debate swirled around sectional issues, with southern
opponents voicing fears of expanding central government. Senators
J o h n C. Calhoun of South Carolina and J a m e s M. Mason of Virginia
spoke out vigorously in opposition. "There is something ominous in the
expression 'The Secretary of the Interior,'" declared Calhoun, the
eloquent champion of states' rights. "This is a monstrous bill. It will
turn over the whole interior affairs of the country to this department,
and it is one of the greatest steps that has ever been made in my time
to absorb all the remaining powers of the states."

John C. Calhoun
Daniel Webster

The Department's first seal

Though aligned with Calhoun on states' rights, Senator J e f f e r s o n
Davis of Mississippi represented a state then as much western as
southern in orientation and joined Senator D a n i e l W e b s t e r of
Massachusetts in favoring the bill. Webster disclaimed a centralizing
tendency in the proposed department: "I see nothing b u t a plain,
practical question. There are duties respecting our foreign relations and
there are duties respecting our internal affairs." Far from posing a
sinister threat to sectional interests, he argued, the hill contemplated
no more t h a n an a d m i n i s t r a t i v e reform c o n s o l i d a t i n g i n t e r n a l
responsibilities. "That is the whole of it."
The vote, when it finally came on the night of March 3, divided less on
sectional than party lines. Democrats, reluctant to award the patronage
of a new department to the Whig Administration entering office next
day, voted nay. Whigs voted yea. When the gavel signaled adjournment,
Senators had failed to agree on a government for California; that would
come as part of the Compromise of 1850. But they had decided, 31 to
25, to create a Department of the Interior.

REFLECTION

From 1852 to 1917 the imposing Patent Office building, one of America's most distinguished architectural
monuments, served as headquarters of the Department of the Interior. Today, the building houses the
Smithsonian Institution's National Portrait Gallery and National Museum of American Art.
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WKSTGRN EMPHASIS
A sampling of tasks assigned the Department suggests the scope of its cares in the
last half of the 19th Century. These ranged from the conduct of the decennial census
to the colonization of freed slaves in Haiti; from the exploration of western wildernesses
to the oversight of the District of Columbia jail; from the regulation of territorial
governments to construction of the national capital's water system; from the
management of hospitals and universities to the operation of public parks. Such
functions together with basic responsibilities for Indians, public lands, patents, and
pensions gave Interior officials an extraordinary array of concerns.
Because western problems stimulated the Department's birth, the West was the scene
of many of its activities. Two of the major bureaus, Indian Affairs and the General
Land Office, operated chiefly in the West and a galaxy of lesser offices performed
duties vital to western interests. In the history of the opening of the West and the
conquest of the frontier, the role of the Department of the Interior attains towering
significance.
Native Americans were tragic victims of the westward movement. As the tribes fell
one after another to military conquest,
or simply to the effects of diminishing
game and territory in which to pursue
it, the Indian Affairs bureau stepped
in. It employed 2,000 to 3,000 people
by the 1880s, when the reservation
p r o g r a m got into full swing, a n d
managed the affairs of 260,000 people
assigned to 138 reservations, mostly in
the West.

construction of the Union Pacific, Central Pacific, Northern Pacific, Santa Fe, and
S o u t h e r n Pacific railroads. LJnder t h e Morrill Act, land grants financed t h e
establishment of state universities and agricultural colleges. And under the famed
Homestead Act, settlers obtained free 160-acre homesteads. Railroads received more
than 94 million acres while homesteaders ultimately claimed almost 290 million acres.
Led by railroad promoters to expect a bountiful land that had "only to be tickled with
a hoe to laugh with a harvest," sodbusters discovered that a homestead, as one Irish
immigrant put it, was more often a wager between the government and the settler
over whether the settler could make a living. But most stayed and by 1890 they had
spread so broadly over the plains and mountains that, for the first time, census
statisticians could not trace a frontier of settlement on the map of the West.
Large portions of the public lands passed into private ownership in ways that later
generations have lamented. Fraud and corruption sometimes marked the process.
Corporate interests and speculators reaped windfall profits while individual
homesteaders struggled against frequently overwhelming obstacles. Though the
General Land Office shared in t h e
criticism, successive commissioners
could never persuade Congress that
stewardship over almost a billion acres
of l a n d , h a l f t h e U n i t e d S t a t e s ,
required a more ample staff than was
ever allowed. Even at its peak in the
1880s, the office scarcely surpassed
1,000 employees, and nearly half of
t h e s e were clerks who toiled in
Washington over huge ledger books in
which land t r a n s a c t i o n s were
recorded. As one historian has noted,
the office labored under the handicaps
of "crowded q u a r t e r s , i n a d e q u a t e
personnel, overburdened officials, low
pay, and rapid turnover of clerks."

Federal and Indian Land Grants in t h e I'.S.

On these reservations, agents and their
staffs sought first, to control the Indian
and keep him away from the paths of
westward expansion, and second, to
"civilize" him, by which they meant
transforming him into a Christian
farmer embracing the values of 19thcentury white America. As one Indian
Commissioner expressed it with
unconscious irony, the aim was " t o
make t h e I n d i a n feel a t h o m e i n
America." Employing a n elaborate
system of r e w a r d s a n d p e n a l t i e s ,
agents, s c h o o l t e a c h e r s , " p r a c t i c a l
farmers," missionaries, Indian
policemen, and sometimes soldiers labored to attain the two objectives of control and
civilization.
Indian policy evolved in a storm of c o n t i n u i n g controversy, with r e f o r m e r s ,
h u m a n i t a r i a n s , politicians, and fro n tiers men — to say n o t h i n g of the Indians
themselves—prompted by diverse impulses and offering conflicting advice. A tragic
example of ill-conceived policy was the Dawes Act or General Allotment Act of 1887,
which attempted to force cultural integration by doing away with communal ownership
of land. Heads of Indian families would receive 160-acre allotments, with the Secretary
of the Interior holding titles in trust for 25 years. As Indians became individual
landowners and farmers, tribal affiliations would wither and the need for reservations
would evaporate, policymakers believed. But few Indians were prepared to make such
a huge cultural leap. Like other federal Indian policies of the 19th Century, the Dawes
Act wreaked cultural havoc upon most tribes and later underwent major revision.
Though fundamentally flawed, these policy initiatives arose from humanitarian
impulses and reflected the most enlightened thought of the times. Far from aiming
at extermination, as popular myth would have it, Indian policy reflected the intense
desire of the generation that freed the slaves to present the Indian with what was then
viewed as the grandest gift at the nation's command—assimilation into the EuroAmerican mainstream. Unfortunately, the well-meaning authors of these policies
failed to foresee their terrible cost in human suffering. Moreover, the Indian Bureau
operated u n d e r constant and often well-founded criticism of c o r r u p t i o n and
inefficiency in its handling of the millions of dollars in supplies purchased each year
for the reservations. More than any other responsibility, Indian affairs tried and
troubled successive Secretaries of the Interior.
Extinguishing Indian title to the land and concentrating the tribes on reservations
freed vast stretches of the public domain for other uses. Disposing of public lands was
the job of the General Land Office. Dating from 1812, the land office played a major
role in trans-Appalachian settlement under the Public Lands Act of 1820, which
allowed tracts as small as 80 acres to be sold for $1.25 an acre. It loomed especially
large in the westward movement following the enactment of a momentous trio of laws
in 1862. Under the Pacific Bailroad Act, land grants made possible the speedy
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More important in its defense, t h e
General Land Office administered laws
enacted by the Congress. Some, such
as the Pacific Railroad Acts of 1862 and
1 8 6 4 , e x p l i c i t l y favored l i m i t e d
corporate interests. Others, such as
the Timber Culture Act of 1873 and
the Desert Land Act of 1877, were
invitations to fraud and spoliation. Still others, including even the Homestead Act,
were based on faulty knowledge of western climate and geography and thus in some
of t h e i r c o n s e q u e n c e s c a u s e d great m i s f o r t u n e . The fault lay less with t h e
administration of the law than with the absence of a body of law expressing a
comprehensive policy for the equitable disposition of all classes of public lands.
In the years following the Civil War, Interior challenged the War Department's historic
preeminence in the conduct of official explorations of the American West. Ferdinand
V. H a y d e n ' s LIuited States Geological Survey of the Territories, begun in 1869.
produced beautifully illustrated hooks describing the rich resources of the West.
Because of his preoccupation with utilitarian attractions, he has been termed "par
excellence the businessman's geologist." One-armed Major J o h n Wesley Powell,
famed pioneer of the Colorado River, conducted the Geographical and Geological
Survey of the Rocky Mountain Region, launched in 1874. Powell's work and ideas,
which emphasized the need for scientific, rational treatment of the West and its
r e s o u r c e s , helped to lay t h e base on which t h e next generation founded t h e
conservation movement and federal irrigation for the West.
Together with the War Department surveys of Clarence K i n g and Lt. George M.
Wheeler, the Hayden and Powell surveys overburdened the West with explorers and
caused rivalries that unsettled the scientific community as well as official Washington.
The solution, adopted in 1879, was the consolidation of all the western surveys in the
Interior Department and the formation of the United States Geological Survey.
Clarence King served briefly as the first director of the Survey, followed by John Wesley
Powell, who served from 1881 to 1894.
While Interior's new Geological Survey concerned itself with the West's utilitarian
treasures, the Department assumed special responsibility for scenic treasures as well.
In 1872, Congress established the world's first national park, Yellowstone, under
Interior jurisdiction. Others, including Sequoia, Yosemite, and Mount Rainier, followed
in the 1890s. After civilian management of Yellowstone proved ineffective, t h e
Secretary of the Interior arranged for military contingents to protect several of the
parks until Congress created a specialized bureau—the National Park Service—for
this task in 1916. (More NPS history is on pages 2 and 57 to 65.)
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UXHLITAKXAHJ C O N S E R V A T I O N
As the 20th century opened, the Department became progressively concerned with a
movement aimed at reorienting the nation's traditional practices of handling natural
resources—land, timber, water, minerals, wildlife. Most 19th-century Americans held
these resources to he inexhaustible and government regulation of their exploitation
alien to democratic principles. Basically, Interior's mission was to dispose of them to
private enterprise, individual and corporate. A few men of vision dissented from this
philosophy. Secretary Carl Schurz fought to halt the devastation of forests in the
public domain. John Wesley Powell preached a gospel of systematic and purposeful
resource management. The creation of the first national parks and the Forest Reserve
Act of 1891, promoted by Interior Secretary J o h n W. Noble, marked modest erosion
of the traditional philosophy. But not until T h e o d o r e R o o s e v e l t ' s Administration
(1901-09) did the doctrine of Schurz, Powell, and their sympathizers flower in a national
crusade for conservation.
To them conservation did not mean, as often alleged, that natural resources under
federal control should be locked up and saved for the future. On the contrary, the
conservationists advocated rational, planned, orderly use. Their goal was not an end
to exploitation, not even private exploitation, but rather wise development and use
guided by science, facilitated by technology, regulated by government, benefiting
society. Thus power and irrigation sites would be leased to private enterprise and
developed according to government standards. Mineral deposits would be mined under
a lease system. Forests would be logged and grasslands grazed under permits that
guaranteed sustained yields of timber and grass.
The leader of the Roosevelt conservationists was Gifford P i n c h o t , the dynamic head
of the Division of Forestry in the Department of Agriculture. Allied with Pinchot were
William A. Richards, a former Wyoming governor who served as commissioner of
the General Land Office from 1905 to 1907; F r e d e r i c k H. Newell, chief engineer of
the Geological Survey's Reclamation Service; and W J McGee, secretary of the Inland
Waterways Commission, who was appointed by President Roosevelt in 1907 to design
multiple-purpose development of river basins. Youthful and zealous, these men
enjoyed direct access to Roosevelt but almost no r a p p o r t with E t h a n A l l e n
H i t c h c o c k , the elderly and conservative Interior Secretary held over from the
McKinley Administration. When Roosevelt replaced Hitchcock with J a m e s R.
Garfield (son of the former President) in 1907, the conservationist acquired a
supportive Secretary.
The Forest Reserve Act of 1891 authorized the President to set aside forest lands on
the public domain. Lands thus reserved remained in the custody of Interior's General
Land Office. Judging Interior's management of these forest reservations unscientific
and unproductive, Pinchot and his allies campaigned for their transfer to Agriculture.
Lumber, grazing, and power interests backed them, and in 1905 Gongress enacted a
transfer measure. The forest reserves, then comprising 63 million acres, formed the
foundation of the national forest system. Pinchot's bureau was renamed the U. S.
Forest Service and he became its first chief forester.
While maneuvering to take charge of the forests, Pinchot gave strong support to a
movement that launched reclamation as a major activity of the Department of the
Interior. His interest was an outgrowth of John Wesley Powell's studies showing the
connection between forests and water storage. Irrigation in turn championed Pinchot's
forestry programs. The reclamation movement bore fruit through the
Newlands Act of 1902, which provided for the construction of dams
and aqueducts to water arid and semiarid lands in the West. To carry
out this ambitious program, the Reclamation Service was organized
in the Geological Survey under Chief Engineer Frederick Newell.

President Theodore Roosevelt,
above,
ushered in a new way of looking at the
nation's lands and resources. Roosevelt
believed that conservation, as a utilitarian toolfor sustained economic growth,
strengthened American democracy. He
encouraged the Federal
Government's
acquisition and management of public
lands and natural resources and his
legacy is seen across the country inparks,
forests, and wildlife refuges. His conservation ethic helped toframe the approach
to resource management for the next 100
years. Above right, Gifford Pinchot as he
appeared in his Yale yearbook. Right, a
portrait of John Wesley Powell, circa 1890.
lands administered by the General Land
Office. Part of their program was a lease
system for livestock grazing within range
capacities. Another, considerably more
ambitious, was comprehensive planning
and development of entire river basins. The main objective here—later achieved in
large measure through the Bureau of Reclamation—was to further agriculture and
industry through water resource development, the cost to be defrayed by the sale of
hydroelectric power. In 1907-08, however, both proposals met defeat in Congress.
Controversy among cattlemen, sheepmen, farmers, and watershed protectionists
doomed the grazing program while the Army Corps of Engineers, long charged with
public works in navigable rivers, effectively opposed giving the Inland Waterways
Commission a statutory mission of comprehensive river-basin planning.

The Reclamation Service became a separate Interior bureau under
Newell's direction in 1907 and was retitled the Bureau of Reclamation
in 1923. The Salt River project with its Roosevelt Dam, begun in 1903
as the first major effort under the act, made Phoenix, Arizona, an
agricultural center of first importance. Later Bureau of Reclamation
projects—including such world-famous works as the Hoover and
Grand Coulee dams, the All-American Canal in California, and the
Alva Adams Tunnel beneath the Continental Divide in Colorado—
brought water, flood control, electric power, and recreational
resources to vast areas formerly incapable of sustaining major
settlement, crop production, and industrial development.

The conservation crusade and formation of other Interior bureaus to
promote its goals sharpened Interior's focus on natural resources and
continued a drift away from the "Home Department" concept. Interior
became less a grab bag of miscellany and more a natural resource
agency. Pensions and patents (two of the original "big four"), education,
hospitals, and other such activities gradually dropped out. Parks,
mines, and reclamation, originally concerns of the General Land Office
and the Geological Survey, were elevated to separate bureau status; new
responsibilities for fish and wildlife later arrived from the Commerce
and Agriculture departments.

The conservationists, including Pinchot's allies in Interior, wanted
to apply his principles of scientific planning and use to all public
President
Calvin Coolidge dedicates
Mount Rushmore
on
Aug. 10, 1927. Although he reportedly disliked wearing cowboy hats,
he apparently didn't mind wearing their boots. ISPS photo courtesy of
the Harper's Ferry Center Historic Photographic Collection

REFLECTION

In the last years of Roosevelt's Administration, conservationists realized
that further major gains were unlikely through legislative action.
Comprehensive resource planning and development threatened local
interests and alliances and so encountered insurmountable obstacles
in the Congress. Increasingly, therefore, they sought to advance their
cause through executive action. Secretary Garfield withdrew from other
disposition most of the good sites for waterpower development.
Roosevelt, forced to sign an Agriculture Department appropriations bill
that prohibited further Presidential creation of national forests in six
western states, first reserved 16 million more acres there. Roosevelt
later recalled how opposing interests "turned handsprings in their
wrath" over the setting aside of these "midnight reserves"—a stroke
described by a Forest Service historian as "the last flamboyant act of
the conservation movement."
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THE ENVIRONME]\TAL MOVEMENT
When Interior marked its 100th anniversary in 1949, the nation was well into the postWorld War II boom. The economy had rapidly expanded as veterans returned home,
married, and started families, generating enormous housing, transportation, and
consumer product demand. "Baby Boom" families and developing communities alike
wanted more houses, cars, appliances, electricity, lumber, steel, beef, and water.
Industrial production, aided by technological advances of the war years, retooled to
meet these needs and generated unprecedented productivity and affluence.

Wild and Scenic Rivers Act of 1968, and strengthening the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act of 1956. Other Udall initiatives that expanded Interior's role and influence
were the establishment of four national seashores along the Atlantic coast, major
pollution abatement efforts on Lake Erie and the Hudson, Delaware, and Potomac
rivers, and a National Capital beautification campaign sponsored by Lady Bird
J o h n s o n . The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 capped this initial decade
of effort.
The counter-culture movement
of the late 1960s a n d groups
opposed to t h e Vietnam War
embraced environmental conc e r n s , c o n t r i b u t i n g to t h e
g r o w t h of p o l i t i c a l activism
d u r i n g this period. The first
Earth Day in 1970 marked t h e
environmental movement's
c o m i n g of age as a n a t i o n a l
grassroots crusade. Rallies,
teach-ins, and demonstrations
were h e l d a t 1,500 colleges
and
more
than
10,000
elementary and secondary
s c h o o l s in all 5 0 s t a t e s . A
c o a l i t i o n of e n v i r o n m e n t a l
leaders and groups played a vital
role in the movement's growth,
including H o w a r d Z a h n i s e r
and t h e W i l d e r n e s s Society,
David Brower and the Sierra
Club, Victor Yannacone and
the Environmental Defense
Fund, as well as a wider circle
of social a n d e n v i r o n m e n t a l
reformers, including Ralph
Nader, Barry Commoner, and
Paul Ehrlich.

The postwar period was marked
by t h e rapid growth of mass
production and mass communication technology and increasing urbanization. The nation's
service sector
expanded,
requiring more highly trained
workers with new skills a n d
offering expanded educational
opportunities and higherincome jobs. The Baby Boom
generation grew to maturity with
significantly different values
than their parents' generation,
including a greater emphasis on
quality of life issues. With more
leisure time and a new interstate
transportation system, u r b a n
affluent Americans also wanted
more recreational opportunities
at national parks, recreational
areas, refuges, a n d historical
and cultural sites.

As w e s t w a r d m i g r a t i o n h a d
exacted a toll on t h e p u b l i c
domain, the nation's burgeoning
postwar
population and
President Lyndon Baines Johnson signs the Wilderness Act and the Land and Water Conservation Act at a
i n d u s t r i a l e x p a n s i o n heavily
Sept. 3, 1964 ceremony at the White House. Interior Secretary Stewart L. Udall is at far right, while his
taxed public natural resources,
National legislative gains
younger brother, Rep. Morris K. Udall, third from left, towers above the group. The two women in the group
often with little concern for the
included the establishment
are Mardi Murie (light hair) and Mrs. Howard Zahniser, wife of the "Father of the Wilderness Act." NPS
drastic effects of pollution on
of t h e U.S. E n v i r o n m e n t a l
photo courtesy of the Harper's Ferry Center Historic Photographic Collection
P r o t e c t i o n Agency i n 1971,
air, water, and land. The Cold
comprehensive water pollution legislation of 1972, Endangered Species Act of 1973,
War generated an arms race, leading to atmospheric testing of nuclear weapons and
and Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976. Public outrage over t h e
highly publicized incidents of radioactive fallout contaminating soil and food. The
environmental degradation and social costs of strip coal mining led to the passage of
American public's complacency began to give way to growing concern about
the Federal Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act in 1977. The Middle East oil
environmental and public health issues. R a c h e l Carson, formerly a biologist and
embargo of 1973 increased national environmental awareness by stimulating interest
editor with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, was one of the most influential voices
and research in alternative and "cleaner-burning" fuels. To cap this decade of progress,
for ecology in this period. Her controversial 1962 book Silent Spring, which described
Interior Secretary Cecil Andrus prevailed upon P r e s i d e n t J i m m y Carter to
the dangers of the pesticide DDT and other chemicals that were poisoning t h e
reserve millions of acres in Alaska as national monuments until Congress passed the
environment, was particularly powerful in raising public awareness and concern.
Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act. Signed by Carter on Dec. 2, 1980,
A leading federal voice for the environment
Anderson Focuses on Northwest
was Stewart L. Udall, Secretary of the
Interior during the Kennedy and Johnson
Issues as Secretary's Counselor
a d m i n i s t r a t i o n s . Concern for land a n d
Robert T. Anderson is counselor to the Secretary and
water conservation was a keystone of his
his representative on Northwest issues. Based in
tenure and he translated the early stirrings
Seattle since D e c e m b e r 1997, Anderson is t h e
of the environmental movement into a
chairman of Indian water rights settlement teams for
Department mission. Udall's popular 1963
several cases and also focuses on endangered species,
book The Quiet Crisis warned that "America
hydroelectric, and National Park Service issues. He
today stands poised on a pinnacle of wealth
also has been t h e Secretary's representative for
and power, yet we live in a land of vanishing
Alaska.
beauty, of increasing ugliness, of shrinking
Anderson joined Interior in April 1995 as associate
Robert T. Anderson
open space, and of an overall environment
Counselor to the Secretary solicitor for Indian Affairs, serving as the chief legal
that is diminished daily by pollution and
officer on Indian law matters. A member of the Bois
noise and blight." (An excerpt from the book
Forte Band of the Minnesota Chippewa Tribe, Anderson, 40, received his J.D. from
is on pages 44-46.)
the University of Minnesota Law School and is a member of the bar for the District
of Columbia, Minnesota, Colorado, Alaska, and t h e U.S. Supreme Court. He
previously was with the Native American Rights Fund for 12 years and took part in
He campaigned tirelessly for increased
landmark cases on Alaska Native sovereignty and tribal hunting, fishing, and water
government planning and land use controls
rights. Anderson helped to develop the organization's substantive role in Alaska
to meet the crisis and aided the passage of
Native rights issues and assisted the tribes in asserting and protecting their legal
landmark environmental legislation. Those
rights. He also worked with tribes in the Lower 48 on water rights and other issues.
laws included the Federal Clean Air Act of
"Bob Anderson is a n experienced professional with an enormous grasp of the
1963, Wilderness Act of 1964, Land and
complexity of our trust responsibilities and Alaska Native and American Indian
Water Conservation F u n d Act of 1965,
Red Tail Hawk by Doug Canfield, FWS
tribes," Secretary Babbitt said in naming Anderson to the Northwest post.
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966,
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the act added more than 47
million acres to t h e
National Park System and
n e a r l y 54 million t o t h e
National Wildlife Refuge
System.

President Clinton's Northwest Forest Summit in 1993
launched a partnership approach that seeks to maintain
the health of the land and the prosperity
of the
communities
that depend on it for their
livelihood.
Restoration
also underlies the Florida
Everglades
Initiative, the California Bay-Delta project, and dozens of
other regional and local efforts across the nation. The
President's fiscal year 2000 budget proposal expands this
approach through the $ 1 billion Lands Legacy Initiative—
the largest one-year investment ever proposed for the
restoration and protection of America's natural resources.

A new generation of Native
Americans also struggled in
t h e p o s t w a r e r a for t h e
preservation and restoration of their way of life. By
1970 s e l f - d e t e r m i n a t i o n
a n d s e l f - g o v e r n m e n t of
Indian people had become
the basis of federal Indian
policy. The need to improve
t h e q u a l i t y of I n d i a n
education through better
schools and more teachers
became a priority. The
tribal self-government
movement has grown sideby-side with efforts to
establish viable and vibrant
tribal economies. On t h e
reservations, mineral a n d
timber resources are
managed to sustain tribal
communities and wildlife
resources
are being
restored, including ree s t a b l i s h i n g h e r d s of
buffalo and reinvigorating
the buffalo culture. Gaming
industry initiatives also
provide many reservation
communities the sustained
e c o n o m i c r e s o u r c e s for
promoting the well-being of
tribal members.

The American people's new
attitude toward the environm e n t builds on
the past, incorporating the ideals of great conservationists while reflecting
an increasingly sophisticated understanding of the natural landscape and
the need for restoration. During t h e past four decades, advances in
ecological science, the development of information technology and other
technological tools, and a growing environmental ethic have played major
roles in bringing t h e American people to this awareness. S e c r e t a r y
Babbitt describes the transition this way:

"We are at the threshold of something really good in the history of American
conservation. Restoration is a word with power and vision and magic. To
see the possibilities, it's important to contrast that word to John Muir's use
of the word "preservation." The 20th Century has been largely about
conservation—a big and powerful movement that says we must preserve
natural treasures. We cannot let them degrade further, whether it's the
Grand Canyon, Lake Tahoe, rivers, or landscapes.

The idea shapes the California-Federal Bay-Delta effort, which involves pioneering
work on a host of complex water issues, including improved through Delta conveyance,
water transfers, groundwater storage, and other innovative techniques to help make
the most of California's water for environmental uses and human consumption. The
concept can b e seen at work along the central Platte River, stretches of American
Heritage Rivers, and in dozens of other major restoration partnerships across the
nation.

The San Joaquin Delta, above, in California is a fragile estuary that is heavily relied on
by agricultural and urban water users. Photo by Mark Volkoff
Restoration recognizes that understanding landscapes as complex, living, and
integrated systems can result in better ways of living on and prospering from the land,
while protecting wildlife and preserving nature's special places. Watershed-scale
approaches seek to restore and preserve the nation's natural and cultural bounty while
ensuring t h a t economic development needs can b e met. Restoration speaks of
optimism, of hope, of change, of the ability to make a hands-on contribution. It involves
an e n o r m o u s act of imagination because it says change and improvement are
achievable.
Restoration also requires partnerships that recognize that the fate of a watershed
involves all of the people who live in it and benefit from it and who share responsibility
in deciding its future. Habitat management plans and other flexible mechanisms to
restore wildlife a n d h a b i t a t s without
d e s t r o y i n g A m e r i c a n livelihoods or
stifling prosperity have been keys to this
p a r t n e r s h i p approach. These projects
demonstrate that by working together,
f e d e r a l a n d s t a t e a g e n c i e s , local
communities, tribal governments,
nonprofit groups, and the private sector
can address issues and frame solutions.
Most importantly, perhaps, restoration
provides these partners an opportunity to
leave a legacy for their children a n d
grandchildren that is greater than the one
they inherited.
"We're on the verge of a new movement,"
Secretary Babbitt has written, " a n
i n t e g r a t e d view of t h e A m e r i c a n
landscape; a view that carries responsibility for every single citizen and every
community; that places on us t h e
p o s s i b i l i t y of p o i n t i n g t h e way,
illuminating the landscape, encouraging
p a r t n e r s h i p s , finding t h e links, a n d
putting them back together."

"But the operative word was "preserve"—create as many preserves out there
as possible. It was founded I think in a sense that somehow you could
bifurcate the landscape, that if we would protect the back 40, then we could
go about our business in downtown Reno on the banks of the Truckee River.
At the threshold of the 21st Century, we've come to understand that nature
doesn't work that way—that everything relates. This takes us to this new
word."
Restoration has been a major environmental theme of the 1990s. P r e s i d e n t
Clinton's Northwest Forest Summit in 1993 embodied this approach,
establishing a plan that sought not simply to conserve a few special places
or prevent further environmental damage b u t to repair a n d restore
landscapes, bringing t h e m closer to their natural state. This concept
underlies t h e South Florida Ecosystem Restoration Project, with a n
emphasis on rebuilding the unique and magnificent Everglades ecosystem. Secretary Babbitt on the fireline.
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Section, starting on page 57.
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Ruth Van Cleve
In 1933, he was a most improbable
Secretary of the Interior.

The new university presented formidable
financial problems to Ickes, but yet
another Englewood High School teacher
arranged a meeting for him with
President Harper. The president was so
impressed that he assured Ickes of
enough campus employment to meet
tuition charges. And Ickes found tutoring
and night teaching jobs (often of new
immigrants) to meet his living costs.

He was born not in the West but in
Pennsylvania. He dropped out of school
in the 8th grade. When he later achieved
academic direction, he studied at an
upstart school that had been founded
only three years before he arrived. He
spent most of his years—1890 to 1933—
in Chicago, practicing law in a desultory
manner and engaging in mostly local
politics. And he was a Republican!

He worked terribly hard and often
wondered if the labor was worth the
expected reward. But in 1897 he achieved
an A.B.—even after failing elementary
French (a failure later undone) and
struggling by for many months on one
meal a day, for he could afford no more.
Notwithstanding this marginal living, in
his last year at Chicago he blossomed,
becoming active in the debate club,
managing the university tennis
tournament, and being elected president
of the University Bepublican Club.
During the summer of 1896, he traveled
to Canton, Ohio, to deliver a bas relief
profile of Ohio Governor and Presidential
candidate William McKinley. Ickes, who
presented the gift to McKinley as the
candidate sat on his front porch, proudly
voted for him in the fall.

But he grew devoted to the West,
preferred it to the East he had known, and
wrote his friend William Allen White
in 1921 that, "There is no comparison
between the two. The spirit in the small
eastern communities, as I knew it . . . is
mean and sordid and narrow as compared
with the West... If I had to pull up stakes
now and change my home, it would never
occur to me to go east again."
Despite early difficulties, he became an
accomplished student and leader of his
high school class, winning the respect and
support of influential teachers. He
graduated from the University of Chicago,
soon to become one of America's finest
schools, with the help and encouragement of the university president. He
regarded the law "as a tool, not a chalice"
and used his profession to advance the
causes of "Do Gooders" and political
liberals. He was a Bull Moose Progressive
Republican and, in due course, became
a New Deal Democrat.
And he also became, arguably, the most
effective Secretary of the Interior in
history, as well as one who served in that
office longer than anyone else. His service
from March 1933 until February 1946
exceeds all other Interior Secretaries
and is likely to remain a record, given the
Twenty-Second Amendment.

The Early Years

The Middle Years

A MOST IMPROBABLE SECRETARY

After graduation Ickes turned, a little
slowly, to the question of what to do with
the rest of his life. For four years he was
a newspaper reporter, first a sportswriter
and later a political writer. He practiced
his reporter's craft in a city that needed
help. A British reformer at the time
described Chicago as "built upon bribery,
intimidation, bulldozing of every kind,
knifing, shooting, and the whole
swimming in whiskey." Those reporting
years persuaded Ickes that a newspapering life was not what he wanted so, like
many before and after him who are not
sure of what they want to do next, he went
to law school.

H A R O L D L. I C K E S

Harold LeClair Ickes, known as "Clair"
to most of his intimates for much of his
life, was born in 1874 into a desperately
poor, dysfunctional family in the railroad
city of Altoona, Pennsylvania. His father was irresponsible and uncaring, an oftenunemployed alcoholic. His mother, who was very caring, died when he was 16, and he
and a much younger sister were swiftly dispatched to Chicago to live with a sympathetic
but ineffectual aunt and an uncle who was a classic mean relative. The uncle owned
a drug store, employed young Ickes in the store, and paid him no wages at all—routinely
requiring his services from 6:30 a.m. to 10 p.m. The boy was, however, permitted to
escape during school hours.

He was a student at the new (founded in
1902) University of Chicago Law School
from 1903 to 1907, extending his stay by
a year because he dropped out
occasionally to work in political campaigns. But he graduated cum laude and embarked
promptly on a career of running or helping to run others' political campaigns. He
made common cause with the best of Chicago's reformers, among them Jane Addams,
his special friend.

1933-1946

It is no wonder that the child grew up to become the original, authentic curmudgeon.
Ickes attended Englewood High School, a mile from his job. He began high school
earnestly but uncomfortably, but as the years passed, his shyness diminished and his
aplomb expanded. He finished his last two years in one and was elected senior class
president. He was also chosen by the school's faculty to deliver the Welcoming Address
at commencement, a signal honor that required him to wear a proper suit. He had
never owned one. After much importuning, his father sent a few dollars, a distant
uncle produced a few more, and Ickes was properly turned out for the event.
He was ambitious, wanted more education, and hoped to attend Cornell, the alma
mater of a high school teacher, Miss Rogers, on whom he had a considerable crush.
But the expense was forbidding. A streetcar ride away was the new University of Chicago,
founded in 1890 by William Rainey Harper, who also served as its first president.
The original University of Chicago started in 1859 but closed in 1886 because of
financial difficulties.
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Ickes could engage in what was probably often unremunerated employment because
he married a very rich woman, Anna Wilmarth. They lived well, with many servants,
and their house outside of Chicago was huge. Space was necessary because the
household was large: Ickes' stepson, Wilmarth, who became a spendthrift and
much later, a suicide; an adopted daughter, Frances; a non-adopted, de facto son,
Robert, who grew into an irresponsible disappointment; and a biological son,
Raymond, who was a paragon. Raymond even chose to go to the University of Chicago,
which delighted his father. The house was surrounded by a huge acreage, much of it
in gardens, and there Ickes, an avid flower gardener, spent happy hours. He was
particularly fond of dahlias.
He went to France during World War I, not as a soldier (his hearing had earlier been
damaged) but as a YMCA employee—even though he was a self-described "militant
agnostic." Daughter Frances went too, as a Red Cross worker. But before and after the
war, his employment was largely political organization, usually at the state or local
level, and often on the losing end, for he supported increasingly progressive-liberalreform-minded candidates and causes. He was a genuine Bull Mooser, so devoted to
Theodore Roosevelt that he voted, years later, for the Cox-Franklin Roosevelt ticket
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really like the top job better and he commenced a strenuous lobbying
campaign to get it. Ickes was in fact the third choice, the first two:
being Senator Hiram Johnson, who instantly declined, and S e n a t o r
B r o n s o n Cutting, who ruminated for weeks about accepting before
declining.
In February of 1933 Ickes was invited to Roosevelt's Manhattan home,
still uncertain of his status. The President-elect told him that In wathe Roosevelt choice for Secretary of the Interior but that he, tinPresident-elect, needed to confer with others before making the offer. =
(Roosevelt's legendary ability to enjoy ambiguity seems to have been
at work.) Ickes was summoned back to the Manhattan house a few
hours later, where he joined Roosevelt and Frances Perkins, The
President introduced them to one another and then said, "It is nice
to have the Secretary of Labor meet the Secretary of the interior here
tonight." Only then was the matter settled for Ickes. Part of the
Roosevelt motive was to include a genuine Progressive in his cabinet,
that being the form that diversity took in 1933.
In his first week in office, Secretary Ickes began to keep a di.uv at
the suggestion of Paul Douglas—a young Illinois teacher who later
became a U.S. Senator. Ickes continued the diary almost until his
death, producing close to five million words. Only about 800,000 hat i
been published, but all—plus a plethora of other papers from a
generation of government servants who wrote endlessly and w e l l —
make clear the impact of this longest-serving Interior Secretary.
Secretary Ickes did not, of course, accomplish his many purposes.
Doubtless no Secretary has. But during his dozen years in office, he
m a d e e n o r m o u s s t r i d e s forward. Surely one of h i s p r o u d e s t
achievements, and one of unique importance to the early New Deal
and economic recovery, was the Public Works Administration a
creation of the National Recovery Act. After a period of Rooseveltian
ambiguity, Ickes was named administrator on July 8, 1933, and he
remained in that role until the PWA was moved out of Interior in 1939.
It was a giant agency with colossal tasks and an abundance of money,
even in 1933 dollars. Congress made $3.3 billion available at the outset.

The laying of the cornerstone of the Main Interior Building.
in some measure because of the connections between the two
Roosevelts. But he also ran his wife's several campaigns, always
successfully, for the Illinois Legislature. She was a "straight"
Republican.
Through a combination of prescience and luck, his and (mostly) Anna's fortune
survived the 1929 stock market crash. But he grew increasingly disenchanted by
President Hoover's failure to act to stem the Depression woes that were spreading
swiftly across the land. He tried, in concert with William Allen White and others of
the diminishing band of Progressives, to persuade Hiram J o h n s o n to compete with
Hoover for the 1932 nomination but Johnson declined. They then turned to Cifford
P i n c h o t , who was willing to try but who had inadequate support.

PWA hired people: 100 lawyers, then engineers, accountants, typists. More than 2,300
new people crowded into the "old" Interior Building, now the headquarters of the
General Services Administration. And they built. By 1935, 19,000 projects had been
authorized in almost all the counties of the land (3,040 out of 3,073) and in all the
territories. Of that number, 11,500 were already completed and 5,500 more were
u n d e r c o n s t r u c t i o n . The PWA spent m o r e t h a n $6 billion d u r i n g the 1930s.
The projects were big and little but above all they were varied: water systems, sewerage
systems, hospitals, schools, roads, bridges, docks, court houses. Secretary Ickes was

Interior Years—In Peacetime
So, in 1933 came the New Deal. Ickes was an early enthusiast for
Franklin Roosevelt's programs. He, too, believed that government
existed to help those who needed help, and he deplored the essentially
laissez-faire approach of ihe Hoover Administration. He applauded
Roosevelt's activism and willingness to shape and create agencies and
programs that would rescue millions from unemployment and
distress.
In July 1932 the Democratic National Committee dispatched an
emissary to Chicago to persuade Ickes—well known as a Progressive,
liberal Republican as well as an effective political operator—to create
and manage an organization that was to become the Western
Independent Republican Committee for Roosevelt. Ickes agreed and
journeyed to New York to meet with J a m e s Farley, the Democratic
Party's new national committee chairman. Ickes returned to Chicago
with the munificent sum of $2,000 to finance the endeavor.
The only opposition he encountered to his role in the Roosevelt
campaign came from Anna, his wife, who feared his activity would
jeopardize her upcoming bid (as a Republican, of course) for reelection to the Illinois Legislature. (It didn't. She won a third term
handily.) He mollified Anna by promising that if Roosevelt were
elected, he would seek to become the commissioner of Indian Affairs
in the Interior Department. Anna had become a champion of Indian
causes while residing in their second home in the Southwest for
several months of each year.
It developed that J o h n Collier, never an Ickes favorite but already
well known for his work on behalf of the Indians, also wanted to be
commissioner of Indian Affairs. An assistant secretary's position was
dangled before Ickes but alter some reflection, he concluded that he'd
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Secretary Ickes was joined by President Franklin I). Roosevelt in laying the cornerstone of the Main
Interior Building on April 16. 1936.
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called "a builder to rival Cheops."
At l e a s t t e n m i l l i o n p e o p l e
b e n e f i t e d d i r e c t l y from t h e
p r o g r a m . And all of t h i s was
accomplished without c o r r u p tion. The Secretary created such
a complex bureaucratic structure
for PWA that, while criticized for
b e i n g slow, it was v i r t u a l l y
guaranteed to preclude waste,
fraud, and/or abuse. And it did.
Six years later, u n d e r an early
Reorganization Plan, the PWA was
r e m o v e d from I n t e r i o r a n d
r e n a m e d t h e Federal Works
Agency. It was to be much reduced
in power and size. At his last PWA
staff meeting, in June 1939, the
Secretary was close to tears and
so were his colleagues. They gave
h i m a p l a q u e w h i c h said, in
somewhat pedestrian language
g u a r a n t e e d to e n f o r c e its
sincerity: "You have done a job as
Administrator of Public Works
which h a s never before b e e n
d o n e , a n d you h a v e d o n e it
without blame from friend or foe.
You drew the t h o u s a n d s of us
from all walks of life, from all
corners of the country, and you
have welded us into a vital
organization of which we are all
proud. You have shown neither
fear nor favor: you have neither
asked nor tolerated any bending
of the knee or any concessions to
undue influence; and you have
asked of us only one thing: that
our job he well and truly done for
the good of the Nation."

He could have gotten the Forest
S e r v i c e i n e x c h a n g e for t h e
N a t i o n a l P a r k Service b u t h e
wouldn't give up that jewel. As
m i n o r r e t r i b u t i o n , d u r i n g the
Dust Bowl years of the 1930's,
I c k e s c r e a t e d a Soil E r o s i o n
Service in h i s own PWA. But
Wallace of course objected and
while Ickes was in the Everglades,
t h e P r e s i d e n t (with I c k e s '
knowledge, if not his consent)
t r a n s f e r r e d t h a t a g e n c y to
Agriculture, where it unarguahly
belonged.

Ickes persuaded President Roosevelt to create the Jackson Hole National Monument, above, by
proclamation in 1943, and he spent most of the rest of his Interior career working to preserve it.
The Wyoming Congressional delegation, the Forest Service, and the stockmen fought it desperately.

ICKES' DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION
Beneath his curmudgeonly exterior, Harold L. Ickes had the heart of a conservationist and was the
first Interior Secretary to argue the value of wilderness as wilderness. He opposed road construction
in some parks because it would destroy wilderness while pushing for park expansion elsewhere to
provide Americans "the perspective that comes to men and women who can lift up their eyes to
Mother Nature." Ickes viewed forests as natural resources like wildlife, watersheds, and scenery,
rather than solely as harvestable commodities. "One should get aw ay once in a while as far as possible
from human contacts," he noted after visiting Yosemite National Park. "To contemplate nature,
magnificently garbed as it is in this country, is to restore peace to the mind."
He intended to remake Interior into a Department of Conservation by absorbing the Bureau of
Fisheries from the Department of Commerce and the Bureau of Biological Survey (which oversaw
national wildlife refuges) and the Forest Service from the Department of Agriculture. He offered to
trade Interior's Grazing Service (created by the Taylor Grazing Act of 1934), the Bureau of
Reclamation, the General Land Office, and the Soil Erosion Service to Agriculture for its Forest
Service, Bureau of Public Roads, and Bureau of Biological Survey.

But life h e l d m o r e t h a n
d i s a p p o i n t m e n t s . Among his
triumphs was PWA's construction
of t h e new I n t e r i o r Building,
occupied in 1937. It was the first
in Washington to be centrally airc o n d i t i o n e d , t h e first to have
e s c a l a t o r s , and its a r t w o r k ,
murals, and sculpture exceeded
in quality and quantity anything
ever placed in a public building in
America. It was c e r t a i n l y t h e
finest government office building
in Washington and many contend
that it continues to be to this day.
Anna Ickes died in 1935 in an
automobile accident. In 1938, the
Secretary achieved a great
personal triumph when he
entered a new marriage that was,
it appears, truly made in heaven.
He married J a n e Da hi in an. 39
years his j u n i o r , b u t t h e MaySeptember match proved superb.
T h e y lived c o m f o r t a b l y i n a
Maryland h o u s e t h a t m a t c h e d
(many said e x c e e d e d ) M o u n t
Vernon in its splendor and they
h a d two c h i l d r e n — d a u g h t e r

When t h e Works P r o g r e s s
Administration was created in
1935, as a pure relief agency, Ickes
h o p e d to b e n a m e d W o r k s
E l i z a b e t h and son H a r o l d
Progress Administrator too, but
M c E w e n I c k e s (who achieved
When Secretary of Agriculture Henry Wallace rejected the deal, Ickes turned to Congress, where
the President awarded that job to
celebrity as a close advisor to
his allies introduced legislation in 1935 that would have renamed Interior the Department of
Harry Hopkins. (Ickes resented
President Clinton during his first
that. He thought also that the
Conservation and Works and folded the Forest Service into it. Wallace argued that conservation was
term).
WPA was so named in order to
more an idea t h a n a specific governmental function and that setting up a Department of Conservation
confuse it with his PWA.) He'd
was like creating a Department of Prosperity.
Perhaps Secretary Ickes' most
have liked to have had the Civilian
gratifying public moment came
Conservation Corps too, but that
The bill was killed in the House, as was a similar measure that passed the Senate in 1936. Ickes
on Easter Sunday 1939. Marian
continued to fight for his plan and persuaded Roosevelt to include it in reorganization bills the
became the joint responsibility of
A n d e r s o n , probably t h e n the
Administration introduce in 1937, 1938, and 1939. But in the 1939 reorganization act, Interior
the Army, Labor, Agriculture, and
world's greatest contralto, was
received only the Bureau of Fisheries (from Commerce) and the Bureau of Biological Survey (from
I n t e r i o r — t h e last b e c a u s e
booked to sing in Washington. The
Agriculture), which were merged into the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
I n t e r i o r h a d t h e Office of
auditorium that had been
E d u c a t i o n (which w o u l d b e
reserved for her by the Howard
charged with educating the boys)
University Concert Series was destroyed by fire. Because a large crowd was expected,
and the National Park Service (which would benefit from some CCC projects).
a capacious auditorium was necessary, so Howard sought the one at all-white Cardozo
Surprisingly, this four-headed agency worked, becoming in the view of many observers
High School. But the Washington Board of Education declined because of the expected
the most admired and popular of all New Deal innovations.
racially mixed audience. When the Daughters of the American Revolution refused the
use of Constitution Hall (precipitating Eleanor Roosevelt's resignation as a DAR
The usual Interior agencies profited unevenly from the Ickes oversight. The Bureau of
member), the Lincoln Memorial was suggested as a substitute. (Though he engineered
Indian Affairs felt little effect, for he preferred not to interfere with his adversary.
the event, Ickes did not claim credit for this brilliant idea. Many did claim credit, but
Commissioner John Collier: and the National Park Service expanded by millions of
it was probably Assistant Secretary Oscar Chapman who first proposed it.)
acres, for it was an Ickes favorite, adding such new parks as the Everglades, Great Smoky
Mountains, Olympic, and Kings Canyon.
Perhaps the Secretary's greatest frustration during his Interior years was his constant
but ultimately unsuccessful effort to pry the Forest Service out of the Department of
Agriculture and into Interior. Agriculture Secretary Henry Wallace and those who
preceded and succeeded him mounted extraordinary defensive actions that always
worked. Gifford Pinchot, former Forest Service director and erstwhile Progressive, lined
up in favor of the status quo. So did Forest Service officers and employees who deluged
the Congress with letters in favor of staying put. When the President finally endorsed
Interior, after years of importuning by Ickes and years of the President's attempting to
avoid a decision, it was too late. Too many minds were finally made up.
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The concert was a high point in the lives of almost everyone involved, including Marian
Anderson and Harold Ickes, who introduced her. Some 75,000 came and many were
moved to tears as she sang America, Ave Maria, two spirituals—Gospel Train and
Trampin', and several other classics. Those who weren't there can be stirred by the
event even now, as they view the magnificent mural depicting it on a ground floor wall
of the Main Interior Building. Secretary Ickes was generally regarded as the most
effective advocate of black people in the Roosevelt administration. He did more, it is
usually agreed, than any other to support black causes, including integrating the
Department and appointing minorities to high positions.
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Interior Years - In Wartime

The Later Years

Secretary Ickes began to fight World War II well before Dec. 7,1941. When democracies
throughout the world were refusing entry to Jewish refugees from Germany and other
European countries, he proposed using the Virgin Islands as a temporary residence
for some, even achieving an endorsement of the plan by the Virgin Islands Legislature.
But the matter was within the jurisdiction of the Department of State and Secretary
of State Cordell Hull refused to cooperate. (On the subject of anti-Semitism, as in
the case of discrimination against black people, Ickes was ahead of others in the
Roosevelt Administration.)

P r e s i d e n t T r u m a n and Secretary Ickes did not admire one another. As a survivor
of the original New Deal Cabinet, Ickes expected to leave his position, as his other
Cabinet colleagues had done, soon after President Truman was sworn into office. But
he decided to wait so as to resign "gracefully," his diary said, over an issue. (The only
other 1933 Cabinet survivor in April 1945 was Frances Perkins, who was invited by
President Truman to leave by June 30, 1945. When she did, Secretary Ickes became
the longest serving Cabinet officer of any department in U. S. history.)

When an American company proposed exporting helium gas to Germany, Ickes refused
to approve the contract and the company couldn't and didn't, even though Gordell
Hull strenuously objected to Ickes' intransigence. When, as national petroleum
coordinator, he refused to issue licenses for petroleum shipments to Japan in the
summer of 1941, Secretary Hull again disagreed, pointing out that his department,
not Mr. Ickes, was in charge of foreign policy. Secretary Ickes could not win that
argument.
When war came to America, everyone's responsibilities changed and Washington
almost burst with the infusion of thousands of new people. To read now of the critical
and complex work that had to be done, and
of the almost endless hours of night and
day labor that it took to do it, is to leave the
reader quite breathless,
almost
incredulous, and utterly in admiration of
these devoted servants. And no one, short
of the President, assumed a heavier load
than Secretary Ickes.

In August 1945, President Truman asked Secretary Ickes to continue in his posts and
the Secretary agreed. But an issue soon arose to prompt his not-so-graceful departure.
In January 1946, Ickes learned that the President proposed to nominate Edwin Pauley
as Secretary of the Navy. Pauley was a California oil man who was interested in the
exploitation of offshore oil. In a conversation with Ickes in September 1944, Pauley
had stated that he would raise substantial amounts of money for the 1944 Presidential
campaign, if Ickes would refrain from pressing a lawsuit to establish federal ownership
of the tidelands.
Ickes regarded this as blackmail, as a latter-day Teapot Dome, and would have none
of it. When called by the Senate Committee to testily on the Pauley nomination, Ickes
testified to all of this and then submitted
his resignation, to become effective March
31, 1946. The P r e s i d e n t m o r e or less
simultaneously fired him, effective almo-l
immediately (February 13, 1946). There
followed what may have been the largest
press conference in Washington history. It
was h e l d in t h e I n t e r i o r D e p a r t m e n t
auditorium and Ickes clearly enjoyed it.
T h e r e a l s o followed t h e P r e s i d e n t ' s
withdrawal of the Pauley nomination.

For the first year of the war, in his capacity
as petroleum coordinator for Defense, he
did battle more or less constantly with the
Board of Economic Warfare, chaired by
Ickes was now free to pursue a new career.
Henry Wallace. Ickes felt that only he was
one In; had often longed to have. He became
strong enough to guard vital oil supplies,
a newspaper columnist, three times a week
and in December 1942 he was rewarded
for the Neiv York Post and its sy ndicate. later
with the title of Petroleum Administrator
writing a weekly c o l u m n for the New
for War. He fought with the War Production
Republic as well. His contract precluded
Board to he allocated enough steel to build
changes or deletions by anyone, and he
the "Big Inch" and the "Little Big Inch"
greatly enjoyed the freedom.
p i p e l i n e s . He won. They were built in
record time (oil began flowing in December
He could engage in invective w i t h o u t
1943) and the East Coast thereby got enough Zn 1943. Alexander Hamilton, the president of the American Scenic and Historic
restraint, and his old-fashioned liberal
Preservation Society, presented medals to Secretary of the Interior Harold Ickes,
oil for the rest of the war.
views were p r e d i c t a b l e . He inveighed
National Park Service assistant director Arthur E. Demaray. and Harlean James, of the
against The Interests—oil, timber,
Interior Departments Historic American Buildings Survey. NPS photo courtesy of the
stockmen; against nuclear testing in the
He did battle with J o h n L. Lewis and the Harpers Ferry Historic Photograph Collection
Pacific; against racial discrimination; for
United Mine Workers, s e r v i n g as t h e
President's negotiator in coal strikes, winning some and losing some. But after 1943
the State of Israel; for the firing of General MacArthur; and against J. Parnell
the miners largely returned to work. (Lewis hated almost everyone in Washington,
T h o m a s and J o s e p h McCarthy.
particularly the President, who returned the sentiment. But he respected Secretary
Ickes.) He was in the thick of the rubber shortage, working hard to achieve gas rationing
Although his health was declining, he even joined the 1946 Presidential campaign,
to alleviate it, and rationing commenced Dec. 1, 1942.
reconciling with the President as he did so (and with the President saying he wished
Ickes had stayed on). Ickes was as sure as most that the President would lose but he
spoke for him nonetheless, and it took him several days after the election to grasp
And he carried on his regular duties. Ickes fretted about martial law and the suspension
Truman's victory.
of habeas corpus in Hawaii, but not until late 1944 did the military relent. Martial law
was then terminated and habeas corpus restored. He argued with Governor Ernest
G r u e i i i n g about the placement of the Alaskan Highway. Gruening wanted it on the
He continued to write, keeping his diary through 1951, at the end of which he was
coast. Ickes, who wanted it farther east, prevailed for security reasons. He inherited
hospitalized with a degenerative form of arthritis. He had several heart attacks, the
the role of high commissioner for the Philippines—a job quite vacant in September
last of which occurred Feb. 3, 1952. He died that night. At the service at All Souls
1942—and it remained in Interior until Philippine independence in 1946.
Unitarian Church in Washington, DC three days later, an enormous crowd gathered,
including the President and much of official Washington.
Secretary Ickes was an instant critic of the Japanese relocation program that started
in February 1942, terming the relocation centers "fancy-named concentration camps,"
But a far larger crowd gathered at the Lincoln Memorial in April, on about the 13th
and when few others joined him in dismay over the inequity and irrationality of the
anniversary of the concert that no one could forget. The executive secretary of the
program, Ickes was charged in February 1944 with running the War Relocation
Washington Federation of Churches praised Harold Ickes, "For his life of integrity, for
Authority. By then it had become a program to return the camp's inhabitants to
his impatience with racial barriers, for his courageous championship of unpopular
mainstream American society. He was chosen for this virtually impossible job because,
hut good causes; for his warm friendship and for his selflessness, we are a grateful
it was acknowledged, he had been the severest critic of the original relocation camps.
people."
A War Refugee Board was created in 1944 to help rescue some of Europe's persecuted
people but it came to little, extending further a pattern of U. S. nonchalance on this
subject. The War Refugee Board resulted in the establishment of just one refugee
camp, at Fort Ontario in upstate New York. The camp was to receive 984 refugees from
Yugoslavia, mostly Jews. And oversight of the camp was given to Secretary Ickes.

Harold Ickes was a man of total honesty and the noblest of purposes.

In the face of the Holocaust, the effort was almost immaterial (except to those
984 refugees), but true to form, Ickes served this group diligently, arranging at war's
end for their residence in the United States if they chose.

Ruth Van Cleave, an attorney and author, was the director of the Office of Territories
at Interior and a member of the Solicitor's Office before retiring in 1995. She lives in
Alexandria, Virginia.
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And then out stepped Marian Anderson, in a sweeping blue gown, carrying red roses.
She sang Bach's Come Sweet Death and Ave Maria. And then the audience rose, and
together they sang America the Beautiful.
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TH€ OUI6T CRISIS OF TH€ 1960S
Steujort L. Udoll and the Birth of environmentalist!)
Stewart L. Udall was Secretary of Interior under Presidents John F. Kennedy and Lyndon B. Johnson. His tenure (1961-1969) was marked by an
unprecedented degree of concern for the quality of the environment and he is regarded as a leader of the movement that blossomed into
environmentalism. His 1963 book The Quite Crisis, from which this article is excerpted, called for a revitalized conservation movement with a
broad agenda to address the social and environmental costs of post World War II industrial expansion, urbanization, and population
growth.
The book reflected the merging of the conservation ethic with a broader-based environmental agenda and emphasized the need for natural resource
restoration partnerships among government, business, and private groups to deal with region-wide and ecosystem-scale
projects.

Stewart L. Udall
If the forester and reclamation
engineer symbolized
the
c o n s e r v a t i o n effort d u r i n g
T h e o d o r e R o o s e v e l t ' s time,
a n d t h e T e n n e s s e e Valley
Authority planner and the
Civilian Conservation Corps tree
p l a n t e r typified the land
p r o g r a m of F r a n k l i n D .
Roosevelt's New Deal, the swift
ascendancy of technology made
the scientists the surest
conservation symbol of the 60s.
His instruments are the atomsmasher, the computer, and the
rocket—tools that have opened
t h e d o o r to a n u l t i m a t e
storehouse of energy and may yet
reveal the secrets of the stars.

indiscriminate use of pesticides
t h r e a t e n s both man and
wildlife; and the omnipresent
symbol of the age, the auto, in
satisfying our incessant demand
for greater mobility, has added
to the congestion and unpleasa n t n e s s of b o t h c i t i e s a n d
countrysides.

Above, Secretary of the Interior
Stewart L. Udall and President John
F. Kennedy at the White House in 1961. On November 27, 1967, General and Mrs. Dwight D. Eisenhower, above
right, having donated their farm and house at Gettysburg, PA to the United States, participated in a simple
ceremony marking the transfer of the property ivith Secretary Stewart Udall. Under authority of the Historic
Sites Act of 1935, it was designated the Eisenhower National Historic Site. The site adjoins the Gettysburg
National Military Park. NPS photo courtesy of the Harpers Ferry Historic Photograph Collection

The surge of science was a boon
to m a n y a r e a s of r e s o u r c e
conservation. During the war
years and those that followed,
t h e a l c h e m i e s of r e s e a r c h
brought new metals into use,
created synthetics and substitute
products, and increased the
u s e f u l n e s s of m a n y raw
materials. Investments in basic
research in agriculture paid off
with discoveries that gave wider
insights into agronomy while
plant genetics and plant pathology yielded new strains, which, with new fertilizers and
pesticides, made the granaries of American farmers overflow and gave us an
opportunity to share our surplus and our science with other nations. Similarly,
research in animal husbandry increased our ability to raise livestock and science encouraged the owners of public and private forest lands to apply the tree-farming
techniques fostered by the successors of Gifford P i n c h o t .

We must have a ground swell of concern over the
quiet crisis, which could culminate in
a third wave of the conservation
movement.

These triumphs of technology have, in the 1960s, lent a note of optimism to the reports
of most resource experts. Today, we are told technology carries in its hands the keys
to a kingdom of abundance and sound solutions to many conservation problems rest
largely on adequate research and efficient management. At last, long-range resource
planning is becoming an indispensable aide to science in assuring an abundance of
resources for human use.
Ironically, however, these very successes of science have presented a new set of
problems that constitute the quiet crisis of conservation in this decade. It began with
the in-rush to the cities at the outset of World War II and has intensified with each
new advance of technology. Our a c c o m p l i s h m e n t s in minerals and energy, in
electronics and aircraft, in autos and agriculture have lifted us to new heights of
affluence, but in the process we have lost ground in the attempt to provide a habitat
that will, each day, renew the m e a n i n g of the h u m a n e n t e r p r i s e . A lopsided
performance has allowed us to exercise dominion over the atom and to invade outer
space, but we have sadly neglected the inner space that is our home. We can produce
a wide range of goods and machines, but our manipulations have multiplied waste
products that befoul the land and have introduced frightening new forms of erosion
that diminish the quality of indispensable resources and even imperil h u m a n heath.
The hazards appear on every hand: many new machines and processes corrupt the
very air and water; in what R a c h e l Carson has called "an age of poisons," an
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narrowed their concern to park, forest, wildlife, or

T h e c o n s e r v a t i o n effort was
confused and side tracked by the
cataclysmic events that began in
1939. In the two decades that
followed, public men were so
p r e o c c u p i e d by t h e u r g e n t
issues of the hot and cold wars
t h a t n o n e t r i e d , as [Gifford]
Pinchot and the two Roosevelts
h a d d o n e , to e x p a n d t h e
conservation concept and apply
it to the new world of natural
resources and the new problems
of land stewardship. As a result
of t h i s f a i l u r e to k e e p t h e
conservation idea abreast of the
times,
such
successful
c o n s e r v e r s as t h e scientific
i n d u s t r i a l i s t s a n d scientific
farmers seldom consider
themselves conservationists at
all, while many m o d e r n disciples of Thoreau and Muir have
wilderness problems.

With the passing of each year, neglect has piled new7 problems on the nation's doorstep.
Some brilliant successes—in electronics, atom physics, aerodynamics, and chemistry,
for example—encouraged a false sense of well-being, for our massive ability* to
overpower the natural world has also multiplied immeasurably our capacity to
diminish the quality of the total environment. Our water husbandry methods have
typified these failures. At the same time that our requirements for fresh water were
doubling, our national slotb more than doubled our water pollution. We now are faced
with the need to build 10,000 treatment plants and to spend $6 billion to conserve
water supplies.
Much of our river development proceeded on an uncoordinated basis, although
regional planning, which Major Powell would have applauded, had an inning when
the Upper Colorado River Storage Project was passed in 1956. The incursions of
industry, agriculture, and urbanization into the marshlands were reducing waterfowl
populations. Acreage in new parklands created by federal and state governments was
too sparse to be significant: in 1940, 130 million Americans had a spacious National
Park System of 22 million acres; 20 years later, a population which had grown to a
more mobile 183 million inherited an overcrowded system that had been enlarged
by only a few acres.
Of 21,000 miles of ocean shore line in the contiguous 48 states, only seven percent
was reserved for public recreation. In addition, the most eroded lands in the United
States—the overused grasslands of the Western public domain—were not restored to
full fertility despite the new7 American awareness of the i m p o r t a n c e of soil
conservation. Asphalt inroads of city subdividers in search of quick profits were so
ill-conceived that stream valleys and open space were obliterated.
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In the postwar period, unfortunately, most Americans took their out-of-doors for
granted. It was a fact that pressures were growing each year to despoil our few remaining
wilderness areas; Americans who were accustomed to out-door recreation as a way of
life—with access to public areas for hunting, fishing, hiking, and swimming—found
overcrowding increasing each year. Most state and city governments faced so many
growth problems that they had little time for foresight in planning their overall
environment.
It was a sad fact also that the men, women, and children of America the Beautiful
became the litter champions of the world. Each year about five million battered autos
are added to our junk yards. Aided by industries that produce an incredible array of
boxes, bottles, cans, gadgets, gewgaws, and a thousand
v a r i e t i e s of p a p e r p r o d u c t s , o u r
landscape litter has reached such
proportions that in another generation a
trash pile or piece of junk will be within
a stone's throw of any person standing
anywhere on the American land mass. Our
irreverent attitudes toward the land and
our contempt for the Indians' stewardship
concepts are nowhere more clearly
revealed than in our penchant to pollute
and litter and contaminate and blight onceattractive landscapes.
The promised land of thousands of new
products, machines, and services has misled
us. And the conservation movement, which
s h o u l d have b e c o m e a n i n t r i c a t e a n d
interlocking effort on a hundred fronts, was
itself disorganized and
outdated.
S i m u l t a n e o u s l y , t h e s t e e p u p s u r g e of
population and the pell-mell rush to enlarge
our cities changed our people-to-people ratio
and our attitudes toward the land with it.
Indifference to the land was also accelerated
by new s e d u c t i o n s of s p e c t a t o r s h i p , t h e
requirements of industrial growth, and airconditioned advantages that made glassed-in
living so appealing. The predictable result was
t h a t s e d e n t a r y , c i t y - b o u n d c i t i z e n s were
encouraged to acquiesce in the diminution of
the spaciousness and freshness and green splendor
of the American earth.
Intoxicated with the power to manipulate nature,
some misguided men have produced a rationale
to replace the Myth of Superabundance. It might
be called the Myth of Scientific Supremacy, for it
rests on the rationalization that the scientists can
fix everything tomorrow. The m o d e r n land
raiders, like the public land raiders of another
era, are ready to justify short-term gains by seeking to m i n i m i z e the l o n g - t e r m losses. As
G e o r g e P e r k i n s Marsh pointed out more
than a century ago, greed and shortsightedness
are conservation's mortal enemies. In the years
ahead, the front line of conservation will extend
from minerals to mallards, from salmon to
soils, from wilderness to water, but most of our
major problems will not be resolved unless the
resource interrelationships are evaluated with
an eye on long-term gains and long-term
values.

the means to harness the
systems of whole regions,
oil shale beds into oil, and
allow is to "breed" energy

tides of Passamaquoddy, interconnect the electric-power
economically extract fresh water from the seas, turn vast
by discovering the innermost secrets of fission and fusion,
from rocks.

Government leadership and government investment, however, must continue to play
the larger roll in traditional conservation work. In a matter of decades many regions
will confront an insistent water crisis. Water conservation must always be primarily a
public endeavor. It is already plain that regional planning, basin-wide water regimens,
transmountain diversions of water from
a r e a s of s u r p l u s to m o r e a r i d
watersheds,
sustained
yield
management of underground aquifers,
and the development of techniques for
pollution control and the re-use and
recycling of water will be needed to
save the day for watershort areas of the
United States. To achieve this we must
begin now to train a fully adequate
c o r p s of h y d r o s c i e n t i s t s a n d to
develop an awareness of the vital
e l e m e n t s of a water-conservation
program.

The quiet conservation crisis is the
end product of many forces. Its
t h r e a t is all t h e m o r e s e r i o u s
because most harm involves subtle
erosion and contamination, and
because motives of commercial
profit do not enlist public support.
Quick action can be expected only
when threats to the public health
or p u b l i c c o n v e n i e n c e a r e
immanent. The larger task will
not be u n d e r t a k e n unless a
quickening conscience brings us
Secretary to act now to protect the land for
Udall and Director Wirth of the National future generations.
Park Service stop to view exhibits at the Rock Creek Nature Center.
As inheritors of a spacious virgin
continent, we have had strong
r o o t s in t h e soil a n d a
tradition that should give us
special understanding of the
mystique of people and land.
It is our relationship with the
American earth that is being
altered by the quiet crisis, our
birthright of fresh landscapes
and far horizons. Unless we are
to b e t r a y o u r
heritage
consciously, we must make an
all-out effort now to acquire the
public lands which present and
future generations need. Only
prompt action will save prime
park, forest, shoreline, and other
recreation lands before they are
p r e - e m p t e d for o t h e r uses or
priced beyond the public purse.

The Land and Water Conservation
F u n d p r o p o s e d by P r e s i d e n t
Kennedy may mark a turning point
Large-scale conservation work can no longer
n c o n s e r v a t i o n history. If the
b e a c c o m p l i s h e d by t h e f l o u r i s h of a
states are to provide leadership
P r e s i d e n t ' s p e n or t h r o u g h
funds
before it is too late, if the few
remaining spacious seashores are to
appropriated to fight a business depression. Secretary's
be preserved for all of the people, if
If we are to preserve both the beauty and the Nature Walk, May 1962. NFS photos
wildlife values are to be p e r m bounty of the American earth, it will take courtesy of the Harpers Ferry Historic Photograph Collection
anently protected and our national park, forest, and wildlife refuge systems are to be
thoughtful planning and a day-in and day-out effort by business, by government, and
rounded out by the addition of the remaining suitable lands, the task must begin
by the voluntary organizations. If the area of individual involvement is enlarged, if
immediately and be completed within the next three decades.
enough modern Muirs step forward to fight for "legislative interference" to save and
check its despoilment, the conservation movement can become a sustained, systematic
effort both to produce and to preserve.
The status we give our wilderness and near-wilderness areas will also measure the
degree of our reverence for the land. American pioneering in establishing national
Full-fledged collahoration of science and industry and government, quickened by the
parks and promoting the wilderness concept is already being emulated in many parts
spur of business competition, will enable us to write bright new chapters in the
of the world today. Many nations no longer have the option of preserving part of their
conservation of some resources. The continuing revolution in research should give us
land in its pristine condition. We must take ours up before it is too late. A wilderness
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Below, Secretary Udall and poet
Robert Frost strolling through the
woods at Dumbarton Oaks following
ceremonies commemorating the
100th anniversary of the death of
1 Henry David Thoreau. May 11,
i 1962.

Above,
Secretary Udall visits and fishes on
afloat trip down the Current River in the Missouri Ozarks
to develop interest in a proposed plan to make the area the
Ozarks River National Monument.

Above,
Secretary Udall and Lady
Bird Johnson, whose beautification programs
helped change the face of our public spaces.

system will offer what many consider the supreme human experience.
It will also provide watershed protection, a near-perfect wildlife habitat,
and an unmatched science laboratory where we can measure the world
in its natural balance against the world in its man-made imbalance.
The quiet crisis demands a rethinking of land attitudes, deeper involvement by leaders
of business and government, and methods of making conservation decisions which
put a premium on foresight. With the acumen of our scientist, we can achieve optimum
development of resources that will let us pluck the fruits of science without harming
the tree of life. Once we decide that our surroundings need not always he subordinated
to payrolls and profits based on short-term considerations, there is hope that we can
both reap the bounty of the land and preserve an inspiriting environment.
The Muirs and Olmsteds and Pinchots of the decades ahead will surely fail unless both
our business and public budgets embrace conservation values. Enlightened leaders
of the business community are already pointing the way: such companies as Lever
Brothers, Johnson's Wax, and the Connecticut
General Life Insurance Company have demonstrated that a beautifully designed building is the
most attractive form of advertising.

the area of conflict and overlap increases we must constantly
improve our decision-making techniques. Nor must we be afraid
to decide the toughest of issues: practices that defer necessary
decisions can also be a threat to the national welfare. Geography has always been a
global science and conservation must now become a truly global concept, if the
optimum use of resources is to be achieved. Nature's rules still obtain, and all parts
of the natural world, from minerals and marine life to the gulf streams of the ocean
and jet streams of the upper atmosphere, obey a single set of laws.
It is the seven seas themselves, the one remaining largely unspoiled, untapped resource
which now represent the largest remaining frontier of conservation on this earth. The
atmosphere and the oceans are the two resources that are owned by all of the people
of the world. Yet, save for a few farsighted treaties, we have no plan of management
for these common resources, and oceanographers are still at the outer edge of the
secrets of the sea.

Conservation will make headway when it is patently
good business for companies to invest in programs
of education and practices of production which
e m p h a s i z e b o t h conservation and i n d u s t r i a l
efficiency. Conservation statesmen must prove that
profits and the conservation cause are compatible,
if we are to succeed in making an attractive and
orderly environment part of our national purpose.
At present, many of our policies actively conspire
against conservation and the conservation-minded
b u s i n e s s m a n who often finds himself at an
i n t o l e r a b l e c o m p e t i t i v e d i s a d v a n t a g e if h e
implements his convictions.

The one factor certain to complicate all of our
conservation problems is the ineluctable pressure
of expanding population. Our resource planners
operate in a bureaucratic trance, assuming that the
population of the United States will inevitably
double by the year 2000. An all too common
corollary assumption is that life in general—and
t h e g o o d , t h e t r u e , a n d t h e b e a u t i f u l in
particular—will somehow be enhanced at the
same time. We have growth room in this country,
but the time has come for thoughtful men and
women to ask some basic questions about our landpeople equation.

Where our laws m a k e land r e c l a m a t i o n and
pollution abatement a normal part of the cost of
doing business, enlightened businessmen are
already working with the conservation cause. Once
intolerable competitive advantages are eliminated, researchers will quickly devise machines
a n d g a d g e t s to m i n i m i z e t h e d a m a g e . But
environment restoration and preservation can
succeed only if we pay as we go.
Our mastery over our environment is now so
g r e a t t h a t t h e c o n s e r v a t i o n of a r e g i o n , a
metropolitan area, or a valley is more important,
in most cases, than the conservation of any single
r e s o u r c e . C o m p l e x d e c i s i o n s will r e q u i r e
sophisticated judgments that weigh all elements
and explore all possible alternatives. Slim valleys Lee White, Special Counsel to the President, accepts for President
and regional slums will be the result, unless we Johnson in payment of a $7 fee, one of the first Recreation/Conservation
put our resources to their highest and best use. As stickers from Secretary of the Interior Stewart Udall, NPS photos
courtesy of the Harpers Ferry Historic Photograph Collection
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With the exception of a few notable agreements,
the law of hunt-and-kill is still the code of the sea.
Only t i m e l y i n t e r n a t i o n a l c o n s e r v a t i o n
agreements will avert the spectacle of a resource
raid to dwarf those of the past on fur seal and the
sea otter. The oceans can be the most fruitful field
for international co-operation in conservation, if
the nations turn in time to the principles of
sustained yield management.
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Our whole history demonstrates that this physical
environment has an enormous influence upon
m a n . Are not such i n q u i r i e s as t h e s e , t h e n ,
p e r t i n e n t to t h e f u t u r e c o u r s e of h u m a n
enterprise: What is the ideal "ecology of man," the
ideal relationship of the h u m a n population to
environment? Is man subject to the laws of nature,
which hold that every species in any environment
has an optimum population? How much living
space do human beings need in order to function
with maximum efficiency and to enjoy maximum
happiness?
More on Stewart L. Udall, page 38.
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Walter J. Hickel, who served as Secretary of the Interior under President Nixon, was known for his candor and incisiveness. He hasn't lost
either, as his reflections on the current state of Interior's relations with the American people, particularly Alaskans, amply demonstrate.
Walter J. Hickel
As I look back to 1970 and my 22 months as Secretary of the Interior, I
believe the role we played then—and the Department plays now—as the
"owners representative" has changed.

The Department will succeed
with the view that conservation
is appreciation, not lockup.
Sustainable use requires
prudence, not denial. People
need resources today and they
always will.

The Department has a spirited staff and a constituency dedicated to use
and protect publicly owned lands and resources. During my tenure we
were hit with a rude national awakening to the need to care for our
environment as a result of the Santa Barbara [offshore oil well] blow-out
and the first Earth Day. Over time, we empowered our entire government
to advance environmental protection.

As an Alaskan, the state of our
n o r t h e r n "commons" has
become a major focus of my
thought and energy. Interior
used to own all of us, and
statehood for Alaska was never
intended to abandon the "total"
approach. But it has.

Now, 30 years later, I am convinced that we must care passionately about
the environment, but with a wider understanding for what I call the total
environment. What do I mean by the "total environment?" I summed it
up at the 1992 Earth Summit in Rio as the need to care for people, peop le's
needs, and nature in that order. Ignore one part and all three fail.
To care about the total requires a total mandate. That job was easier
before the Department of the Interior was dismembered—sometimes by
its own success.

We never forget that we entered
the Union in response to
promises made by Secretary of
the Interior Fred Seaton that
we'd work together to meet
Alaska's potential. Unfortunately, promises made at the time
of statehood have been ignored,
in fact violated.

For example, as U.S. western territories became states, the Department
lost much of its historical role of promoting people's needs—i.e.,
development and self-determination in the West. The role the Department
provides today for tribes was once extended to civil government as well.
Territories—from Puerto Rico to Guam, Alaska to New Mexico—once had
an advocate in the Department of the Interior. For the most part now,
states don't.

Secretary Seaton and the
Congress of the time understood
we would come into the Union
Secondly, relatively recently, the Department had many of the combined
by a compact that could not be
responsibilities of what is now the Department of Energy, Environmental
Protection Agency, and Commerce Department's National Oceanic and Walter J. Hickel served as Secretary of the Interior in 1969 and 1970, changed by one party alone. To
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). When President Richard Nixon and was Governor of Alaska from 1966-1969 and 1990-1994. He is accomplish this economic
and the Congress decided to divide these responsibilities, the Department founder of the Institute of the North at Alaska Pacific University, which mission, we were let in with the
conducts research and education on managing common property right to select 104 million acres,
lost more of its ability to bring all factors of a decision to the table.
resources, and works with the Northern Forum, an organization of and were given 90 percent of
arctic and northern regions. Hickel is also Secretary-General of the
federal revenues from mineral
Today, jurisdiction for water quality is separate from water quantity, Northern Forum.
leasing on vacant, unapprohydropower needs, or fish protection. Decisions to explore for oil are
separate from energy security policy. Commercial fisheries are managed separately priated, unreserved land. For self-determination, like other states, we were given
from other species in the food chain. With that, how can the owners representative control of fish and game.
do the right thing?
Over the years, Congress has seen fit to unilaterally take many of these things away,
Now, to do it right requires a without the agreement of Alaskans. And for the most part, Interior's relations with the
team approach—states and the state has become "us vs. them." Unilateral actions to freeze land selections, set aside
nation, public and private, even land for conservation units, deny access, and usurp control of fish and game have served
a "mini-cabinet" of agencies single minded—though sometimes high-minded—goals. They have not advanced
working hand in hand. When self-determination or democracy, development or self-sufficiency. They have violated a
that doesn't happen, our compact that the Interior Department's lawyers now say they can't define.
national policy is in danger of
becoming too narrow and Instead of a total approach, we have conservation units without a plan for access to
fragmented—blowing with valuable resources. We have pending federal management of fish and game for
political winds rather than subsistence but state management for sustained yield.
meeting the owners' needs.
Alaska is home for most of the Interior Department's land, but its concerns are not
After Exxon Valdez, a team of unique. All westerners are glad for their franchise to vote. But many would echo the
federal and state trustees took title of the 1956 speech given by Alaska's late Senator Ernest Grueniug, once the
a "total" approach with our $1 highest Interior Department official for territories: "Let us now end American
billion settlement. We both colonialism."
restored and enhanced the
affected area. Not only have we End colonialism, yes. But return to the root of caring for the total.
acquired habitat for protection,
but we've also built a major I still believe that Interior has the greatest federal mandate to care for the commons,
research facility—the Alaska America's vast natural resource assets. Public lands, mostly in the West, are the size of
Sea Life Center—to be backed, six Californias. The continental shelf is much more. Fish, wildlife, land, air, and water
I hope, by a long-term program, and the mineral rights: most of these assets are still the Department's responsibility.
to understand what we own so
it can be used wisely.
I like to say that when I was there, Interior was the most exciting department in
government. With a "total" approach, it will reclaim that reputation.
Provided by former Secretary Walter J. Hickel
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CECIL AMPROS EEWEMB11RS
Time was running out on the Interior Secretary, and the Alaska Lands Act teetered in the balance.
The opponents of large-scale land preservation were
brought back to the bargaining table, the hostile
presidential action driving them to strike a deal.
They would eventually have to agree to a sweeping
settlement that turned Carter's national monuments
into national parks and protected millions more
acres as wildlife refuges, wild and scenic rivers, and
wilderness areas.

When Congress approved the 103-million-acre Alaska
N a t i o n a l I n t e r e s t L a n d s C o n s e r v a t i o n Act in
P r e s i d e n t Carter's waning days in office in 1980,
a lame-duck administration was briefly able to look
like a swan. However tarnished his record may have
appeared, Carter managed to leave behind a legacy
of volcanic craters, alpine lakes, ancient forests and
tundra, and federal land managers who weren't
devoted only to drilling, digging up, and cutting down
the great resources of America's 49th state.

A key skirmish in the battle over Alaska had also
taken place in the Carter Cabinet. In n o r t h e r n
Alaska, I championed creation of an Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge that would protect the full migrating
range of the Porcupine caribou herd, perhaps the
greatest concentration of hooved mammals in North
America. Absolutely essential to this goal was
preserving calving grounds along the Reaufort Sea.
Here was where caribou had their calves and where
t h e y e s c a p e d o n e of t h e w o r l d ' s f i e r c e s t
concentrations of mosquitoes. Wolves and grizzlies,
in turn, depended on the calving for a supply of meat.
The natural food chain was undisturbed.

At the time, nobody gave Jimmy Carter credit, or
seemed to notice. Alas, the legacy was located just
about as far from Washington, DC, as you can go in
America and worlds away from the movers and
shakers of our capital. Only one capital pundit,
political cartoonist Pat Oliphant, consistently drew
on the issue. Alaska and the West had yet to become
one of America's 'hot' places to live or visit.
Those days crystallized my impatience toward the
town in which I had labored as Secretary of the
Interior for four years. The media was filled with
reports of Ronald and Nancy R e a g a n ' s arrival and
their observance of the rituals of social courtship
that the Carters had shunned. A dinner party for the
Gipper at Katharine Graham's mansion merited
exhaustive coverage. Who cared if down at Carter's
White House, the size of the national park system was
doubled?
The Alaska Lands Act was signed in the East Room
of the White House in December 1980. I watched a
tired and drawn Carter arrive for the ceremony. Then,
for a moment as he acknowledged the applause—
perhaps the last such moment of his presidency—
Carter became relaxed and expansive. The color
came back to his face.

The coastal plain near the Beaufort Sea was, however,
a place where oil and gas producers wanted to drill.
They talked of discovering oil reserves that would
equal or surpass those of Prudhoe Bay to the west,
which had caused the Alaska pipeline to be built and
were the foundation of the state's wealth. It was, and
is, a question of values. I was aware that the industry's
own calculation of the odds against discovering oil
in quantities that were economically recoverable
stood at 4-1. Whatever oil we found would satisfy a
few months or at most a year's worth of the nation's
i n s a t i a b l e d e m a n d for p e t r o l e u m , at a n
environmental cost that was potentially enormous.
Cecil Andrus served as Secretary of the Interior from 1977 to 1981.

The rap on Carter, endlessly circulated in press reports and capital chatter, was that
he was mean without being tough. The assessment was wrong on both counts: Trust
the testimony of somebody who, as a Cabinet member, watched him for four years.
Carter was never a glad-hander. He guarded his privacy. The president's pale blue eyes
occasionally would fix on someone and register dissatisfaction without a word being
spoken. As a friend he was considerate, however, and as a boss he was somebody who
shared in the heavy lifting. I needed his help, big time, in pushing the largest land
conservation initiative in American history.
The key action that produced the White House signing ceremony had come two years
earlier. Negotiations in Congress for a bill creating parks and wildlife refuges in Alaska
had broken down. A moratorium on development was about to expire, opening vast
areas of proposed parkland to activities that might preclude preservation. The
Administration, as the key player in the conservation battle, had to show that it meant
business.
I approached Carter with the then-70-year-old Antiquities Act, a law that gave the
President authority to proclaim national monuments on federal land. T h e o d o r e
Roosevelt had used it to protect the Grand Canyon and Death Valley. Laying out a
map of Alaska, I r e c o m m e n d e d to the President that he proclaim as national
monuments the parks we had proposed. In this way, he would at least set aside 56
million acres and protect places from the Gates of the Arctic portion of the Brooks
Range in the far north to the Misty Fjords area at the south end of the Alaska Panhandle.
"Can I do that?" Carter asked, incredulous that here was a domestic issue on which
the President could decisively act. "You have the authority, sir," I responded. "Let's
do it," he said. Proclamation of the monuments caused enormous yelping, as would
P r e s i d e n t C l i n t o n ' s designation of the Escalante-Grand Staircase National
Monument in Utah 18 years later. Developers were precluded from the familiar tactic
of nibbling away at proposed parklands. A court action against Carter's proclamation
was filed. At the Alaska State Fair, folks lined up and paid to throw bottles at a likeness
of me.
The proclamation worked as a political tactic. A decision on whether to set aside a
portion of America's last frontier, in its natural state, could not be delayed to death.
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Secretary of Energy J a m e s S c h l e s i n g e r took a different view. This was the eve of the world's second great oil crunch. The Shah was
being toppled in Iran. Schlesinger talked incessantly of an impending crisis and argued
with conviction for the goal of energy independence. The Alaska debate would flare
up in Cabinet sessions. I would make a pitch for the refuge. "Yes, but we have a great
wealth of oil that we will be unable to get to," Schlesinger would reply. "There is a
storehouse of BTUs beneath the tundra."
Carter would appear to have resolved the matter by saying, "I'm going with Cece on
this one." Of course, nothing was resolved, in the Cabinet or later in Congress. The
Alaska Lands Act contained a Solomonic compromise. A 19-million-acre Arctic
National Wildlife Refuge came into being. But only eight million acres were classified
as wilderness, permanently precluding oil and gas exploration. The coastal plain was
left out of the wilderness designation. Assessments of its oil potential were authorized. Congress was given the final decision on whether to allow drilling. It was a
f o r m u l a for n e v e r - e n d i n g c o n f l i c t . D e c a d e s l a t e r , t h e oil i n d u s t r y a n d
environmentalists are still locked in combat over the caribou calving grounds.
Looking back, I'm amazed at how much we were able to do. I called on Carter
consistently; whatever the world's crises at the moment, he put out the requested
effort. He backed me in the Cabinet. He proclaimed the national monuments. He
made calls to Congress. He listened politely to an emotional appeal from Alaska
Senator Ted Stevens, who argued that his state's economic development would be
hamstrung by a big parks bill. As a power on the Senate Appropriations Committee,
Stevens could offer any number of deals to the President. The Georgian had a genuine
feel for preservation on a big scale, however, and of what is meant by long-term legacy.
Carter was also willing to challenge the western notion of 'frontier' as synonymous
with exploitation and to set parameters of preservation before public lands were
committed to development.
Long-term legacy is tough to think of in the pressure cooker of Washington, DC. The
capital's culture often reminds me of a major league baseball team that is pressured
to win this year's pennant by trading away its future talent. Always there are budget
bills to be passed. Carter had energy proposals, from oil shale development to filling
the nation's petroleum reserve, that were stalled in a Congress run by his own party.
Yet he would not deal away the long-term future of wild, faraway lands in order to
realize immediate gain.
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The 49th state was, and is, our country's last frontier. So much of the American West
was settled in a head-over-heels fashion during the late 19th Century. Immense land
grants were given to railroads, leading to the huge timber clear-cuts of the late 20th
Century. By the end of the 19th Century, however, buffalo had been exterminated.
Millions of acres were over-grazed, so badly that Theodore Roosevelt was writing angry
letters from the Dakotas as early as the 1880s.
Alaska was our one last chance to do things right, to recognize for once that the highest
and best use for a big chunk of America's frontier was not 'taming' but protection.
Alaska had not fared all that well in the first century after its purchase from Russia
in 1867. It was seen only as a place to be exploited. Boom and bust was the ride.
Resources were seized upon and decimated. Fur seals were hunted to the brink of
extinction, salmon runs were over-fished, and minerals were gouged from the earth
with abandon.
In the curious way that epic decisions get made, the impetus to preserve nearly a third
of Alaska was provided by discovery of oil at Prudhoe Bay and the challenge of moving
it to market. After much debate, a so-called ail-American pipeline became the chosen
transport route. It would carry crude oil from Prudhoe Bay to Valdez in southern
Alaska, whereupon it would be shipped by tanker— without risk, the oil companies
assured everyone—to the Lower 48. But environmental disputes pressed on the
pipeline, along with the genuine moral concern that Americans not replicate another
wrong of the 19th Century—the brutal
displacement of aboriginal peoples.
A wise predecessor of mine, Interior
Secretary Stewart Udall, had moved
in 1966 to freeze all disposition of land
claims in Alaska pending settlement of
claims by the state's Native peoples.
The action stopped home steading and
k e p t t h e S t a t e of A l a s k a from
c o m p l e t i n g the a c q u i s i t i o n of 104
m i l l i o n f e d e r a l a c r e s t h a t it was
guaranteed upon statehood in 1959.
The resolution of native land issues
became a necessary prelude to building
the pipeline or getting anything else
done in Alaska.

damage to Alaska. The goal was to reduce the size and undermine the purposes of
proposed national parks. One mining company wanted to build a road across major
wildlife migration routes in the planned Gates of the Arctic National Park. Wildlife
would adapt, we were told. They would have to adapt. In some places, however, nature
should still run wild. Some creatures—grizzlies come to mind—do not easily share
space with two-legged intruders. In the Brooks Range, a barren-ground grizzly bear
needs to range over as much as 100,000 acres of land.
We also heard a lot of phony characterizations of those w ho would enjoy these protected
public lands. From generation to generation, and from place to place, America's
preservation battles have featured similar false claims. In the early 1940s, opponents
argued that creation of a national park in the Teton Range of Wyoming would devastate
the local economy, then based on ranching. Critics held that Franklin D. Roosevelt
was committing a giant waste of timber when he put 900,000 acres of Washington's
Olympic Mountains, including rain-forest valleys, into a national park. Today, of
course, Grand Teton and Olympic national parks are among the nation's premier travel
destinations. President Clinton has twice vacationed at Grand Teton National Park.
Similarly, in Alaska, dire predictions accompanied the creation or expansion of 10
national parks. But the great green splotches of parks on tourist maps intrigued wouldbe visitors and have attracted thousands of people to the Great Land. In the late 1970s,
nobody could foresee that within 20 years the state capital of Juneau would play host
to 500,000 cruise ship passengers a year. Or that
many would peel off the regular tourist path to
watch b e a r s in Admiralty Island National
Monument or take boats up Tracy Arm in a
nearby wilderness area. The town of Seward has
prospered as a gateway to the seal and bird
rookeries of Kenai Fjords National Park.
Even back in 1980, however, people sensed the
value of what we were doing, although it would
be years—if ever—before they would see such
wild places. Americans had made a headlong
rush in the 19th Century to exploit their land.
They were, by the late 20th Century, of a mood
not to repeat the excesses of yesterday. We were
fighting powerful lobbies, but public opinion
stood with us. I received countless letters, from
schoolkids as well as seniors, arguing that
caribou herds and wolves in Alaska should not
be allowed to go the way of the passenger pigeon
or Plains buffalo.

Udall's action prompted Congress to
p a s s a l a n d m a r k law for Native
Americans, the Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act, which in turn led to the
I grew attached to places we were fighting to
great conservation act that President
preserve. Admiralty Island, west of Juneau, is
Carter signed in the East Room. The
claims settlement act, passed in 1971, Secretary of the Interior Cecil Andrus with President Jimmy Carter in the Oval Office. home to the nation's densest concentrations of
brown bears and nesting bald eagles. In the
gave legal rights to Alaska's native Photo courtesy of the Jimmy Carter Library
1950s, however, its forests were viewed by the
peoples and divided the state into 12
U.S. Forest Service only as a source of wood chips. A big pulp mill was planned near
native regional corporations, which received land according to historic patterns of
Juneau, with its lucky owner to get a 50-year timber supply contract. Uncle Sam would
use. A 13th corporation represented natives in urban areas. In this way, natives were
have subsidized the logging roads. A lawsuit stopped the contract and set the stage
apportioned 44 million acres of Alaska, in addition to receiving almost $1 billion.
for our fight to preserve the million-acre island.
The claims legislation included, deep in its legal language, section 17:d(2), which
decreed that at least 80 million acres of "national interest" lands be set aside for
The Brooks Range in northern Alaska is a wildland with vertical granite walls to rival
protection based on their natural features. These were the lands I would refer to
Yosemite, lakes with the world's finest fly-fishing, and concentrations of wildlife
(endlessly, according to my staff) as "the crown jewels of Alaska." The Nixon and Ford
reminiscent of what Lewis and Clark saw as they crossed the Great Plains. Big-scale
Administrations did not give great priority to working out what lands would be
country, even compared with Idaho, the Gates of the Arctic took my breath away when
preserved. The task fell to Jimmy Carter, and to the onetime gyppo logger he appointed
I saw it in 1978. Stewart Udall had primed Lyndon J o h n s o n to proclaim a national
to be Interior Secretary.
monument in the heart of the Brooks Range just before Johnson left the White House
in 1969. The papers were on the President's desk. Udall, however, committed an
unpardonable sin against Johnson's psyche. He renamed the Washington, DC, football
The state and natives had made their land claims to Alaska. But development interests
stadium after Robert F. Kennedy. Johnson refused to sign off on the monument.
and their allies seemed to want open season on all federal, state, and tribal lands.
The Brooks Range became a football in the epic American feud between LBJ and the
The Great Land's politicians dreamed of the same rush to mine and log and drill that
Kennedys. Once again, action had to await the Alaska Lands Act.
had swept across the rest of the West. Asked what places deserved protection, one
developer would tell the Seattle Post-Intelligencer that national parks were fine as long
as they were located "above 12,000 feet."
The Interior Department and its Secretary get only periodic attention. Unlike the
Secretary of State or Attorney General, I was not immediately confronted with a list
of the world's hot spots or faced with a decision about the ethical lapses of one of the
A canny and moderate Alaska politician of the era, two-term GOP Gov. Jay H a m m o n d ,
President's closest friends. Interior was overseer of a vast domain, but was rarely seen
would later characterize his state's gung-ho developers as " p r o p e l l e r - h e a d s . "
in Washington, DCs media frenzy. The Department had been pretty well neutered
Hammond explained in his memoirs that one major challenge in seeking a reasonable
over the previous 10 years. Walter Hickel was outspoken on many fronts after President
solution to Alaska's land controversies was reining in unreasonable people. Some folks
Nixon gave him the Interior Department job in 1969. He was unceremoniously fired
would live up to Hammond's nickname. We heard arguments that moose love mines.
in 1970. The lesson was not lost on his successors, who did not stick their necks out
Clear-cuts would improve the view so bald eagles could better spot their prey. Pulp
or do anything to attract much notice.
mill effluent provided a warm habitat for salmon.
Behind the rhetoric flowed a gusher of dollars. Oil companies and miners poured
resources into a classic industry lobbying campaign. Some of it was candid: U.S. Borax
made clear its desire to build a big mine in the heart of Misty Fjords. But there was
also a phony citizens movement that made way-out claims of potential economic
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Jimmy Carter was, with Theodore Roosevelt, one of the two most committed conservationists ever to occupy the Oval Office. After the Administration's initial stumble
over its hit list of water projects, he actively backed me up. As preludes to the Alaska
battle, we were able to get Congress to pass a Surface Mining Act, requiring that mined-
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over land be replanted and reclaimed. The Interior Department was charged with
enforcing the law. We created a bidding mechanism for coal mining leases on federal
land and put environmental provisions into offshore leasing.
The Interior Department was a player, which in the last days of Carter's presidency
was a crucial factor in getting an Alaska Lands Act signed into law. We needed to get
the issue resolved while Carter was still in office. Ronald Reagan was certainly not
going to "lock up"—to use a favorite term of his supporters— a quarter of the nation's
largest state. In 1978 and again in 1980, the two houses of Congress had passed two
very different Alaska lands bills, under auspices of two very different architects. The
House of Representatives passed sweeping legislation containing every acre we wanted
and then some. Overseeing the bill was Representative M o r r i s l d u l l , chairman of
the House Interior Committee and one of the remarkable conservationists of our time.
Mo Udall saw the opportunity for preservation in Alaska and nurtured it. He appointed
soft-spoken but fearless Congressman J o h n S e i b e r l i n g , to chair hearings on what
and how much to preserve. Udall and Seiberling made sure everybody was heard, not
just the drums that were banging loudest. In the case of Southeast Alaska, the
subcommittee heard not only the Louisiana-Pacific Corporation, which wanted to log
everywhere within economical reach of its Ketchikan mill but also operators of small
fishing lodges on Prince of Wales Island, whose livelihoods were threatened by rapid
clear-cutting of their island home. With such groundwork laid, a conservationist Alaska
lands package rolled over a rival proposal by a 100-vote margin on the House floor.
The Senate, by contrast, preserved almost as much
land, but also kept open a variety of development
opportunities. It excised the coastal plain of the Arctic
National Wildlife Refuge from wilderness designation.
A hole was left in the wilderness portion of Misty Fjords
National Monument to make room for U.S. Borax and
its planned molybdenum mine. The Senate bill was
crafted by two shrewd legislative barons, Democratic
Senator Henry J a c k s o n of Washington and Alaska's
Ted Stevens. Scoop Jackson was a friend of mine. He
had helped get me elected governor of Idaho in 1970.
He was a v i s i o n a r y , a u t h o r of t h e N a t i o n a l
Environmental Policy Act, and liked to rumble at
young environmentalists, "I was a conservationist
before you were born."

perhaps the only time in the movement's history, environmental leaders had to look
at each other and say, "This is all we can get." It proved the old adage that there's
nothing like a hanging in the morning to focus the mind. Even though we were creating
tomorrow's controversies, a 103-miIlion-acre plan amounting to more than 25 percent
of Alaska was a helluva lot better than nothing.
As part of the deal, we ended up protecting almost all of Admiralty Island and, at
eight million acres, Gates of the Arctic National Park is one of the world's largest
protected areas. Some people never forgot or forgave us. Fourteen years after the
Alaska Lands Act became law, Rep. D o n Young would grumble to an interviewer,
"Jimmy Carter and Cecil Andrus locked up Alaska." In my ears, those were words of
tribute.
I stood in the East Room that morning in 1980, waiting for Carter to arrive to sign the
lands act, with a lot of memories of people and places flashing across my mind. Soon
my U-Haul would be loaded and I'd be headed back to Idaho. A culminating
achievement would send me home. I thought of my dad, who taught me to fish and
schooled me in the first and most essential lesson about both fishing and conservation:
If you mess up a stream, there won't be any more fish. Anger over watching places get
messed up became one of my strongest motivating factors in politics.
My thoughts flashed forward to the 1960s, when I was finding my voice in the Idaho
Legislature. The U.S. Forest Service allowed logging on steep slopes above the south
fork of the Salmon River. We had
a heavy, early winter snowpack,
followed by warm rains. With no
vegetation to hold back the water,
streams ran chocolate brown and
the resulting floods swept away
m i l l i o n s of s a l m o n eggs a n d
ruined one of Idaho's choicest
salmon runs.
T h e a r g u m e n t s of A l a s k a ' s
mining executives dissolved into
a n o t h e r m e m o r y . M i n e r s in
Idaho's Silver Valley had helped
elect me governor. Soon after I
took office, I found that children
in the valley were suffering from
lead poisoning. The south fork of
t h e C o e u r d'Alene River r a n
reddish-brown as it flowed into a
lake that is a scenic and recreational gem of my state. Mines
would close, jobs would vanish,
but a billion-dollar Superfund
clean-up would remain.

Scoop was, however, shaped by the World War II
experience. He never forgot the lessons of Munich,
seeing an America forever in danger from Soviet
military might. Nor did he forget that Japan had cut
off America's rubber supply when it captured the
Dutch East Indies in 1942. Jackson spent much of the
1970s giving long, boring speeches about America's Secretary Andrus holding a press conference on Alaska.
growing dependence on foreign oil. We should have
listened to him, but didn't. In Alaska, Jackson saw the need for conservation but also
oil reserves and minerals that the country might need in an emergency. He was also
I thought, finally, of the White Cloud Mountains, where the American Smelting and
Refining Company wanted to put a giant open-pit mine. "They're not going to tear
a buddy of the first Secretary of Energy, James Schlesinger. As a result, Jackson crafted
down the mountains; they're going to dig a hole," my predecessor, Goernor D o n
a bulky beast of a bill. The legislation didn't throw open the doors to development
S a m u e l s o n , declared. The hole was going to be gouged out of the heart of our state,
but left open the future possibility. Its provisions created years of employment
an area with 54 backcountry fishing lakes and the 11,824-foot Castle Peak—the mother
opportunities for Washington, DC, lobbyists.
of Idaho landmarks. Frog Lake, at its base, was to become a tailing pond. I beat Don
Samuelson, aided by 200,000 Idahoans who had hunting or fishing licenses, and
Stevens saw Jackson's bill as the best he could get. The Indianapolis-born, Harvardstopped the rape of the White Clouds, which became part of the 600,000-acre Sawtooth
trained lawyer was one of the toughest adversaries I ever faced across the bargainingNational Recreation Area.
table. He had gone to Alaska as an Interior Department lawyer in the 1950s and came
back as a U.S. Senator in 1968. In 1978, just before Carter proclaimed the national
monuments, we had tried to reconcile the positions of the conservationist House and
The experiences in Idaho had prepared me for the greatest conservation battle of all,
the development-sympathetic Senate. The result was an all-night meeting with
Alaska. After watching so many mistakes, here was the opportunity to do things right.
memorable performances by a laid-back Mo Udall and a fiery Ted Stevens.
And the chance to work on it was given to me by Jimmy Carter. Carter had been elected
governor of Georgia the same year that I upset Samuelson. Governors conferences
gave us the chance to meet, become friends, and grow comfortable dealing with each
We thought we had hammered out a compromise. We had a deal, or so we thought.
other. In 1974, I won re-election while he left the Georgia statehouse to embark on
Nobody, however, anticipated the actions of Alaska's junior Senator, Mike Gravel.
what many thought was a quixotic quest for the White House. I had come to recognize
He signed off on the agreement one day, but 24 hours later denounced it and threatened
the determination in those blue eyes and did not chuckle when the "unknown former
a filibuster if the lands proposal reached the Senate floor. We lost the chance to settle
Georgia governor" began to tour Iowa and New Hampshire saying, "My name is Jimmy
the battle of Alaska in 1978.
Carter, and I'm running for President."
Two years later, it was down to the last chance. We were back in the same place, with
I was still in the statehouse in 1976 when voters sent Carter to the White House. I
separate House and Senate bills and no chance of a compromise. But Reagan was a
wasn't planning to go anywhere when, without warning, a summons came to serve in
month away from taking office. We had to make a strategic decision. The forces
his Cabinet. The call came at 6 p.m., Boise time, from Carter's transition team. Carter
campaigning for parks and wildlife refuges could swallow the Senate bill, with its
wanted to meet with me at 8 a.m. the next day in Plains, Georgia. I slept not a wink
complications and compromises, or watch four years of work go down the tubes. All
that night, flying from Boise to Seattle and then taking the Northwest red-eye to
we had to do, in a lame-duck session of Congress, was get the House to go along with
Atlanta. We rented a Cessna 172 and bumped down on a 2,000-foot-long grass airstrip
the Senate legislation.
in Plains. Haggard, dirty, and bleary-eyed, I looked up at a terrifying sight: Sam
D o n a l d s o n and H e l e n T h o m a s were charging across the grass toward my plane.
The environmental groups were initially hostile. I actually had to listen to the idiotic
Was there still time to fly back to Boise?
argument that they could get a better Alaska package out of Reagan and his proposed
Secretary of Interior, J a m e s Watt. Cooler heads quickly prevailed, however. For
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By Donald Paul Hodel, Secretary of the Interior,

1985-1989

Interior is a department with schizophrenia built into its statutory mandates. From
national parks and wildlife refuges to mining and resource development, Interior is
charged with preserving and protecting, discovering and developing—all for the
benefit of the American people.
In recognition of that basic complexity, P r e s i d e n t Ronald R e a g a n gave to me the
same charges for the Department of the Interior that he gave to my two predecessors,
Secretaries J a m e s Watt and William Clark. These charges covered six areas and
we left after eight years with much accomplished:
4*

«F

4*

4*

Restore, improve, and preserve our national park, wilderness, and wildlife refuge
systems: Our accomplishments included establishing 29 new wildlife refuges that
added 1.7 million acres to the system, listing 54 endangered species, and proposing
43 more for listing. We reintroduced red wolves, developed a national wetlands
conservation plan, and completed more than 175 endangered species recovery
plans. Two million acres were added to the wilderness system, $1 billion went to
the Park Restoration and Improvement Project,
and increased funds were made available to the
park system.

established cooperative wildlife research and management programs. Our policy
initiatives led to record payments of shared revenues from energy production,
increased the turnover of fish and wildlife funds to states, and established state
primacy for mineland reclamation. We also carried out numerous wetland
protection projects and heightened public awareness through the Take Pridf in
America campaign. Our efforts also enhanced historic preservation through $9.5
billion in private investment tax credits.
Promote the development of the economic and social resources of Indian tribes
and U.S. island territories: The Reagan Administration fostered multiple programs
and projects to assist Indian tribes with their economic development, protect their
water and other rights in court proceedings, and officially recognize a numht r
of new tribes. We encouraged the development of educational, economic, social,
and political programs to enable U.S.-affiliated island territories to have greater
local control and responsibility for their affairs and provided financial aid for
programs in job creation, education, crime prevention, and drug interdiction.
«F

Enhance America's ability to meet its energy and
m i n e r a l n e e d s with domestic r e s o u r c e s : We
c o n d u c t e d oil a n d gas a s s e s s m e n t s of t h e
c o n t i n e n t a l United S t a t e s , Alaska N a t i o n a l
Wildlife Refuge, offshore, a n d the e x t e n d e d
economic zone. We leased more tracts offshore
than in the entire previous 27 years of the offshore
oil a n d gas p r o g r a m ; i n c r e a s e d oil a n d gas
production off- and on-shore; settled decades of
litigation over oil shale mining claims; reduced
regulatory b u r d e n s , and increased coal
production from federal lands. We also carried
out numerous successful mineland reclamation
p r o g r a m s , c o n d u c t e d extensive m i n e r a l and
recycling research and development initiatives,
and completed extensive mapping and
identification of mineral and energy resources.

It would take more space than is available here
to catalogue in greater detail the many things
accomplished during those eight years which
were done to pursue those objectives. Let me
i n s t e a d c o m m e n t on a n o t h e r a s p e c t of
Interior's role.

Increase the supply and improve the management
of quality water resources in an effort to avert a
water crisis in t h e n e x t d e c a d e : N u m e r o u s
Administration initiatives, too many to list here,
cleaned up and protected water quality
throughout the United States in reservoirs, on
Indian reservations, and in the trust territories.
Improve state and local relationships with the
Federal Government through a "good neighbor"
p o l i c y : We c o n c l u d e d m a n y c o o p e r a t i v e
a g r e e m e n t s with states a n d a c c e l e r a t e d t h e
transfer, exchange, or sale of federal lands to state At top, President Reonald Reagan and Park Superintendent Robert L.
and local governments for beneficial public Deskins on a presidential visit to Mammoth Cave National Park in 1984.
p u r p o s e s . We i n c r e a s e d s t a t e a n d l o c a l Above, Secretary of the Interior Donald P. Hodel and volunteers in the
consultation on the offshore leasing program and C&O Canal Cleanup Campaign.
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Bring better government through good:
management and decisive leadership: We)
i m p r o v e d m a n a g e m e n t w i t h fewer
financial resources and personnel
(although the dollars increased, there was
a 15-percent decline in "spending power"
over the eight years and an 11-percent
r e d u c t i o n in p e r s o n n e l ceiling);
streamlined management of bureaus; and
created the Minerals Management Sen ice
Our Administration merged the Heritage
Conservation and Recreation Service into (
the National Park Service, restored
infrastructure in the national parks, and
conducted numerous productivity
enhancement programs and management
improvement projects that reduced cost
and improved efficiency.
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Throughout President Reagan's eight years, his
s e c r e t a r i e s of the Interior p u r s u e d t h e s e
objectives within the framework of his and
their conviction that America could have both
an improving environment and a n adequate
energy supply. We did not and do not have to
c h o o s e b e t w e e n t h e m , as s o m e h a v e
contended. This assertion, of course, leads to
intense objections from those who seek to
promote the opposing view, a view consistent
with the now-discredited Club of Rome report
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that asserted (erroneously as it has turned
out) that the world was running out of
every essential resource.
All of P r e s i d e n t R e a g a n ' s I n t e r i o r
Secretaries were westerners who, like the
President, trusted the good judgment and
integrity of the American people. If given
t h e facts, t h e P r e s i d e n t w o u l d say,
Americans will usually do the right thing,
and we agreed. We understood the role
that the Federal Government plays in the
West because it is often the dominant
landowner, owning a majority of the land
in most of the western states and 70-90
p e r c e n t of t h e l a n d in m a n y r u r a l
counties.
This means that many communities are
completely d e p e n d e n t upon how the
federal land management agencies relate
to them and how these agencies manage
public resources—land, water, timber, Secretary of the Interior Hodel and volunteers in the C&O Canal Cleanup Campaign.
minerals, recreational opportunities, and
in an effort to restore the quality of the park experience for visitors after years of
wildlife. This also means that billions of barrels of oil, trillions of cubic feet of natural
neglect during which maintenance was ignored while new lands were acquired with
gas, billions of tons of coal, trillions of board feet of timber, and untold mineral wealth
available funds.
and critical materials are on federal land and cannot benefit the American people
unless removed and used. Our experience had taught us that under proper safeguards,
The Take Pride in America program was warmly received by people all over the country
this can be done while retaining the beauty and future use of the land for wildlife and
and hundreds of thousands of Americans participated in this effort to raise public
recreation.
awareness of the importance of acting responsibly on the public lands. Public service
ads featuring Clint Eastwood, Lou Gossett, Jr., and Charles B r o n s o n aired all
We understood, too, the causes of the Sagebrush Rebellion—a growing grassroots
movement in the late '70s. It was provoked by an arrogant federal bureaucracy in
over the country.
Washington, DC, that manifested contempt for traditional uses and relationships
between the states and counties on the one hand and the Federal Government on the
The bottom line issue for Interior is this: Do the American people own the public
other. By 1981, the feelings had become so intense in some areas that federal employees
lands or not? If the government (meaning the bureaucracy) owns them, then it can do
whatever it wishes, including withholding access to the lands and use of the resources,
just as a king might do with his properties. If the American people (meaning the
aggregate of individual citizens) own them, then the land managers, that is, Interior
and the Department of Agricidture's Forest Service, ought to manage them for the
current as well as future benefit of those people.
Every time coal or oil or timber resources are locked up or land is restricted against
its prior uses for grazing or recreation, there is a double cost to all Americans: prices
for energy or fiber increase and the national treasury loses both royalties and tax
revenues. While this may not concern wealthy Americans and the "governing elites,"
this is a serious concern for those
among us who are least able to afford
the necessities of life. It is callous and
heartless to ignore those needs so that
a handful of wealthy or privileged
persons can have access to the vast
public lands without enabling other
American citizens to have the same

William Clark, Secretary of the Interior from

Our conclusion was and is that there
must be a balance between the amount
of l a n d r e t a i n e d p r i s t i n e a n d
u n t o u c h e d by m a n a n d t h e l a n d
available for wise use and development
of energy and other resources. By the
end of the eight Reagan years, many
Americans had seen the benefits of
t h e s e views and b o t h P r e s i d e n t i a l
campaigns in 1988 answered queries
about energy and the environment by
affirming that we can do both, that is,
have an improving environment and an
adequate energy supply.

1983-1985.

were cautioned about traveling alone in portions of the West for fear of violence against
them. President Reagan had proclaimed himself a "sagebrush rebel" during the
campaign in 1980, indicating that he understood the frustration of citizens who had
been abused by a distant federal bureaucracy. President Reagan made being "good
neighbors" a priority for the employees of the Department of Interior, and we found
that when we made plain that that was our intention, many of those federal employees
who had been placed in a position hostile to local interests were not only able but
willing to change. After all, they were members of the communities in which they
lived. They did not want to be enemies of their neighbors. With that attitude in place,
the Sagebrush Rebellion went into "remission."
The conservation ideal that had infused the stewardship of the Department of the
Interior for generations had been "wise use." The national parks were to be maintained
and operated for the use and enjoyment of all Americans and passed on for the use
and enjoyment of future generations of Americans. This view was rejected in the last
years of the '70s and replaced with an attitude of hostility toward those who desired
to use these wonderful national assets. An attitude of exclusion of citizens prevailed
among far too many park and wildlife refuge personnel.
It was the conscious effort of the Reagan Administration's Secretaries of the Interior
to reverse that attitude. Early in 1981, Secretary Watt announced an unprecedented
$1 billion expenditure for the National Park Restoration and Improvement Program
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The Department of the Interior can and
should be a leader in advocating and
James Watt, Secretary of the Interior from
pursuing policies that are consistent
1981-1983.
with this view, the wise use view, of
America's public lands and resources. If it does, this generation as well as future
generations of Americans will be well served by the great resources with which God
has blessed this nation. Interior need not be the enemy of the states and local citizens.
It should be a good neighbor working to enhance the quality of life for citizens living
closest to federal lands and for all Americans. It has the resources to do so. What it
must work to retain is the will.
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THE CONSCIENCE OF A CONSERVATIVE

The Outspoken T e n u r e of J a m e s G. Watt
Though most Interior Secretaries were not controversial figures on the national scene, two invited unprecedented national media attention in the
20th Century, one from each end of the political spectrum. Harold L. Ickes, who served during the New Deal and World War II, was an outspoken
and combative advocate of greater government intervention and involvement to address the nation's economic and social problems while James
G. Watt, who served under President Ronald Reagan from 1981 to 1983, was the best known Administration
exponent of less
government intervention and regulation.
Like Ickes, Secretary Watt was
Watt's conservative philosophy
agenda in high profile fashion,
Conscience of a Conservative,

a strong administrator of unquestioned integrity who did not shrink from controversy in pressing his program.
inevitably pitted him against those wanting increased intervention for environmental protection. Pursuing his
he became a lightening rod for the Reagan Administration's critics. The following excerpts are taken from The
which Watt wrote in 1985 after leaving office.

James G. Watt
I have often been asked why I did not finesse the political
and philosophical controversies that surrounded my years
as Secretary of the Interior. Couldn't I have done more for
the conservative cause and more to restore the greatness
of America had I paced myself and been less ideologically
visible and outspoken?

Why? Quite obviously, they
had a higher priority than
o u r n a t i o n a l p a r k system—the liberal agenda.

My decision to speak out was a conscious and deliberate
one. I had served in a variety of government positions for
sixteen years in Washington with little controversy. I had
served in our government under five presidents. A man does
not find himself a member of his president's Cabinet without
some political skills. I was very much aware that delivering
forthright speeches in the full glare of the liberal media was
likely to produce incidents. I knew the personal price.
Some say I could have done more for the modern conservative
cause if I had not spoken the truth so loudly and so often.
But the liberal establishment will never be shaken without
confrontation. We must be willing to confront it if we want to
restore America's greatness. We need conservatives who will
use their political skill and personal discretion to help effect
great changes. There are times when we must pace ourselves
or when we should be silent. But there are also times when we
must stand and speak up and demonstrate clearly the values
that make America.

On The Environmental

Movement

For many years the environmental movement championed great
projects and had a healthy impact on legislation. Then, beginning
in the late 1960s, the politicization of the movement began. By
September of 1980, that process was formalized when the paid
l e a d e r s h i p of t h e l a r g e s t a n d m o s t a c t i v e c o n s e r v ation/environmentalist groups marched lockstep into the Rose
Garden of the White House and endorsed J i m m y C a r t e r ' s
reelection bid.
They came out in total opposition to
G o v e r n o r R e a g a n . Again in 1984
they opposed President Reagan.
Today the statistical evidence of the
liberal agenda of this movement is
abundant. Let it suffice for me to say
that not one of these environmental
o r g a n i z a t i o n s r a i s e d a voice in
opposition to the 50 percent reduction
in appropriations for restoration and
improvement of our national parks
during the four Carter-Mondale years.
Nor did they criticize t h e liberal
members of Congress who voted to
c u t t h e s e f u n d s . When f u n d s for
adding new land to the park system
were reduced from $367 million to
$65 million in the Carter years, there
was o n l y s i l e n c e f r o m e n v i r o n mentalists.
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And w h i l e t h e l i b e r a l
leaders of the environmentalist groups never
c r i t i c i z e d t h e c u t in
funding for parks during
the Carter administration, they never
complimented
the
Reagan administration
for doubling, tripling,
and quadrupling those
f u n d s in i t s
first,
second, and third
years. The restoration
and improvement of
the National Parks
System in the 1980s
has been spectac u l a r . Nor did the
environmental
lobbies applaud the
fact that more land
was a d d e d to t h e
federal e s t a t e for
p a r k and wildlife
p u r p o s e s in 1983
than in any single
y e a r since 1867,
when Alaska was
p u r c h a s e d from
Russians —
Secretary of the Interior James G. Watt t h e
which includes the administrations of Teddy Roosevelt, Franklin D. Roosevelt,
and Jimmy Carter.
Well, you may ask, if all this is true, why didn't you tell us so when you were Secretary
of the Interior? The answer is that I did. I said it every chance I had. But I was not the
one who was choosing what you heard or what you saw or what you read during those
years.

On American

Indians

It is not just welfare that has disabled American Indians, but, quite tragically, it has
been oppressive arrangements in the treaties with the United States Congress. I was
misquoted frequently during my tenure as Secretary of the Interior. But one quote
that prompted controversy was absolutely accurate. I said, "You don't need to go to
Russia to see the failures of socialism. Just go to an America Indian reservation."
The sad truth of that statement has never been challenged. That I dared to tell the
truth was what upset the liberals. The media tried to portray the statement as being
insensitive to the Indian community. It was, in fact, elected Indian tribal leaders who
first expressed this tragic truth to me, as they escorted me through Indian Country
(their reservations).
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The United States government, by law, considers the reservation Indian to be "an
incompetent ward." It refuses to allow the individual Indian to make many of the
decisions that he should he free to make for his own well-being. As a result, every
social problem in America is experienced on t h e reservation in exaggerated
proportions. Unemployment runs 60 percent to 90 percent. Housing problems are
huge. Health problems far exceed those experienced elsewhere in the nation, and the
education provided in government schools is the poorest anywhere.
Five generations of federal paternalism have sapped the initiative of many Indians.
Many tribal leaders do everything in their power to lure their better educated youth
back home in an effort to liberate reservation Indians from the poverty of mind and
body dished out by liberal government programs that insult the Indians' intelligence
and strip them of self-esteem. As Secretary of the Interior, I tried without success to
get Congress to address these problems. I was resisted time and again. The indifference
and lack of fairness of the liberal leadership of Congress is demonstrated by their
failure for more t h a n eight
years to appoint the traditional
Committee on Indian Affairs.
T h e news m e d i a e l i t e ,
meanwhile, had been too
preoccupied with their desire
to get rid of me. Since they
considered me a true
conservative in the Reagan
cabinet, they followed m e
everywhere I went, recording
dozens and dozens of hours
of my speeches, sometimes
as many as ten speeches a
week. As it happened with
other issues, so it was with
this one—no matter what I
said or how I said it, not one
l i n e of my c o n c e r n o r
compassion or alarm
about what has been happening to the American
Indian was ever presented
to the American public.
The media were not
reporting on issues or
substance. They were, by
t h e i r own a d m i s s i o n ,
Secretary Watt's visit to
l o o k i n g i n s t e a d for a
Yellowstone National Park in 1981
gaffe, r e c o r d i n g t h o u sands and thousands of words in search of a few that could be used against me.
Compassion, truth, or fairness were not of interest to the liberal members of Congress
or the media when it came to the First Americans. What was of interest were their
efforts to embarrass me for daring to state the truth. True compassion for the Indian
. . . demands an economic system that provides incentives and an open market place.
Self-worth, morality, and dignity must be reclaimed. The private sector with its capital
must be brought into the process. The individual must he liberated from the
paternalistic control of government.

On the Beach Boys
I got caught up in the whole censorship controversy when reports began coming to
my desk about the increasing problem of drugs and violence at the annual July 4 rock
festivals on the mall in our nation's capital. Shortly after the 1982 celebration, at
which T h e G r a s s R o o t s , a pop and rock band, performed, a mother representing
the Washington chapter of Parents for Drug-Free Youth complained to me about the
use and sale of drugs at that free public concert sponsored by the Department of
the Interior.
Park police had arrested 40 adults for offenses such as assault and disorderly conduct.
Many people who were on drugs had annoyed others who had come simply to enjoy
the music. Six hundred and sixty-seven persons were treated at the first aid station,
many for drug-related problems. Some five hundred young adults had participated in
an advertised "smoke-in," defying the police to arrest them for smoking marijuana.
While there were, n o doubt, many thousands of nonabusers among that college-aged
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crowd, the report of illegal drug use was disturbing. Interior Department park police
stated they had reached the point where they could no longer concentrate on drugrelated activities and, at the same time, maintain order among the several hundred
thousand people gathered for the concert. So they let the drugs and their accompanying
violence run their course.
Part of my responsibility as Secretary of the Interior was to oversee the nation's
monuments and the parks and grassy malls of the capital. Since drug use is prohibited
in all of the national parks, I decided that, to discourage drug and alcohol use, the
next July 4 celebration would be reoriented toward the family, rather than toward
youth alone. I issued a memorandum to the National Park Service directing that future
July 4 celebrations "point to the glories of America in a patriotic and inspirational
way that will attract the family."
Nearly five months later, newspapers and media flashed across America the "news"
that I had canceled the Beach Boys concert. I had, in fact, done no such thing. I had
not used their name, nor had any reference been made to them either directly or
indirectly by me or anyone else. I learned later that
t h e y h a d n o t even b e e n
booked in the first place.
The controversy actually
arose because I was a conservative. Members of a liberal
p r e s s saw a n o p p o r t u n i t y
to c r e a t e a c o n t r o v e r s y by
c e n s o r i n g t h e facts a n d
avoiding the real issues.
Indeed, their strategy worked
surprisingly well. When
The Washington
Post first
announced that I had "banned
rock music" from the celebration, it only mentioned that the
B e a c h Boys had performed in
the past. Yet before we knew what
was happening, banner headlines
proclaimed that I had banned the
Beach Boys. I was astonished. The
impression was given that since
the Beach Boys had appeared on
the July 4 stage two years earlier,
there was something sinister about
t h e fact t h a t they were n o t to
perform this particular year.
The White House was also caught in
the media's net of half-truths and innuendoes. I suppose it was unreasonable to assume
that White House officials would focus on drug-abuse issues when the media asked
only for comments on music groups. During other flare-ups with the press, the White
House had backed me.
I was in the middle of quite a controversy. The original and central issue of violence
and drugs flowing freely within the very shadow of the Lincoln and Washington
monuments was never even mentioned by the media. In its place was a media-contrived
political problem. Liberals and the rock music radio stations were calling for my
resignation. It was an absurd but job threatening political situation. If knowledge of
popular music groups had anything to do with administering the Department, the
Senate should have grilled me on the subject during my confirmation hearings. . . .
Despite all the controversy, my decision that the July 4 celebration should be familyoriented proved to be sound. During the 1983 Fourth of July observance, there were
no reported injuries from drug overdoses or broken bottles, and the number of people
seeking medical treatment was only one-tenth of that of 1982. Leaders have a duty to
champion wholesome c o m m u n i t y values, regardless of media censorship and
distortion. Society must teach and promote values that will sustain a new generation.
It is cowardly and irresponsible to bow to violence in the cinema and to the celebration
of drugs in music on the premise that fashion and art can never be right or wrong,

moral or immoral. To assert that they are above the law and therefore free of
responsibility for their influence is injurious to a nation—as America has proved
to herself.
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PROPER

BALANCE

William P. Clark
Thank you for inviting me to contribute to the Department of the Interior's I50th
anniversary issue of People, Land and Water. I can do no better than quote from my
opening statement to the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources on my
nomination by President Ronald Reagan to be Secretary of the Interior. (United States
Senate, Ninety-Eighth Congress, November 1, 1983.) Hopefully, we maintained that
balance and trust.
"The multiple mandates for which the Department has been charged have been and
always will be the source of debate and competition within the Department, within
the government, and within the private sector.
"The natural wonders of America often clothe—or coexist with—the natural resources
which must be tapped because they are essential to survival of government and of its
people. In a world of increasing complexities, the m a n d a t e s of survival and
conservation become increasingly difficult to administer.
"The first mandate of any government is, of course, security and survival. But this
does not necessarily mean that conservation must suffer unduly. A proper balance
must be struck and the mandate to conserve our heritages for future generations must
be weighed reasonably in the balance.
"My private life has always kept me close to the land. I fully understand the very special
reverence one experiences in the wilderness, our prairies, our forests, our mountains,
our wild streams, and our lakes and oceans. All Americans, especially future
generations of Americans, possess a right to share these experiences, and I indeed
wish to assist in implementing and preserving that right.
"I assure you that I do not see the stewardship of our resources as an opportunity for
partisan politics. Certainly, all responsible Americans, whatever their political
persuasions, must seek a proper balance of competing interests in conserving our
resources on the one hand and our needs for survival on the other. If the Department
of the Interior is to better serve America and Americans, it and the Congress must
join in a bipartisan effort. . . . "

A LOW-KEY STYLE

W I L L I A M P. C L A R K
1983-1985

John Wright, Office of

Communications

In November 1983, William P. Clark, known as one of President Reagan's most
trusted advisors, was tapped to be the 44th Secretary of the Interior. Clark had served
the President in a number of high-powered positions, and was known for his keen
political judgment and quiet but effective management style. He landed at the Interior
Department presumably to quiet the storm after James Watt.
Clark's family had been in California ranching for three generations. Clark viewed
that upbringing and his 12 years as a California state judge as ample experience for
the Interior job. Numerous natural resources issues had come before his court during
his tenure.
Upon his arrival at Interior, he moved quickly to apply his own stamp to Departmental
issues. Clark reversed the Administration's policy banning new park land acquisition
and froze plans for mineral leasing in wildlife refuges. He was a strong advocate for
sharing the cost of new federal water projects with the beneficiaries. Clark also met
regularly with environmental and conservation groups.
Shortly after taking office, the congenial Oxnard, California, native moved to
reorganize the Interior hierarchy, replacing a half-dozen senior officials with career
employees. During his watch, Clark also created the office of the Assistant Secretary
for Water and Science and promised state governors more say in activities on federal
lands within their states.
The mild-mannered Clark worked to reduce America's dependence on foreign oil
(which was about 30 percent of the oil used in the United States) by encouraging more
domestic production, including a policy of promoting intensive activity in offshore oil
leasing. Yet he also halted plans for federal coal sales, pending leasing reform
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regulations, and budgeted more money for state strip-mining reclamation programs
and western water development projects.
Clark's personal style also was reflected in the way he decorated the Secretary's suite
on the sixth floor of the Main Interior Building. He created a western ranch-style work
environment, displaying a sheriff's badge and a Colt .45 that belonged to his
grandfather, a former sheriff and U.S. marshal who tracked cattle rustlers. It was not
unusual when visiting Clark's office to find him working at his desk while a selection
from the popular tenor Pavarotti played in the background and a fire roared in the
fireplace.
Even while Interior Secretary, Clark reputedly continued to advise President Reagan
on national security issues. Clark flew to Berlin as the Administration's representative
at the 35th anniversary of the Berlin Airlift, then flew to Vienna to meet Austria's
minister of environment and deliver a speech on natural resource policy.
Clark was a fervent admirer of President Theodore Roosevelt, arguably the nation's
first and greatest conservation President. Like Roosevelt, Clark is a skilled horseman,
and was often spotted riding in Rock Creek Park. Some on-lookers referred to him as
the masked man on the white horse. The horse was often Amadeus, a snow-white
Lippizaner given to President Reagan by the Austrian government.
In his private conversations and official statements, Clark often referred to Roosevelt,
who created 22 million acres of national parks and forests. Once, after inviting Interior
employees to watch a documentary on Roosevelt's life, Clark shared his favorite
Rooseveltian saying: "Yes, keep our eyes on the stars. But let's also keep our feet on
the ground."
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COMPLEXITY & CONTRADICTION
Manuel

Lujan

Reflects

on an Intense

Interior

Experience

Former Secretary
Manuel Lujan often said
that one of the most
enjoyable aspects of his
tenure was visiting the
"Interior is a complex agency with conflicting responsibilities," he recalled. "It is not
national parks. Above,
unusual for Interior bureaus to have completely different points of view in a
he receives a tour of
controversy," said Lujan, who was no stranger to Interior issues when P r e s i d e n t
the Mariposa Grove of
Giant Sequoias from
G e o r g e Bush nominated him for the Interior top spot.
B. J. Griffin, who was
then acting
First elected to Congress in 1968, Lujan, who represented the First District of New
superintendent of l
Mexico fr) > terms, focused his legislative career on natural resource and space
Yosemite National 1
policy
y and scientific research, education, and fiscal responsibility in
Park.
NPS photo by I
goveri
For two decades, he served on the House Interior and Insular Affairs
Brian Grogan, |
Come
which had oversight responsibility for the Department. He was the Ranking
courtesy of the I
Repu'
(ember of that committee from 1981 to 1985.
Harpers Ferry I
Historic L
Rvperience at Interior was largely shaped by unanticipated and controversial
Photograph L
en
oriental and conservation battles, including the Exxon-Valdez Oil Spill, the
Collection
Northwest Spotted Owl War, and the fight over the American Battlefield Protection
Program.
Manuel Lujan, who was sworn in as the 46th Secretary of the Department on Feb.
3, 1989, found Interior's missions intricately interwoven, its responsibilities often
clashing and not entirely under its control, and its name misleading.

Secretary of
Interior Manuel
Lujan examines
frog and snail
species at the
Harpers Ferry
Center. From left,
are Dave McLean,
Secretary Lujan,
Bobert Stanton,
I then the regional
director of National
Capital Region,
Bob Johnson of
the Harpers Ferry
Center, and Al Swift,
deputy manager of
the Harpers Ferry
Center.
" I n t h e N o r t h w e s t s p o t t e d owl c o n t r o v e r s y , for e x a m p l e , w h i c h p i t t e d
environmentalists against the lumber industry, the Fish and Wildlife Service's
responsibility was to protect endangered species while the Bureau of Land Management
was r e s p o n s i b l e for m a n a g i n g c o m m e r c i a l l y v i a b l e t r a c k s of f o r e s t , "
Lujan said.

The problem is similar with insular affairs. "The coordination of federal policy and
funding for the flag islands and administering compact funding for the freely
associated states are handled by Interior's Office of Insular Affairs, except for the
largest U.S. insular territory—Puerto Rico which is directly under the White House.
Yet, the Congress has plenary authority for our insular policy while our governmentto-government relations with the freely associated states are h a n d l e d by the
Department of State."
But the vast majority of Interior's responsibilities deal with land, water, and mineral
wealth, Lujan noted. "Interior should properly be named the Department of Natural
Resources," he said, "because it's the department that is primarily responsible for
the use and preservation of our natural resources."
Despite its complexities and contradictions, Lujan found his Interior experience
extremely rewarding. "When all is said and done, I must admit that during my 24
years in Washington, my most enjoyable time was at the
Department of Interior."

"The Bureau of Indian Affairs differed with the Bureau of Reclamation in the
administration of dams and irrigation on Indian lands and with the conservation
agencies when it came to species and habitat management on reservations," he said.
"While the responsibilities of the National Park Service and Fish and Wildlife Service
are sometimes in conflict with the Bureau of Land Management, when it comes to
mining and oil drilling on public and trust land."
Moreover, not all of the resources that Interior is mandated to protect are fully under
its authority. "For example, public lands are administered by both Interior and the
Department of Agriculture through the Forest Service," said Lujan, who noted that
Interior also works closely with the Environmental Protection Agency. "And during
oil spills, the Department must coordinate with the Federal Emergency Management
Agency."
Moreover, though the Department's responsibilities also extend to human resources
such as American Indian t r i b e s and t h e people of U.S. i n s u l a r areas, those
responsibilities are not Interior's alone, Lujan pointed out.
"Although Interior's Bureau of Indian Affairs is the administrator of Indian reservation
programs, the trust responsibility for Indian Tribes is not limited to Interior," said
Lujan, who was born in San Ildefonso, New Mexico, and raised in Santa Fe, where his
father was a three-term mayor. "All government agencies share that responsibility
although it has been difficult to have some of them accept that responsibility."
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Above, Mr. Lujan, who still
enjoys visiting with NPS friends and acquaintances, takes part
in a Founder's Day celebration last Aug. 25 at the NPS Santa Fe Office. From left are
John Cook, director of the NPS Intermountain Region, Jerry Rogers, superintendent of
the Intermountain Support Office, Dani Cook, Nancy Burgas, and Lujan. More than
125 guests, including employees from Santa Fe, Denver, Petroglyph National
Monument, Pecos National Historical Park, and Big Bend National Park as well as
NPS retirees and friends enjoyed the cookout and entertainment in the beautifully
manicured patio of the Old Santa Fe Trail Building. NPS Photo by Cec Matic
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National Park Service
Robert G. Stanton, Bureau Director
Ricardo Lewis, Bureau Editor

Ranger Frances "Jim" Pound, one of the first
women rangers in the National Park
Service, at the North Entrance Station of
Yellowstone National Park in 1926.

Cc:Mail to Rick Lewis at NP-WASO
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Stories of Frances "Jim" Pound and Early Park Service Days
as told to Park Ranger Carol Shively
The transition from army to civilian administration of Yellowstone National Park is an historical episode often
retold by ranger-naturalists. But few people are as uniquely qualified to provide personal insight into the
story as Frances " J i m " P o u n d , one of the first women rangers in the National Park Service.
Though the park was established in 1872, the first superintendents were not provided money, staffing, or
authority to protect it. Poachers and vandals ravaged park resources. Under an agreement between the
Secretary of the Interior and the War Department, the United States Army was called to the rescue, serving
at Yellowstone for 32 years in one of its most unusual assignments.
Frances Pound, who was nicknamed by her father for an adventurous character in a cartoon strip, moved
to Yellowstone in 1915 when she was eight years old. She literally grew up with the world's first national
park. Her father, Thad P o u n d , who had served as a U.S. deputy marshall in Helena, Montana, became a
scout for the Army at its post in Yellowstone. Jim's mother, Nellie, worked for a season as a matron at the colorful
tent camps that lodged the "sagebrushers" (people who camped rather than staying in the luxury hotels).
Jim has vivid memories of the park during the Army years. She went to school in a converted barracks with a sergeant's wife as her teacher. She remembers the soldiers
stationed at the Mammoth Terraces to protect the fragile formations and to answer questions from the "dudes" (affluent visitors arriving by stagecoach from the East).
She recalls watching the Cavalry drill their horses on the parade grounds of Fort Yellowstone, a dramatic display for park v isitors. Occasionally,
Jim and her sister would slip into the mess hall and join the soldiers for breakfast, enjoying their tales of
Army life. Army scout J a m e s McBride, who later became chief ranger, taught her to ski on the
slopes of the dormant Travertine Terraces.
After several decades, the military superintendents began to feel that the Army's role was to protect
national security, not natural resources. And by 1914, there was a world war to fight. The need for
a civilian agency to manage the national parks led to the establishment of the National Park Service
in 1916.
According to Jim, there was "not a dry eye in the house" during the formal ceremony that marked
the changing of the guard. The Cavalry marched in precision with all their horses and weapons from
park headquarters down the winding road through Gardiner Canyon and, symbolically, out of the
park through the historic Roosevelt Arch. Park rangers became the guardians of Yellowstone,
protecting it in the proud tradition left to them by the military.
Because of the extensive knowledge of the park that Thad Pound had gained as an Army scout, he was
among the original ranger ranks. The family moved into a house next to the Mammoth Terraces. Hot
water was piped into the family's quarters directly from the hot springs. Eventually, the former soldiers'
station became their home, complete with bullet holes in the ceiling, souvenirs of the 7th Cavalry's
target practice shooting flies.
As a young woman, Jim spent many days helping her father at the north entrance
station, admitting cars now, rather than stagecoaches. During
the fall, she accompanied him by horseback on
b o u n d a r y p a t r o l , l e a r n i n g to
s h a r e h i s love of n a t u r e
around the campfire on the
crisp October nights.

After the National Park Service
ivas created in 1916, park rangers became the guardians of the
parks. Ranger Ross, above top, at Old Faithful Ranger Station, 1926. In the earlydays of Yellowstone National Park, bison and other wildlife were managed more intensively
than under the natural regulation policy of today. Above left. Ranger Ray Frazier at Buffalo Corral! in
Mammoth Hot Springs, 1926. At right, U.S. Cavalry troops drilling on parade grounds at Mammoth Hot Springs, 1911.
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On one especially memorable
day, t h e p a r k r a d i o in the
entrance station
alerted
all staff to be on the lookout for
two b a n k r o b b e r s , a r m e d ,
dangerous, and heading in the
direction of Yellowstone National
P a r k . Soon, two m e n answering the r o b b e r s ' description
approached the station. When her
father ordered the men to "put their
hands u p , " young Jim took their
Continued on page 64
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Like Mother,
Like Daughter
Two Generations of Park Service Women
"Hey, Ms. Freeman, look at the man on the horse. I really love that hat. That's
what I want to be when I grow up," the girl said.

exactly

"Hush up, honey," the camp director scolded. "They ain't got no black people in those
uniforms, riding those horses, and they sure ain't got no ladies."
That's what Tina Satterwhite heard during the summer of 1956, when she was an
eight-year-old attending day camp at Fort DuPont Park in Washington, DC. The camp
director, Verna Freeman, who later was Tina's high school physical education teacher,
had offered a harsh reality check to a
wide-eyed youngster. But that admonition did n o t n a r r o w T i n a ' s focus or
dampen her ambition, despite the
formidable obstacles that lay ahead.
One of seven children, Tina was educated
in the DC public schools, graduating from
Eastern High School in 1966. She began
her National Park Service career in 1971
as a r e c e p t i o n i s t at National Capital
Parks-West, when Luther Burnett was
superintendent. Within sight of her goal,
she won a CAPTED scholarship (Career
A d v a n c e m e n t for P a r a p r o f e s s i o n a l s
Through Education and Development)
that was offered by the National Park
Service and a t t e n d e d
American
University, graduating with a Bachelor of
Science degree in 1977. Tina was then
offered a park ranger position and ten
w e e k s of t r a i n i n g at G r a n d Canyon
National Park in Arizona.
Ms. Tina Short (nee Satterwhite) is the site
manager ofAnacostia Park in Washington, DC. She not only fulfilled her dream
of becoming a park ranger but also
inspired her daughter to follow in her
footsteps.

Convinced the trip out West would be a
great experience for h e r
c h i l d r e n , she b r o u g h t
daughters Kym, who was 11,
a n d Nicole, w h o was 7.
They, of course, dreaded
being separated from family and friends in the middle of a school year.
Nicole had already convinced Kym that they should never become park
rangers. Tina rewarded them for making the trip with a three-day visit
to Disneyland before they returned to Washington, DC.

When Secretary Babbitt visited Kenilworth Aquatic Gardens last September, he met
Kym Elder, standing, the site manager, and learned about the dual careers of Kym
and her mother, Tina. The mother-daughter ranger team has contributed more than
40 years to the National Park Sendee, most of this service with National Capital ParksEast. They attend Broun Memorial AME Church, where their pastor, the Reverend
Dr. Henry V. White, appointed them co-chairs of the annual Woman's Day event in
March of 1999. Tina and Kym can be contacted through National Capital Parks-East
Superintendent John Hale at (202) 690-5182. Photos by Bill Clark, NPS

her about where to work during school breaks. The Douglass Home had become a
place Kym loved and enjoyed. She has given tours of the home to hundreds of thousands
of people from all over the world, including heads of state, royalty, diplomats, mayors,
Members of Congress, Senators, professional athletes,
actors, and actresses. Many arrived without expecting any
special attention, just wanting to be in the home of this
great American.
When Kym graduated from Norfolk State University with
a biology degree in 1989, she was offered a permanent
NPS position by Dorothy B e n t o n , who was then the chief
of Interpretation, Recreation, and Visitor Services and is
now retired. Both Tina and Kym have always admired and
greatly r e s p e c t e d Mrs. Benton. Later, Kym b e c a m e
manager for the Frederick Douglass National Historic
Site. Last October, Tina and Kym were among five AfricanAmerican women from t h e i r division to attend the
National Association of I n t e r p r e t e r s Conference in
Anchorage, Alaska.

Tina was rewarded, and pleasantly surprised, with her first permanent
assignment—supervisory park ranger at Fort DuPont Park—where her
dream of horses, hats, and a Park Service career had begun. Observing
the inner city youth who visited the Fort DuPont Activity Center before
and after school, searching for things to do, she recognized there was a
need to develop educational programs for these youngsters. In the
summer of 1979, Fort DuPont Park became the most popular day
camp in the Washington area, because of the educational and creative
activities that Tina and her staff had planned and carried out.
During these years, daughters Kym and Nicole attended more park
activities—meetings, seminars, programs, and receptions—than they
cared to count. When she was nine, Kym began serving as a Volunteer
in the Parks at the Frederick Douglass National Historic Site and became
well-read on the life of Frederick Douglass. When she was old enough
to have a summer job, the DC Summer Youth Employment Program
assigned her to the Douglass Home because of her knowledge of the man
and the home.

Kym Elder, uho has been interpreting
NPS historic sites since she was a
teenager, is site manager at Kenilworth
Aquatic Gardens, in Washington, DC.

After graduating from the Academy of Notre Dame High School in Washington, DC,
Kym attended Norfolk State University. By this time, her mom no longer had to advise
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"This was one of the high points of our careers," said
Tina, who is now a world traveler. "African-American
women are now finding the doors to training opportunities
opening wider every day, not due to the color of our skin
but to the contents of our character, our poise, our
charm, our personalities, and by the knowledge that we
have gained, simply because we thought it worth the time
to get where we wanted to be."

Kym is married to Alan Elder and they have two sons, Alan
and Aaron. Nicole, who has two daughters—Imani and
Nia—is a reporter for the Afro-American Newspaper. Her outlook on the National
Park Service has improved over the years, and she thinks about working for the Service
someday, perhaps in public affairs.
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The NPS Concept and the Reality

ROCKY M O U N T A I N NATIONAL PARK A N D
THE CHALLENGES OF THE MILLENNIUM
Douglas L. Caldwell
At its inception in the late 19th Century, the national
park idea was an innovative and startling concept.
Some observers considered it one of America's finest
contributions to world culture. Yet, despite their
popularity, the national parks approach the third
millennium with trepidation. Their future is clouded
by i n c r e a s i n g v i s i t a t i o n , t h e d e v e l o p m e n t of
neighboring private lands, shifting political
philosophies and policies, and continuing budgetary
constraints.
Rocky Mountain National Park, one of the oldest and
most popular national parks in the nation, reflects the
challenges facing the National Park Service on the eve
of the 21st Century. As a microcosm of the system, it
exemplifies the tension between the original mandate
and today's reality and demonstrates how the national
parks are reaching out to their neighbors, the private
sector, and the nation to creatively meet these challenges.
In 1872, when Congress established Yellowstone National
Park, the concept seemed a lot simpler. America was
primarily a rural society with vast expanses of open land,
particularly west of the Mississippi River, that had entered
the Union u n d e r federal control with the Louisiana
Purchase of 1803, the Oregon Acquisition of 1846, and the
Mexican Cession of 1848.
In some ways, it was a relatively easy matter to set aside
some of these vast government holdings in the West as
national parks, provided the land wasn't good for anything
else. Once satisfied t h a t Yellowstone w a s n ' t fit for
homesteading or timber and mining operations, Congress
set aside the area as "a public park or pleasuring ground
for the benefit and enjoyment of the people."

At the May 1915
dedication of the Rocky Mountain National Park in Colorado, from
left, Stephen T. Mather, Robert Sterling Yard, Acting Superintendent Trowbridge, first NPS photographer
Cowling, and Horace M. Albright. The men at the far left against the tree are unidentified.

The law establishing the park also provided for the preservation of all timber, mineral
deposits, natural curiosities, and wonders within the park "in their natural condition."
This historic legislation set in motion the primary NPS missions of recreational use
and resource preservation—a dual mandate requiring a balance of interests. That
mandate is often criticized both by those who support the national park concept as
well as those who view public land as an impediment to a community's full economic
development.

In establishing Rocky Mountain National Park in 1915 and the National Park Service
a year later, Congress elaborated on this mandate. The NPS was mandated to "promote
and regulate the use of the Federal areas known as national parks, monuments, and
reservations . . . and . . . to conserve the scenery and the natural and historic objects
and the wildlife therein and to provide for the enjoyment of the same in such manner
and by such means as will leave them unimpaired for the enjoyment of future
generations." In the years that followed, a large body of laws and regulations evolved
to provide the Service the necessary authorities to fulfill its mission, (con't on 60.)

WITHOUT STRUGGLE,
THERE IS N O PROGRESS
Robert G. Stanton, Director, National Park Service
Since P r e s i d e n t W o o d r o w W i l s o n established the
National Park Servic 83 years ago, we have made tremendous
strides in protecting our nation's cultural and natural
heritage. Today, we know7 parks are learning places that help
us relate to other living things—to animals and birds and
plants—and especially to one another. Parks show us that
while recognizing and respecting our differences, we as a
nation must come together as one.
Nonetheless, we face incredible challenges in our work. One
of these challenges is our responsibility to reflect the fabric
of this nation—not only the events that define us but also
the people of our country today. We are also involving youth
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in NPS programs, for our children are our most precious
resource. We are embarking upon an ambitious plan to
incorporate sound science in deciding how natural and
c u l t u r a l r e s o u r c e s are m a n a g e d so t h a t they will be
preserved intact for future generations.
The great orator, writer, and a b o l i t i o n i s t , Frederick
Douglass, once said, "If there is no struggle, there is no
progress." On the 150th Anniversary of the Department of
the Interior, we must recommit ourselves as stewards in the
struggle to preserve our nation's heritage, so that our parks
continue to be reservoirs of intellectual, artistic, and
spiritual inspiration.
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At Jar left, the
spectacular Trail Ridge
Road of Rocky Mountain
National Park cuts
through rock and
traverses alpine tundra
at elevations above
11.000 feet. At near left,
subalpine ivildfloiver
gardens abound in
Rocky Mountain NP.
Below, the pristine
beauty of alpine lakes
draws millions of
visitors annually
to the park.

From the late 19th Century through World War 11, balancing visitation and
preservation was less complicated for park managers than it is today. Although the
boundaries of Rocky Mountain National Park and many of her sister parks were
drawn for political reasons rather than to encompass complete ecosystems, rangers
had the luxury of concentrating on what took place inside the parks. West of the
Mississippi, the nation was still a land of open spaces, and little that could directly
affect the remote units was taking place immediately outside their boundaries.
That has dramatically changed. From Colorado's Front Range to the Greater Yellowstone
area, and from communities around Glacier National Park to Las Vegas, Phoenix,
Albuquerque, and Salt Lake City, open lands are filling up with tract housing, luxury
vacation homes, golf courses, resorts, and business enterprises. Park employees no
longer have the luxury of focusing solely on matters inside park boundaries. They now
must be concerned with what is taking place on neighboring lands, because what
occurs outside the parks directly affects what happens to the resources inside.
At Rocky Mountain National Park, efforts have been under way for several years to
develop closer ties with individual landowners, homeowner associations, developers,
and businesses in the gateway communities of Estes Park and Grand Lake so that the
concerns of people on both sides of the boundary' are known, understood, and reflected
in area planning. Through the good offices of a land use specialist on its staff and
working with teams of neighboring private landowners, the
park seeks to influence development on private lands so that
the area maintains its natural setting and attributes. The effort
has produced practical guides for developing properties.

neighboring jurisdictions to
maintain healthy environments for their citizens.
The park also is concerned
with the impacts of increasing visitation on its natural
and cultural resources,
including archaeological and
historical properties. Since the early 1970s, a permit system to regulate overnight
backcountry camping has been in place to lessen human impacts on vegetation and
water resources. A shuttle bus system, also in place since the 1970s, allows more
visitors to experience the breathtaking beauty of Bear Lake without the park having
to pave over natural resources near the lake to accommodate visitors' automobiles.
Surveys and studies are under way to help devise strategies for protecting and
preserving the park's remnants of human activity that date back 12,000 years.
But continuing increases in the number of visitors to the park and growing year-round
recreational use of the resources, due in part to the mushrooming population of
Continued on page 65

Cooperating with realtors in the Estes Valley, for example, the
park developed a brochure for new residents to heighten their
awareness of the unique aspects of living next door to a national
park. That uniqueness requires maintaining seasonal
migration corridors for wildlife, which in turn means using
colors and housing materials that blend with the natural
surroundings. These efforts often require a longer and more
complex process to achieve consensus between the park and
its neighbors. But cooperation in the early stages of planning
is a far more efficient and economical approach than airing
differences in a court of law.
The park's concerns over external impacts don't end with land
development. The deterioration of air quality because of
urbanization, industry, and mining—from as far away as
southern California and northern Mexico—is of increasing
concern. Water quality also is affected when airborne nitrates
and other chemicals are deposited in the park's high country
winter snowpack. When the snowpack melts, it becomes the
source of drinking and irrigation water for Colorado and many
neighboring states.
To meet its mandates to protect natural resources, the park
and other units of the National Park System must remain
diligent in monitoring regional environmental i mpacts on land,
air, and water. Reducing and eliminating these impacts not only
helps m a i n t a i n healthy p a r k ecosystems but also h e l p s
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When Yellowstone National Park was established in 1872, the idea of preserving an
exceptionally large area under the administration of the Department of the Interior
was a radically different custodial concept. Since the Department had been established
in 1849, it had been home to the General Land Office that provided a major source
of federal revenue by auctioning off acres of the "public domain" to the highest bidder.
Ever since the Land Ordinance of 1785, the General Land Office had reserved the right
to survey, sell, and distribute government lands to provide income for the Federal
Government.
National p a r k s , however,
were not to be divided into
convenient parcels and sold
to private i n t e r e s t s . With
little legal or administrative
precedent, managing the
parks according to their dual
mission of recreational use
and resource preservation
required the Department to
develop new administrative
v a l u e s a n d m e t h o d s . As
T h e o d o r e C a t t o n has
written, the Department had
"no preeminent value at the
c o r e of t h e i d e a . T h e
national park idea is more
aptly viewed as a shifting
c o n s t e l l a t i o n of v a l u e s . "
(Pacific Northwest Quarterly,
Spring 1997.)
That constellation evolved
in r e s p o n s e to a n e v e r widening base of local and
national constituencies. The
e s t a b l i s h m e n t of M o u n t
Rainier National P a r k in
1899 e x e m p l i f i e s
the
dynamic interaction among
citizen, scientific, business,
and recreational groups and
the Congress and Executive
B r a n c h in d e f i n i n g t h e
values a n d m e t h o d s t h a t
shape p a r k m a n a g e m e n t .
Forest preserve advocates
laid the groundwork for the
Mount Rainier park initiative. C y r u s M o s i e r , a
special agent for the Interior
Department who investigated t i m b e r conditions
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around Mount Rainier in 1891, criticized vandalism of trees at Paradise and the practice
of starting fires to promote the growth of grass and huckleberries. His work contributed
to the establishment of forest reservations. The Forest Reserve Act was enacted that
same year and used the t e r m "reservation" to describe federal authority and
responsibilities regarding protection of publicly owned forest lands.
Reserving public lands for specific uses was a significant step toward defining
t h e c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of
p r e s e r v a t i o n a n d u s e , in
preparation for working with
concepts still being debated
in t h e g o v e r n m e n t a n d
public arenas. Mt. Rainier
and its surrounding lands
were defined as the "Pacific
F o r e s t R e s e r v e " by t h e
Secretary of the Interior on
Jan. 26,1893. President
Benjamin Harrison created
the reserve by proclamation
on Feb. 20,1893, just before
l e a v i n g office. Even a
century ago, however, wellpopulated areas lay close to
the mountain, making some
preservationists skeptical that
the reserve afforded adequate
p r o t e c t i o n to the land.

A C E N T E N N I A L T O CELEBRATE
On March 2, 1899, Mount Rainier National Park became a part of the growing family of truly national parks.
It teas a new concept that scenic areas be set aside on a national level. The ideals that had generated community
parks, such as Central Park in New York City, were projected to an increased scale of space. Each of the new parks
encompassed more area than the largest of the world's private preserves. Two factors made the new park system
special: each selected area was known to be unique in natural beauty and each was set aside for the appreciation
and use of the public as a whole. Each park is literally owned by us and our future generations.

The m o u n t a i n also had a
local scenic lobby. Rainier's
b u l k a n d b e a u t y seemed
ideal to area residents who
valued the view on clear
days. They felt t h a t t h e
magnificent
mountain
deserved to be honored and
t h e i r wishes were p u t in
writing and distributed
by all of the local newspapers. The Tacoma Ledger
s t a r t e d voicing d e m a n d s
for a park in 1892. The idea
snowballed, particularly
after the Great N o r t h e r n
R a i l r o a d c o m p l e t e d its
Stevens Pass route to Seattle
in 1893. In Seattle, the Parks
Commission, Chamber of
Commerce, and major
n e w s p a p e r s gave t h e i r
support that year.
Continued on page 62
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The idea of preserving the Mount Rainier area spread
nationally. In addition to publicity from the railroads,
vocal support came from a new source of public strength,
the mountaineering organizations. The Sierra Club was
organized in 1892. One of its founders was John Muir,
who today is considered one of the most effective environmentalists in our history. He had climbed Mount
Rainier in 1888 and gave his full support to its preservation in a national park.
Nationally known geologists Bailey Willis and Samuel
Emmons knew the ridges and glaciers of Mount Rainier
from first-hand climbing experience and U.S. Geological
Survey work done there. They proposed the establishment
of a national park during the annual meeting of the
Geological Society of America in 1893. A committee was
immediately formed to provide support. The American
Association for the Advancement of Science and the
National Geographic Society joined the process that
same year.
A great public clamor for a new park was heard by
Congress. Washington S e n a t o r Watson S q u i r e
introduced a bill in December 1893 to set apart a portion
of the Pacific Forest Reserve to form "Washington National
Park." But the Department of the Interior, particularly the
commissioner of Public Lands, opposed the bill because
it severely reduced the land area of the existing reserve.
They felt that Mount Rainier and its surrounding area had
been given proper recognition and protection when the
Pacific Forest Reserve was set up in 1893.
Public support for the park continued to grow, however,
with mountain climbing groups and the scientific
community leading the way. In 1894 the Appalachian At left, the Emmons Glacier, Mount Rainier National Park, Washington. Mount Rainier has the greatest single-peak
r—_____
Mountain Club and the newly glacial system in the United States, radiating from the summit and slopes of an ancient volcano. This NPS photo was
taken in 1971 by George A. Grant.
Just as the Department evolved over its 150 years, so too has Mount Rainier National
Park in seeking an optimal combination of use and preservation. But in the tugof-war between the public's right to use the park and the need to protect and
preserve its resources, the principal players have changed very little. Commercial
interest is ever present. Local and national support groups include the
preservation and scientific communities, National Geographic Society,
mountaineering groups, and communications industry. The U.S. Congress
continues to provide important legal and financial support. And this interaction
still generates positive action.
With an ever-growing population of individuals and groups that value the park's
resources and a wide range of interests shaping its management policies and
programs, Mount Rainier National Park enters its second hundred years confident
that preservation will remain the lodestar of its constellation of values.

organized Mazamas
joined in. These groups, plus a number of
educational societies, prevailed on the talents of Bailey Willis and
the power of the Geological Society to combine park proposals of the
many support committees and produce a "Memorial from the Geological
Society of America Favoring the Establishment of a National Park in the
State of Washington."
Eleven bills proposing the park were submitted to the Senate and the
House of Representatives before stumbling blocks were removed and a
reconciled measure was signed by the President on March 2, 1899. The
General Land Office and the Department of the Interior withdrew their
objection. Interior had been alerted by a Forest Commission study of 1896
that the Mount Rainier area in fact needed protection from "reckless
exploitation of forest and watershed area" and was satisfied that little
commercially usable minerals and timber existed within the park's
boundaries.
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Above left, Mount Rainier as
viewed from Reflection Lakes. Above, sunrise nature walk
with park rangers at Mount Rainier National Park.
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a b r a n c h of g o v e r n m e n t to
manage the public lands of the
nation. James Polk had been one
of the strongest opponents of
such a department, insisting that
management and development of
lands was a matter for individual
states or at least beyond t h e
a u t h o r i t y of t h e F e d e r a l
Government.
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By d o u b l i n g t h e size of t h e
nation, the bounty of land won
from Mexico ended this debate.
With the addition of more than a
million square miles of territory
a n d t e n s of t h o u s a n d s of
indigenous residents, it became
clear t h a t Washington would
have to take measures to manage
these areas. In 1849, President
Z a c h a r y Taylor, w h o had
commanded the U.S. troops at
Palo Alto, a p p o i n t e d Thomas
Ewing
to
organize
the
Department of the Interior for
t h i s p u r p o s e . In t i m e , t h i s
agency w o u l d e x p a n d i n t o a
multifaceted d e p a r t m e n t with
diverse responsibilities.
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Douglas Murphy, Palo Alto Battlefield National Historic Site
It is commonly accepted that the National Park System was created on March 1, 1872,
with the establishment of Yellowstone National Park. Yet the origins of the park system
can be traced to a much earlier date and much different surroundings.
Although Palo Alto Battlefield National Historic Site is one of the newest and least
known of the 378 NPS units, the expanse of Texas salt prairie that it protects and the
events of 1846 that it interprets initiated the series of events that produced the
Department of the Interior, the National Park Service, hundreds of parks across the
nation, and the Palo Alto unit itself.
On May 8, 1846, ten miles north of the Rio Grande, armies of the United States and
Mexico faced off on the Palo Alto prairie in the hrst major battle of a prolonged war.
For six hours, United States artillery pounded the opposing lines, turned back charges,
and produced heavy casualties in the Mexican ranks. The fight ended as a strategic
draw, but set the stage for a decisive American victory at Resaca de la Palma the
following day. This pair of battles also established a tone for the 16 months
of war to come. Forced to withdraw from the Rio Grande, Mexican troops
found themselves on the defensive from May 1846 until U.S. soldiers
occupied their capital on September 14, 1847.

The National Park Service
emerged from this Department in response to a growing desire to protect some of the
natural beauty of the newly acquired American West. In the mid-19th Century, Henry
David T h o r e a u , who had fiercely resisted war with Mexico from his natural enclave
at Walden Pond, spoke eloquently about the importance of America's wild and remote
places. By the late 1860s, the romantic view of nature presented by Thoreau and his
peers had inspired a new generation of conservationists, who began the push for
preservation and protection that would result in the establishment of Yellowstone
National Park.
In the years that followed, much of this preservation enthusiasm concentrated on
n a t u r a l and archaeological sites within t h e Mexican cession and led to the
establishment of such noted parks as Yosemite, Sequoia, Grand Canyon, and Mesa
Verde. In 1916, with 35 park and monument sites already under the administrative
control of the Interior Department, the National Park Service was established to
manage this growing system. In the decades to follow, this bureau expanded into the
network of hundreds of national parks, monuments, battlefields, and historic sites
that exists today.

From the start, this was a fight for territory. Officially, war erupted over a
disputed boundary for the newly annexed State of Texas. U.S. P r e s i d e n t
J a m e s K. Polk asserted that the border lay on the Rio Grande and included
lands stretching as far west as the Mexican city of Santa Fe. Mexican leaders
dismissed these claims, insisting that Texas was but one third the size of
the vast expanse claimed by the United States. Both sides marched armies
to the disputed Rio Grande border and in the spring of 1846, these forces
went to war.
But the conflict was also about land far beyond either border of Texas. As
early as 1845, Polk had stymied negotiations by issuing additional demands
that Mexico sell the territories of New Mexico and Upper California. After
fighting erupted on the Rio Grande, Polk pointed to the clashes as a Mexican
invasion of U.S. territory and as justification for sending an army into New
Mexico and naval troops to seize California ports. At war's end, he was
rewarded for his determination.

"It seems almost a disgrace to think of the many
forgotten graves of brave and noble men that lie
scattered everywhere. The glory conferred by them
on their country seems to demand some better
return. The blood-stained hills and valleys of our
land are the ruby jewels in the crown of her
greatness. And if we fail to mark those spots where
heroes fall with tablets that tell of their gallant
deeds, it is not only wronging them, hut wronging
generations yet unborn, by allowing them to forget
how precious the purchase."

The Treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo fixed the boundary of Texas on the Rio
Grande and forced Mexico to surrender land that would become the states
of New Mexico, Arizona, Nevada, California, Utah, and portions of Colorado
and Wyoming. From another perspective, at the close of the conflict that
began at Palo Alto battlefield, the United States gained territory that would
eventually harbor more than 72 units of the National Park Service.
The battle of Palo Alto and the U.S.-Mexican War became much more
closely linked to the establishment of these sites through the creation of
the Home Department in 1849. In the years prior to the conflict with Marker commemorating
the Battle of Palo
Mexico, U.S. political leaders had continually debated the merits of creating Alto, which was won by the U.S. Army.
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Palo Alto Battlefield National Historic Site was a
latecomer to this booming system, but the 1846
clash on the south Texas prairie played a part in
the push to include battlefields within the mission
of the National Park Service. In the aftermath of
the war with Mexico, many Americans expressed a
need to c o m m e m o r a t e the sacrifices made by
soldiers who had taken up arms during the war
with Mexico. In 1851 for example, T h e r e s a
Viele—the wife of an army officer stationed on the
Rio Grande—wrote the book Following the Drum,
expressing her dismay at the lack of attention given
to the scene of the battle of Palo Alto. In a moving
passage, she wrote:
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Such feelings were not universal, especially among
that large segment of the population that had
Continued on page 65
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Jim and Suzanne were honored guests of
the superintendent at a ceremony and
celebration m a r k i n g the 125th
Anniversary of the e s t a b l i s h m e n t of
Yellowstone in the s u m m e r of 1997.
During this visit, Jim appeared
s o m e w h a t s u r p r i s e d to see b i s o n
roaming wild in the park. In her day,
she recalled, bison were carefully
managed on the Buffalo Ranch in the
Lamar Valley. This was an attempt to
increase the remnant wild herd of
t h e West, w h o s e n u m b e r s h a d
dropped to 23 by the turn of the
century as a result of overhunting.

Continued from page 57

sidearms away from them, all the
while wondering if they realized how
close their raised hands were to the
loaded shotgun perched in the elk
antler trophy hanging on the wall
above their heads.
Impressed by Jim's experience in the
park,
Superintendent
Horace
Albright (who later became the second
NPS Director) asked her if she'd like to be
a park ranger. He explained, however, that
a woman had never before been hired as
a ranger and asked if it was okay to use her
n i c k n a m e " J i m " on t h e h i r i n g p a p e r s
rather than her given name, so as not to
cause a 'gender stir' in Washington. In this
way, Jim became one of the first women
rangers in the National Park Service, with no
questions asked. Jim's mother and the
s u p e r i n t e n d e n t ' s wife, Mrs. A l b r i g h t ,
consulted on the design of the first female
ranger uniform. When the NPS approved the
d e s i g n , it was s e n t to P h i l a d e l p h i a for
production.

Jim also told of helping Ranger
Naturalist Peg Lindsley feed and
care for abandoned and injured
animals. Jim's experience as a
ranger in the 1920s and her
reaction to c u r r e n t managem e n t policy reflect how the
interpretation of the Park Service
mission has evolved over the decades from one
of i n t e n s i v e m a n a g e m e n t to o n e of n a t u r a l r e g u l a t i o n .
Regardless of how resource management philosophy has changed through
the years, the strong c o m m i t m e n t to conserving p a r k r e s o u r c e s for future
generations remains.
At the 125th Anniversary celebration,
J i m , t h e n 90 years old, regaled a
gathering of park rangers, cultural
r e s o u r c e staff, a n d o t h e r p a r k
employees with the memoirs of her
experiences in Yellowstone during the
early years of the National Park Service.
At this occasion, she graciously donated
her original uniform to the park curator
to be displayed at the Museum of the
National Park Ranger at Norris Geyser
Basin. It felt as though she were 'passing
the mantle,' leaving her colleagues of the
next generation with the inspiration and
legacy of her abiding love for Yellowstone.

Jim served in Yellowstone from 1925-1929. Her
primary duties included registering visitors into
the park, sealing guns, and providing information
to park visitors. She also arrested bootleggers
during the years when alcohol was prohibited in
the park. Jim rode in the equestrian procession
at the dedication of the Howard Eaton Trail in
1923. Her story captured the fancy of a journalist
and was featured in a New York newspaper. The
article was called They Call Her Ranger Jim.
Her years in Yellowstone were crowned by a
personal conversation with President Calvin
Coolidge on his historic visit to the park in 1928.
Known as "Silent Cal" in the popular press, he
was anything but that as he spoke to Jim and
P e g Lindsley, park naturalist, at the Old
Faithful Inn, describing with great animation
the wonderful fishing he'd found i
Yellowstone. On that same tour of the park,
the President later threw the ranger staff into
a panic by ignoring his agenda and sneaking
away with two Secret Servicemen to enjoy the
pleasure of fishing on Yellowstone Lake ii
relative solitude. Jim recalls Mrs. Coolidge as
a woman of quiet confidence who was deepl)
moved by the park's beauty.
When the Creat Depression hit, Jim and her
sister, Virginia, who had worked for the
Transportation Company in Yellowstone,
moved to southern California, were they
were soon joined by their parents and
younger sister, Ruth. During World War II,
Jim became active with the American Red
C r o s s , t e a c h i n g first aid to fellow
Automobile Club employees and law
enforcement personnel. Near the war's
end, she married Owen Wright.
When her daughter, Suzanne, started j
school, Jim b e c a m e active with t h e
Parent Teachers Association, holding
several offices. Her upbringing in Yellowstone, her love
of the outdoors, and her experience as a ranger were
i n v a l u a b l e t h r o u g h o u t m o r e t h a n t e n y e a r s of
leadership in Girl Scouting. Jim and Suzanne currently
reside in Alhambra, California. Though her husband's
work kept the family in California, Jim made frequent
visits back to Montana to visit family and to take
sentimental journeys into the park.
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Above.
at top, Ranger Him" and Yellowstone
Superintendent Michael Finley at the celebration of the 125 th
Anniversary of Yellowstone National Park in August 1997.
Above, Ranger Jim, daughter Suzanne, and the ranger
naturalist staff in front of Old Faithful Geyser at the 125th
Anniversary of Yellowstone. At right, Frances "Jim" Pound at
her home in Alhambra, California.
Anniversary Edition
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ROCKY MOUNTAIN NP AND THE
CHALLENGES OF T H E M I L L E N N I U M Q « W M W «
Colorado's Front Range communities, will challenge the park to
devise more effective hut evenhanded systems for controlling
public access. From its first year, when 13,000 people entered
its gates, to the 1990s when more than three million visitors a
year is the norm, the park's growing popularity is both a blessing
and a bane to park managers and employees. Balancing visitor
use with resource protection will remain the park's highest
priority into the 21st Century.
New ways of funding research and park operations also will
continue to receive high priority. The park's friends group, the
Rocky Mountain National Park Associates, and its cooperating
association, the Rocky Mountain Nature Association, will he
increasingly relied on to raise funds from the private sector to
build fully accessible trails, produce educational exhibits, and
support natural resources research and historic preservation
p r o j e c t s . C o n g r e s s , t h r o u g h t h e R e c r e a t i o n Fee
Demonstration Project, is working with the National Park
Service to reduce a massive maintenance backlog. Rocky
Mountain National Park has a $74 million backlog.
But most importantly, the park and the National Park Service
must increase public awareness that the national parks are
a part of America's legacy for all its citizens and that we who
wear the gray-and-green are but the caretakers of this
nation's most spectacular natural areas and significant
historical sites. For the national park idea to survive, w-e
must help all Americans understand the need not only to
enjoy the parks but also to hand this irreplaceable legacy
u n i m p a i r e d to their children and to their children's
children.

Lily Lake and Long's Peak.

Douglas L. Caldwell was formerly the public
information
officer for Rocky Mountain National Park. He recently
retired after 36 years of service.

viewed the battle and the war as an unjustified assault on
Mexico. Nevertheless, it indicated a sentiment that had
existed since the American Revolution—that battlefields
were sacred areas deserving of protection as national heritage
sites. The bloody battles of the American Civil War only
increased this perception and prompted the War Department
to preserve the sites of such epic clashes as Chickamauga
and Chattanooga, Shiloh, Gettysburg, and Vicksburg. The
catalogue of preserved or commemorated sites grew so large
that, in 1933 the military turned them over to the young
National Park Service. Since that time, dozens of other sites
have b e e n added to t h a t list, i n c l u d i n g the Palo Alto
Battlefield in 1992.

T h r o u g h o u t t h e 1850s, a s e r i e s of d i s c u s s i o n s a n d
compromises aimed at reducing tensions over the extension
of slavery into former Mexican territories instead produced
an unbridgable gap between North and South. By the 1860s,
the Union was so divided that it could only be reconstructed
by force of arms. Ulysses S. Grant later viewed this conflict
as a sort of divine retribution for the events that began at
Palo Alto, writing that, "The Southern rebellion was largely
the outgrowth of the Mexican war. Nations, like individuals,
are punished for their transgressions. We got our punishment in the most sanguinary and expensive war of modern
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Rocky Mountain National
Park's
Elk Bugle Corps program involves
some 75 dedicated volunteers who
provide space for elk during their fall
rut, while helping thousands
of
visitors to experience wildlife.

times." By extension it may be suggested that the battle of
Palo Alto and the U.S.-Mexican War were in some way
responsible for the rush to commemorate the Civil War over
the last 100 years.

Continued from previous page 63

The late inclusion of the Palo Alto Battlefield into this
commemorative process again belies the important role that
the battle and the U.S.-Mexican War played as a catalyst for
many of the well-memorialized Civil War battles. Even as
U.S. and Mexican cannon thundered on the plain of Palo Alto,
political disputes about the justice of this conflict and its
potential effects on the institution of slavery were tearing
the country apart. Victory in the war merely intensified the
debate.

Above, Betsy Leverton, an Elk Bugle Corps
volunteer, helping visitors and elk share
the park.

Curiously, the forces unleashed by the battle of Palo Alto long
bypassed the Palo Alto site itself. For much of the past
century, Theresa Viele's desire to erect tablets to the fallen
soldiers of that field went unfulfilled. Commemorations of
the clash on the prairie were few and far between and the
site of the battle slowly faded from the memory of all but the
most devoted enthusiasts.

Clockwise from top left. Secretary of the Treasury
Robert J. Walker urged the creation of a Home
Department because his overburdened
agency
could not cope with the volume of land business
derived from transcontinental
settlement
following the Oregon Acquisition of 1846 and the
Mexican Cession of 1848. Before Interior was
established, disposition of public lands had been
handled by the Treasury and the General Land
Office. Thomas Ewing was the first Secretary of
the Interior. John C. Calhoun opposed, but Daniel
Webster supported, the establishment of a new
cabinet-level agency to handle domestic concerns,
including managing the vast public domain and
treatment of American Indians.
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Yet in the end, the Home Department has come full circle to
Palo Alto. Following decades of promotion and lobbying by
citizens of south Texas, in 1992 Congress passed Public Law
102-304, which designated the field as a National Historic
Site. Interestingly, much of the motivation for doing so was
prompted by the popularity of the many Civil War battlefield
parks and the realization that commanders on these fields—
Grant, Meade, Pemberton, Longstreet, Buell, and dozens of
others—faced some of their first hostile fire at Palo Alto.
Similarly, efforts to preserve this salt-grass plain have been
the by-products of a maturing conservation ethic that began
as early as 1848 with the addition of the Mexican cession to
the American West.
The end result is that a site that helped spur the creation of
the Department of the Interior and shape the National Park
Service has found a home in both. One hundred and fifty
years after President Zachary Taylor, an alumnus of the Battle
of Palo Alto, established the Home Department and 126 years
after President Ulysses S. Grant, another battle alumnus,
signed Yellowstone National Park into existence, Palo Alto
Battlefield is commencing operations as one of the newest
units—but one of the founding influences—of the National
Park Service.
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TRUE GRIT GEOLOGIST

The Vision of John Wesley Powell
Pat Jorgenson
As a one-armed Union officer, he collected fossils
during the Civil War siege of Vicksburg. Though
he preferred the wilderness to the cities, he became
a skilled infighter in the Byzantine world of
bureaucratic Washington. He understood and
articulated, better than anyone before him, the
critical role that federal water projects woidd play
in the development of the American West.
And though the Congress established the United
States Geological Survey on March 3,1879, the vision
that gave it form took root many years earlier in the
mind of this adventurous young naturalist from
Illinois.
John Wesley Powell was horn in western New York
state in 1834, one of nine children of English
emigrants Joseph and Mary Dean Powell. His father
was a farmer and part-time Methodist preacher who
followed the frontier westward to Ohio, Wisconsin, and
Illinois. Young John Wesley was a bright child and
attended school whenever he had the opportunity, but
he obtained a broader education in the natural world
by roaming the fields and woods.

Above top, John Wesley Powell nith a Paiute Indian in 1872 and, at left,
with a Paiute Indian Chiefduring the NAZ survey. Above, Powell's boat,
the Emma Dean, in. the Grand Canyon, 1891.

By the age of 23 he had finished the equivalent of a high
school education and had taught in one-room country
schools. His parents hoped that he would train for the
ministry and encouraged him to enroll at the newly-established Wesleyan College at

RETROSPECTIVE * PROSPECTIVE
As the new director on the Interior "block,' let me
say that I am delighted to have the opportunity to
salute my colleagues in the Department and in our
sister bureaus in this special issue of People, Land
and Water, commemorating the 150th anniversary
of the Department.
It should be mentioned up front that 1999 is also the
120th anniversary of the USGS. Bight now is a good
time for all of us to look back and learn from 150
years of scientific and natural resource management
excellence at Interior and a good time to look ahead,
as we face the challenges of the new century together.
Looking back, it is clear that the USGS has been an
agent of change since it was established by an Act of
Congress in 1879. In 1907, the Bureau of Reclamation
was spun off from USGS, and in 1982 the USGS
Conservation Division became a separate bureau,
Minerals Management Service. Clearly, Interior's 150th is a special time for USGS.
Charles Groat
Director
U.S. Geological Survey

Looking to the present and future, USGS has become the Department's science
agency. In 1996, the minerals information function of the former Bureau of Mines
was added to the USGS. And with the merger of the former National Biological
Service with USGS, also in 1996, the transition became complete wherein USGS
conducts scientific investigations with and for our colleague Interior bureaus whose
responsibilities include management of vast tracts of federal lands, parkland, and
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Wheaton. Illinois. Powell, however, chose to enter Oberlin College in
Ohio, because it offered courses in botany. At Oberlin, he soon organized
some of his fellow students into a botany club and in one year they made an almost
complete herbarium of the county.
wildlife refuges. We are honored to serve our colleague bureaus in the Department
as well as a network of 2,000 organizations at the federal, state, and local levels
nationwide.
A key USGS goal is to provide relevant science to our cooperators, customers, and
stakeholders. We are attempting to address priority issues such as climate change,
habitat alterations, water quality*, aquatic life, natural disasters, and the emerging
issue of pollinators, crossing over traditional disciplinary lines to work together on
these key issues. We are striving to provide objective integrated scientific information
from which policy and resource management decisions can he made.
A key example of our efforts took place late last year, when USGS scientists worked
with partners from across the Federal Government and the private sector to provide
information and map products in a matter of days, and sometimes hours, for use
by organizations that provided relief to the victims of Hurricane Mitch in Central
America. We are proud of this effort, which challenged us to marshal our cumulative
scientific talent, methods, and equipment to provide collaborative, integrated, and
timely information.
Through the use of such real-time resources as our Center for Integration of Natural
Disaster Information, the USGS goal is to repeat this success in the future. Said
another way, while the USGS has historically responded to earthquake and volcano
hazards, the new goal is to expand on this and respond to the entire suite of natural
disasters on a round-the-clock, real-time basis, providing integrated science to
support relief and reconstruction efforts.
As director of the U.S. Geological Survey, I congratulate the Department of the
Interior on 150 years of superlative management of our nation's natural resources.
I speak for the entire bureau when I say that we look ahead to another 150 years
with enthusiasm and optimism. Let us continue.
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In the spring of 1858 Powell returned to his parents' home in Wheaton and joined the
Illinois State Natural History Society, which was making a natural history survey of
the state. Powell was assigned to work in the department of conchology and during
the summer and fall, he traversed parts of Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa, and Missouri on
foot and hy horseback and boat in his search for mollusks.

went on to Washington, DC. There, with the support of General Grant, he successfully
petitioned Congress to authorize him to draw rations from western army posts for a
12-man party that he would employ to collect objects of natural history that would be
distributed to various public institutions.

Beguiled

Feeling more confident of the education he was receiving in the
field than in the classroom, Powell did not return to Oberlin but
supported himself by teaching and lecturing on the wonders of
the natural world. He evidently impressed others with his
knowledge and delivery and in 1860 he was appointed principal
of the public schools of Hennepin, Illinois.

The General Grant

hy the Rockies

When Powell went west he had few maps to guide him. Getting
to the Rockies was no problem, for the Platte River trail was
now well traveled. Beyond Denver, however, there were only a
few maps drawn by cartographers who had accompanied the
Long and Fremont expeditions. On these maps were large
blocks of space southwest of the Rockies, simply labeled
"unknown," or "unmapped territory." Those words were like
bait to Powell, and he made it his mission to explore and map

Connection

them.

Events in the spring of 1861, however, would change Powell's
life forever, as they woidd for thousands of other young men.
Within a few weeks of the firing on Fort Sumter, Powell enlisted
as a private in the Twentieth Illinois Volunteers. Reportedly,
he was one of the first 100 men in Illinois to volunteer for the
Union. Before leaving for active duty, Powell married Emma
Dean, his first cousin.

As one who had explored much of the midwest on its rivers,
Powell was intrigued with the idea of reaching this unknown
territory by means of its rivers. Though many of the Native
Americans lived or camped near the rivers, they were not a boatbuilding people and could give him little information as to what
it would be like to float those rivers. Powell, however, had made
up his mind.

Powell was quickly promoted to sergeant-major and because
of his knowledge of mathematics and surveying, he was soon
commissioned a second lieutenant. Throughout the fall and
w i n t e r of 1861, h e was in c h a r g e of p l a n n i n g a n d
constructing Union fortifications on the Mississippi River
near Cape Girardeau. Missouri.

Upon leaving Washington, DC, he headed for Chicago, where he
ordered four strong oak row boats to be built and shipped to Green
River, Wyoming. Throughout his life, circumstances often had a
way of coincidentally and conveniently favoring Powell and such
was the case in 1869. Only a year earlier, the transcontinental
railroad had been completed, enabling him to ship the boats on
the Union Pacific Railroad from Chicago to the banks of the Green
River.

In the spring of 1862, Powell's unit crossed the Mississippi
to Tennessee and on April 6, took part in the bloody battle
of Shiloh. At one point in the struggle, Powell raised his
right arm to give orders and a Confederate marksman
splintered it with a minnie ball. A few days later, the arm Above, a portrait of John W'esley Powell, circa Powell and his crew of eight pushed off into the Green River on May
1890. Below, Powell at his desk, 1891
was amputated just below the elbowr. With such a serious
24, 1869. The lead boat, the Emma Dean, had a captain's chair
injury, Powell was eligible for an honorable discharge,
lashed to the deck and from that chair, Powell handled the
but he declined the offer, returned to active duty,
tiller and began filling notebooks with his observations of every
and proceeded down river to assist General Ulysses
aspect of the country they were traveling through.
S. G r a n t in the ultimately successful siege of
Vicksburg.
For the first two hundred miles, Powell's party floated a stretch
of the Green that was well known and used by fur trappers.
But once they reached the Green's confluence with the
Supervising the digging of the t r e n c h e s a r o u n d
Colorado River, they were entering territory that had been
Vicksburg was a busman's holiday for Powell. As his
men unearthed what seemed to them nothing more
seen by few white men and whose waters had never been
than strange looking rocks, he would rush forward and
navigated. Powell's description of the Colorado River through
salvage the fossilized mollusks and other geological
the Grand Canyon was the first that had ever been written
specimens. It was reported that at the war's end in
and his accompanying sketches offered the first views ever
1865, Powell, who by then had been promoted to major,
seen from the "inside" of this awesome chasm.
shipped back to Illinois 20 large crates and several field
chests full of fossils. He used the Mississippi fossils
During the three-month expedition, Powell and his men
along with the collection he had left at home to form
saw two of their sturdy boats smashed to bits on the river's
the basis for the natural history- museum at Illinois
rocks and lost half of their food supply. And as they
Wesleyan University at Bloomington, where he became
contemplated running the most difficult rapids they had
a full professor in the fall of 1865.
yet encountered, three of the men deserted, deciding to
take their chances by returning over land. Ironically, those
Drawing on his own experience and believing that far
fearsome rapids, Lava Falls, were the last. On August 30,
more could be learned in the field than in the classroom,
three months and a week after leaving Green River, Powell
Powell immediately began planning a grand field trip for
and his remaining five men emerged from the Grand
the best of his students. At the close of the spring term
Canyon, having proved it could be run and having mapped
in 1867, Powell, accompanied by six students and his wife,
a large part of the area that had previously been tagged
set out across the Missouri and Kansas prairies. They
"unexplored."
mostly roamed t h e Front Range of the Rockies t h a t
summer, and during the course of the trip. Mrs. Powell
Following bis descent of the Colorado, Powell embarked
reportedly beeame the first woman to climb Pikes Peak.
on a lecture trip, describing the w onders of the West and
speculating on the geological forces that had created
such spectacular landscapes. He convinced Congress
Wishing to repeat the success of the first field trip and
that there was much more to learn about the West and
explore more new country, the Powells again headed for the
was granted $10,000 to estahlish the Geographical and Geological Survey of the
Colorado Territory in the spring of 1868. This time they e ^ - " " "
Rocky Mountain Region. Not wasting any time, Powell and a contingent of fellowcrossed the Continental Divide and by the time autumn
scientists, surveyors, and cartographers set out in 1871. By the summer of that year,
came, Powell had no desire to return to the classroom or the confines of civilization.
they had successfully completed the second and much better documented descent of
He, Emma, his brother Walter, and several fur trapper-guides headed for the White
the Colorado River through the Grand Canyon.
River plateau. There they wintered over in a small cabin in the heart of the Ute Nation.
This was Powell's first contact with Native Americans in their natural state and he
soon became just as obsessed with learning as much as he could about their culture,
including their language and its origins, as he had about plants and fossilized clams.
He also began to think beyond the bounds of his university professorship. Returning
from the West early in 1869, he dropped off Emma and Walter in Illinois, while he
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Upon his r e t u r n from this expedition in 1873, Powell resigned his university
professorship and acquired a position with the Smithsonian. His writings of this period
include not only his observations of the western Indian tribes but also his conviction
that the Federal Government should create a single agency that would be responsible
for exploring, mapping, and inventorying the nation's natural resources.
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Left, the John Wesley Powell Federal Building in Reston, VA the headquarters of the US Geological Survey. Below, the
first home of the USGS on Adams Street in downtown
Washington, DC.
vast areas of the West with the waters of its few7 rivers. As
mighty as the Colorado River was, Powell knew it had its
limitations and warned against over allocation of its waters.
Powell realized that to determine how much water these
western streams and rivers were carrying, measuring devices
vvould need to be installed. The first of these USGS "gaging
stations" was established on the Rio Grande River at Embudo,
New Mexico, in 1889. Powell also knew that if water was to
be w i t h d r a w n from t h e river a n d moved a b o u t as a
commodity, there would have to be a standard unit of
measurement of allocation, so he came
up with the "acre-foot," or the amount
of water that would be needed to flood
one acre to a depth of one foot—or
about 326.000 gallons.
The Irrigation Survey soon consumed
all of h i s t i m e a n d e n e r g y , a n d
ultimately cost him his job. He argued
for strict limitations on the amount
of western land that should be brought
under irrigation and even advocated
t h a t r e g u l a t i o n of t h e s e w e s t e r n
waters belonged in the Department
of A g r i c u l t u r e , r a t h e r t h a n t h e
Department of the Interior. In 1894,
u n d e r p r e s s u r e from those at t h e
Department of Interior who disagreed
with him, Powell resigned as director
of the Geological Survey.

Conflict and Genesis
Powell was not alone in promoting surli an agency. Two other scientific
explorers, Ferdinand Hayden and Lt. G e o r g e W h e e l e r , had also
heen successful in getting Congressional backing for their surveys of
the West. By 1878 the rivalry and duplicity between theirs and Powell's
Rocky M o u n t a i n Survey t h r e a t e n e d to stall all C o n g r e s s i o n a l
appropriations.
At Powell's suggestion, Congress called on the National Academy of
Sciences for advice. In late 1878, an Academy committee proposed a
plan for the creation of three separate bureaus to conduct topographic,
geologic, and ethnologic surveys of the western part of the country. The
plan was adopted but through an oversight, no funds were appropriated
to support an independent topographic bureau, so it was folded into
the geologic survey.
Just as there had been much political maneuvering and manipulation
by Powell, Hayden, and Wheeler to get their surveys funded, now7 the
race was on to see which of the three would become the director of the
newly-created Geological Survey. Because Wheeler's surveys h a d b e e n strictly
topographical and funded by the Army, he did not have much backing for supervising
a civilian bureau.
Hayden, as director for several surveys that had been funded by the Department of
the Interior, seemed by many to be the natural choice. Powell could not stand Hayden,
however, and rather than engage in a prolonged battle between his backers and those
of Hayden, Powell threw his support behind the candidacy of a "brilliant young mining
geologist," Clarence King. To Hayden's dismay, and with Powell's support, King was
appointed the first director of the USGS on March 3, 1879.
Although Powell must no doubt have been disappointed to see another man hold the
directorship of an organization that he had worked so long to establish, once again,
events took a strange twist to favor Powell. King was primarily a mining geologist and
saw the newly established USGS as an agency that would guide and aid mining
companies to the remaining undiscovered "mother lodes" of the West. It soon became
apparent that King's ties to the mining interests were too close and sooner or later
might lead to a conflict of interest and possibly scandal, so after serving as director
for only two years, King resigned. Six days later, with no opposition, John Wesley Powell
was appointed as the second director of the USGS.
In addition to being director of the Geological Survey, which now included the
"topographic corps," Powell was also director of the Bureau of Ethnology and a director
of the Smithsonian. He directed all of these endeavors from his cluttered office in the
Adams Building in downtown Washington, DC, where he often worked throughout the
day, into the night, and then slept in his clothes on a small cot in his office. Emma
Powell gave up trying to keep her husband, his heavy beard, and his wardrobe
presentable, and the couple socialized very little.
In 1888 Powell's responsibilities increased as the newly created Irrigation Survey was
also placed under his directorship. Heading up this survey was a responsibility that
came naturally to Powell. His exploration of the Colorado Plateau and desert regions
had convinced him that the nation would be making a mistake if it tried to irrigate
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Powell, now 60 years old, was far from
ready to retire. He continued to serve
as a director for the Smithsonian, was
a c h a r t e r m e m b e r of t h e National
Geographic Society, and served one
term as the president of the American
Association for t h e Advancement of
Science. But most importantly, Powell
c o n t i n u e d h i s d i r e c t o r s h i p of t h e
B u r e a u of Ethnology, which l a t e r
joined the Bureau of Indian Affairs. He
recognized that these Native American cultures which had once dominated a continent
were quickly being eliminated or assimilated, with little to document their existence.
With the assistance of a small staff and working only from his own and a few others'
field observations, Powell completed a 12-volume set of ethnographic works on the
various tribes, including descriptions of their physical characteristics, social practices,
and languages. His map of tribal distribution, based on linguistic stock, is still used
by anthropologists.
In the summer of 1902, while at his cottage on the Maine coast, Powell suffered a
stroke and died there on Sept. 23. He was 68. Powell was buried at Arlington National
Cemetery, with full military honors. A modest monument marks his grave.
But the true monument to John Wesley Powell stands not at Arlington but in the woods
near Dulles Airport. There the seven-story, eight-sided, star-shaped towers of the
John Wesley Powell Federal Building rise above the rolling hills and serve as the
national headquarters of the U.S. Geological Survey. Appropriately, the director's office
looks westward.

EPILOGUE OF THE BRAINS
For years, J o h n Wesley Powell and colleague JW McGee engaged in a lively,
good-natured debate as to which of them had the biggest brain, and therefore
was the smartest. Although neither of them would ever know7 the answer, they
made sure the rest of the world would know, by directing that upon their deaths,
their brains should be carefully removed from their skulls, weighed, and then
preserved by curators at the Smithsonian. Although the brains of these two men
have never been on public display, they are available for viewing, upon request.
Side by side in their jars of formaldehyde, they look no different from one another,
but if you were allowed to remove them from the jars and wreigh them, you would
learn that the heaviest, at 1,488 grams, belongs to John Wesley Powell.
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HILARIOUS
HARDROCK
HISTORY
The USGS Pick and Hammer Club
Pat Jorgenson and George Gryc
Long before "Politically Incorrect" and '^Saturday Night Live," there were the
annual "Pick and Hammer" shows producecLby employees of the U.S. Geological
Survey. They never were as well known as their latter-day television cousins;
indeed, few outside the USGS and many within the organization were ever aware
of the hardrock humor of the geological gags. But for those who were aware
and involved, the a n n u a l raucous "romps were p l a n n e d , practiced, and
anticipated for months.
The foundation for the Pick and 'Hammer Club was laid in 1894 when seven
"younger menJn the geologic branch" organized to "promote social intercourse
and informality and vigor," which was their way of saying they wanted to get
together dver a few beers and gripe about their supervisors. The called
themselves the "Triple A"s," qr ""Association of Ambitious Assistants."

From the program of the Pick & Hammer show staged in April 1986, left to right. Gene Robertson.
PaulHearn, Carolyn Harrison, John Keith, Don Kelly, Dallas Peck, Kathleen KraffI Gohn, Elliott
Spiker, Bruce Lipin, and Penny Hanshaiv. Explanatory text states that they are gathered in the
parking lot at USGS headquarters to pay homage to a traditional USGS product, compost.
The director, who personally supervises the long-term project, Compost Resources of the World,
was on hand for a compost quality assessment (see truckbed). The individuals in the photo are
highly skilled composters whose talents include faulting in compost,
low-temperature
geochemistry of compost, and writing and editing of compost.

The first of ficial mentionof the group came in 1904, aboht 10 years after' its founding,
at a dinner to commemorate the 28th anniversary of the USGS. By this time the club
had a membership of 59 and had divided itself into two groups, the senior members,
dubbed "Hammers," and the junior members, known as "Picks," The names, of course,
were taken from the two tools most vital to a geologist, and which are depicted in the
official seal of the USGS. In 1905, the Triple A's officially changed the name of their
unofficial organization to the "Pick and Hammer Club."
Membership was at first confined to younger Washington, DC, geologists, chiefly those
who were employed by the USGS at its building on Adams Street. Newly appointed
assistants were always welcomed,but for a long time older men, especially those who
administered programs rather than going to the field, were barred from membership.
"It is feared that their presence might infect the meetings with solemnity and repress
free and fearless discussion," according to one of the club's early tracts.

House?," was first presented to deflate a senior-level geologist who insisted that his
designation as a Ph.D. always be used when addressing him. It is sung to the tune of
"Pretty Baby"—
Everybody loves a doctor, that's why I'm in love ivith me,
Call me doctor, call me doctor.
And whenever you address me, don't forget the Ph.D.,
Call me doctor, call me doctor.
For Em just a little better than the average sort of man
Could ever hope to be.
So in grateful recognition, all you lesser mortals can
Call me doctor, that's me!
The yearly shows debuted under titles such as "King for a Day, or What's All the
Hubbub, Bub?"; "Birth of a Notion, or the Weaning of the West;" and "The Thousand
and One Nuts, or Who Put the Washington Daze in the Arabian Nights?" One program
cover carries the disclaimer, "Publication Ostracized by the Director, USGS."

Later, as those who had organized the irreverent group began accumulating more than
a few gray hairs of their own, they allowed aging and even
administrative geologists to retain their
m e m b e r s h i p b u t "all t r a p p i n g s of
official authority are to be left outside
the door." The "door" at that time was
Rauscher's, an early-day watering hole on
Connecticut Avenue and L Street NW.
The annual dinners became annual shows
in the mid-1920s and skits t h a t h a d
livened the dessert course were expanded
to two- or three-act satirical and musical
revues. The targets of these parodies often
included the entire geologic community
and its many professional societies. The
shows became known for t h e i r sharply
pointed pageantry to "illuminate the folly
and fallacy of bombastic bureaucracy" and
the songs "to deflate pomposity in all its
manifestations."
scenes from the 1958 Pick and
Hammer show starring
Pauline
Long weeks in the field during the summer
Drohan, at left, and at right, Pick &
gave m a n y g e o l o g i s t s t h e t i m e a n d
Hammer Club pranksters advertise
inclination to write alternate verses for welltheir technical skills.
k n o w n s o n g s a n d to p l a n e l a b o r a t e
choreography that would be practiced after
hours through the winter months. In 1950 a group of geologists became so involved
with their roles as "Der Bloomengirlen" or Waltz of the Flowers from the "The
Nutcracker" that they had tutus made and hired a ballet master to teach them the
basics of the dainty dance. Several of these paleo-prima donnas are still living,
and if in the right mood, can be coaxed to execute an almost perfect pirouette.
Anyone who put on intellectual airs was always fair game for the gag-writing
geologists. One song that became a perennial favorite, "Is There A Doctor in the
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The shows were generally held in various high school and college
auditoriums in the DC area. Although geologists in the Survey's
central and western regional centers in Denver and Menlo Park
tried their hands and wit at producing their own shows, they never
quite measured u p to the standard set at headquarters. An
exception was the 1958 show held in Menlo Park, when future
USGS Director Vince McKelvey played the then-director, Tom
S o l o n (Tom Nolan), and P a u l i n e D r o h a n portrayed Nolan's
assistant, Plain Jane Flawless (Jane Wallace). Songs included
such lines as "High ho, high ho, it's down the shaft we go" and
"Seventy-six field men man the alidades." The shows' programs
always ended with the Latin phrase uSoc Et Tuum (Vigil)" long
before that phrase was used on a 1960s television comedy show.
As the 1980s drew to a close and many of the main culprits, er
o r g a n i z e r s , of t h e Pick a n d H a m m e r shows r e t i r e d and
computers took the place of long, intimate arguments, er
discussions, among associates,
t h e i r r e v e r e n t shows were no
longer p r o d u c e d . Many of the
younger geologists of the Survey
and other bureaus are perhaps
blissfully unaware of the former
frivolity, but when the guys and gals
of the "golden" years of geology get
together, the shows are often the
main topic of conversation.
And i n v a r i a b l y , w h e n difficult
situations arise and are eventually
resolved, the first response from
many old-timers is, "Oh, wouldn't
that make a great Pick and Hammer
number!"
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SUPERGENE
Father of Planetary Geology, Scientific
Historian, Moon Mapper, Asteroid Finder
Mary

Chapman

My co-workers and I still recall a conference here at the USGS Flagstaff Field Center
during which a visitor overheard Gene Shoemaker's excited conversation and laughter.
"Who is that loud guy?" the visitor remarked. "That is the god of planetary geology,"
I replied, "and we all know that gods don't whisper."
To his USGS colleagues, Gene was an exceptionally hrilliant, exuberant, vibrant man
whose angry antics over copy machines and loud happy laughter rang down the
hallways. He also was an unfailingly generous and intellectually honest mentor, recalls
Dr. Susan Werner Kieffer, one of his doctorate students at Caltech.
Gene also is remembered as a very warm human being and so energetic that he seemed
invincible. More than a year after his death, the scientific community and his USGS
co-workers continue to mourn the loss of "SuperGene."
E u g e n e ML S h o e m a k e r died in an automobile accident on July 18, 1997, 350
kilometers from Alice Springs, Australia. He was in the field pursuing his lifelong
passion of geologic studies to help understand impact craters. His wife and science
partner, Carolyn S h o e m a k e r (a longtime USGS volunteer), sustained several injuries
but survived the accident.

Not since the likes of J o h n Wesley P o w e l l , Grove Karl G i l b e r t ,
and Clarence Edward D u t t o n has the U.S. Geological Survey had a scientist with
the influence and brilliance of Gene Shoemaker. He once said that he considered
himself to be a scientific historian whose mission in life was to relate geologic and
planetary events in perspective.
That's a modest statem e n t coming from a
l e g e n d of a m a n w h o
almost single-handedly
created planetary science
as a discipline distinct
from a s t r o n o m y . He
brought geologic principles to the m a p p i n g of
planets, resulting in more
t h a n t h r e e d e c a d e s of
discoveries about the
planets and asteroids of
the solar system.
The legend began as a
geologist of the American
West. Born in Los Angeles,
President Bush awards National Medal of Science to California in 1928, h e
Gene Shoemaker during a ceremony in the received his B.S. and M.S.
Wlute House Rose Garden on June 23, 1992. degrees from California
Institute of Technology in 1947 and 1948, respectively. and began exploring for
uranium deposits with the USGS in Colorado and Utah in 1948. These field studies
introduced him physically and intellectually to the many volcanic features (including
Hopi Buttes) and the one impact structure (Meteor Crater) on the Colorado Plateau.

j

Gene Shoemaker, left,
with USGS colleague Eddie McKee at
Toroweap Point, Grand Canyon in 1968
of the moon and developed methods of planetary geologic mapping from telescope
images. A health problem prevented him from being the first astronaut-geologist, but
he personally helped train the Apollo astronauts, and during Apollo lunar missions
and moon walks, he joined Walter Cronkite on the evening news, providing geologic
commentary.
In much of his asteroid and comet work, Gene collaborated closely with his wife,
Carolyn, a planetary astronomer. Gene initiated the Palomar Planet-Crossing Asteroid
Survey in 1973, and with Carolyn began the Palomar Asteroid and Comet Survey in
1983. Their decade-long sky survey for Earth-crossing asteroids and comets
culminated in the discovery (with associate David Levy) of Comet Shoemaker-Levy,
which crashed into Jupiter in 1994, giving the world of science a major new insight
into both the dynamics of comets and the planetary science of Jupiter.
A longtime resident of Flagstaff, Arizona, Gene founded the Branch of Astrogeology
within the USGS in 1961 and established the Field Center in Flagstaff in 1963. From
1962 to 1985, he blended his astrogeology research for the USGS with teaching at the
California Institute of Technology and also chaired Caltech's Division of Geological
and Planetary Sciences from 1969 to 1972.
Betired from the USGS in 1993, Gene maintained an Emeritus position and was
affiliated with the Lowell Observatory in Flagstaff. He also continued his work with
U.S. planetary exploration programs, including the Lunar Ranger, Surveyor, and
Voyager, culminating his moon studies in 1994 with new data on the moon from Project
Clementine, for which he was the science team leader. Gene was recognized with
numerous awards from government and academia, including the National Medal of
Science—the highest scientific honor bestowed by the President of the
United States.

He did his fundamental research on the structure and mechanics of meteorite impact
from 1957-1960, r e c e i v i n g h i s P h . D . from P r i n c e t o n
University in 1960. This work included the discovery of
coesite (a high-pressure form of silica created d u r i n g
impacts) with USGS colleague E.C.T. Chao. Gene continued
his study of meteor impact cratering throughout his life by
exploring the Earth—particularly Australia—and the
planets, via r e m o t e sensing and mapping. He spent
numerous summers exploring ancient parts of Australia's
surface for records of meteorite and comet impacts,
resulting in the discovery or confirmation of a number
of new craters.
A man of vision, he believed geologic studies would be
extended into space and in his early career dreamed of
being the first geologist to map the moon. During the
1960s, he led teams that investigated the structure and history
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The Shoemakers watching the first
Hubble Space Telescope image of the Shoemaker-Levy 9 Comet
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bistinyuished Pioneer in the
Science of Wildlife Toxicology

Lucille Stickel
Pesticides, thinning eggshells, and bird dieoffs so extensive that the survival of some
avian species was in doubt—the connections are now a familiar litany. And the
relationship of these scientific findings to the growth of the post World War II
environmental movement is also well-known.

Lucille and Bill dedicated their lives to developing the world-renowned reputation of
the Patuxent center. In addition to her own research, Lucille recognized early that
accurate chemical analyses of contaminants in wildlife foods and tissues was essential,
and she fostered the development of a first-rate chemistry laboratory at the center.

But Lucille Farrier S t i c k e l ' s pioneering research into the harmful effects of
pesticides on wildlife and her historic findings and techniques are not as well
understood outside the scientific community and deserve wider
acclaim.
Lucille was born in Hillman,
Michigan in 1915. As a child,
she r o a m e d the fields and
woods, developing a love of
natural things. Later, as her
interest in biology matured,
she earned a Bachelor of Arts
degree (1936), Phi Beta Kappa,
in biology from E a s t e r n
Michigan University. In 1974
Lucille r e t u r n e d to E a s t e r n
Michigan University to receive
an honorary Doctor of Science
d e g r e e for h e r a c c o m p l i s h m e n t s as a c o n t a m i n a n t s
researcher.
She r e c e i v e d h e r M a s t e r of
Science degree (1938) and a Ph.D.
(1949) at t h e U n i v e r s i t y of
M i c h i g a n . In 1941, b e t w e e n
d e g r e e s , s h e m a r r i e d fellow
University of Michigan graduate
Bill Stickel, who became her lifelong research partner and behindthe-scenes collaborator in developing the contaminants research program at Patuxent
Wildlife Research Center.

This lab has evolved into the present-day
Patuxent Analytical Control Facility,
which serves the analytical needs of the
Biological Resources Division of USGS
and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
In 1989, at the c e r e m o n y m a r k i n g
the 50th anniversary of the center, the
C h e m i s t r y B u i l d i n g was r e n a m e d
Stickel Laboratory in appreciation of
L u c i l l e ' s a n d Bill's d e c a d e s of
dedicated service.
In I960, Lucille became assistant to
the director of Patuxent in planning
and guiding the center's contaminant
research program. In 1963, she was
asked by t h e D e p a r t m e n t of the
Interior to be its representative on
the Pesticide Research Subcommittee of the Federal Committee on Pest
Control. In addition to leading the
contaminants research program at
Patuxent, Lucille was director of the
center from 1973 to 1981, making
her the first woman to head a major
Fish and Wildlife Sendee laboraLucille Stickel with her tory. D u r i n g h e r t e n u r e as lab
husband and research colleague Bill Stickel. director, she added 1,760 acres to
the center's lands. In 1967, Lucille
was presented the Federal Woman's Award. She also received the Interior Department's
Distinguished Service Award and the Wildlife Society's Aldo Leopold Award.

After teaching biology and mathematics at Ypsilanti High School in Michigan and
Lucille's commitment to the preservation of natural resources went far beyond her
serving as a research and teaching assistant in botany and zoology at the
professional career at Patuxent. She and her husband financially supported
various environmental causes, especially The Nature Conservancy.
University of Michigan, Lucille was hired as a junior biologist in 1943 at
Among
Her research interests extended far beyond contaminants. Her
the Patuxent center. In 1948, she was promoted to wildlife research
her many
scientific
studies of box turtle populations on Patuxent grounds spanned
biologist and in 1974, to senior scientist.
contributions
to the
nation,
several decades, as did her work with her husband on black
icille Stickel served on the research
rat snakes. As she neared r e t i r e m e n t , she listed the
Lucille was one of the early pioneers in the fledgling field of
panel of the Working Group on Pesticides
preservation of the lands of the center as the most
wildlife toxicology. Her i m p r i n t on t h e field a n d on
formed
by the Council on
Environmental
important goal of Patuxent in the future.
contaminants research at the center continues today. She
Quality,
the National
Academy
of
Sciences
published her first contaminant paper, a study of the new
Panel on Monitoring
Persistent
Pesticides
in
pesticide DDT, in 1946.
the Marine Environment,
the Study Group on
On March 12, 1982, Lucille and Bill retired to the
Unintended
Occurrence
of Pesticides
in the
mountains near Franklin, North Carolina. However,
the Swedish
Conference
on
At that time, virtually nothing was known about the Environment,
her profound influence on contaminants research at
Chlorinated
Hydrocarbon
Pesticides, the
National
harmful effects of pesticides on wildlife. The early work
P a t u x e n t r e m a i n s . P e r h a p s one of the strongest
Research
Council
committee
on Pest
Control
by Lucille and some of her colleagues helped form much
evidences of her legacy is that, of the 40 biologists and
Regulatory
Decision Making at the Federal
and
of the basis of Rachel Carson's famous book, Silent Spring,
15 chemists she recruited over several decades to study
State Levels, the Environmental
Protection
which brought the issue of environmental contaminants,
c o n t a m i n a n t s , n e a r l y a d o z e n r e m a i n a n d have
Agency's
Administrator's
Pesticide
Policy
particularly DDT, to the public and resulted in a new age of
distinguished careers of their own. A still larger number
Advisory
Committee,
and was
project
e n v i r o n m e n t a l awareness a n d an u n d e r s t a n d i n g of the
of the contaminants scientists she recruited and helped
leader of the US/USSR
Environmental
importance of preserving Earth's resources in the face of ever
train are working at other federal agencies. More than 1,000
Agreement-Effects
of
Chemicals
increasing demands on them. The impact of Lucille's research as
research papers on contaminants have been published at
Used
in
Agriculture
on
the basis for the issues that Carson raised in her book cannot be
Patuxent by the scientists she hired.
Fauna.
overemphasized.
From the 1960s until she retired in 1982, Lucille helped to develop and lead the
wildlife toxicology program at Patuxent. She published 42 scientific papers on the
effects of contaminants on wildlife. Her research, in collaboration with her husband,
on the use of diagnostic tissue residues of contaminants is a major accomplishment
in the field of wildlife toxicology.
They demonstrated that concentrations of many organochlorine pesticides in the
brains of dead birds could be used to determine whether those chemicals were
responsible for their deaths. Under her leadership, Patuxent scientists provided the
laboratory proof that DDE, the organic compound produced by the metabolism of
DDT, was the chemical that caused eggshell thinning in birds. (The unnaturally thin
eggshells were so fragile that they couldn't bear the weight of the parent bird and
consequently broke during incubation, resulting in nesting failure and population
declines.)
nraSD
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On Nov. 15, 1 9 9 8 — m o r e t h a n 50 years after her first p a p e r on
contaminants was published—the Society of Environmental Toxicology and
Chemistry presented its prestigious Rachel Carson Award to Lucille at its annual
meeting in Charlotte, North Carolina, yet another testament to the importance and
staying powrer of her many contributions to the field of wildlife toxicology.

Editor's Note: Lucille Stickel spent her entire career as a wildlife research scientist
in the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. The wildlife research component of the FWS
was transferred to the USGS in 1996; therefore, the story of Lucille's contributions
to science and to the world are included in the USGS section oiPLW.
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Bureau of Land Management

A Li jyjnTH W A S T ; A BRIDGE TOWnurff
With landscapes ranging from desert mountains and eroded canyons to great expanses
of sagebrush and tundra flats, Bureau of Land Management sites cover a vast area of
the American West, offering stately beauty, majestic vistas, healthful recreational
activities, and an array of natural resources that provide livelihoods for thousands of
communities.

million acres; and protecting public health, safety, and property from illegal dumping
of hazardous material, theft of federal property, and misuse of resources. Moreover,
in a typical year, BLMers help to suppress wildfires that threaten private property and
public resources and carry out prescribed burns that help to prevent large scale
uncontrollable wildfires.

The bureau has a broader range of resource management
jobs than any other Interior unit. BLM annually authorizes
20,000 western ranchers to use public rangelands, sells as
much as 170 million board feet of sawtimber and other forest
products, and issues thousands of leases for oil, gas, and
geothermal exploration and development. Public lands are
made available for coal production, gold and silver mining,
sand and gravel operations, electrical transmission lines,
hunting and fishing guide services, and movie filming.

About 9,000 BLM employees h a n d l e these widely
varying responsibilities, managing more than 264
million acres—about one-eighth of America's land
surface, or 41 percent of the lands u n d e r federal
ownership. They also are responsible for overseeing
560 million acres of subsurface mineral, oil, and gas
deposits. Most BLM-administered lands are in eleven
western states and Alaska, though small parcels are
scattered throughout the eastern United States.

BLM employees oversee these commercial uses to ensure that
they are conducted in accordance with federal laws and that
the lands are restored after mining, construction, and filming
are completed. The activities generated $1.3 billion in
revenue in fiscal year 1998, which was shared with state, local,
and tribal g o v e r n m e n t s . More t h a n $740 million was
transferred to the states in fiscal vear 1998.

Though these n u m b e r s are staggering, the biggest
challenge facing BLM employees is developing a
reasonable balance among these multiple uses of
public lands. How the bureau, which began as the
General Land Office, came to its complex role and
responsibilities is as much a story of America's changing
values as it is of m a n a g i n g t h e nation's n a t u r a l
resources.

BLM also manages more than 1,000 recreational sites but the agency's major emphasis
is on providing "wide-open spaces"—areas, rivers, and trails for biking, hiking,
camping, fishing, and similar activities. BLM-managed units will support nearly 65
million recreational visits by the year 2000. The abundant wildlife that live on public
lands adds to the outdoor recreational experience. About 1.5 million deer, 250,000
elk, 25,000 bighorn sheep, and many other species inhabit the public domain under
BLM's care. The 40,000 wild horses and burros that roam BLM lands provide a unique
reminder of the history of the American West.
The bureau's job description also includes: the preservation of significant cultural
and natural features on public lands, which required an inventory of more than 10
million acres for cultural resources and recorded 180,000 properties; managing 1.6
million acres of designated wilderness lands and special management for another 25
Molly S. MclJsic, counselor to the Secretory, has played a
key role in a number of Departmental land initiatives in the
West.. Including the historic Utah land exchange agreement
and the Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument. She
joined Interior in July 1997 and served as the lead federal
negotiator on the Utah state'federal land exchange that
resolved the difficult issue of state school trust lands located
in national preserves. The agreement was signed into law
by the President on Oct. 31. 19911. Mel sic also was responsible
for managing the development of the land use plan for the
Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument. She is the
Department lead on property rights/takings in Congress and
the Executive Branch. McUsic is a graduate of the University
of North Carolina School of Law and received herJ.D.. magna
cum laude, from Harvard Laic School, where she also was
editor of the Harvard Law Review.
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The Public Domain,

1812-1946

The Federal Government became the legal guardians of the public domain as these
lands were acquired by the U.S. Government through treaties with American Indians,
foreign powers, and neighboring nations. National policy generally provided for the
disposal of the lands to pay off the public debt and provide a revenue stream for the
Federal Government.
In 1812, Gongress established the General Land Office under the Treasury Department
to administer and dispose of the public domain. The Land Office played a major role
in trans-Appalachian settlement under the Public Lands Act of 1820, which allowed
tracts as small as 80 acres to be sold for $1.25 an acre. Public land sales boomed and
the term "doing a land-office business" soon came into the American lexicon,
signifying the swift and lucrative transactions that took place.
The vast new public domain acquired through the acquisition of Oregon in 1846 and
the Mexican-American War of 1848 spurred the Thirtieth Gongress to pass a hill
transferring the General Land Office from a beleaguered Treasury Department to the
new Department of the Interior. President J a m e s K. Polk signed the bill a few
minutes before midnight on March 3. 1849—his last day in office.
Under Interior, the General Land Office loomed especially large in the westward
movement following the enactment of three historic laws in 1862. Under the PacificRailroad Act, land grants made possible the speedy construction of the Union Pacific-,
Central Pacific, Northern Pacific-, Santa Fe, and Southern Pacific railroads. Under the
Morrill Act, land grants financed the e s t a b l i s h m e n t of state universities and
agricultural colleges. And under the famed Homestead Act, settlers obtained free 160acre homesteads.
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Of the 1.8 billion acres disposed of by the General Land Office during the 19th and early
20th centuries, two-thirds went to citizens, corporations, and the states. Railroads
received more than 94 million acres while homesteaders ultimately claimed almost 290
million acres. That built the country's economic foundation, opened the West to
settlement, and united the vast expanses of territory into one nation. Many of the
remaining lands were set aside for national forests, wildlife refuges, parks, and
monuments. At its peak in the 1880s, the General Land Office rarely had more than
1,000 employees, nearly half of whom were clerks toiling in Washington over huge ledger
books in which land transactions were recorded.
Nothing more dramatically stimulated the westward movement than discoveries of gold,
silver, and other valuable minerals on the public lands. The thousands who rushed to
California in 1849 were followed by other waves to Oregon, Nevada, Idaho, Montana, and
Colorado in the 1850s and 1860s as mineral strikes were publicized there. Though the
Mining Law of 1872 allowed prospectors to protect their interests by marking their claims
and filing notice, the) were not required to prove mineral production within a reasonable
time. Hence, thousands of acres of public land became encumbered with claims of no
public or private benefit. The Minerals Leasing Act of 1920 partially remedied this
problem by requiring private producers to pay the Federal Government minimal rent
and royalties on oil, coal, or other mineral production from public lands that they leased
from the General Land Office.
Livestock grazing was the last major unregulated economic use of the
public lands. As 20th-century homesteaders pushed stockmen into
the semi-arid Rocky Mountain Plateau, competition for the waning
grasslands intensified. Overgrazing turned range to desert. Ry 1934—
at the height of the Dust Bowl years of the Great Depression—the
need for what conservationists had unsuccessfully urged three
decades earlier was widely apparent and Congress passed the Taylor
Grazing Act. The law authorized the Secretary of the Interior to place
80 million acres of the public domain in grazing districts and set
rules and fees for grazing permits. Twenty-five percent of the fee
receipts could go for range improvements. The Taylor Act essentially
ended the homesteading era in the lower 48 states.

The Escalante
River near
Escalante, Utah,
exhibited
considerable
change between
1949, top, and
1992, at left.
Innovative
management
techniques,
including shifting
livestock grazing
to late fall-early
winter in the
1960s, resulted
in dramatic
improvements in
channel and
riparian
vegetation
conditions.

Interior's new Grazing Division, which became the Grazing Service in
1939, provided active range management, controlling the use of the
public lands for grazing and introducing policies and management
approaches to improve the condition of these rangelands. Under
tarring ton R. Carpenter, its first chief, the Grazing Division relied
heavily on local citizen participation in organizing the districts and
approving permit applications.

The Public Domain, 1947-1999
On July 16, 1946, President Harry T r u m a n signed Reorganization Plan *3 merging
the General Land Office, one of the oldest federal bureaus, with the Grazing Service,
one of the newest, to create the Bureau of Land Management. "That date," notes BLM
historian E. Louise Peffer, "opened a new chapter in the history of public land
administration in the United States."
As i n h e r i t o r of t h e o r i g i n a l I n t e r i o r
component most concerned with lands and
natural resources, BLM may be considered
the core of the modern Department. In the
post World War II p e r i o d , f i n d i n g a
balance between its land disposal and
conservation mandates proved daunting
for t h e n e w a g e n c y . U n d e r t h e
leadership of Marion Clawson, the
second director, BLM began to meet
this challenge and over the years
developed a land inventory, classification, and planning system.
It became increasingly apparent in
the boom years of the 1950s that
public lands were being equally
v a l u e d for t h e r e c r e a t i o n a l
opportunities they offered, the
cultural resources they
c o n t a i n e d , a n d as America
b e c a m e an increasingly
urban world, their vast open
spaces and environmental
resources. The people
who used these lands
g r a d u a l l y c a m e to a
fuller realization of the
often s u b t l e c o n n e c -
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tions between the parts of the landscape—the soil, the birds, the water, the animals,
and the forests—all the pieces of the puzzle.
Those connections are strands in the web of life on which we also depend for food,
clean air and water, livelihoods, peace of mind, and quality of life. This new
understanding of our environment and the reality of the American landscape reveal
that we must work together to safeguard the beauty and health of our heritage.
Under the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976, the BLM received a
clarified and comprehensive mission statement emphasizing multiple use, sustained
yield, and environmental protection. The bureau's mandate is to manage the public
domain to accommodate many uses, while sustaining the long-term health, diversity,
and productivity of the public lands for the use and enjoyment of present and future
generations. The multiple use philosophy created a system in which the same area of
land could be used simultaneously for several purposes, often by different groups and
individuals.
To promote both biological diversity on the public lands and sustainable development
of tbeir resources, BLM uses a landscape or watershed approach. Most Americans with
a strong sense of place and regional consciousness can identify with the natural
surroundings and characteristics of one's home, whether that's the Rocky Mountains,
Palm Springs, California, or Billings, Montana. Its premise is simple: partnerships
among all the people who live in and make decisions about the community's natural
landscape.
The need for common ground in this vital decision-making process led BLM to initiate
Resource Advisory Councils. More than two dozen of these state councils were formed
in 1995 to move the locus of decision-making on public land issues to the local level.
The aim is to eliminate "one-size-fits-all" management of public lands. Each group
has 15 members, all local residents representing a diversity' of public land interests
and users. The councils advise BLM and make recommendations on public land
management issues.
Public lands under BLM's care are a link with our past and a bridge to our future.
Sustaining that link is a national obligation that we all owe to future generations.
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WOMEN &
HOMESTEADING
At left, this popular Interior mural of a woman
with child and husband in the field conveys the
traditional image of the woman on the American
frontier, as nurturer and supporter of the male-led
homestead enterprise. But the faded photograph
beloiv captures the reality of the strong,
determined, and enterprising woman who "proved
up" her own farm under the Homestead Act.

A PLACE TO
CALL THEIR OWN
James Muhn, Land Law Historian
Our popular image of frontier settlers has been of men battling nature to carve
out a farm of their own in the West. If women ever enter this picture, it is in
t h e i r domestic role as m o t h e r s and h o u s e k e e p e r s . Their role seemed
supportive, if not supplemental, to that of their rugged, pioneering husbands.
Women, however, played a much more active role in the settlement and
development of the frontier. Thousands of them took up lands of their own,
seeking, along with their male counterparts, to create an agricultural Eden.
Women c o u l d n o t h a v e
actively participated in the
s e t t l e m e n t of t h e West
unless the public land laws
p e r m i t t e d . In t h e e a r l y
history of the public domain,
t h e r e was l i m i t e d o p p o r tunity for women to directly
acquire land. But passage of
the Homestead Act in 1862
widened the door
of
opportunity.

applicants to reside on the
property and improve it to
gain title.)
T h e r e were o t h e r r e a s o n s
women took up homesteads.
Many thought the experience
was a great adventure. As one
Colorado woman remarked,
"Every American with a
s p a r k of r o m a n c e in h i s
make-up has at some time of
his life cherished [the] idea
of taking up a claim." After
t h e t u r n of t h e c e n t u r y ,
many women were attracted
to h o m e s t e a d i n g by t h e
ideals of independence and
equality that the endeavor
represented.

Under the act, "any person
who is the head of a family, or
who has arrived at the age of
twenty-one years" could
receive parcels of land. The
D e p a r t m e n t of the Interior
held that those words allowed
unmarried women to qualify.
Married women were excluded
because the courts held that "a
T h e e x a c t n u m b e r of
married woman has no legal
women who
became
existence, her services and the
homesteaders is not known
proceeds of her labor being due
Women applicants join men at the
and belonging to her husband
Vancouver Land Office to take up public lands in Washington state, circa 1900. because the records of the
old General Land Office do
. . . The same objection arises
not break down applicants by gender. Research by historians, however, indicates
should she claim as the 'head of the family,' as the husband is the 'head' during the
that thousands of women availed themselves of the opportunities offered by the
existence of the marital tie."
Homestead Act.
Women took up homesteads for many reasons. Economic opportunity was an important
The research also suggests that prior to the turn of the century, women made about
motive. Many saw homesteading as a way of getting land in their own name. E l i n o r e
five percent of the homestead entries. In the early 1900s, the average climbed to nearly
Pruitt Stewart, an early 20th Century women's homesteading advocate, saw it as
"the solution of all [of] poverty's problems." A few women saw their homesteads as a
20 percent. This increase was a consequence of changing attitudes toward women's
form of pension. Others were not interested in the future, and only looked forward to
roles, as well as the women's suffrage and equality movements. Rising agricultural
"proving u p " and selling the land for a quick profit. (The Homestead Act required
prices may have also influenced the change.
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PROTECTING O P E N SPACE IN A RAPIDLY G R O W I N G W E S T
Tom Fry, the acting director of the Bureau of Land Management, is committed
to the agency's multiple-use land-management mission and looks to employee
initiative and stakeholder partnerships to bolster the bureau's efforts.
"In accommodating commercial and non-commercial uses of the public lands, the
BLM will make certain that every activity we administer does not cause irreparable
harm to healthy landscapes," said Fry, who was named acting director on Nov. 13.
"In cases where harm has already occurred, we will act to restore the land. This
will ensure that the public lands continue to provide us with clean water, clean
air, a n d a wide r a n g e of o t h e r b e n e f i t s , i n c l u d i n g o u t d o o r r e c r e a t i o n a l
opportunities."
"BLM employees are fundamental to our success, and they deserve the best
available resources. I will do everything I can to get them what they need to do
their jobs effectively, creatively, and efficiently," Fry vowed.
Partnerships are critical to achieving BLM's goals, Fry said. "The BLM needs the
expertise and involvement of all stakeholders—state and local officials, companies,
and private organizations—to carry out our mission. With the help of our partners,
we will achieve healthy landscapes and watersheds across the West."
Fry succeeded Patrick A. S h e a as head of the BLM when Shea became acting
deputy assistant secretary for Land and Minerals Management, moving up the
ladder after Secretary Babbitt appointed Sylvia B a c a to be acting assistant

Women homesteaders spanned the s p e c t r u m s of age and experience. E l a i n e
Lindgren in Land of Her Own tells us they were "young single women, older single
women, widows, divorced or deserted women, and even a few married women who
were considered heads of households." Most were single women in their 20s, but a
few were in their 60s.
While literature at the t u r n of the century would have readers believe women
homesteaders lived a lone and stoic existence, the majority of women homesteaders
settled close to relatives or friends. Even those women
who s e t t l e d on t h e i r
own had the company
of neighbors and the
social interactions that
came
with
group
picnics, community
dances, and church
activities.

s e c r e t a r y for L a n d a n d M i n e r a l s
M a n a g e m e n t . Baca s u c c e e d e d B o b
A r m s t r o n g , w h o r e t i r e d as a s s i s t a n t
secretary on Oct. 30.
Fry, who had been deputy director for the
BLM since January 1997, joined the Interior
D e p a r t m e n t as director of the Minerals
M a n a g e m e n t Service. He s u b s e q u e n t l y
served as chief of staff for Interior Deputy
S e c r e t a r y J o h n G a r a m e n d i . P r i o r to
coming to the Department in July 1993, Fry
was vice-president of a Dallas natural gas
processing and transmission company.
His government experience includes service
as regional counsel for the U.S. Department
of Energy in Dallas and as director of the
H o u s t o n Field Office of t h e E c o n o m i c
Regulatory Administration. He also served
for more than two years as assistant attorney
general of the State of Texas, where he was
assistant chief of the state's Anti-Trust
Consumer Protection Program.

because her dog seemed to take up what little space there was. Another lovingly called
hers the "Piano Box."
The other critical requirement of the Homestead Act was the cultivation of the claim.
This required hard physical labor and many women had this work done for them.
As a Montana woman pointed out, she "had every qualification for farming that a
man has except the brute
s t r e n g t h , and t h a t was the
cheapest commodity to hire."
Others did the work themselves. They broke the sod,
planted the seeds, and did the
h a r v e s t i n g . T h e s e women
were "capable of doing all
sorts of heavy work and jobs
believed [only] suitable for
men . . . [and were] never
afraid of hard work."

Homesteading could still
be lonely and was often
boring. One woman wrote
of t h e " l o n g i n t e r v a l s
w h e n o n e c a n ' t find
a n y t h i n g to do e x c e p t
conteplate the scenery and
watch t h e h a n d s of
the clock go round. I never
knew how much time there
is in t h e w o r l d , how it
refuses to he prodded and
hurried in its snaily crawl,
until I c o n t r a c t e d with
Uncle Sam to spend seven
consecutive months in the
sagebrush."
Establishing a residence on
the l a n d was an e s s e n t i a l
requirement of the Homestead
Act. The law did not dictate the
type or size of structure that
settlers had to build and women homesteaders lived in a variety of dwellings. The
most primitive were the dugouts carved into hillsides. Others built sod houses or log
cabins.
Most homestead "shacks," however, were of frame construction. These houses could
be built cheaply and easily: an 8 x 10-foot shack cost as little as $12.30. A few women
bought prefabricated houses that they could erect themselves, while others bought
"mobile" residences that were moved onto their claims by wagon or on skids.
Most h o m e s t e a d residences were smaller t h a n 160 square feet. One woman
homesteader thought her house so small that she referred to it as the "dog house,"
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Tom Fry
Acting Director
Bureau of Land Management

"Proving u p " on a homes t e a d was n o t a c h e a p
proposition. The land was
free in m o s t c a s e s b u t
m o n e y was n e e d e d to
build a homestead shack
and to buy furnishings,
food, seed, farm equipment, and the labor of
o t h e r s . Many w o m e n
took up other work to
raise the money needed
to s u p p o r t t h e m on
their homestead claims.
They taught school or
worked as cooks, waitresses, laundresses,
and secretaries.
Seeking a
parcel of public land, women attend a
homestead drawing in Montana at the turn of the century.

Yet, for all their efforts,
women found h o m e steading a hard proposition. Success could be elusive, and as with their male counterparts, about half the
women who took up a homestead claim failed to prove up. Some found compliance
with the terms of the Homestead Act too difficult. Others were simply beaten by the
gamble that farming is.
That the failure rate was so high should not be surprising. Starting any enterprise is
a risk, and homesteading was no less a venture. As one woman observed in 1916, "The
farms Uncle Sam has to give away need very careful management in order to make
them into paying propositions. They are merely opportunities, not certainties." But
it was an opportunity that thousands of women came to realize.
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WILD HORSES

THE CHALLENGES
OF MANAGING
200 WESTERN HERDS

The nild horse herds of the West are descended from animals released
by or escaped from Spanish explorers, ranchers, miners, soldiers, and American
Indians. Best known for their strength and endurance, wild horses also make
champions in dressage, barrel racing, jumping, and pleasure riding.
Mary Knapp, Washington Office Public Affairs
They are living symbols of the pioneering spirit of America's West, renowned for
their strength and endurance. But they are also vulnerable creatures, facing
formidable natural and human hazards, and they need the help of animal-loving
Americas, East and West.
More than 44,500 wild horses and burros roam public lands managed by the Bureau
of Land Management in the western United States. Because these animals are
protected by federal law and have no natural predators, their numbers have increased
dramatically since 1971, growing at a rate of about 18 to 20 percent a year.
BLM's Wild Horse and Burro Program is using a combination of approaches, including
fertility control vaccines and an improved adoption program, to meet the challenge
of managing these animals in a manner that ensures a healthy, viable population of
free-roaming herds within the limits of available public land resources.

lives of the American people, BLM
operates 201 herd-management areas in 10 western states. But most
of the wild horses are found in Nevada and Wyoming, and wild burros are found
primarily in the Mojave Desert in Arizona, California, and southern Nevada.

Under the Wild Free-Roaming Horse and Burro Act of 1971, which recognized that
these living symbols contribute to the biological diversity of the nation and enrich the

BLM monitors the health of public rangeland and wild horse herds to help determine
the number of animals, including livestock and wildlife, the public land can sustain.
Decisions about how many animals remain in herd-management areas are made as
part of BLM's land-use planning process, which
encourages and includes public participation.

RECENT WILD HORSE INITIATIVES
During the past year and a half, BLM has improved its management of the wild
horse and burro program to prevent unscrupulous people from abusing the
adoption privilege and to ensure the humane treatment of adopted animals.
In May 1998, BLM rescinded the use of power of attorney to adopt animals, which
will prevent would-be adopters who are only interested in the resale value of the
animals from obtaining large numbers of wild horses and burros for commercial
sale. The adoption application now also includes language that states an adopter
has no intent to sell the wild horse or burro for slaughter, bucking stock, or
processing into commercial products.
To increase the n u m b e r of successful adoptions, BLM is now contacting all
adopters either by phone or in person within six months of an adoption to evaluate
the treatment of the animal. BLM has increased on-site compliance inspections
of untitled adopted animals and improved its electronic records system so that
it can now track whether an adopter cared for the wild horse or burro in a
humane manner before issuing title to that adopter.
BLM al so has entered into memorandums of understandi ng with slaughter houses
to prevent wild horses and burros from being sent illegally to those plants.
Furthermore, a new policy requires that single-level trailers be used to transport
aniinah; from holding facilities to adoptions around the country.
BLM's National Training Center offers formal training covering applicable laws,
regulations, and policies for wild horses and burro specialists. In May 1998, BLM's
Eastern States Office held the first-ever Internet adoption, which far exceeded
expectations. Because of the success of the Internet adoption and the growth of
the Internet itself, BLM plans to harness this medium's potential for expanding
and improving the adoption program.
BLM also has reestablished the Wild Horse and Burro Advisory Board, whose role
is to assist and advise the Secretaries of the Interior and Agriculture, through the
BLM and the U.S. Forest Service respectively, on wild horse and burro policy
formulation and oversight of the Wild Horse and Burro Program.
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To control the rate of growth in wild horse
populations in Nevada, BLM has begun limited
use of a one-year fertility control vaccine while
c o n t i n u i n g research efforts on a multi-year
controlled-release vaccine. BLM's goal is to
develop a contraceptive vaccine for horses that
will h a v e a o n e - t o - t h r e e - y e a r p e r i o d of
effectiveness.
BLM also removes a certain number of animals
each year and offers t h e m for a d o p t i o n to
qualified people who agree to provide humane
c a r e t h r o u g h t h e Adopt-A-Horse or B u r r o
Program. Since 1973, BLM has placed more than
165.000 wild horses and burros in private care.
Between 6,000 and 8,000 horses and 500 to
1,000 burros are adopted each year at locations
across the country. (The n u m b e r of burros BLM offers for adoption is much lower
because the population and habitat of burros is smaller.)
Recently, BLM established new regulations that allow competitive bidding for wild
horses and hurros. The primary purposes of the rule change were to allow the public
more control in selecting the animals they adopt and determining the value of a wild
horse or burro. The adoption fees collected help to defray the costs of medical
treatment, transportation, and adoptions.
After one year of providing humane care, an adopter may apply for title to the animal.
With patience and dedication to training, wild horses have become champions in
dressage, barrel racing, jumping, endurance racing, and pleasure riding. Wild burros,
easily gentled regardless of age. particularly shine as guard animals.
Have y o u ever thought of adopting a wild horse or burro? To find out more about the
animals and the adoption process, visit our homepage at h t t p : / / w w w . b l m . g o v / w h b
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U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Jamie Rappaport Clark, Director
Janet L. Miller, Bureau Editor
Jan_Miller_at_9AR~mainCfimail.fws.gov

JLookittQ to

the (future

Jamie Rappaport Clark, Director,
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
The occasion of the Department of
the I n t e r i o r ' s 150th a n n i v e r s a r y
offers the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Sendee an excellent opportunity to
reflect on our history, assess where
we are, and articulate our vision for
the future.

Jamie Rappaport
Clark
Director, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

To address the problem of habitat loss and
f r a g m e n t a t i o n , I have set four m a j o r
c o n s e r v a t i o n p r i o r i t i e s for the f u t u r e :
strengthen our ecosystem approach, lift
migratory bird conservation to a higher
level, take a leadership role in efforts to
prevent the introduction and spread of
invasive species, and set the course for the
future of America's magnificent National
Wildlife Refuge System.

I
i
I
1

Today, we can celebrate our having ]
overcome the conservation crisis of the
early 1900s and the alarming declines
in the populations of commercial fish,
game, and waterfowl species have been,
for the most part, either stemmed or
reversed. At the same time, however, we
need to recognize that a new crisis
confronts us: the loss and fragmentation of natural habitat.

The Ecosystem

Approach

Whenever we are faced with a dire species
or m a n a g e m e n t i s s u e , we s h o u l d
Fall and spring recognize that it often results from an
spectacles at
:^<m<-•_____,
are {ne ^st
ames
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ecosystem out of balance. We should
national refuges that serve as waystations for waterfowl and other birds on therefore try to get ahead of the curve by
their migrations. Above, snow geese take flight at Bombay Hook NWR in Delaware. The taking a comprehensive approach to flsh
In the United States, m o r e t h a n 50
refuge is also an excellent place for hunting snoiv geese, ducks, and white-tailed deer. and wildlife management that looks at the
percent of wetlands have been drained,
l a n d s c a p e as a whole — t h e n a t u r a l
more than 85 percent of forests have been destroyed, and
ecological processes and the role native species
95 p e r c e n t of t a l l g r a s s p r a i r i e s have d i s a p p e a r e d .
play in maintaining those processes—with an
Demographers predict that in the next 50 years, another
eye toward identifying how people can live on
125 million people will live in the United States, which
the land without compromising its health. This
means we should expect increased h u m a n encroachment
is the ecosystem approach that the Fish and
on open spaces in the future. Therefore, the steps we take
Wildlife Service has pioneered. An essential
today are critically important.
element of this approach is working with others.
Partnerships are the future of conservation.
Despite the statistics, there is reason for optimism. Last
year, we enjoyed a banner year, marked by strong and
We c a n l e a r n from t h e s u c c e s s e s of o u r
w i d e n i n g s u p p o r t on C a p i t o l Hill a n d w i t h i n t h e
colleagues who have already integrated an
Administration. We saw
ecosystem approach into their everyday work.
Years of hard work are now paying off for the
•
passage of the National Wildlife Refuge System
folks working on the Malpai Borderlands in
Improvement Act, which cast in statutory concrete
southeastern Arizona, the Blackfoot Challenge
the singular mission of our refuges to conserve fish,
in Montana, and the Ohio River watershed. The
wildlife, and plants;
The scenic beauty of the Izembeck NWR, above, draws visitors from public is responding and participating. The
around the world. The manatee, below, are among the threatened increasing health of the resource demonstrates
•
the Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century,
that success.
and endangered species that find homes at refuges.
which will deliver $100 million in refuge road
maintenance over five years and will increase annual
To move toward an ecosystem approach, the
funding for aquatic resource conservation by an
agency is changing the way it does business. The
estimated $135 million;
Sendee of the future will rally the resources and
e x p e r t i s e of its diverse p a r t s to c r e a t e a
•
amendments to migratory bird treaties with Canada
powerful, unified effort focused on saving
and Mexico that will improve wildlife management
l a n d s c a p e s and t h e i r species r a t h e r t h a n
and fairness for the indigenous peoples who depend
addressing species-specific issues one by one.
on migratory birds for subsistence; and
With that vision in mind, we have created
ecosystem teams around each of 53 watershed
•
a record $1.4 billion budget for this fiscal year.
systems and, while preserving the integrity of
o u r p r o g r a m s , we have r e s t r u c t u r e d o u r
We enjoyed growing public support as well. In 1996, 77
organization to better address issues on specific
million people spent $101 billion on wildlife-related
landscapes. Through the numerous successes
recreation. The stage is set for the Fish and Wildlife Service
of our ecosystem teams, we are seeing the
to take the spotlight in the coming century.
benefits of this approach.
(con't on 78)
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Migratory

Birds

continued from page 77

I believe our efforts to protect migratory birds may present us with one of the best
opportunities to implement the ecosystem approach. When people see unhealthy bird
populations, it can be a window into the world of contaminants, habitat loss, and even
funding programs such as the Land and Water Conservation Fund. Birds are important
indicators of environmental health. In the 1960s, the population declines of peregrine
falcons and ospreys alerted us to the harmfvd effects of the pesticide DDT on other
animals, including humans.
But now, the populations of many migratory bird species are declining mostly because
of habitat loss. If we are able to protect habitat for these very mobile creatures, we
will also be preserving habitat for many other species.
In the future, the health of migratory birds will be secured by protecting every habitat
type in the United States. The North American Waterfowl Management Plan and the
Partners in Flight program will play significant roles in enabling our partners to make
this happen. Their efforts will be aided by the addition of sites to the Ramsar
Convention list of wetlands and to the Western Hemisphere Shorebird Reserve
Network. At the same time, we need to be innovative in our educational and outreach
programs to address potential p r o b l e m s for migratory birds from oil pits to
transmission lines to pesticide use.

Gut IRoles &

Invasive Species

^Responsibilities

Nan Rollison
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service is the principal federal agency responsible for
conserving, protecting, and enhancing fish and wildlife and their habitats for
the continuing benefit of the American people. More than a hundred years ago,
America's fish and wildlife resources were declining at an alarming rate. Concerned
scientists, sportsmen's groups, and citizens joined together to restore and sustain
our national wild heritage. This was the genesis of the Service.
Today, the Service enforces federal wildlife laws, manages migratory bird
populations, restores nationally significant fisheries, conserves and restores vital
wildlife habitat, protects and recovers endangered species, and helps other
governments with conservation efforts. It also administers the Federal Aid program,
distributing hundreds of millions of dollars annually to states for fish and wildlife
restoration, boating access, hunter education, shooting ranges, and related projects.
The funds come from federal excise taxes on fishing, hunting, and boating
equipment.

Conserving Healthy

Habitats

Habitat loss is the major reason for the decline of most of the world's fish, wildlife,
and plant species. The Service helps to conserve habitat through the National
Wildlife Refuge System. In addition, the agency joins with other public and private
landowners to help conserve plant and wildlife ecosystems outside Service lands.
To ensure the health of wildlife habitat, Service employees examine the effects of
federal activities on fish and wildlife species and their habitats and monitor
environmental contaminants affecting fish and wildlife.

Restoring Declining

Species

The Service seeks to restore declining species through captive breeding and
reintroduction, enforcing fish and wildlife laws, controlling exotic nuisance species,
helping local communities with habitat conservation plans, and teaching citizens
how they can help. National wildlife refuges and national fish hatcheries play a
critical role in protecting and restoring depleted species.

Working With Others
Sustaining our nation's fish and wildlife resources is a task that can be accomplished
only through the combined efforts of government, businesses, and private citizens.
The Service works with corporate and private landowners to help conserve habitat,
cooperates with other nations to halt illegal wildlife trade, and encourages
volunteerism at national wildlife refuges and other locations across the country.

Education

and

We need a comprehensive survey of harmful invasive species populations on all lands
that are managed by the Service and on terrestrial and aquatic biodiversity hot spots,
with priority control actions identified for each species. Our refuges and hatcheries
should he safe havens for native species that are elsewhere losing out to invasives.
Prevention and control efforts undertaken cooperatively through the Aquatic Nuisance
Species Task Force, such as those to prevent the western spread of the zebra mussel
beyond the 100th meridian, need to be accelerated. The Service must consider what
new authorities might be needed to adequately address this growing issue. The battle
against nonindigenous species should be a priority for funding through Partners for
Fish and Wildlife, a program that forges partnerships with private landowners. Rooting
out invasives is the first step to bringing back the natives.

The National Wildlife Refuge System
America has placed its trust in the Service to manage the National Wildlife Refuge
System. Our refuge system is the only network of lands in the world set aside exclusively
for the conservation of fish and wildlife. The incredible diversity and magnificent
beauty' of our land base and the expanse of public uses of those lands have made the
refuge system the envy of our international colleagues. We need to maintain our
excellent land base in the face of an impending human population boom.
Last October, for the first time ever, all our refuge managers gathered under one roof
at Keystone, Colorado, for the National Wildlife Refuge System Conference. The
conference provided a venue to exchange ideas and to plot a future for the system.
Three topics of discussion that emerged at the conference are going to be particularly
crucial in the coming years. We must improve our ability to identify and acquire
essential habitat for the National Wildlife Refuge System. We must develop a strong
and clear policy on compatible uses that will help protect the refuge system from
misuse and overuse. And we must build a more systematic recruitment, training, and
mentoring program.

Training

A highly trained workforce and an informed public are critical to the future of
America's fish and wildlife. The Service conducts conservation training for its
employees and natural resource organizations both in the United States and around
the world. The Service helps sponsor recreational safety programs and provides
scientific, policy, and educational information to the public.

Places for Wildlife and People
People and nature are linked through spiritual, recreational, and cultural ties. In
addition to preserving habitat for wildlife and p l a n t s , the Service provides
opportunities for people to have fun, relax, and appreciate the natural world.
Whether through birdwatching, fishing, hunting, photography, or other wildlife
pursuits, wildlife recreation contributes millions of dollars to local economies.
Our fish and wildlife heritage contributes to the quality of our lives and is an integral
part of our nation's greatness.

78

Invasive species are a growing challenge for natural resource managers. Already, 4,000
nonnative plants and 2,300 nonnative animals have established themselves across our
country, and they keep coming. Invasive species have been a contributing factor in
the decline of nearly half of all listed endangered species and they cause damages of
$122 billion annually to the U.S. economy. The Service has long been engaged in
addressing invasive species issues. I expect that in the years to come, the Service will
emerge in a leadership role on this issue. With our broad global scope and our mix
of specialized scientific expertise, we have much to contribute in the fight to fend off
these invaders.
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The end result is an image of a National Wildlife Refuge System with wildlife corridors
and other elements that meet the needs of the plants and animals that live on our
lands. Our refuges will also be places where people can go for recreation and to
commune with nature. In an increasingly crowded world, they will be the places where
one can still "get away from it all." And people working on refuges will reflect the rich
mix of cultures that makes this country great so that we will be able to relate to all
segments of the public.
For wildlife conservationists, the future is full of challenges. Just as our forebears
persevered when they faced a crisis, we must do likewise and use their example to
draw inspiration and confidence for the task ahead. Let us not lose track of our desire
for the future of wildlife: expanses of natural habitat anchored by the solid example
of a wildlife refuge with h u m a n neighbors engaged in conservation. If we focus, the
vision wiB emerge: a landscape full of its native fish, plants, and wildlife that defines
and renews the American spirit.
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Although relatively new to the Department of the Interior, the Fish and Wildlife
Service's p r o g r a m s are a m o n g the oldest in the world dedicated to the
conservation of natural resources.
The Service traces its origins to the U.S. Commission on Fish and Fisheries in the
D e p a r t m e n t of Commerce and the Division of Economic Ornithology and
Mammalogy in the Department of Agriculture. Both programs were created to
help stem the dramatic decline of the nation's fish and wildlife resources during
the last quarter of the 19th Century.
The agency's 125-year history has closely mirrored the American public's growing
concern with conservation and environmental issues.
1871

Congress creates the U.S. Commission on Fish and Fisheries in the
Department of Commerce and charges it with studying and recommending
solutions to the decline in food fishes and to promote fish culture. S p e n c e r
Fullerton Baird is appointed the first commissioner. A year later, the
commission's Baird Station in northern California is used to collect, fertilize,
and ship salmon eggs by rail to the East Coast.

1885

Division of Economic Ornithology and Mammalogy is established in the
Department of Agriculture. With Clinton Hart Merriam as its first chief,
much of the division's early work defines the geographical distribution of
animals and plants throughout the country and studies the positive effects
of birds in controlling agricultural pests. The division later expands and is
renamed the Bureau of Biological Survey.

1900

The Lacey Act becomes the first federal law protecting game, prohibiting the
interstate shipment of illegally taken wildlife and importation of species.
Enforcement of the act becomes the responsibility of the Biological Survey.

1903

The first Federal Bird Reservation is established by President Theodore
Roosevelt on Pelican Island, Florida, and placed under the jurisdiction of the
Biological Survey. Pelican Island and other early federal wildlife reservations
are redesignated "national wildlife refuges" in 1942.

1918

The Migratory Bird Treaty Act is passed implementing the Convention
Between the United States and Great Britain (for Canada) for the
Protection of Migratory Birds. The act, a l a n d m a r k in wildlife
conservation legislation, provides for the regulation of migratory bird
hunting.

Theodore
Roosevelt:
The 26th President of the United States, noted conservationist,
hunter, and birder, set aside the first national wildlife refuge at Pelican Island, Florida,
onMarch 14,1903. Roosevelt is shown here with Audubon Game Warden William Sprinkle
onBreton Island National Bird Reservation in 1915. Before leaving office in 1909, Roosevelt
created 53 bird and mammal reservations throughout the United States. He was apersonal
friend of Bureau of Biological Survey Chief Clinton Hart Merriam and an ardent supporter
of the bureau's work.
J. Clark Salyer II: The tireless chief of the Service's
Wildlife Refuge Program for nearly 30 years starting in
1934, Salyer was involved in the acquisition
and
expansion of numerous refuges. He is widely regarded as
the "Father of the Refuge System."

Father of
Refuges

1 9 3 0 s Thousands of workers in the Civilian Conservation Corps and Works
Progress Administration improve habitat and build the infrastructure
of more than 50 national wildlife refuges and fish hatcheries.
1934

Jay Norwood ("Ding") D a r l i n g is appointed chief of the Bureau of
Biological Survey. Darling's brief tenure results in a new and ambitious
course for the agency to acquire and protect vital wetlands and other
habitat throughout the country. He is also known for designing the first
Duck Stamp.

Silent

1934

The Migratory Bird Hunting Stamp Act, popularly known as the "Duck
Stamp Act," is passed by Congress. The act requires waterfowl hunters
to purchase a stamp. Revenue generated by the stamp is used to acquire
important wetlands. Since its inception, the program has resulted in the
protection of 4.5 million acres of waterfowl habitat.

1937

The Federal Aid in Wildlife Restoration Act, commonly known as the
Pittman-Robertson Act, is passed by Congress to provide funding for the
selection and i m p r o v e m e n t of wildlife h a b i t a t , improving wildlife
management research, and distributing information.

1939

The Bureaus of Fisheries (Commerce Department) and Biological Survey
(Agriculture Department) are moved to the Department of the Interior and,
in 1940, combined to create the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

1946

In response to amendments to the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act, the
service establishes a River Basins Study program to help minimize and prevent
damage to fish and wildlife resulting from federal water projects.

1947

The Service officially establishes a program recognizing North America's four
migratory bird flyways in an effort to improve the management of migratory
waterfowl hunting.
Continued on the bottom of the next page
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Rachel Carson: Hired as a junior aquatic
biologist in 1935, Carson remained with the
Service for 11years before resigning to pursue
a literary career. As the
internationally
acclaimed author of'The Sea Around Us and
Silent Spring, she enhanced our under] standing of the complexity of life. Much of
the research cited by Carson in her books to
illustrate
the effects of pesticides
on
Ftumans and wildlife was performed by
Service scientists as early as the mid-1940s.
Seepages 18 and 71.

First
Commissioner
Spencer Fullerton Baird: Appointed
professor of natural history at Dickinson College
when only 23 years old, Baird went on to become
an internationally
recognized scientist and the
Secretary of the Smithsonian National Museum in
1878. His concern about the decline of the fishing
industry in New England spurred him to propose a
plan for a federal inquiry into fishery problems.
Baird's initiative led to the creation of the U.S.
Commission
on Fish and Fisheries
and his
appointment as its first commissioner in 1871.
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The Fish and Wildlife Services' international affairs activities evolved over the 20th
Century as Congress mandated federal agencies to establish agreements with other
nations for the protection of internationally traded species and migratory wildlife.
As early as the 1900 passage of the Lacey Act, which regulates trade and commerce
in foreign birds or animals, the precursor of the Service assumed responsibility for
regulating activities that extended beyond our boundaries. In 1918, the first of what
would be four migratory bird treat) a d s came in lo evidence. The pioneering agreement
with Great Britain recognized that wildlife knows no boundaries—that nations'
management of migratory birds affects their survival all along their r—
migration routes. Subsequent treaties with \le\ieo. Japan, and Russia
furthered the legislation's reach, demonstrating that birds requi
global conservation.
The 1970s heralded extraordinary opportunities for internalion;
environmental stewardship. The 1978 i ndangered Species \c
established the Western HemisphereConvention and authorized
U.S. participation in the Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES). The Marine
Mammal Protection Act legislated for the sustainahility of sea
otters, walruses, manatees, and oilier wild sea life. The Convention
on Wetlands of International Importance (Ramsar) asked us to
conserve fragile wetlands, the cradle of life.
(The US/USSR Agreement on Cooperation in the
Field of Environmental Protection provided hope
of environmental detente during the long years
of the Cold War. These seminal pacts legislated
a new p a r a d i g m — t h a t w e t l a n d s , w i l d l i f e ,
migratory routes, trade, ecosystems (aquatic anc
terrestrial), and the cultures that thrived because
of them were all part of an integrated living system
and that to alter this system was to alter the
delicate balance of its sustainahility.

^r{{aits

Warv Warned

The Office of International Affairs also is developing new concepts in partnership. For
example, the 1997 CITES Appendix II listing of sturgeon could have threatened the
caviar industry. Instead, the industry was included in a massive outreach campaign to
notify all partners of the impacts of the impending listing and to work with them
rather than against them. The same model has been used effectively with goldenseal,
a native U.S. medicinal herb also listed as a CITES Appendix II species.
The list of the international program's non-federal partners is long and extends to
small, conscientious non-govemmentorgani zations on the grou nd in Central Ameriea,
______ ^ China, India, Viet Nam, Africa, and elsewhere. Tin* Service also works in
partnership with large organizations whose
i n t e r e s t in wildlife a n d mobility
enable them to quickly funnel
research dollars to areas of critical
need in the developing world. These;
groups include t h e World Wildlife
Fund. Wildlife Conservation Society,
Safari Club I n t e r n a t i o n a l , a n d the
umane Society. These mechanisms
e n a b l e a small b a n d of d e d i c a t e d
individuals to vastly multiply the core
dollars for international conservation,
Every dollar of federal funds receives at
least a $2 match from partners for onthe-ground conservation worldwide.

( O n the policy front, industries also are
'I he Office of
' '
~^~_ J » J a s s u m i n g responsibility for wildlife
sustainahility. Receipts from a special fee
international
Affairs
has built
many
amservationretationships
throughout the world, for p e r m i t - In hunt, p o l a r h e a r s a r e
with a local fisherman in Sri Lanka, local people tunneled directly in to polar hear research,
in Russia,
and government
officials
in helping to sustain healthy populations in
Madagascar: the International Affairs program the wild. And "pandamania" in the zoo
I is active around the world, working for community is turning into a windfall for
\ conservation at the grass-roots level as well as wild giant p a n d a s . T h e Service's new
I through diplomatic channels. Photo at left by panda policy enables zoos to contribute
Other international activities arose out of research
1 Fred Bagley. Photo above by Herb Raffaele.
research and money to the conservation
with animal damage control. In the 1970s, the
of this highly endangered species on its wildland habitat in China. These efforts are
federal budget for such programs amounted to $3,5
carried out with respect for the scientific expertise of the nation responsible for the
million. As we developed ways to more precisely
animal.-' well being. Money from the San Diego Zoo for panda conservation in China
pinpoint and deal with nuisance populations in the
is applied according t o China's National Plan lor the animals' conservation.
United S t a t e s , w i t h o u t w i p i n g o u t assoeiatec
wildlife, the U.S. Agency for International Development funded Service assistance
abroad. In Pakistan and Bangladesh, we helped control wild boar populations', (hi
The new millennium provides an opportunity for thoughtful, directed action-— for
Africa, we assisted with quclea birds, another agricultural pest, having developed
developing new p a r t n e r s a n d new conservation policies that optimize species
control techniques on our own blackbirds. The term "gopher choker-" was coined
sustainahility in the numerous natural communities the world's diverse wildlife call
from these and other animal damage control activities.
home. We expect to see the Service's international programs do more of what they do
welt—using m i n i m u m funding for m a x i m u m good a n d trying Out a few new
techniques.
During the past 20 years, international wildlife programs have grown from an
opportunistically driven series of activities by a handful of individuals to an organized,
focused effort to administer limited conservation funds worldwide. In keeping with
Aldo Leopold, a preeminent conservation leader of the 20th Century, described a
the Service's domestic move to an "ecosystem approach, the programs of the Office of
vision that could serve as a creed for international wildlife activities: "We realize the
International Affairs arc looking at possibilities for similar steps worldwide. Having
indivisibility of the earth—its soil, mountains, rivers, forests, climate, plants, and
Studied t h e relationship between zones of beavie-t wildlife t r a d e and greatest
animals—'and respect it collectively not only as a Useful servant but as a living being,
biodiversity, the programs are looking at establishing < onsenation hubs, co-located
vastly less alive than ourselves in degree, hut vastly greater than ourselves in time and
with pre-existing federal and non-federal organizations in the world's identified
space—a being that was old when the morning stars sang together, and w hen the last
ecosystems, 'liveprograms also stress on r hemisphere first, as a pilot project, in keeping
of us has been gathered unto his fathers, will still be young."
with the legislation that authorizes the Service'- international presence.

booking t^ack

Continued from the previous page

1950

The Federal Aid in Sport Fish Restoration Act, commonly known as the
Dingell-Johnson Act, is passed to create a program for restoring and improving
America's fishery resources. It is patterned after the Pittman-Robertson Act
passed in 1937.

1966

The first piece of comprehensive legislation addressing the management of
refuges, the National Wildlife Refuge System Administration Act, is passed.
The Act provides new guidance for administering the refuge system and
requires that proposed uses on refuges must be compatible with refuge
purposes.

1970

The Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, a branch of the Fish and Wildlife
Service, is transferred to the Department of Commerce and renamed the
National Marine Fisheries Service.

1973

The Endangered Species Act is passed by Congress to protect endangered
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plants and animals. Building on legislation passed in 1966 and 1969, the new
law expands and strengthens efforts to protect species domestically and
internationally. The Fish and Wildlife Service and the National Marine
Fisheries Service (Department of Commerce) assume responsibility for
administering the act.
1980

Passage of the Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act dramatically
increases the size of the National Wildlife Refuge System, adding nine new
refuges, expanding seven existing refuges, adding more than 53 million acres
of land, and designating numerous wilderness areas.

1997

With passage of the National Wildlife Refuge System Improvement Act,
Congress explicitly states that the mission of the National Wildlife Refuge
System is wildlife conservation, identifies a number of wildlife-dependent
recreational uses that will be given priority consideration, and clarifies the
process for determining the compatibility of refuge uses.
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VISION QUEST
INDIAN COUNTRY IN THE 21ST CENTURY
Kevin Gover, Assistant Secretary for Indian

Affairs

I have seen many things during this past year. I have seen pride and hope in the faces
of our children and determination in the eyes of tribal leaders as they deal with
problems that seem insurmountable. I have seen perseverance and
a c c o m p l i s h m e n t in t h e eyes of
teachers, police, and social
workers. And I have seen into the
eyes of our adversaries.
T h r o u g h all t h e t r i p s , all t h e
meetings, and all of the briefings
that come with this job, throughout
all of t h e s e t h i n g s , I see m o r e
clearly the vision for our people
that we all share as we approach the
21st century.

r M f N G THE
WARRTDR TRAIJIIOH

Now, seven generations later, the time has come to rediscover and reinvigorate the
warrior spirit in each of us. I am proud to say that I have met many of the warriors of
today. I have talked with hundreds
of men and women dedicated to
their people, their tribes, and their
children. Our warriors come in
many forms: teachers, tribal
leaders, doctors, lawyers, artists,
and journalists. All of their efforts
are noteworthy and in the tradition
of the great patriot warriors of
the past.
Yet, as of now, we are falling short
in preparing our Seventh Generation to become the leaders and the
warriors of our people into the 21st
century and beyond. We are failing
this generation and we are failing
ourselves. I do not need to tell all
of you t h a t t h e s c o u r g e s of
a l c o h o l i s m , d r u g a b u s e , child
abuse, and domestic violence are
devastating our people. If we do not
defeat these terrible plagues, they
will become the four horsemen of
our apocalypse as a people.

Seven generations ago, our warriors
laid down their arms. With their
way of life under attack and their
very existence at peril from the
a d v a n c i n g w e s t w a r d m a r c h of
America, these great patriots
capitulated to the United States
and went to the reservations. They
s u r r e n d e r e d so t h a t o u r people
could survive. They knew t h e r e
would be hardship and pain. But
they did what they had to do to
preserve our people.

I c a n p e r s o n a l l y a t t e s t to t h e
p r o b l e m s c r e a t e d by d r u g and
alcohol abuse. These problems
A party ofOgalala Sioux, dressed in their characteristic traditional clothing with feather war bonnets
affect entire communities and our
Though most people in the United and beadwork sashes, gathers on a hill overlooking the Valley of Wounded Knee Creek on the Pine
young people absorb most of the
S t a t e s b e l i e v e d t h a t A m e r i c a n Ridge Reservation in South Dakota. Photo by Edward Curtis, circa 1900.
pain. They pay a terrible price for
Indians would assimilate or die on
our shortcomings. This is the single most important issue facing us today. Wounded
the reservations, we have survived as a distinct people with pride in our culture.
children grow into wounded adults and nothing we do in the areas of sovereignty, land
We are two million strong with the youngest and fastest growing population of
rights, or any other issue will matter much, if another generation continues to suffer
any ethnic group in the United States. So we
and die.
owe these warriors a debt of gratitude. They
knew the mark of a warrior was dedication to
a cause greater than oneself and they lived out
this creed.
This is precisely why we must rely on our warrior tradition. Our cultures are vibrant
and lively and remain our greatest strength. We are seeing the power of our cultures
Assistant Secretary Kevin Gover, 43, is a
member of the Pawnee Tribe and was
in many ways across Indian Country. We saw the Plains tribes rise up and demand the
raised in Lawton and Norman, Oklahoma.
Yellowstone bison herd not face slaughter at the hands of the Montana cattle industry.
He graduated from Princeton in 1978 and
We are seeing the Makah Tribe reinstate their traditional whale hunt in the Pacific.
the University of New Mexico University
We are seeing tribes across the country use 21st-century computer technology to teach
Law School; clerked for a federal judge in
their history, their culture, and their traditions to their children and to the world.
Albuquerque; worked for the Washington
The Mashantucket Peqxiot museum is a magnificent example of the power of a people
law firm of Fried, Frank, Harris, Shriver &
telling its own story, rather than letting others tell it for them.
Kampelman; and then opened a law
practice in Albuquerque. He worked in the
But we still face deeply ominous threats to our culture. In the 19th century, our
Native Vote Movement in New Mexico in the
opponents realized that if they destroyed the buffalo, they destroyed the power of the
1980s and organized Native Americans for
Plains tribes. Today, we are seeing the same strategy play out in the Northwest and in
Clinton/Gore in 1992.
Alaska. The enemies of Indian people are attacking the tribes by attacking subsistence
hunting and fishing. Our enemies believe that if they can destroy the subsistence

Marking a Path to the Future
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animals, they can destroy the tribes. And they are being dreadfully effective. They
have pushed the sacred salmon onto the endangered species list. They refuse to afford
Alaska Natives their federally guaranteed right to subsistence hunting.
All of the tribes have a stake in
t h e s e b a t t l e s . If we do n o t
overcome our enemies, we will
watch a repeat of the systematic
slaughter of the animals that
form t h e c e n t e r p i e c e of t h e
culture and way of life of these
tribes. I ask that each tribe take
up the cause of Alaska Native
subsistence. We must make this
a national issue to which all
tribes are committed if we are to
c o n t i n u e t h e r e s u r g e n c e of
traditional tribal values.

I see an Indian America strong in spirit, strong in economy, and strong in each and
every one of our governments, where we all stand tall and our children are proud to
declare that they are the descendants of a powerful and spiritual people, unified in a
common experience of being Indian. I see a life where America and ourselves look
with pride at our people knowing we have overcome every obstacle imaginable not
only to survive but also to prosper. We have much to share with America and the world.
Our culture, our traditions, and our sense of being a part of the natural world instead
of controlling it are lessons the rest of this country and the world must learn. We can
share this knowledge, but first our communities need to recover from the holocaust
we experienced in the 19th Century.
There is no way to achieve this vision for our future without making some changes.
Just as the warriors who ensured our survival suffered their own hardships when the
reservation era began, there are changes we need to make and hardships of leadership
we need to experience. These changes may not be popular and they may be difficult
but they are necessary. We must ask ourselves what changes need to made right now,
in order for the generations that follow us to live in prosperity instead of poverty, to
live in health instead of sickness, and to live in safety instead of fear.

Now is the time for o u r new
warriors to prepare this precious
generation so they can teach the
next seven. Now is the time for
all of us to be warriors. We face
many obstacles to making this a
reality. And the hardest part of
this job is seeing so much that
needs to be done and knowing
there simply are n o t enough
resources to do it all. And if we
rely on the Federal Government, A Nez Perce Brave wearing a classic war bonnet
there will never be enough time, with lavish feather work and matching eagle
manpower, or money to make all feathers is depicted in a photograph by Edward
the things happen that need to Curtis, the last of the great 19th Century
happen in Indian Country. We photographers of the American West.
n e e d to r e a c h o u t a n d find
answers. We need jobs. We need physically, emotionally, and spiritually healthy
citizens. We need communities where the whole village raises each and every child.

Changing the Bureau of Indian Affairs
Obviously changes are needed in the 175-year-old Bureau of Indian Affairs.Working
with central office managers and the area directors, I have already begun changing
the way the bureau operates. And there will be many more. After a great deal of
discussion, a vision of how the bureau should operate in the future began to emerge.
The BIA is not now, nor has it ever been, a model of efficiency. But it is getting better.
Currently, the bureau delivers more than 90 percent of its $1.7 billion annual budget
resources directly to tribal communities in 638 contracts, self-governance compacts,
or direct services. Our 12,000 bureau employees are doing a good job and should be
proud of this accomplishment. But we are going to get better. Already, several work
groups have been formed to look into ways to improve bureau services and I'm
confident that we will get the job done. The stronger the bureau, the better we can
serve the tribes.
Within the next 10 or 15 years, the BIA will, for the most part, be out of the business
of directly providing services to tribal communities. Virtually all services provided to
reservation residents will be handled by the tribes themselves with funds appropriated
through the bureau. Five things must be done to prepare the BIA for the 21st century.
First, we m u s t p e r s u a d e t h e
Congress to fully fund tribal
program needs. A shortage of
money is the primary obstacle to
allowing all the tribes to handle
their contracts and compacts for
education, health, public safety,
and other service programs. For
s e l f - d e t e r m i n a t i o n a n d selfg o v e r n a n c e p o l i c i e s to fully
succeed, the United States
Government must provide t h e
r e s o u r c e s to a c t u a l l y solve
p r o b l e m s , i n s t e a d of j u s t
maintaining the status quo. That
was my purpose in agreeing to
the compromise on Section 129
and forming the Tribal Priority
Allocations Workgroup. The
g r o u p , w h i c h i n c l u d e s BIA
officials and tribal leaders, will
study changes in federal funding
formulas that take into account
the economic self-sufficiency of
casino-rich tribes and will make
recommendations.

COMBATING THE SCOURGE OF

ALCOHOL & DRUGS
A n o t h e r i m p o r t a n t c h a n g e in t h e B u r e a u of I n d i a n Affairs h a s b e e n
re-establishing the Office of Alcohol and Substance Abuse Prevention to find a
way to combat these scourges. The office has been reinstituted in the bureau
under the guidance of a task force of tribal leaders, many of whom first
volunteered last year. This group is working with everyone they can find to come
up with ways to combat dependency on alcohol and drugs, especially with o u r
children. K e n P a q u i n is my point man on this issue. If you are not involved in
this process yet, I encourage you and your tribe to join in this discussion.
The office is now working to find a way to get resources out to the reservations.
But the problems created through alcohol and drug dependence can not be solved
with edicts from the 4th floor of the Main Interior Building in Washington, DC.
This problem can only be solved by American Indian communities—families,
teachers, students, members, and tribes. The solution will come from your
people, your warriors, with a strong spirit and the understanding that we do not
have a single person to waste. This is the most important thing all of us can do.
The office will help tribes set up their own programs and then work with them
to stop the problem of alcohol and drug abuse on our reservations, especially
among our children. Already, we are seeing some strong steps being taken toward
this end. On the Oglala Lakota Tribe's reservation in South Dakota, citizens'
patrols have been established to help deal with the challenge. This was a role the
tribe's warriors played in the past and that role has now been assumed by women
in the tribe. Congratulations and thanks to those Lakota women warriors. You
are doing important work on those patrols, and this demonstrates what can
happen when we begin to take steps to solve problems.
At the Pueblo of Laguna, the tribe has tapped a variety of federal agencies and
mounted a comprehensive community-based attack on alcoholism, domestic
violence, and youth crime. I salute the Laguna warriors who conduct nightly
patrols in their villages. Every problem has a solution, even complex and painful
problems like the abuse of alcohol and drugs. Try something, and if it doesn't
work, try something else, but do not allow the enormity of the problem to stop
all progress.
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An Acoma Woman depicts a Pueblo Indian wearing
a traditional cloth shawl and silver and turquoise
jewelry. The Pueblo Indians learned the art of
making silver jewelry from the Navajo.

Second, t h e b u r e a u m u s t be
redesigned to efficiently and
effectively c a r r y o u t its
responsibility to p r o t e c t a n d
enhance tribal trust resources. That is why we are implementing the Secretary's Trust
Management Improvement Project. This project, agreed upon by the Secretary, the
Special Trustee, and the Bureau of Indian Affairs, will overhaul all key aspects of our
trust m a n a g e m e n t system. The result will be a state-of-the-art computerized
information system that will allow tribes and the Department to effectively manage
Indian trust resources. There is much work to be done. To succeed, we must pass
legislation authorizing settlement of tribal claims for the mismanagement of their
trust funds and legislation to address the crisis of fractionated interests. We will work
closely with all interested tribes on this legislation.
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Third, the bureau must be accountable to Congress, the Department, and the tribes
for its management and administration of federal funds. For far too long, the bureau
has lagged behind other federal agencies in carrying out its responsibilities as an
agency of the United States. The result is that our adversaries in Congress have used
the BIA's shortcomings as an excuse for the refusal to appropriate needed dollars for
tribal programs.
That is why I have initiated a systematic management review of all bureau operations.
When this process is completed, we will bring to t h e tribes o u r proposal for
reorganizing management and administration. Let me make clear we are not talking
about restructuring service programs, only the BIA's administration of its internal
affairs in matters of accounting, property management, records m a n a g e m e n t ,
p e r s o n n e l , a n d t h e like. If we s u c c e e d in i m p r o v i n g t h e b u r e a u ' s i n t e r n a l
administration, we will be better able to request, and more credible in requesting,
additional funds for tribal programs.
On a related issue, we must also be able to say that tribal contractors are using federal
funds in an efficient and lawful way. This means we will insist that tribes meet the
fundamental obligations of users of federal funds in such areas as compliance with
single audit requirements, use of federal excess property to carry out federal contract
programs, and the investment of advance funds. Fairly or not, when one tribe fails to
meet its obligations in this regard, that fact is used against all tribes to deny them
additional funds for their service programs.
Fourth, BIA must assume a stronger role in coordinating federal executive branch
policy towards the tribes. While t h e Clinton Administration has opened up all
departments of the government to tribal leaders, we can improve greatly in making
sure that federal agencies acknowledge their trust responsibility to tribal governments.
That is why the Secretary and the White House have established the Domestic Policy
Council Working Group on A m e r i c a n I n d i a n s a n d Alaska Natives. We m u s t
institutionalize and upgrade the commitment of other departments to this working
group, so that whoever the next President may be, this group continues to exist.
Fifth, the bureau must redefine its service mission. As I have said, the tribes will be
responsible for virtually all service programs for reservation residents. The role that
is left for the BIA to play is technical support to tribal contractors. For example, not
every tribe needs or can afford full-time hydrologists, engineers, archeologists, and
other scientists to support their programs. The bureau can and should take the
responsibility for making such scientific expertise available to the tribes. None of
these ideas are mine alone. In fact, most of them can be found in the work of the joint
Department of the Interior-Tribal Reorganization Task Force. It is time to implement
the recommendations contained in the task force's report.

Richard P. Mike, a Navajo
businessman who owns a string of
Burger King franchises that he
acquired with help from a Bureau
of Indian Affairs loan guarantee,
believes more Indians should
embrace private enterprise. The
highly successful businessman and
his partner Nina Heflin own four
Burger King franchises located in
Kayenta, Page, and Chinle,
Arizona, and Shiprock, New
Mexico. A full-blood Navajo from
the Monument Valley (Utah) portion
of the reservation, Mike began his
Burger King career with a
$500,000 loan guarantee from the
BIA. He made the final payment on
the loan last October. The loan
enabled Mike to overcome the
major difficulty many Indian
entrepreneurs face in building a
business—finding the start-up
capital. Land held in trust for
Indian tribes and individuals is
difficult, if not impossible, to
mortgage for capital.

Stimulating Economic

Development

Another initiative I a m very pleased with is the change we have made in our economic
development program. On Indian lands across the country, there are rampant social
problems directly related to the lack of opportunity. Currently 49 percent of the
American Indian workforce—nearly one-half of those available—is without jobs.
Programs for home loans and the Welfare to Work initiative are stalled before they
start.
But when business and economic development come to a reservation, an amazing
thing happens. The social problems we have been struggling with begin to get smaller
as t h e employment rate a n d opportunities for Indians get greater. The tribes
themselves will lead the way in the effort to bring business and opportunity to Indian
Country, but the BIA also has an important role to play.
Our Guaranteed Loan Program can assist in providing capital for businesses that
otherwise may go unfunded. Our technical resources will be channeled into the most
cost-effective projects, and our people have been instructed to work with tribal
leadership to identify and eliminate internal barriers to sound business practices.
Very often, when tribes try to improve the lives of their people, they are met with
opposition from every possible source. We are now tearing down the barriers at the
bureau and moving quickly on economic development projects. The BIA has created
a credit committee that meets monthly and considers every completed application
within 30 days. The economic development office also has developed a CD-ROM
training program and Internet tools that can help prospective guarantee applicants
to better understand the requirements for participating in the program and help them
to prepare the application.

Above, the self-help team that worked on a buffer fence of natural stone at the Crow
Agency in Montana includes, from left, Gary Dawes, of the Crow Tribal Staff; Leroy
Cummins, BIA Facilities; Ralph Chavez, Crow Tribal Staff; and Chris Dillon, BIA
Facilities. Below right, is Robert Other Medicine, whose masonry and construction
skills have enabled the team to save thousands of dollars on projects.

We are also moving forward with the 477 program to help develop a well-trained
workforce. The 477 program is a federal initiative that allows tribes to receive lumpsum funding for training and employment programs from three different agencies
and 12 different programs. This program h a s substantially reduced reporting
requirements and administrative procedures, allowing tribes to shift administrative
costs into actual program dollars. We are committed to at least 44 new grantees in
the next five years so that employment and training opportunities can be expanded.
This expansion can result in 5,000 new job opportunities for Indians.
Indian Country revitalization must accelerate as we move toward the new century and
we must aspire to reinvigorate the warrior tradition among our people and in our own
lives. We must bring back the spirit of dedication to a cause greater than oneself. We
need clear-eyed warriors, m e n and women, young and old, artists and lawyers,
construction workers and teachers, writers and musicians working together for a better
life for our people.
The Seventh Generation for which our patriot warriors fought and died walks among
us now. Let this generation of young people be the one that frees us from the nightmare
of alcoholism, drug abuse, violence, and suicide. Let this be the generation that breaks
our century-old cycle of poverty, disease, and despair.
This article was adapted from an address that Assistant Secretary Kevin Cover delivered
to the 55th Annual National Congress of American Indians on Oct. 20, 1998. More on
Native American history and current affairs, pages 17, 28, 36, and 39.
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Hoover Dam, above, is the most
well-known
of the
large-scale
western dams and the most
prominent symbol of the critical
role they play in supplying water
for the agricultural and industrial
needs of the West. Photo by Andrew
Pernick. Hundreds of miles of
Reclamation-built
canals carry
the liquid gold to users throughout
the West. In the Columbia Basin
Project, left and far left, canals
irrigate the Quince Valley in
Washington state. Photos by J.D.
Roderic

BUREAU O F R E C L A M A T I O N ' S
2 0 T H CENTURY E V O L U T I O N
Brit Allan Storey, Historian, Denver, Colorado
The West is a land where life is written in water. Water was, is, and
will continue to be a dominating factor in the arid West.
Because rainfall didn't always come at the right time, in the right place, or in the
amounts needed for Western homesteaders to thrive and prosper, early settlers became
acutely aware of the need to develop methods to capture water. The snowmelt and
gush of the spring run-off especially frustrated homesteaders as they watched
helplessly in the spring and early summer as water they needed in the hot days of late
summer rushed past and dried up.

The Reclamation Act—originally administered under the U.S. Geological Survey—
required the compliance of numerous and often widely varying and complex state and
territorial legal codes that to this day still define reclamation. Five years later, the
U.S. Reclamation Service separated from the USGS to become an independent bureau
within the Department of the Interior.

Early water development projects were uncomplicated, simply diverting water from a
stream or river for use nearby. As demands for water increased, however, settlers
wanted to store the wasted run-off for later use. Storage projects would help maximize
water use and make more water available for use during dry seasons. Private and statesponsored irrigation ventures often failed, however, because of the huge capital and
engineering resources required for large-scale regional projects. Pressure began
mounting for the Federal Government to step in and develop water resources.

Ultimately, of Reclamation's more than 180 projects (many of which included more
than one structure), about 70 were authorized before World War II, with the bulk
authorized and built during the 1950s, '60s, and '70s. Among Reclamation's larger
projects were the Pick-Sloan Missouri Basin Program (1944), Colorado River Storage
Project (1956), and the Third Powerplant at Grand Coulee Dam (1966). The last large
construction project was authorized in 1968 when Congress approved the Colorado
River Basin Project Act which included the Central Arizona Project, the Dolores Project,
the Animas-La Plata Project, and the Central Utah Project.

Becoming a Federal Program

Hydroelectric

Before 1900, the United States Congress invested heavily in America's infrastructure
by subsidizing the development of harbors, river navigation, canals, roads, and
railroads. A tradition of government subsidy for the settlement of the West was well
established by 1866, when the Congress passed legislation investing directly in
irrigation—or reclamation—projects.

Although the earliest hydroelectric plants in Reclamation projects went into operation
in 1909, it wasn't until the 1930s that generation of hydroelectric power became a
principal benefit of Reclamation projects. Reclamation built the major hydroelectric
plant at Hoover Dam only after a contentious public debate about whether the Federal
Government should become involved in public power production. The Hoover Dam
precedent allowed Reclamation to become a major hydroelectric producer and
revenues from that business have become an important source of funds to repay
Reclamation project costs.

The Reclamation Movement gained a powerful advocate when T h e o d o r e Roosevelt
became President in 1901. He supported reclamation because of his personal
experience in the West and his conservation ethic. (At the time, conservation had a
different meaning, connoting a movement for sustained exploitation of natural
resources through careful management.) When the Reclamation Act passed both
houses of the Congress by wide margins, President Roosevelt signed it in June 1902.
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Generation

In 1998 Reclamation operated 59 powerplants on-line that generated 51.9 billion
kilowatt hours of electricity. Revenue returned to the U.S. Treasury last year from
Grand Coulee hydroelectric generation alone almost equaled Reclamation's entire
appropriated budget of about $900 million.
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Water Wars
Water allocation in the West is a vital but arcane process defined by such Western
water law principles as First In Time, First In Right, Use It Or Lose It, and the Law of
the River. These tangled and interconnected laws form a set of rules and regulations
that governs Reclamation's water distribution even today. To understand this process,
it helps to learn the history of the allocation of Colorado River water.
This controversial subject was addressed in 1922 when commissioners representing
Arizona, California, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming worked with
then-Secretary of Commerce Herbert Hoover to sign the Colorado River Compact
to allocate the waters of the Colorado River. For Reclamation, this is the most complex
and difficult interstate compact.
To make matters worse, the Colorado River Compact was ratified by Congress in 1928
without the concurrence of Arizona. California and Arizona argued for years over how
to calculate Arizona's share of the waters of the lower Colorado River. The Arizona
legislature didn't ratify the Compact until 1944 and later sued California over its
interpretation.
Concern about the compact has only heightened in recent years as it has become
increasingly clear that there isn't consistently as much water in the river as is needed
for all parties to receive their share. Further complicating matters, the compact did
not anticipate provisions for 1.5 million acre-feet of water promised to Mexico in a
1944 treaty.
Reclamation is deeply involved in Colorado River issues because the agency's reservoirs
store and regulate most of the river's flow. The Colorado River Compact, however, is
only the most complex and difficult of such agreements. Reclamation is affected by
other river compacts across the West—wherever the waters of interstate streams are
shared among states.

Reclamation and the Environment
Environmental issues are not as new to Reclamation as many think. Proposals for
Reclamation projects raised public concern long before the modern Environmental
Movement. As early as 1908, environmental and conservation concerns arose during
the building of agency projects. In 1912, there was a public outcry about conserving
the n a t u r a l level and scenic beauty of Lake Tahoe (California/Nevada), when
Reclamation proposed building a dam to increase the lake's storage capacity. Other
Reclamation projects were engineered to address environmental issues. The Belle
Fourche Project in South Dakota, for example, was specifically designed to avoid mixing
the hazardous mining wastes in Whitewood Creek with the irrigation water delivered
by the project.
The public was interested in the environmental impacts of large dams from the
beginning of their construction. By the mid 1930s, Reclamation was looking at fisheries
issues as it designed and built Washington's Grand Coulee and other dams. In the
1950s, the controversy over the Echo Park Dam proposal for Colorado's Dinosaur
National Monument heightened public awareness of issues surrounding construction
of a dam in a National Park Service area. Ultimately, public opinion forced cancellation
of plans for Echo Park Dam and resulted in construction of the alternative, Glen
Canyon Dam in Arizona. (More on Echo Park Dam, pages 32-33.)
By the 1960s, Marble Canyon and Bridge Canyon dams were proposed for Colorado
River sites that were outside the boundaries of Grand Canyon National Park. But the
newly proposed dams were canceled by Interior Secretary Stewart Udall because of
public support for preserving parts of the Grand Canyon outside the actual park.
Ironically, opposition was based partly on the public's belief that nuclear power
generation was a viable a l t e r n a t i v e for m e e t i n g t h e West's growing electric
power needs.

The new stator
coil for unit 22
of the 3rd
powerplant at
Grand Coulee
Dam.
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EMBRACING THE MILLENNIUM
Eluid Martinez,

Commissioner

As t h e D e p a r t m e n t of t h e I n t e r i o r
approaches its 150th anniversary, one of its
"children" is about to become a centenarian.
In 2002, the Bureau of Reclamation will
celebrate its 100th year of providing water
resource management and development in
the West.
T h e n e e d s of t h e West a r e c o n s t a n t l y
c h a n g i n g a n d at R e c l a m a t i o n we have
worked h a r d to evolve with t h e m . T h e
demands on Western water—always high—
are growing even more rapidly as more and
more people flock to the beautiful but dry
states of Nevada, Colorado, Arizona, and
California, among others. Homes, industry,
agriculture, recreation, hydropower, and
e n v i r o n m e n t a l n e e d s c o m p e t e for finite
water supplies.

Eluid Martinez
Commissioner
Bureau of Reclamation

Because few, if any, new federally funded dams will be built in the United States
due to financial and environmental costs, Reclamation has become creative to
m e e t t h e water n e e d s of u r b a n dwellers, municipalities, farmers, Native
Americans, recreational interests, fish, and wildlife.
Our mission, to meet the water resource needs of the West, has remained constant,
but the way we accomplish it evolves. Today, it means greater emphasis on water
conservation, recycling, and reuse; developing partnerships with our customers,
states, and tribes; finding ways to bring together traditionally competing interests
to meet everyone's needs; and achieving a new level of responsibility to the
taxpayer.
Water conservation is the fundamental equation of Western water today. Unless
the West can develop and maintain highly efficient water usage practices, it will
not have the water needed to sustain its extraordinary ecosystems while prospering
and growing economically. This makes water conservation one of Reclamation's
highest priorities.
Increasingly in the last several years, civic organizations in the West are
recognizing t h e economic and ecological benefits of water conservation.
Reclamation works in partnership with federal, state, and local agencies, as well
as civic groups and private firms to initiate conservation methods in communities
across the West.
As Reclamation nears its 100th birthday, we are more committed than ever to
ensuring that those who need water in the West receive it, but only in a way that
preserves the West's biodiversity. With care, patience, application of sound science,
and simple common sense, we can achieve economic strength and environmental
stewardship.

Although the environmental effects of its projects were always a consideration in
Reclamation's work, it wasn't until the 1960s that a heightened public awareness came
about on these issues. This change was due in part to improved communication and
transportation systems. Suddenly, the average American's news came not from delayed
newsreels, radio, and newspapers, but from television and its same-day images. And
because many Americans could now afford to travel to the West via planes, trains, and
automobiles, they were coming to better understand the region's issues and to
consider Western public lands "theirs."
Expanded knowledge and accessibility resulted in an increasingly proprietary feeling
toward public lands and public works. Communities began paying attention to water
and air pollution issues. The effects of lost wetlands on fisheries and bird populations
were becoming more obvious. The concept of unregulated exploitation of historic and
natural resources, even on private property, lost support in America as the effects of
this policy on wildlife, plant life, water, scenery, and archaeological and historic sites
became clearer. This improved understanding of the natural world and environmental
issues combined with a shift in political power in the West away from rural and agrarian
economies to urban ones.
R a c h e l C a r s o n ' s Silent Spring, which demonstrated the connection between
industrial and agricultural pollution and the loss of species and habitat, appeared in
1962, increasing public s u p p o r t for m o r e e n v i r o n m e n t a l l y sensitive project
development. Even popular music expressed growing ecological concerns. Increased
public consciousness and support for environmental preservation manifested itself
in political action with the passage of national legislation, including the Reservoir
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Salvage Act of 1960, the Wilderness Act of 1964, the National Historic Preservation
Act of 1966, the Endangered Species Act of 1973, and the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969. Numerous executive orders and federal regulations accompanied
and followed these landmark laws while state and local legislation broadened the
regulatory framework for conservation.
During this period, the environmental effects of Reclamation projects were more
clearly identified and became better understood. Dam construction affected fish
populations and often altered the flow characteristics
a n d ecology of r i v e r s a n d s t r e a m s . L a n d
reclamation and construction affected plant,
animal, and bird populations through
d i s p l a c e m e n t or d e s t r u c t i o n of t h e i r
h a b i t a t . Land development often
destroyed historic or archeological
resources. Farmers who reclaimed the
l a n d t h r o u g h d r a i n a g e of a r a b l e
m a r s h e s destroyed those wetlands.
Hydroelectric p r o d u c t i o n , t h o u g h
pollution-free, is e n v i r o n m e n t a l l y
damaging because it alters river water
temperature, affects migratory fish,
and produces destructive water
fluctuations.
Environmental issues that conflicted
with traditional missions were not
u n i q u e to Reclamation. Americans
identified h a r m f u l e n v i r o n m e n t a l
impacts in hundreds of construction
and n a t u r a l r e s o u r c e exploitation
p r o g r a m s in t h e g o v e r n m e n t a n d
private sectors. This awareness has
r e s u l t e d in an increased effort by
government agencies and private groups to make environmental and historic
preservation a top priority in managing their projects. Preserving wetlands, enhancing
instreain flows, conserving and enhancing fish and wildlife habitat, controlling water
salinity and sources of pollution; and preventing ground water contamination are all
vital environmental concerns that Reclamation addresses to help protect the West's
unique 'environment.

Reclamation
played a
key role in the Alpine
Wetlands
Enhancement
Project, above, on the
Idaho-Wyoming
border,
one of the largest multiagency restoration initiatives in the region. Photo
by D. Walsh. The bureau
also has
constructed
numerous
modifications
to its dams—such
as
the temperature
control
system at right on Shasta
Dam—to help restore and
enhance fisheries and
aquatic habitat.

Shutter-Type Temperature Control Device

Recreation
The construction of dams also produces the world's largest swimming
pools. Reclamation reservoirs and adjoining lands provide water-oriented
recreation opportunities for,more than 90 million people annually in 17
western states. This combined visitation exceeds the population of those
states. Currently, 310 recreation arbas have been built at Reclamation
projects. These areas encompass more than 1.6 million acres of reservoir
surface with almost 13,000 miles of shoreline and 146,000 acres of
developed recreation lands. Over the years, n u m e r o u s recreational
o p p o r t u n i t i e s have b e e n d e v e l o p e d , i n c l u d i n g fishing, b o a t i n g ,
picnicking, caiiipipg, hunting, swimming, and midlife viewing.
\
Four Of the eight national recreation areas that involve Reclamation
reservoirs afhjhternatiqnally known for their recreational opportunities.
In addition to Lake Mead behind HooverfDam in Arizona/Nevada, they
include Lake Roosevelt behind Grand COuJbe Dam in Washington, Lake Powell behind
Glen Canyon Dam in Arizona, and Wluskeytowri-Shasta-Trinity National Recreation
Area including Shasta, Trinity, and Whisl0ytowh reservoirs in northern California.

Toward the New Millennium
Reclamation's 180-plus projects in the West are rhanaged out of area offices in five
regions that are organized around major watersheds. Many projects are actually
operated and maintained by those who benefit from the facilities—the water users.
Reclamation's projects provide agricultural, municipal, household, and mdustria
water to about one-third of the population of the American West. Farmers on
Reclamation projects produce about 13 percent of the value of all crops in the United
States, including 65 percent of all vegetables and 24 percent of all fruits and nuts.
While Reclamation's investment in facilities was $20.9 billion at the end of fiscal year
1998, it is estimated that the bureau's projects stimulate $24 billion in economic
activity each year through agriculture, recreation, hydropower, municipal and
industrial water service, and other activities.
Jaques Cousteau once said, "The future of civilization depends on water." Reclamation
continues to evolve to meet the needs of an increasingly thirsty' public, but its core
mission has remained unchanged—to provide the American public the most effective
water resource system in the world in the most cost-efficient manner possible.
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Sixty-five percent of the vegetables grown in the United States are produced
water provided by Reclamation projects.
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GRANDADDY
OF THEM ALL

Carrie Kemper, Commissioner's

Office

Although it is no longer the world's largest dam, Hoover Dam
is arguably the most famous, attracting millions of visitors
each year who come from all parts of the world to see this
remarkable engineering achievement. At 726 feet high—
176 feet taller than the Washington Monument—Hoover
Dam has 3.25 million cubic yards of concrete and weighs
6.6. million tons. Lake Mead, the 110-mile reservoir created
behind the dam, is the nation's largest man-made lake, with
a capacity of more than 28 million acre-feet of water.
Located in Black Canyon between Nevada and Arizona, the
dam is also a Department of the Interior National Historic
Landmark, a National Historic Civil Engineering Landmark,
and one of the American Society of Civil Engineers' Seven
Modern Civil Engineering Wonders.
Seeing the majestic, foreboding dam rise out of the Colorado
River for the first time, author Marc R e i s n e r marveled, "When forests push through the rotting streets of New York
and the Empire State Building is a crumbling hulk, Hoover Dam will sit astride the Colorado River much as it does
today—intact, formidable, serene."

Ds OLD BOYS ON BOULDER DAM
Claude Ruder - September

9. 1931

Abe Lincoln freed the Negroes
And Old Nero he burned
Rome
But the Big Six helped
Depression
When they gave the stiff a home
In a nice bunkhouse
there
sleepin"
there workin' every
day
The hungry look has
vanished
For they get three squares a day
You'll find tall Lou
from
Kalamazoo
and Slim from Alabam
Mixed in with all the rest of us
Old boys at Boulder
Dam
And the rain may come a pourin'
With sleet and flaky
snow
But we'll dam the
Colorado
Says our Super "Hurry Up" Crowe
And us stiffs is goin' to help him
Til she's solid and
complete
While they pay us honest
wages
With a place to sleep and eat
And doivn here in Black
Canyon
You'll find us ever'
day
Where the silvery
Colorado
Slowly winds its way
Contented
and all
happy
As a peaceful
rovin'
lamb
And we're stickin' to the finish
Us old boys, on Boulder
Dam.
Building Hoover Dam was such an enormous undertaking
that the project required the combination of six different
companies to pool their resources, costs, talents, and risks.
Frank Crowe was the superintendent of construction for
Six Companies, the consortium contracted by Reclamation
in 1931 to build the dam. The Boulder Canyon Project
construction
engineer,
Walker
Young,
called
Crowe "Hurry Up," while Crowe referred to Young as
"the Great Delayer."
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Through the toughest part of the Great Depression, as many as
5,000 laborers worked 24 hours a day, seven days a week, to
build Hoover Dam. (The dam was also called "Boulder" Dam,
because Boulder Canyon, about eight miles upstream of the
dam's current location, was the original planned site, and
because the dam is part of the Boulder Canyon Project. In 1947,
Congress officially designated the structure Hoover Dam.)
Construction began in spring 1931 and ended in 1935, two years
ahead of schedule and under budget. The six companies that
merged to win the contract to build the dam (called Six
Companies) also provided housing, board, hospital care, police
and fire protection, and other needs for its employees and their
families in a little town called Boulder City.
A straight-laced town created by Reclamation for Hoover Dam
workers, Boulder City prohibited saloons, gambling halls, and
brothels. For those after excitement, Las Vegas beckoned 28
miles away. (Today, Boulder City is the only city in Nevada to
b a n g a m b l i n g , a l t h o u g h a law to p e r m i t t h e sale a n d
consumption of alcohol was passed in
the 1950s.) After two weeks of hard
work and danger, many workers from
t h e d a m site c o u l d n ' t r e s i s t t h e
decadent delights of Las Vegas once
their paychecks came. Compared to
the dollar-a-day salaries of most
blue-collar workers during the
Depression, the pay at Hoover Dam
was princely, starting at $4 a day.
Though the work was arduous and
dangerous, most of the workers were
grateful for a well-paying job during
the Great Depression. The p o e m ,
Us Old Boys On Boulder Dam, is
representative of how many felt at
b e i n g a b l e to p r o v i d e for t h e i r
families. In 1930, Interior Secretary
Ray Wilbur pushed the Bureau of
R e c l a m a t i o n to s p e e d u p d a m
specifications so men could be hired
as soon as possible. When the call was
p u t out t h a t Six C o m p a n i e s was
looking for workers, the men came in
droves.

At top, an aerial view,
looking upstream to Hoover
Dam,
shows a nearly full
Lake Mead reservoir. The
lake extends 110 miles
upstream into the lower
end of the Grand Canyon
and has a shoreline of
822 miles ivhen full. Photo
by Andrew Pernick.
Above. Hoover Dam
under construction in 1933.
Photo by E.E. Hertzog.
Left, a view of Hoover Dam
from its crest shotvs the
U-shaped powerplant that
houses 17 generators.
Photo by Kelly Conner

Continued on the next page
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WESTERN DAMS DO THEIR PART DURING WORLD WAR II
Toni Rae Linenberger, Historian, Denver, Colorado
The Great Depression did more for federal power than any other event in American history. The 1932
election of P r e s i d e n t F r a n k l i n D e l a n o Roosevelt propelled the nation into massive construction of
federal works projects under the New Deal. Programs such as the Public Works Administration (PWA) were
just the antidote the country needed, revitalizing the economy with job security and national pride.
Reclamation became a natural recipient of PWA funds because of its capacity for large-scale construction
projects such as Hoover Dam on the Arizona/Nevada border. Reclamation received funds to construct
several multipurpose, hydropower projects including Grand Coulee Dam in Washington, Shasta Dam in
California, and Parker Dam on the Arizona/California border.
The construction of hydropower facilities d u r i n g t h e
fortuitous when, on Dec. 7, 1941, Japanese forces bombed
Pearl Harbor, Hawaii. Roth Grand Coulee and Hoover were
support essential war industries. The surplus power proved
wartime activities throughout the West.

Depression proved
military facilities at
in ideal locations to
highly beneficial for

Shipyards, steel mills, chemical companies, oil refineries, and motor vehicle
and aircraft factories all required vast amounts of electrical power, which
Reclamation furnished. Grand Coulee and the nearby Army Corps of Engineers'
Bonneville Powerplant supplied power to the growing aircraft industry in
Washington state. Grand Coulee also provided power for the then-top-secret
atomic energy installation at Hanford, Washington.
Grand Coulee Dam is shown under construction in
1937, above, and as it looked in 1979, at right. The
view was taken looking southwest. Grand Coulee Dam
is in the foreground, and the Feeder Canal, town of
Grand Coulee, Banks Lake, and Steamboat Rock can
be seen beyond. Photo by H. S. Holmes

Hoover Dam—and later Parker Dam just downstream—supplied power to the
Basic Magnesium Incorporated plants in southern Nevada, which produced
magnesium for aircraft frames and incendiary bombs, as well as the growing
shipyards and aircraft industry in southern California.
For more on Reclamation dams, visit the bureau's website at www.usbr.gov

GRANDADDY OF THEM ALL
Continued from previous page
Workers toiled in temperatures that rose to 115 degrees outside and
as high as 140 degrees in the diversion tunnels. Ninety-six men died
in construction accidents at the damsite; 212 men died from accidents
or illness related to construction activities. The majority of the
accidents occured during the first year of construction. Tougher safety
procedures and measures to avoid heatstroke—put in place during
the second year—led to a marked decrease in accidents and deaths.
One such safety standard involved head protection. Head injuries
accounted for many of the deaths and injuries during Hoover's
construction. To protect themselves from falling rocks and tools, the
workers were creative, improvising hard hats for themselves by
coating cloth hats with coal tar. Calling them "hard-boiled hats," the
workers quickly learned how effective they were. Several men wearing
the hats were hit so hard by falling rocks that their jaws broke, yet
they did not receive skull fractures. Because of these hats, men
survived accidents that would otherwise have killed t h e m . Six
Companies took notice and contracted for commercially made hard
hats. Deaths from falling objects were dramatically reduced. Today,
of course, "hard hat" has entered the American vocabulary and use
of reinforced plastic or metal helmets is mandatory on construction
projects.
At the dedication ceremony for Hoover Dam in December 1935,
President Franklin D. Roosevelt was awed by what he saw. "This
morning I came, I saw, and I was conquered as everyone will be who
sees for the first time this great feat of mankind," he said. "This is
an engineering victory of the first order—another great achievement
of American resourcefulness, skill, and determination." National
pride swelled as Hoover Dam became a tangible symbol of America
using its grit and determination to pull itself out of the Depression
through job creation and human ingenuity.
Although there now are dams taller and bigger than Hoover, all large
dams owe their existence to the technological advances that were
made during the design and construction of Hoover Dam. Today,
Hoover Dam serves as a national icon, a testament to engineering
capability.
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Reclamation owns and operates 58 hydroelectricpowerplants
second largest producer of hydroelectricity.
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in 17 Western states, making it the nation's
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Minerals Management Service
Thomas Kitsos, Acting Director
Walter Bonora, Bureau Editor
waiter, bonora@mrns.gov
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INTERIOR MARKS HALF A CENTURY MANAGING DEVELOPMENT
A
ON THE U.S. OUTER CONTINENTAL SHELF
Tim Redding and Renee Orr
As the Department celebrates its 150th anniversary this year, the Outer Continental
Shelf oil and gas program marks another significant milestone—half a century of
regulating petroleum activity in federal waters.
Although the Federal Government did not officially gain jurisdiction over the outer
continental shelf—the seabed extending beyond three miles from shore—until
the enactment of legislation in 1953, oil and gas activity in that area began in
1946 with the drilling of an exploration well off the coast of Louisiana.

"There is no one-size-fits-all standard for offshore oil and gas safety and
environmental management," said Acting Director Thomas Kitsos, in summing
up the bureau's approach to sharing its expertise. "We
recognize that each country's geography, sociology, and
environmental concerns play a part in how it will manage
offshore oil and gas development, so we offer our experience
and expertise as a model of how to manage this
development in a safe and environmentally sound
manner."

A year later, the first fixed platform was installed there. Over
the next several decades, the Outer Continental Shelf
program became a significant source of petroleum and
associated economic benefits at national, regional, and
local levels. In recent years, the U.S. program has made
huge strides into water depths exceeding 7,500 feet in
the Gulf of Mexico and into the icy, arctic waters of
Alaska. Through 1997, the program has overseen the
production of more than 11 billion barrels of oil and
more than 116 trillion cubic feet of natural gas, and
generated over $120 billion in lease bonus, rent, and
royalty payments.

Developing
Standards

While the Minerals Management Service's offshore
program continues to bring benefits to the nation—
roughly 20 percent of domestic oil production and
27 percent of gas production—it has taken a more
prominent role on the world stage by sharing valuable environmental and regulatory
knowledge with other nations. MMS has gained considerable knowledge and
experience concerning near offshore, deepwater, and arctic activities and is offering
to share this expertise with others.

Supporting U.S. Foreign Policy Goals
The offshore oil and gas industry operates from Newfoundland to Norway, from the
Gulf of Mexico to the Gulf of Guinea, from Brazil to Brunei. As the industry's worldwide
operations expand, MMS is increasingly called on to participate in international
projects that further U.S. foreign policy goals.
In this era of interdependence, nations with developed or emerging offshore industries
have a growing interest in establishing international operational and environmental
standards for their oil and gas programs. As these standards are developed and
adopted, they affect the activities of our domestic industry.
MMS uses its extensive regulatory expertise and the resulting offshore industry's
record of environmentally sound operations to further the nation's commitment to
advancing safe practices across the globe. It does this by providing technical
information and by monitoring laws and other developments that have a direct impact
on domestic regulatory authority.

DEDICATION

International

MMS has a long history of incorporating
voluntary industry standards into its regulatory
scheme. Currently, the agency incorporates
more than 80 private-sector standards in its
regulations, most of which are consensus
standards developed by committees of the
American Petroleum Institute.These standards
enable MMS to reduce the amount of
prescriptive regulations governing offshore oil
and gas operations without compromising
safety.
The agency also participates in the development of comprehensive sets of recognized
and compatible standards through national and international organizations such as
the American Petroleum Institute and the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO). At a forum in China last September, MMS provided technical
information to ISO's Committee on Materials, Equipment, and Offshore Structures
for Petroleum and Natural Gas Industries. The standards developed by this group will
affect the oil and gas industry domestically and internationally for years to come.
Carolita Kallaur, MMS associate director for Offshore Minerals Management, has
extolled the virtues of such standards in numerous presentations to industry and
fellow regulators. "Properly developed standards can increase productivity and
efficiency in government and industry, expand opportunities for export and
international trade, conserve resources, improve health and safety, and protect the
environment," she said.

Cooperating on Research
MMS is an important member of the International Committee on Regulatory
Authority, Research, and Development, which coordinates research activities,
exchanges information, and promotes cooperation among member countries.
The United Kingdom, Canada, and Norway also are primary sponsors of this
committee. Burgeoning interest in offshore oil and gas development brought
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Though the youngest member of the Interior family, the Minerals Management
Service plays, and will continue to play, a key role in managing America's offshore
energy resources.
Established in 1982, the agency's mission is to manage the mineral resources on
the Outer Continental Shelf in an environmentally sound and safe manner and to
collect revenues from companies that extract oil, natural gas, and other minerals
from offshore and onshore federal and Indian lands. MMS then distributes these
revenues to state, tribal, and federal accounts.
How we manage our energy resources now will determine how we live and work in
the United States for decades to come. The decisions we make will affect many
aspects of our daily lives and those of our children, such as the availability of foods
in the market, how we get to work, what goods are produced in our factories, and
the quality of our environment.
As the nation's steward of offshore mineral resources, the agency is committed to
achieving the proper balance between providing energy for the American people
and protecting unique and sensitive coastal marine habitats. Before exploration
and development can begin, MMS conducts multi-faceted environmental studies
that generate the scientific information essential to making sound leasing decisions.
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In essence, we work to minimize the
potentially negative effects that offshore
operations could have on m a r i n e
environments.
Jacques Cousteau once said that "the
future of civilization depends on water . . .
you now have the duty, the time, to convince
people." As human populations grow, so
will the pressures on the marine
environment. The MMS takes seriously the
protection of that environment by
continuing to develop effective regulatory
measures, such as our safety and
environment management program, to
ensure safe and clean offshore operations.
As we head into the next century, the agency
Thomas R. Kitsos
will continue to keep pace with a changing
world. We will always strive for new and better ways to do our job to better serve
the American people.
The agency has initiated and joined in numerous international
workshops to exchange information about offshore oil and gas safety,
operations, and environmental issues. A workshop in Indonesia last
October dealt with the decommissioning of offshore oil and gas
platforms in the Asia-Pacific region. The workshop was conducted under
the auspices of the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation Marine Resources
Conservation Working Group.
"MMS's assistance is critical to identifying cost-effective and proven ways
to raise the environmental standards of offshore oil and gas activities
in this region," said Eileen Claussen, the former assistant secretary
of State for Oceans and International Environmental and Scientific
Affairs.
MMS also is a working with Norway and Russia on a study to examine
the feasibility of establishing a comprehensive offshore oil and gas safety
and environmental regime in Russia. This effort has received strong
support from the Russian government.
"We recognize the significant progress made and continue to
support the cooperation between the Ministry of Natural
Resources of the Russian Federation and the United States
Minerals Management Service," said Sergei Kiriyenko,
Russia's minister of Fuels and Energy, "and we endorsed the
initiative to promote environmentally sound approaches to
future oil and gas development in Russian offshore areas,
including arctic waters."
Another of the agency's notable ongoing, international
efforts is a project sponsored by the U.S. Agency for
International Development to assist the newly
independent countries of Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan
as they attempt to establish stable legal and regulatory
institutions governing offshore oil and gas development
in the Caspian Sea.

By the early 20 Century, oil production wells were moving into the
shallow tidal waters of U.S. coastal areas.
participants from Japan, China, Denmark, the Netherlands, and
Brazil to recent committee meetings and workshops.

MMS's participation in the region is part of a
larger Administration focus intended to promote
American foreign political interests by fostering
the expansion of free and open markets and
ensuring confidence in U.S. and other Western
investments in the region.

Other significant research efforts focus on deepwater and
arctic operations. MMS recognizes that the
technological and regulatory challenges posed by those
activities are not unique to the United States and
cooperates with its international counterparts on a
number of joint research projects. This strategy is
intended to leverage the limited funds that are available
for scientific study around the world to effectively
address common offshore oil and gas safety and environmental issues.

Into the 21st Century

Sharing Information and Experience
MMS has an ongoing dialogue with Canada, the United Kingdom, Australia, the
Netherlands, and Norway in an established International Regulators Forum to
exchange engineering, scientific, and systems information and share best practices.
The goal is to improve the safety of offshore oil and gas operations among
participating countries.
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The U.S. Department of Energy proj ects that the
United States and the rest of the world will
continue to rely heavily on petroleum to meet
energy needs well into the next century. By building
on the success of the first 50 years of Outer Continental
Shelf activity in this country and by expanding and strengthening our interactions
with other offshore players on the international stage, MMS hopes to have a leading
role in assuring that offshore oil and gas resources are developed to contribute to
the world's energy supply in a way that is safe and environmentally responsible.
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Alaskan Bridges
Integrating Traditional Knowledge and
Western Science for Resource Management

tn Inupiat subsistence

hunter surreys his trelic

surroundings.

Robin Cacy
A Native Alaskan hunter once saw a polar bear far off across flat ice, where he couldn 't
stalk it without being seen. But he knew an old technique to mimic a seal. He lay down
in plain sight, conspicuous in his dark parka and pants, then lifted and dropped his
head like a seal, scratched the ice, and imitated flippers with his hands. The bear
mistook his pursuer for prey. Each time the hunter lifted his head the animal kept still.
When the hunter feigned sleep, the bear crept closer. When it was near enough, a
gunshot pierced the snowy silence. That night the villagers shared polar bear meat.
This story, and others like it, are passed on orally from generation to generation among
the native people of Alaska. Some also are told through dance. The stories illustrate
the importance of traditional knowledge to subsistence hunting and, in a larger sense,
to the survival of h u m a n life and native culture in the Arctic.
Inupiat traditional knowledge also is important to resource managers. Understanding
the origin and content of this body of knowledge, how it is preserved, and how it differs
from Western science can help managers to make appropriate decisions regarding
critical natural resources.
According to the native people of Alaska, traditional knowledge is practical, commonsense information that is based on the teachings and experience passed down from
elders. It includes extensive and holistic understanding of the environment and the
interrelationship of its various parts. These traditions provide the framework for
deciding how resources are used and shared.
"This is knowledge about the natural world from generations of observations by native
people who could be killed if they acted on wrong information," said Dr. Tom Albert,
senior biologist for the North Slope Borough of Alaska, Department of Wildlife
Management. "With this in mind, there is a strong tendency for traditional knowledge
to lean toward the truth," he added.
"Most native people use traditional songs, stories, legends, dreams, methods, and
practices as a means of passing on this knowledge," said Michael Baffrey, an MMS
socio-cultural specialist. "Sometimes it is preserved in artifacts handed down from
father to son or mother to daughter. There is usually no real separation between
secular and sacred traditional knowledge and practice—they are one and the same."

transcripts and recordings, public hearing testimony, and subsistence questionnaires.
Some of this material is housed at the U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs, and the North
Slope Borough maintains a traditional land use inventory.
To add to this collection, MMS's Environmental Studies Program funded a four-year
agreement with the Subsistence Division of the Alaska Department of Fish and Game
to gather ethnographies and oral histories in Alaskan coastal communities. MMS also
awarded a three-year study to the Ukpeagvik Inupiat Corporation for the collection
of traditional knowledge on the Alaskan North Slope. The study is gathering
information that can be used by federal and state decision-makers as well as native
and community groups.

"When an elder dies,
a library burns*'

Native Alaskan leaders also
9
have suggested that local, state,
and federal resource managers
focus less on the goal of how to incorporate traditional knowledge in analyses and
more on the process of how to come together on the concept of traditional knowledge—
to learn better how to look at ourselves in more human terms and less at how we label
ourselves.

These suggestions were used in the MMS-funded study, Bowhead Whale Feeding in
the Eastern Alaskan Beaufort Sea: Update of Scientific and Traditional
Information.
The agency sponsored this research because of the concerns of Inupiat whale hunters
who want their knowledge of the environment in the eastern Alaskan Beaufort Sea
incorporated into MMS decision documents. Working with the North Slope Borough
and the Alaska Eskimo Whaling Commission, MMS researchers incorporated the
traditional knowledge of the Inupiat whale hunters with Western science, thus
providing a more complete picture of bowhead whale feeding in the Arctic.
Moreover, Native Alaskan communities' emphasis on traditional knowledge is often
part of a larger debate about trust and dignity. MMS, therefore, is integrating Inupiat
elders' statements about sea ice, fish, birds, polar bears, marine mammals, bowhead
whales, caribou, and subsistence into the text of the Beaufort Sea Lease Sale
environmental impact statements and other decision documents. This valuable
information provides MMS a clearer picture of the environment in which it is working
and potential difficulties that will need to be addressed in the future.

Comparing traditional knowledge and Western science is
difficult at times. For example, native people have a far
richer and more subtle understanding of their natural
e n v i r o n m e n t t h a n do n o n - n a t i v e s . Western science
generally excludes the humanistic approach and relies on
the scientific method to achieve knowledge. Traditional
knowledge assumes a holistic view including language,
culture, practice, spirituality, mythology, customs, and
even the social organization of the local communities.
While it may not be appropriate to regard the two as
equivalent, decision-makers will use traditional knowledge
in conjunction with Western science.
Traditional knowledge is primarily an oral record. "When
an elder dies, a library b u r n s " is a native saying that
underscores the fact that most traditional knowledge is
conveyed in non-written form. There are, however, some
written sources of traditional knowledge, according to
P a t r i c i a C o c h r a n , of t h e Alaska Native Science
Foundation. These include some written ethnographies, Whitefish, seen here drying on a rack, are an important subsistence food
oral histories, interviews, land-use inventories, archived for Native Alaskans. Alaska Region staff photos
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To educate a wider circle of government
agencies about the value of traditional k n o w l e d g e , t h e A l a s k a O u t e r
C o n t i n e n t a l Shelf Region sponsors
periodic round table discussions with
other Interior bureaus, federal and state
agencies, university staff, and native
groups. All participants are beginning
to u n d e r s t a n d t h a t this knowledge
incorporates information about
ecosystem relationships and a code of
ethics governing the appropriate use of
the environment. This code parallels
the charge to federal land managing
agencies enacted through legislation.
The end goals are the same—wise use
of resources. Decision-makers have the
opportunity to use all information—
both traditional knowledge and Western
science—to inform future decisions.
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R I G S T O KEEPS

The Vision of
Villere Re??io
He walked along a Gulf Coast
beach one morning, looking
past the shrimp boats, beyond
the buoys, to the horizon. Out
there, thousands of rigs were
producing natural gas and oil
for the nation's energy needs.
And then a thought occurred to
him: Those rigs don't last
forever. Eventually, they
become obsolete, are dragged
back to shore, and turned into
scrap metal, which seemed like
a big waste of money and
resources. Why not turn some
of the decommissioned
production platforms into
artificial habitats for fish and
create a source of recreation for
divers and fishermen?
Villere Reggio's Louisiana roots go back 250 years
to Francois Marie Reggio, the first of his ancestors
to arrive from France in 1751. "My great-greatgreat-grandfather, Jacques Phillipe Villere, was the
first native-born governor of Louisiana," said
Reggio. "In part because of my heritage, I've
always felt a certain kinship to my state and I saw
the rigs-to-reef concept as a way to do something
positive for Louisiana."

Thus began Villere Hoggin's
quest to establish a Rigs-toReef initiative. "1 used to fish
around these structures as a
kid," he said, "and I always
thought what a shame to
remove them. Let's keep them.
Recycle them."

Reggio stressed that the Pfigsto-Reef idea benefits everyone. "Oil and gas companies save a portion of the cost of
having to take the structures back to shore," he explained.
"Fishermen benefit, and so do the fish. Entire ecosystems
develop around these artificial reefs. The structures
provide excellent artificial habitats for feeding and
breeding, attracting and increasing the numbers of fish
and fishermen in the gulf," the New Orleans native added.
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Platform legs provide recreational opportunities for divers and create artificial habitat
for marine life.
Reggio, a 30-year veteran of Interior, has been involved with the environmental aspect
of offshore oil and gas development for many years. He has worked with government
and private-sector groups,
emphasizing the long-term
economic and social benefits of
decommissioned rigs as tools
of fisheries development and
management.

Hal Osburri, director of the Texas Artificial Reef Program,
echoed those thoughts. "Artificial reefs are like an oasis
in the desert. They increase viable habitat and improve
biodiversity," he said.

"When you have the opportunity to create something
positive for people and the
environment, why not take
advantage of it," fie said. "Why
not keep it going?"
His efforts, along with other
proponents of the Rigs-to-Reef
initiative, led to the enactment
by Congress of the National
Fishing Enhancement Act of
1984 and the Louisiana Fishing
Enhancement Act. Reggio
thanked three others who made major contributions to getting the program off the
ground—Maureen Borenholdt of MMS, and Virginia Burkett and Gene Shinn
at the U.S. Geological Survey. As a result of their efforts and Reggio's dedication, there
are now 125 obsolete rigs serving as thriving artificial habitats, many off the coast of
his home state.

Artificial reefs provide habitats for a variety offish. Entire ecosystems develop around
these structures. Photo, above right, by Gregory S. Boland
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His efforts did not go unnoticed. In 1987, The Louisiana Wildlife Federation honored
him with its prestigious Professional Conservationist of the Year Award. "Mr. Reggio's
entire professional career has been devoted to resource conservation," said Wilson
J. Thibodeaux, the organization's president. And in Houston, he was recently
recognized as an "Offshore Pioneer" by the Offshore Energy Center for his tireless
work in bringing the rigs-to-reef initiative from concept to reality."
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THE BUCK DOESN'T STOP AT
ROYALTY MANAGEMENT
A MAJOR SOURCE OF NON-TAX FEDERAL REVENUE
While the MMS's offshore minerals management offices contend with regulatory
and environmental aspects of offshore federal leasing, the agency's other
operational half, the Royalty Management Program, is responsible for collecting
revenues from federal offshore and onshore mineral (including oil and natural
gas) leases. The effort is one of the Federal Government's greatest sources of nontax revenues.
Using highly sophisticated accounting systems, the royalty office processes
more than $300 million each month in bonuses, rents, and royalties from nearly
70,000 leases. This amounts to several billion dollars each year. It peaked at
$10 billion in 1983. The recent yearly average has been around $6 billion.
Totals fluctuate with market prices, the amount of production, and the number
of lease sales.
Located at the Denver Federal Center in Colorado, the royalty offices, along
with the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Office of the Special Trustee for
American Indians, also provide revenue management services for mineral
leases on Indian lands.
The mineral revenues are distributed to 40 mineral-producing tribes and nearly 20,000 individual allottees, and are not shared with
states or the Federal Government. In recent years, Indian mineral revenues have averaged more than $150 million annually.
For offshore leases, the royalty office distributes the collected money to specific accounts of the U.S. Treasury. In recent years, nearly $900 million has been deposited annually
to the Land and Water Conservation Fund and $150 million to the Historic Preservation Fund. The remainder is sent to the U. S. Treasury's General Fund. Additionally, a
portion of royalties from offshore federal leases that are adjacent to coastal states are shared with those states.
Distribution of revenues associated with mineral development of onshore federal lands is split differently. Fifty percent of the money goes directly to the state in which the
lease is located. Forty percent is sent to the Reclamation Fund of the U.S. Treasury. This special account finances the Bureau of Reclamation's water projects in 17 western
states. The remaining 10 percent goes to the U.S. Treasury's General Fund. One exception, Alaska, gets a 90-percent share of the revenues while the remaining 10 percent is
sent to the U.S. Treasury's General Fund.
The Department's responsibilities for resource development and revenue collection date to
the early 1920s. The MMS was created as a result of the evolving importance of national
mineral development. With growing importance and revenues came recognition of the
demand for improved control of those resources.

REENGINEERING ROYALTY MANAGEMENT
In one of the most important initiatives the Royalty Management Program has ever
undertaken, the division is reengineering its collection and distribution operations. The
RMP, which evolved into an increasingly complex organization since it was created 17 years
ago, had launched special initiatives and upgrades to meet its additional demands. But the
program outgrew its in-place technology and processes.
The reengineering initiative was launched in 1997 to put into operation new and improved
business processes and automated support systems. A program reengineering office was set
up in RMP to manage and coordinate the initiative and the MMS assembled a group of senior
managers and technicians with diverse skills and disciplines to administer the project.
The new processes were developed and pilot tested with prototype information processing
and transaction technology. The reengineering effort is now in its implementation phase and
during the next two and one-half years, the RMP will continue to work on more than 50 major
areas of improvement to reach its reengineering performance goals. Those include:
Reducing the royalty management business cycle from six to three years;
Providing revenue recipients with access to their money within 24 hours;
Establishing organizational accountability at the producing property level;
Simplifying and streamlining industry reporting requirements; and,
Modernizing RMP's automated support systems.
The reengineered RMP is being organized around two end-to-end core business processes
that are highly integrated, focused on outcomes, and less costly to operate. The new RMP will
be supported by state-of-the-art automated information systems. Carrying out these
reengineering improvements is a sound business decision, clearly cost justified, and prepares
RMP to meet its mission requirements well into the 21st Century. This initiative has been
designated MMS's highest priority for the year 2000.
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Social

Costs or
Cnergy
The environmental
and social costs of surface
mining were the primary national concerns that gave
birth to the Office of Surface Mining. The costs
included streams polluted by acid mine drainage,
degraded forests and farmlands, at left above, and
the destruction of wildlife habitat, at left. A former
uranium mine, above, near Gas Hills, Wyoming, has
slumping highwalls, polluted water, and radioactive
waste. Photos by Chuck Meyers, OSM

ORIGINS OF THF
OFFICE OF SURFACE MINING
RECLAMATION & ENFORCEMENT

In 1973, Middle Eastern sheiks imposed an oil
embargo that created great public turmoil. As long
lines of cars snaked their way to service stations,
national leaders called for rapid research into fuel
efficient cars and energy conservation. A general
anxiety prevailed about how the oil embargo would
effect our economy and our war readiness in the
event the Communist countries chose to take
advantage of our energy plight. Our new President,
Gerald R. Ford, introduced "WIN" buttons to
u r g e us to " W h i p I n f l a t i o n Now" as p r i c e s
skyrocketed and interest rates began to soar.

Walter N. Heine, RE.
Editors Note: The author was the first director of the
Office of Surface Mining, serving from the fall of
1977 to January 1981.
How our country and the world have changed since
President Jimmy Carter sat in the Rose Garden
on Aug. 3, 1977, and signed the Federal Surface
Mining Control and Reclamation Act!
We are now awash in oil selling as low as $9 a barrel at 1973 prices. Our energy imports
skyrocket while much of the nation travels in four-wheel-drive, gas-guzzling vehicles.
Coal prices plummet as small and medium sized
c o m p a n i e s fall by t h e w a y s i d e . And t h e
environmental movement focuses on more
esoteric issues such as global warming and
micro-sub stances in air, water, and food.
It is difficult for y o u n g e r g e n e r a t i o n s to
comprehend (or even care about) the intense
emotions that fueled public debate in the 1970s
over an issue that many then characterized as
"the environment versus coal." Most of the
leading national characters in the debate are
long gone.

Walter N. Heine,
RE.
First OSM Director

So, as we mark the 150 th anniversary of the
D e p a r t m e n t of t h e I n t e r i o r , it m i g h t b e
interesting to recall the mood of the nation at
the time Congress and President Carter added
an extremely controversial regulatory program
to Interior's n a t u r a l r e s o u r c e stewardship
responsibilities.

Throughout the 1970s, the nation feared and competed with the USSR and China.
Our overriding international goal was containing Communism and that focus shaped
our national policies and many domestic concerns. In the early years of the decade,
the Vietnam War was at its height and on everyone's mind. The Watergate scandal,
however, would soon dominate discussion. Meanwhile, the environmental movement
continued to gain strength from the social revolution of the late 1960s.
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Because of the outcry of even moderate citizens and environmental groups against
the inadequacies of strip mine regulation in most states, the Nixon Administration
in March 1973 publicly supported federal legislation to regulate surface mining in
the United States. Russell Train, chief of Nixon's Council on Environmental Quality,
characterized the bill as "strong legislation."
Feelings about the practice of strip mining had been running high for a number of
years. Representative K e n H e c h l e r of West Virginia had urged complete abolition of
surface mining, saying "the hills of Appalachia are b l e e d i n g . . . a revolution is brewing
in America. The people are not going to stand by any longer while strip miners rip
up their homeland." But negative reaction to the proposal abounded. Senator J o h n
M e l c h e r of Montana called the Administration bill "gutless" and said "it smells so
bad it must be dead and should be buried as quickly as possible."
Senator Mike Mansfield of Montana, then the majority leader, promised the Senate
would work for a strong bill and even suggested that "a moratorium [on strip mining]
may be the answer until all of the guarantees and proper mechanisms are in their
place." Senator Henry J a e k s o n of Washington state, who was chairman of the Senate
Interior and Insular Affairs Committee, said he was "confident that this session of
Congress will see a federal regulatory law enacted."
Meanwhile, a delegation from the Interstate Mining Compact Commission endorsed
the Administration's "New Federalism" approach of giving control to the states while
setting minimum national standards. I was Pennsylvania's delegate on the commission;
other delegates represented North Carolina, Oklahoma, Kentucky, South Carolina,
and West Virginia.
I was soon recruited, with the concurrence of Pennsylvania's Governor Milton Shapp,
to work with several House and Senate committees to fashion a bill that would allow
state p r i m a c y while advancing p r o g r a m s t h a t would a t t a c k the p r o b l e m of
abandoned mine lands, which was and still is particularly rampant in Pennsylvania.
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Congressman Morris K. Udall (who passed away last year) championed the bill in
the House. Louise Dunlap, director of the Environmental Policy Center worked
tirelessly to coordinate the nationwide efforts of citizen and environmental groups
to help shape the legislation.
After extensive public hearings and work by the Congressional committees, a measure
to regulate surface mining—S. 425—was passed by the 93rd Congress in 1974. But
President Ford vetoed the bill on Dec. 30, saying he was not convinced that federal
legislation was necessary and that it would hurt the nation's economy. Undaunted, the
94th Congress passed H.R. 25 in 1975, which tried to meet some of President Ford's
concerns. It, too, was vetoed.
In 1976, H.R. 2, and its companion measure, Senate Bill S.7, amended H.R. 25 by
including a Small Operators' Assistance Program (now known as SOAP) to meet the
concerns of small- and medium-sized operators who would have difficulty complying
with some of the water and soil sampling requirements for permit applications. The
proposed legislation also made exploratory permits optional in the states and gave the
states flexibility in setting permit fees. The revised measure generally reduced the
amount of information required in the applications, limited the notice requirements,
and allowed for informal procedures on bond release.
By this time, President Carter had
taken office and signaled that he
would sign H.R. 2, should it pass.
Dissenting Congressmen and
Senators, though few in number,
e x p r e s s e d t h e i r views strongly.
They cited President Carter's call
to C o n g r e s s for " c o u r a g e o u s
decisions" to solve the energy crisis,
which he had termed "the greatest
domestic challenge that our nation
will face in our lifetime." Opponents
of the legislation maintained that it
t r a m p l e d s t a t e s ' r i g h t s , would
destroy small businesses, and invite
endless litigation. They argued that
it would increase federal power and
consumer costs while reducing coal
p r o d u c t i o n w h e n every energysource was vital to the nation.

anticipated 1,000-employee organization, b u t also c o n c u r r e n t l y writing and
promulgating interim regulations that had to be adopted, by law, within 90 days of
passage of the act.
This was a nearly impossible task. To make the chore even more daunting, the
appropriation of funds for the office was delayed. The request was included in the
general federal budget that was being debated as Congress considered the merits of
producing the B-2 bomber. This delay prevented us from having the financial resources
to begin making firm commitments to potential employees and acquiring space for
the regional, district, and local offices that were necessary throughout the country.
We had only one year, until August 1978, to promulgate and publish regulations for
a permanent regulatory program. Also, all mines were to comply with the interim
regulations within nine months of enactment, which would require inspections,
enforcement, and oversight of state actions.
The entire experience was fascinating! The fact that we even came close to meeting
all of these timetables was miraculous. I attribute the success we had to the hardest
working group of employees I have ever seen in either government or the private sector.
Those who worked so hard included my Deputy Director Paul Reeves; Assistant
Directors Tony Head, David Maneval, Carl Close, D i c k Hall, Chuck Beasley.
D o n Crane, Wes Booker, Dave
Short, Ed Imhoff, Ray Lowrie,
Pat Boggs, Bob Biggi; and the
Division of Surface Mining within
the Solicitor's Office, headed b\
Bill E i c h b a u m and his staff of
dedicated attorneys.
Bill Eichbaum was succeeded as
associate solicitor by a very able
B o b U r a m , who s u b s e q u e n t l y
served as OSM director. Assistant
Secretary J o a n D a v e n p o r t , to
whom I reported, couldn't have
been more helpful and supportive,
as was Secretary Cecil Andrus.
On t h e whole, t h e c a r e e r civil
servants and technical experts we
relied on were excellent and did an
outstanding job. Fortunately, I was
burdened with only a few political
hacks who had been foisted upon
Secretary Andrus as Congressional
political favors.

Leaders of Congressional oversight
c o m m i t t e e s , however, said t h e
hearings and field trips they had
conducted confirmed that the
environmental and social problems
caused by surface mining had to be
addressed. One committee report
indicated that 1) acid drainage had
r u i n e d 11,000 miles of streams;
2) p r i m e h a r d w o o d forests a n d
wildlife habitats were being destroyed; 3) p r o d u c t i v e f a r m l a n d was
b e i n g d e g r a d e d ; 4) l a n d s l i d e s ,
erosion, and siltation were polluting
s t r e a m s ; 5) p e r p e t u a l l y b u r n i n g
mine waste dumps were fouling the

The n a t i o n a l and state coal
associations worked hard at their
j o b s — t o influence the program
President Jimmy Carter signs the Federal Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act on August
development and regulation writing
3, 1977. Attending the event were Congressional leaders who had sponsored and supported the
process as much as possible. In
legislation that created the Office of Surface Mining, including, from left, Rep. Lloyd Meeds, D-WA;
general, I found that most of the
Rep. Paul Tsongas, D-MA; Rep. Nick Rahall, D-WV; Sen. Floyd Haskal, D-CO; Reps. Bob Erhardt,
D-TX; Chairman Phil Burton, of the House Interior and Insular Affairs Committee, D-CA; Rep. Joe
associations were very helpful in
Skubitz, R-KA; Rep. Philip Ruppe, R-MI; Rep. Bob Carr, D-MI; Sen. Jennings Randolph, D-WV;
pointing out where our regulations
Rep. Don Clausen, R-CA; Sen. John Melcher, D-MT; Rep. Morris K. Udall, D-AZ; Rep. Ralph Regula,
m i g h t exceed the i n t e n t of the
R-0H; Louise Dunlap, Director of the Environmental Policy Center; Gov. Mike Celeste, D-OH;
legislation and trying to amend
Sen. Spark Matsunaga, D-HL
some language to make it more
practical in the field. The citizens
and environmental groups kept our feet to the fire, quickly pointing out every aspect
air; 6) and that coal mining in America had left a crippling mark on the communities
of our regulations and program that might not be as stringent as they anticipated.
that labored most to produce the energy.

The committee concluded that the nation could not withstand the environmental
devastation that would occur with the anticipated surge in coal mining and that the
"enormous" social costs of mining should be included in the costs of the coal mining
business. If there ever was a time to regulate the industry, the committee report argued,
it was during a period when coal demand and prices were expected to soar—making
additional environmental protection affordable. The bill was passed overwhelmingly
by Congress and signed by President Carter on Aug. 3, 1977.

The most painful process for me was dealing with the states' mining administrators,
many of whom were friends and long-time acquaintances. Because most of them were
being pulled in all directions by their citizens, legislatures, governors, and the industry,
they attempted to achieve accommodations with our office that would make their lives
a little easier back home. As a former state administrator myself, I understood their
concerns and what they were going through. In many cases, our office simply could
not meet their concerns because of the specific language in the act.

The Federal Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act, of course, called for the
establishment of the Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and Enforcement in the
Department of the Interior. I was nominated by President Carter to be the first director
of that office but had to wait many months for Senate confirmation.

It was never a secret that the act was structured with a general distrust that the states
would establish adequate regulatory programs without the specificity written into the
law. In fact, in the legislative history report of the act, the committee explains why it
needed specificity. For example, it went to great pains to define "reclamation" so that
it would have consistent meaning. The report also explains why the legislation coidd
not frame performance standards in terms of general objectives and that it chose to
cast them in terms more detailed than those generally found in regulatory legislation.

In the meantime, a small task force of experts from various Interior and other agencies
began the enormous task of getting the program under way. This involved not only
administrative and planning duties, such as acquiring the space and resources for the

The committee said "in choosing a middle path, the committee is mindful of the past
failures on the state level, and thus bases its approval of H.R. 2 on the expectation
that federal regulations . . . will fully implement the environmental performance

THE TOUGH PART
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s t a n d a r d s . Obviously, t h e m e r e r e p r o d u c t i o n of s t a t u t o r y e n v i r o n m e n t a l
performance standards in the regulations would be inadequate."
Many of my friends in the states had difficulty living with this concept and had hoped
that each state could individually interpret the federal law with its own regulations
rather than use our federal regulations, which were intended to assure some measure
of general uniformity among the states.
This controversy subsequently resulted in introduction of the so-called "Rockefeller
Amendment" that was conceived by then-Governor Jay R o c k e f e l l e r of West Virginia.
It was intended to amend the federal surface mining act to allow states to individually
interpret the federal law and write their regulations based on each interpretation. This
was very discouraging to us because some of the allies of the original legislation found
it necessary to support this proposed amendment. At that time, any resistance to "federal
bureaucracies" was very popular back home, so there were few political downsides to
supporting the amendment. But because supporters of the original act considered the
amendment emasculating, Congress soundly defeated it.
Some elements in the coal industry and in some states continued their loud assault on
the law, the regulations, and the program. Those assaults together with similar ones
against other federal programs helped to exacerbate an anti-federal sentiment that was
growing nationally and ultimately helped to springboard R o n a l d R e a g a n to the
Presidency.

The high quality of the reclamation
work on this 200-acre steep-slope contour mine in eastern Kentucky
clearly
demonstrates the purpose and benefits of the Surface Mining Control and
Reclamation Act,

Our office recognized early that some of our regulations would require revisions
w h e n we received m o r e feedback from states, as they a c q u i r e d " p r i m a c y " a n d
initiated their state programs.
n fact, we had a committee
working on revisions at the time
the Carter Administration came
to a n e n d . A l t h o u g h m u c h
publicity surrounded the
r e g u l a t o r y r e w r i t e of J a m e s
Watt's a d m i n i s t r a t i o n in the
Department, not many of the
substantial changes they
p r o d u c e d w e r e u p h e l d by
the courts. The net effect of
that rewrite on the program, I
believe, was not that great.
F e d e r a l o v e r s i g h t of t h i s
p r o g r a m is c r u c i a l . As a
former state a d m i n i s t r a t o r
'MarA' Oliver, at center, the first Unsung Hero recognized in
and enforcer, I recognize how
the Office of the Secretary, is congratulated by Kathy
the attitude toward certain
Karpan. right, director of the Office of Surface Mining, and
state programs and funding Assistant Secretary Berry. Photo by Tami Heilemann, NBC
of those programs depend on
who sits in the governor's chair. It is not in the best interest of the coal industry,
environmental protection, state economics, or employment stability to once again allow
variances in enforcement from state to state. Such volatility threatens the all-important
parity among the states in the mining and marketing of coal.
The program has come a long way in the last 21 years. I believe my able successors
each contributed positively to the accomplishments of the national and slate
programs. I hope our early efforts made their jobs a little easier. As long as OSM
continues to listen to the states, their citizens, and the industry for reasonable
solutions to problems as the times and technologies change, the agency
will never become an anachronism.

DBM9"*** 1 Under the Ippalachian Clean
Streams Initiative, OSM works with state, county, and local
communities, as well as other federal agencies, the private sector, J
and university research groups to help restore rivers that have
been damaged by acid mine drainage to productive natural I
habitats and recreational opportunities. I
Reclaimed mine lands are being restored to agricultually L
productive condition and uses, such as farmland and cattle
grazing pasture, as well as to valuable wildlife habitat, m
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Changes & Challenges
Jed

Christensen

Editor's Note: The author was director of the Office of Surface Mining Reclamation
Enforcement from 1985-1988.

and

When I reflect on my experience with the Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and
Enforcement, my mind floods with memories from that time.
I will never forget the day that Secretary of Interior D o n Hodel called me into his
office and asked me to "take the reins" of OSM on an interim hasis until a decision
was made about permanently filling the vacant office of director. He warned me that
there was an Inspector General's Report on the agency that needed to be addressed
and a General Accounting Office report that had to be answered.
Several Congressional committees also were waiting to question the new director about
carrying out the Surface Mining Act and 90 of the rules and regulations that OSM had
promulgated to put the act into effect were under challenge in federal court. Secretary
Hodel forgot to mention that 60 Minutes had scheduled a television interview with the
new director. That really put icing on the cake.
Secretary Hodel was gracious in allowing me to
select a management team that I needed to help
me take on the task of getting OSM "back on its
feet." A public affairs director, a legislative
affairs director, and a senior
management analyst
were the core of the
team. Once the group
was in p l a c e a n d
working with t h e
h e a d q u a r t e r s staff,
OSM was restructured
to deal with four major
problem areas that had
b e e n i d e n t i f i e d in
earlier reports and
analyses.

In addition to those priorities, the new director had to lead
and support the OSM field operations staffs in their day-to-day program operations
while remaining in close communication with Secretary Hodel
and top Interior officials as gains were made and progress was
recorded.
In the three years that I was director, the headquarters staff
helped me prepare for innumerable Congressional hearings
and official visits to Capitol Hill. The most memorable were
the meetings with Congressman Morris Udall of Arizona,
the "Father of the Surface Mining Act." OSM staff also
accompanied me on countless trips to coal mining states to
confer with field staff, state, environmental, and industry
leaders, and to visit active surface and underground coal
m i n i n g operations and a b a n d o n e d mine reclamation
projects. It was a busy but extremely rewarding and
productive effort. The time was certainly well spent.

The major components
of the new OSM structure
were: 1) a team to work
with the Interior Solicitor's Office to resolve the legal challenges
against the agency's r u l e s a n d regulations from b o t h t h e
environmental and the coal industry; 2) a group to deal with
OSM's severe c o m p u t e r p r o b l e m s (which were e n o r m o u s
especially to begin development of what soon evolved into the
Applicant/Violator System; 3) a concentrated effort to bolster the
state surface mining regulators, both to encourage them in their
enforcement of the Surface Mining Act and to avoid federal
take-overs of state primacy programs; and
4) financing and encouraging expanded
clean-up of abandoned mines.

Jed

Christensen

OSM Director

1 left OSM knowing that coal was being mined successfully
in America, that power for the nation was being produced
efficiently using that coal, and that the coal mining and
reclamation in this country were being done according
to environmental standards that made sure the land was
left in a condition as good as before mining and in
some cases, better. Believe me, it was a good feeling.
I hope that the officials and staff of OSM will continue
to build in a positive way on the dramatic progress we
achieved during those years.

1985-1988

As part of its mission, OSM sponsors numerous technical workshops for state regulators,
mining companies, and other professionals whose responsibilities include regulating
surface mining and reclaiming mined land.
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OSM also offers other nations its expertise in regulating surface mining and restoring
mine land and damaged habitats through various international agreements and
Departmental initiatives. An OSM team worked with the Indonesian government in 1995
to train its mine regulators. Above is a truck-and-shovel operation at the Bucket Sam
Mine in Tanjung Enim, South Sumatra.
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T H E E V O L U T I O N O F U . S . I N S U L A R POLICY
Allen P. Stayman.

Director, Office of Insular

Affairs
United States entered World War I, we bought the Virgin Islands
from Denmark to protect our shipping lanes to the Panama Canal
and prevent the islands from falling into Germany's hands.

Henry Kissinger once asked, "Who gives a damn? There are only
90,000 people out there." Former President G e o r g e Bush, who
bravely fought high above them in World War II, said the worst part
of being Vice-President was having to attend funerals there. And
former President Ronald R e a g a n vowed that no matter what the
future held for them, they would always he family to us.

World War I also set in motion a series of events on the other side
of the globe that eventually led to the U.S. role in Micronesia. When
Japan, as an ally of Great Britain, seized most of Micronesia from
G e r m a n y d u r i n g T h e Great War, it c r e a t e d a geopolitical
realignment in the western Pacific that eventually threatened
America's lines of communication to the Philippines and our
strategic position in the region, setting the stage for the naval battles
of World War II.

The islands they were talking about are scattered over three million
square miles of the Pacific Ocean between Hawaii and the
Philippines. Anthropologists call them Micronesia. And they have
played a critical role in the evolution of U.S. territorial policy.
Most Americans first learned their strange-sounding names as
World War II battles: Kwajalein, Kniwetok, Truk, Pelelin, Saipan,
and Guam. Today, the islands are officially known as the Republic
of the Marshall Islands, the Federated States of Micronesia, the
Republic of Palau, the U.S. Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana
Islands, and the U.S. Territory of Guam.
The first three are sovereign states, freely associated with the United
S t a t e s a n d t h e n e w e s t m e m b e r s of t h e U n i t e d N a t i o n s .
The Northern Marianas is the newest member of the American
political family while Guam has been under the U.S. flag since 1898.
Other U.S. flag islands are the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and
the U.S. Virgin Islands in the Caribbean, and American Samoa, our
only territory in the South Pacific.

The outcome of that struggle elevated the United States to
superpower status and brought all of Micronesia under U.S. control.
Culturally, however, American ties to Micronesia stretch back
almost 200 years. Yankee sea traders found markets in China for
the islands' sandalwood and heche de mer. New England whalers
used some Micronesian h a r b o r s as bases for provisioning,
recruiting, and what is now euphemistically called "Rest and
Relaxation." Those depredations led American missionary groups
to establish permanent missions on major Micronesian islands.
U N D E R T H R E E FLAGS:
The flags of the United
States,
Trust Territory
of the
Pacific
Islands, and United Nations flew
over Micronesia for more than 40
years during the U.S. trusteeship.

From the U.S. perspective, the ties that have bound all of these
islands to America are largely strategic considerations. Driven in
large part by U.S. naval theorists such as Alfred Malum and T h e o d o r e Roosevelt,
Puerto Rico and Guam became U.S. territories as a consequence of the SpanishAmerican War. U.S. sovereignty was extended over Eastern Samoa, including the harbor
(and potential coaling station) of Pago Pago, in the early 20th Century through
negotiations with Great Britain, Germany, and the local chiefs. And just before the
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The Creation of U.S. Territorial Policy

While national security has been the guiding interest in U.S.
relations with our associated islands in the Pacific and Caribbean,
the precise form our political relationship has taken varies from
island to island. This was due to the circumstances of their
acquisition and to the difficulties and disagreements our nation
has experienced in fitting these remote, far-flung territories into the Constitutional
framework of the American republic.
The nation's initial territorial policy was written in the wake of its anti-colonial
revolution. The union of former colonies that had freed itself from British control
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eschewed overseas empire. But our incipient nation did not exist in a power vacuum
on the North American continent. The confederation of 13 former colonies formed a
narrow coastal strip, vulnerable to seaboard attack as well as inland incursions,
especially from British Canada, French Quebec, and Louisiana.
In the earliest years of independence, westward settlement was seen not only as a way
to provide greater economic opportunity for Americans but also as a means to forestall
F.uropean powers from lopping off chunks of North America contiguous to, or in the
path of, the expanding nation. To address this strategic concern, the Continental
Congress enacted the Northwest Ordinance of 1787—the most important law passed
by the weak, pre-constitutional assembly.
The ordinance guaranteed that inhabitants of the lands west of the Alleghenies and
northwest of the Ohio River would have the same rights and privileges as the citizens
of the 13 original states. It also provided a formula for making new
states out of the territory and admitting them to the union. The
framers of the ordinance neither intended nor envisioned that it
could also be interpreted to provide for the acquisition of overseas
territories.

Expansionism

Pago Pago Harbor in American
Samoa, above, was strategically
important because it provided the
deepest and most protected harbor
on the U.S. sea line
of
communication betiveen the U.S.
West Coast and the South Pacific.
Australia, and New Zealand. At the
outbreak of World War II in the
Pacific, the harborplayed a vitalrole
in maintaining U.S. supply lines to
our beleaguered allies during the
Japanese advance into the South
Pacific. At left, students from Tula
Village on Tutuila perform a
traditional Samoan dance.

and The Insular Cases

At the close of the 19th Century, in a burst of sea-power expansionism,
our nation acquired substantial overseas territory that included
Puerto Rico, the Philippines, and Guam. Only after the victory
celebration following the Spanish-American War did we ask ourselves
how the people of these islands were to be treated in the national
polity. Thus began the second phase of our nation's territorial policy.
These islands were markedly different in several respects from the
typical territory incorporated into the union under the Northwest
Ordinance. There were no resident American communities yearning
to fly the Stars and Stripes. The islands already were populated by
people whose cultures, languages, and forms of government were different than ours.
And the islanders had certainly not asked to become part of the United States. The

expansionists argued, however, with some justification and much success, that the
islands were vital to U.S. strategic and commercial interests.
In 1901, the U.S. Supreme Court was asked to decide the issue: Does the Constitution
follow the flag? Could the nation acquire territory that was not intended to be integrated
into the union as a state and deprive the inhabitants of U.S. citizenship or full
participation in the U.S. political process?
In a series of decisions that came to be known as the Insular Cases, the court—by the
narrowest of margins—created a new political status under the American flag—the
unincorporated territory. The court, in effect, said the nation could acquire the islands
and that not all of the provisions of the U.S. Constitution need apply to that territory.
In the court's words, such a territory is not a part of the United States but is
"appurtenant" to it.
This doctrine has provided the basis for relations between the United States and its
offshore territories throughout the 20th Century. While unincorporated status did not
extend the full benefits of the U.S. Constitution and citizenship, the fundamental
ndividual rights of the inhabitants were protected. Many of these basic Constitutional
rights were deemed to apply to the island residents of their own force, but Congress
could extend additional Constitutional and citizenship rights as it deemed necessary.

Above, members of the Truk Congress assemble in front
their temporary meeting house on the island of Moen in
the Truk District Center in 1959, awaiting the arrival of
other representatives and the opening of the congressional
session. Some of the men represent "outer islands"—the
more remote archipelagoes located outside of Truk Lagoon,
where traditional customs were still relatively strong,
including the icearing of the "thu" or loincloth. Other
members, from the main islands of Truk, had adopted more
western attire. One of the most important legacies of the
U.S administration was the adoption of democratic forms
of government. Right, universal public education is another
legacy of U.S. administration of its insular areas. The
students are graduating from the University of the Virgin
Islands.

DEDICATION

Today, residents of the flag islands are U.S. citizens, or in the case of American Samoa,
U.S. nationals. They enjoy the vast majority of the Constitutional and legal rights of
Americans. But they do not vote for President in their islands because the electoral
c o l l e g e s y s t e m u n d e r t h e U.S.
C o n s t i t u t i o n l i i n i t s t h a t r i g h t to
residents of states and the District of
Columbia. Moreover, the islands are
r e p r e s e n t e d in t h e C o n g r e s s by
delegates to the House of Representatives because the Constitution
requires U.S. Senators and Representatives to be elected from the states.
These territorial delegates have most
of the powers of Members of Congress
but may not vote on the House floor.
U n d e r its p l e n a r y a u t h o r i t y , t h e
Congress also provided special tax
and trade development privileges to
t h e flag islands t h a t could not be
extended to states because of the U.S.
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Constitution's requirement for uniformity of treatment for the states. Residents of
U.S. flag islands, for example, do not pay a federal income tax to the U.S. Treasury
on locally earned revenue (only to the island's treasury) and island governments receive
other federal revenue not available to states. Yet residents are eligible for virtually all
federal program funding. U.S. companies doing business in the islands also receive
special tax and trade incentives.

The Cold War and

Self-Determination

The allied victory in World War II, the ascendancy of the United States to superpower
status, and the birth of Cold War global rivalry set the stage for the third phase of our
nation's territorial policy—a period in which acquiring and holding territory as spoils
of war was renounced while U.S. strategic concerns were a d d r e s s e d t h r o u g h
international mechanisms.

republics for 15 years; in turn, the islands delegated responsibility for defense and
regional security to the United States, meeting America's bottom line strategic
concerns.
The voters of the Northern Marianas, however, chose to join the American family.
Saipan, Tinian, Rota, and the smaller islands that make up the archipelago are now
an insular commonwealth of the United States. Saipan had been the site of the U.S.
Trust Territory Government and had seen significantly greater development and
underwent greater American acculturation. Moreover, these islands were viewed as
strategically more important for the U.S. Navy and American negotiators were willing
to agree to high levels of economic assistance and special status privileges—such as
temporary local control over immigration and labor law—to ease the Northern
Marianas' transition into the American polity.

Policy for the 21st Century

With the formation of the United Nations—which
the United States strongly supported—and the
s u b s e q u e n t c r e a t i o n of t h e UN T r u s t e e s h i p
Council, the islands of Micronesia (except Guam,
which was already a U.S. territory) were placed
u n d e r t h e c o u n c i l ' s j u r i s d i c t i o n to h e
administered by the United States on behalf of
the international community.

That brings me to our current efforts to draft a new chapter
for America's role in Micronesia. The free association
relationship broke new ground in international relations.
Our compact with the islands is based on mutual respect
and recognition of their sovereignty. We are committed to
defend them and to help these small, developing states
move toward economic self-sufficiency.

The residents of the freely associated states are citizens of
The U.S. role under United Nations' oversight was
to promote the development of Micronesia (then
t h e i r r e s p e c t i v e n a t i o n s b u t may freely e n t e r t h e
called the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands)
United States as n o n for the benefit of its inhabitants until they could
i m m i g r a n t s for w o r k ,
establish self-government and determine their
s t u d y , or t e m p o r a r y
future political status. In the immediate postresidence. The island
World War II era, that choice was thought to be Public health practitionerBernardYo-u,
republics also have some
limited to i n d e p e n d e n c e or integration into right, who was trained at a special
U.S. trade preferences
another sovereign state, such as the United States. school set up by the U.S. Navy for
and are eligible for many
Micronesians,
conducts a medical
U.S. federal programs.
check-up on Yap in 1958. Improved
The islands use U.S.
T h e i n i t i a l p e r i o d of q u i e s c e n t U . S .
public health was a
paramount
currency and are part of
administration of the war-devastated islands was
concern of U.S. administrators from the
the U.S. Postal System.
characterized by a "caretaker" approach and outset. Above, a traditional ceremonial
emphasis on "protecting" the islanders. But the house on Yap is fronted by a piece of
Despite many chalUnited States significantly increased its economic the island's well-known stone disk
lenges, criticisms, and
assistance to Micronesia beginning with t h e money. Yap is now a state in the
difficulties, our nation
Kennedy Administration—at the height of the Federated States of Micronesia.
has fulfilled its historic
Cold War—motivated in large part by the fear that
trust for Micronesia, guiding the islands that chose independence into the international
lack of economic development might jeopardize the United States' long-term security
community, while embracing those that desired American citizenship. Though the
interests in the islands. Washington provided several hundred million dollars in
effort has not been emblazoned in national headlines, we should he proud of our
development assistance in the 1960s and 1970s.
accomplishment. It was a long and intricate process during a Cold War that polarized
the globe and nearly paralyzed other U.S. international initiatives.
The dramatic turnaround impressed Micronesians and the United States offered them
U.S. citizenship and commonwealth status—entree into the American family as
unincorporated territories. But their fear of land alienation and loss of sovereignty
However, the relationship has been more successful politically than economically. The
persuaded most island leaders that joining the U.S. polity was not in their best interest.
Micronesians have adopted democratic institutions and peace has reigned in the region.
Micronesians then proposed free association—a relatively new concept in international
But Congress resisted Executive Branch efforts to extend tax and trade privileges to
relations—as an alternative, and three Micronesian island groups chose that status in
the islands and, as a result, economic development has not met expectations. Island
self-determination plebiscites in the 1970s. Micronesian free association is a form of
governments grew, while agriculture, fishing, and the private sector have not developed
independence based on a compact that provides U.S. financial assistance to the island
sufficiently. We will have to revisit these issues as we renegotiate parts of the Compact
of Free Association.

Ruth Van Cleve,
who served as
director of
Interior's Office
of Territories
during the
Kennedy,
Johnson.
and Carter
Administrations.
meets with
island leaders
in Micronesia
during the
1960s
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Meanwhile, five other island groups remain part of the U.S. political family: Puerto
Rico, which is not within the jurisdiction of the Interior Department; and Guam, the
Northern Marianas, American Samoa, and the U.S. Virgin Islands, which are. The
Department provides financial and technical assistance to these islands and serves as
a focal point in the Executive Branch for federal relations with the insular governments.

Wither Our Flag

Islands

Over the past 50 years, there has been a trend of increasing local self-government in
these flag territories; a progression from U.S. Navy administration to today's essentially
state-like treatment. However, many islanders and island leaders are frustrated with
the legal and political limits that the U.S. Constitution and the Congress now place
on the further expansion of local self-government.
Some U.S. and island officials had anticipated that the residents of the flag islands
might follow the Micronesian precedent and seek free association relationships with
the United States because it confers local sovereignty and thus maximizes self-
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Some of the remote islands of
Micronesia can only be supplied
by field trip ships, like the one at
left, which must anchor or circle
outside the reef while small boats
carry people and cargo ashore.
In many of the major archipelagoes
of Micronesia, the only means of
travel between islands is boat,
at right. Motorized craft have
supplanted traditional craft, except
for a few remote islands where a
dwindling number of men, below,
still have the knowledge and skills
to build the traditional ocean-going
Micronesian sailing craft.

government. But to date that has not been the case. Far from
it. Referenda and status discussions with island leaders
indicate that all of these U.S. insular areas wish to remain
members of the American political family. Though some want
an improved status in the national polity with significantly
greater autonomy, an overwhelming majority of voters in the
flag islands have expressed their desire to retain their U.S.
citizenship. Independence or free association, while espoused
by some island leaders and groups, remain aspirations of
electoral minorities.
I believe this is a tribute to our nation. Though these islands
are a legacy of turn-of-the-century imperialism and occupy a
politically anomalous status in our national family, the United States has attempted
to do the right thing for them. The nation has extended citizenship to the islanders,
ensured the progressive social and political development of their communities, and
encouraged their economic expansion and self-reliant development. Special tax and
trade privileges not available to the states have played an important part in this
development.
As we look back over two c e n t u r i e s of
American territorial policy, it is the status
of these flag t e r r i t o r i e s , however, that
remains our greatest challenge. The first
territorial policy, established under the
Northwest Ordinance, was fantastically
successful, expanding the United States
from 13 to 50 states, culminating with our
nation's reach into the Pacific through
Alaskan and Hawaiian statehood.

Secretary Babbitt, in a ceremony held
in his office on April 3, 1998, issued a
Secretarial Commendation to Allen
Stayman, director of the Office of
Insular Affairs, for his
exemplary
efforts in advancing
democratic
principles in the Commonwealth of the
Northern
Mariana Islands
and
combating immigration and alien
labor abuses there. Before coming to
Interior, Stayman was a professional
staff member of the U.S. Senate
Committee on Energy and Natural
Resources for nine years, specializing
in U.S. insular policy. He has visited
Micronesia on numerous occasions
during the past two decades to meet
with island leaders on a wide range
of U.S. policy and program issues.
A certified SCUBA diver, Stayman has
an M.A, in Fisheries Science from the
University of Washington. Photo by
Tami Heilemann, NBC

DEDICATION

Our post-World-War-II territorial policy in
Micronesia, of serving as an administrator
under the United Nations Trust Territory
system, has culminated with the implem e n t a t i o n of t h e C o m p a c t of F r e e
Association and the Covenant with the
Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana
Islands that were negotiated and approved
under United Nations' auspices.
But what is the destiny of the flag islands?
It is i m p o r t a n t to recall that one such
unincorporated territory, the Philippines,
became an independent nation after nearly
50 years under the U.S. flag. It is even more
important to note that Puerto Rico, an
unincorporated territory under the U.S.
flag for 100 years, has a powerful statehood
movement and may move in that direction
in the future. A recent referendum on the
island's future political status (held late last
year) produced mixed results, however,
with "none of the above" (neither statehood
nor commonwealth) gaining a majority of
votes. Perhaps a future referendum will
provide more precise guidance as to the
wishes of the Puerto Rican people.

In the meantime, unfortunately, Congress has shown
a r e l u c t a n c e to exercise its p l e n a r y a u t h o r i t y
regarding territorial governance to help the people of
the islands establish a process to resolve the issue of
future political status. Guam's long-stalemated status
issue, for example, requires Congressional guidance
to be resolved. Guam leaders have been seeking an
autonomous status in the U.S. polity for the past 15
years but have not won Executive Branch support for
their proposal. Three Administrations have expressed
i d e n t i c a l C o n s t i t u t i o n a l , p o l i t i c a l , a n d policy
o b j e c t i o n s to m a j o r p r o v i s i o n s of t h e G u a m
Commonwealth Bill that was drafted by the island's
leaders. In the view of many U.S. officials, Guam's current proposal seeks an untenable
combination of sovereignty and integration—the rough equivalent of free association
status with the island's resi dents retaining U.S. citizenship.
The measure is under review' in the Congress
and Guam leaders have s c h e d u l e d a
plebiscite later this year on alternative status
o p t i o n s — s t a t e h o o d , free association, or
independence—should sufficient elements
of their commonwealth proposal fail to gain
Congressional support. The plebiscite would
be limited to Chamorro voters—those who
trace their ancestry- to the inhabitants of
Guam in 1898 when the United States
acquired the island from Spain.
Chamorros are about a third of Guam's
150,000 population. Non-Chamorro residents include immigrants from Hawaii and
t h e U.S. m a i n l a n d , as well as A s i a n Americans, many of whom came to Guam
from the Philippines. As part of their review
of Guam's commonwealth proposal, U.S.
officials have maintained that a political
status referendum or plebiscite that prevents
U.S. citizens on Guam from participating
because of their ethnicity violates their
rights u n d e r the U.S. Constitution.
Chamorro leaders counter that the
indigenous people are the "self" in Guam's
right to self-determination because nonChamorro voters have already exercised their
self-determination by either choosing or
confirming their U.S. citizenship.

President
Clinton
accepts
the
credentials of the Republic of'PalauS
first ambassador to the United States,
the Honorable Hersey Kyota, at
center. With the ambassador at the
October, 1997 ceremony are his wife,
Lydia, and his three sons, from left,
Lyle, Lance, and Luke.

Both island and U.S. officials face significant challenges in defining and charting the
political destiny of the flag islands. The Trust Territory termination process and the
Puerto Rico referendum process suggest new approaches, and with the active
involvement and guidance of Congress, these approaches may allow the United States
to close this chapter in the evolution of our territorial policy.
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